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ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>ARCHITECTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL RECORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axon</td>
<td>axonometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biblio</td>
<td>bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bldg</td>
<td>building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>CUSTOM BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont'd</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost anal</td>
<td>cost analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>det</td>
<td>detail, details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dia</td>
<td>diagram, diagrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elev</td>
<td>elevation, elevations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext</td>
<td>exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill</td>
<td>illustration, illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>INTERIORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>interiors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso</td>
<td>isometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAE</td>
<td>JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>photo of model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>page, pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pers</td>
<td>perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td>photo, photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>plan, plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref</td>
<td>references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec</td>
<td>section, sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel. del.</td>
<td>selected detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppl</td>
<td>Supplemental Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACOUSTICS**

New Acoustics for Riverside Church Renovation; New York, New York; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbison; Acoustical Design by Kirkegaard Associates; ph. sec.; p.36-37; Nov 95; AR

**AIRCRAFT**

See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), ENERGY

**AIRPORT**

Airport Addition; Nevada, Las Vegas; Tate & Snyder; m.; p.37; Apr 95; A

Automation Runs Airport; Germany, Munich; Review of Systems; by Claude J. Bauer; ph. iso.; p.38-46; Jan 95; TCS

AIRPORT (Cont'd)

Florida, Miami; Miami International Airport; Color Panes of Glass Animated by Light and Sound; Spillis & Candela; Art by Christopher Janney; ph.; p.18-23; Nov/SuppI 95; AR

Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport; Georgia; Atlanta, Lighting Design; Turner Associates; Lighting Design by Ramon Luminance Design; ph.; p.24-27; Nov/SuppI 95; AR

International Airport, Kansai; Japan, Osaka; Structural Analysis; Renzo Piano; Structural Design by Ove Arup; axon. ph. pl. m. sec. dia.; p.84-93, 95-103; Jan 95; A

International Airport; Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; Kisho Kurokawa; pl. m. ill.; p.PR34-37; July 95; AR

New York, Buffalo; International Terminal; Cannon, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and William Nicholas Bodouva; m. pl.; p.26; Mar 95; PA

On the Design of Airports; Critique; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.84; Dec 95; INT

Terminal, Kansai International Airport; Japan; Osaka; Mile Long on New Island, Renzo Piano; by Richard D. Rush; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; Apr 95; PA

Terminal, National Airport; District of Columbia, Washington; Cesar Pelli and Leo A. Daly + Pierce, Goodwin, Alexander & Linville; m. pl. sec.; p.36; Feb 95; PA
ALABAMA
Blount Springs; Residential Development; Residence; Blount Springs Retreat; Builder's Choice Award; Design Traditions; ph: pl; p.100-101; Oct 95, B
Fairhope; Episcopal Church; Errol Barron and Michael Toups; ph: pl sec.; p.86-89; Oct 95, AR
Hoover; Interiors; AmSouth Bank Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph: pl axon; p.54, 60-61; Jan 95, INT
Madison; Residence; PA Award; Office DA; m: pl sec. elev.; p.60-63, 112; Jan 95, PA
West Mobile; Residential Development; Residence; Audubon Square; Chatham Home Planning; ph: pl; p.100-101; Feb 95; B

APARTMENT BUILDING
HIGH RISE
New York, New York, Queens; Cesar Pelli; m: pl; p.36; Feb 95, PA

INTERIORS
California, San Francisco; Apartment; First Design; ph: pl; p.92-95; July 95, ID
California, Venice; Loft Apartment and Furniture Designer's Studio; David Ming Li-Lowe; Interior Design by Salle Trout; by Michael Webb; ph: pl; p.76-79; Nov 95; INT
District of Columbia, Washington; Small Business Apartment; Mary Douglas Drysdale; ph: pl; p.114-117; Feb 95, ID
Florida, Palm Beach; Apartment; Pranich Associates; ph: pl; p.96-99; Mar 95, ID
Illinois, Chicago; Apartment; Carpenter & Grodzins; ph: pl; p.92-95; Mar 95, ID
Illinois, Chicago; Apartment; DuBay & Maire; ph: pl; p.146-149; Apr 95, ID
Illinois, Chicago; Apartment; Valero, Dewalt & Train; ph: pl axon; p.104-109; Sept 95, AR
Illinois, Chicago; Designer's Loft Apartment with Workshop and Exhibit Space; Neil Frankel; ph: pl; p.82-85; Nov 95, ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Alison Spear; ph: pl; p.150-153; Sept 95, ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Geoffrey Bradfield; ph: pl; p.100-105; July 95, ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Glenn Gissler; ph: pl; p.144-149; Sept 95, ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Kenneth Foreman; ph: pl; p.98-99; July 95, ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Sandro Marpillero; ph: pl axon; p.160-163; Sept 95, ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Stanberg & Aifen; ph: pl; p.86-91; Mar 95, ID
New York, New York; Designer's Apartment and Office; Bruce Bieren; ph: pl; p.140-143; Apr 95, ID
New York, New York; Designer's Apartment; Lee Harris Pomeroy; ph: pl sec.; p.114-121; Jan 95, ID
New York, New York; Duplex Apartment; David Walker; ph: pl; p.132-135; Oct 95, ID
New York, New York; Loft Apartment; Dana Nicholson; ph: pl; p.154-159; Sept 95, ID

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)
INTERIORS (Cont'd)
New York, New York; Loft Apartment; Hanranah & Meyers; ph: pl axon; p.74-79; Sept 95; AR
New York, New York; Loft Apartment; Kolatan & MacDonald; ph: pers.; p.75; Sept 95, INT
New York, New York; Loft Apartment; Scott Marble and Karen Fairbanks; ph: pl; p.158-165; May 95, ID
New York, New York; Photographer's Apartment and Studio; Orsini Design; by Jean Gorman; ph: pl; p.64-67; Mar 95, INT
New York, New York; Pantanella Company; ph: pl; p.108-113; June 95, ID
Spain, Barcelona; Apartments at Hotel Arts; G.C.A.; Interior Design by Jaume Tresserra; ph: pl; p.74-79; Feb 95, ID
Texas, Dallas; Apartment; Neal Stewart; ph: p.96-97; Aug 95, ID

LOW RISE
California, Santa Monica; Infill Units on Four Sites; William Adams; ph: pl sec.; p.90-91; Jan 95, AR
Elderly Housing; NAHB Seniors Housing Awards; Survey of Projects; ph; p.114-121; May 95; B
Georgia, Trenton; Housing for Hang Gliding Enthusiasts; Nichole Wiedermann; m: pl sec.; p.24; Mar 95, PA
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Apartments for Needy; Cunningham, Hamilton & Quiler; by Kristen Richards; ph; p.68-71; July 95, INT
Minnesota, St. Paul; Community Center; Multi-Purpose Building with Apartments; Remodeled from Factory; Close Associates; ph; p.32; Aug 95, PA
South Carolina, Charleston; Affordable Housing; Studio A; ph: sec.; p.82; Sept 95, INT

MIDDLE RISE
California, Santa Monica; Single Room Occupancy Building and Retail; Frederick Fisher; ph: pl axon; p.102-105; June 95; A
Connecticut, Norwalk; Remodeled Factory Building; Riley & Corbo; by Linde Altman; ph; p.83; Mar 95; B
England, London; Public Housing; Aslop & Stormer; m: pl elev.; p.35; Aug 95, PA
Illinois, Chicago; Nagle & Hartray; ph: pl; p.84; Jan 95; AR
Netherlands, Maastricht; Mecano; ph: pl; p.96-99; 104; June 95, PA
Washington, Seattle; Banner Building; Artist Residents Build Out Spaces; Weirnstein & Cooper; ph: pl sec.; p.86-89; Jan 95, AR
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERSLY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT-TOWNHOUSE, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)
Builders Should Build Multi-Family; ph: chart; tables; p.128-132; Sept 95; B
Georgia, Atlanta; Olympic Village; Jova, Daniels & Busby, John Portman and Niles Boulton; ph: pl m ill.; p.57; July 95; PA
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP) (Cont'd)

LOW RISE
California, Newport Coast; Newport Ridge; McLarand & Vasquez; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Dec 95; B
California, San Francisco; Artists' Loft Apartments and Townhouses; David Baker; ph. pl.; p.25; Nov 95; PA
California, San Jose; Communications Hill Specific Plan, AIA Honor Award, Solomon Architecture; ill. pl. axon.; p.131; May 95; A
California, San Jose; Los Esteros, Builder's Choice Award, Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.116-117; Oct 95; B
Colorado, Englewood; The Greenwood, EDI. ph.; pl.; p.85; Dec 95; B
Florida, Tampa; Bayshore, Jay Baker; ph. axon.; p.54; Sept 95; INT
Massachusetts, Boston; Housing Project Remodeled; Lane & Frenchman and Hezekiah & Pratt; ill. pl.; p.35; Jan 95; AR
Massachusetts, Lowell; Housing for Immigrants Includes After-School Education; Paul Lukez and Akhtar Badshah; axon pl.; p.44; Jan 95; PA
New York, Larchmont; Builder's Choice Award, Perkins & Eastman; ph. pl.; p.135; Oct 95; B

MIDDLE RISE
California, San Francisco; Builder's Choice Award, Hardison. Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker; ph.; pl.20-121; Oct 95; B
China, Hainan; Resort Condominium and Hotel Complex; HLW. pl. ill. elev.; p.51; Mar 95; PA

AREA
Interiors; Entertainment Agent's Companies Offices, Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.72-77; July 95; ID
Interiors; Travel Agency, Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.68-69; Apr 95; ID

ACKERMAN, KURT
Office Building; Low Rise; Curtain Wall with Motorized Sun Protection; Designer's Offices, Gundeifingen, Germany; ph. sec.; p.74-77; Oct 95; AR

AGREST & GANDELSONAS and HERBERT, LEWIS, KRUSE & BLUNCK
Gateway Green, Urban Linear Park; Des Moines, Iowa; ill. pl.; p.34-35; Aug 95; A

ALBIN, VASCONCELOS & ELIZONDO
Residential Development; Four Houses in a Circle; Mexico City, Mexico, m. axon.; p.27; Mar 95; PA

ALLEN, GERALD and JEFFREY HARBINSON
Christ Church, Renovation, Lighting; Oyster Bay, New York; ph. det.; p.34-35; May/Suppl 95; AR
Church; Catholic, Wilson, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.74-76; Feb 95; PA
Church; Screen for Side Chapel, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Feb 95; PA
Columbarium for Church, Gothic Wooden; New York, New York; ph. sel. det.; p.76-77, 117; Feb 95; PA
New Acoustics for Riverside Church Renovation; New York, New York; Acoustical Design by Kirkegaard Associates; ph. sec.; p.36-37; Nov 95; AR
Survey of Firm's Gothic Revival Work; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Feb 95; PA

ALLEN, STAN
Gallery of Contemporary Art, Amy Lipton; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.53; Sept 95; INT

AMBASZ, EMILIO
Plant Conservatory; Critique; San Antonio, Texas; ph. m. sec.; p.86-91; June 95; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPANY
Accessories Showroom, Lisa Jenks; INTERIORS Award; New York, New York; ph.; p.98-99; Jan 95; INT

AMMIDOWN, MARGOT et al.
Hurricane Andrew Effects Rural Preservation; Redland Plan; Dade County, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p.46-48; Apr 95; LA

ANDERSON & SASS
Memorial to African Slaves; Computer Delineation Award; Delineation; Stull & Lee; ill.; p.36-37; May 95; AR

ANDERSON & SCHWARTZ
Video Production Facilities, Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pi.; p.100-103; Sept 95; AR

ANDERSON, J. ROBERT
National Wildflower Research Center; Landscape Design; Austin, Texas; Overland Partners; by Michael Leccese; ph. pi.; p.68-71; Sept 95; LA

ANDO, TADAO
History Museum, Chikatsu-Asuka; Osaka Prefecture, Japan; ph. sec axon.; p.72-77; Nov 95; AR

Museum for Contemporary and Performance Art; Suntory; Osaka, Japan; ph. sec.; p.84-89; Sept 95; A

Pritzker Prize Winner; His Philosophy; ph.; p.31; May 95; PA

Pritzker Prize Winner; ph.; p.23; May 95; A

ANDRE, JULES
Zoology Museum; 1889 Building Remodeled: Cast-Iron Structure; Original Design; Paris, France; Chemetov & Huidobro; sec. ph.; p.29; July 95; PA

AR.KE.TEK.CHER
AIDS/HIV Resource Center; San Francisco, California; axon. pl. sec.; p.44; Jan 95; PA

ARAD, RON and ALISON BROOKS
Performing Arts Center Foyer; Tel Aviv, Israel; ph. sec.; p.110-113; Sept 95; AR

ARANDA, RAFAEL, CARMEN PIGEM and RAMON VILALTA
Reception Pavilion for Beech Forest; Girona, Spain; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Oct 95; PA

ARCHETYPE ARCHITECTURE
Interiors; Architects’ Offices, Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.112-117; Apr 95; ID

ARCHIPLAN ARCHITECTS
Residence; Habitat for Humanity Project; Dallas, Texas; pl. persp. elev.; p.137; Apr 95; A

ARCHITECTS ATELIER
African Plains Barn Building for New Zoo; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.27; Oct 95; PA

ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE
TAC’s Demise; History and Factors in Their Demise; ph.; p.117-119; Dec 95; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES GROUP
Preservation Park; Business Park; 16 Restored Victorian Houses; Oakland, California; ph.; p.106-107; Feb 95; AR

Residence; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Woodside, California; Original Design by Willis Polk; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.111-113; Dec 95, A

ARCHITECTURE + FURNITURE
Hospital; Bone Marrow Transplant Unit; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.S10-S11; FebSuppl95; ID

Hospital; Intensive Care Unit, Mount Sinai; INTERIORS Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 95; INT

ARCHITECTURE STUDIO OF PARIS
School; High; Paris Suburb, France; ph. pl.; p.29; Sept 95; PA

ARETS, WIEL
Academy for the Arts and Architecture, Extension; Maastricht, Netherlands; ph. sec.; p.102-104; June 95; PA

Courthouse; Groningen, Netherlands; pl. ill.; p.104-105; June 95; PA

ARQUITECTONICA
Bank; Bank of Luxembourg Headquarters; Luxembourg; ph. sec.; p.56-63; Jan 95; AR

Hotel; Times Square; New York, New York; m. sec.; p.15; June 95; AR

ARUP, OVE
International Airport, Kansai; Structural Analysis; Structural Design; Osaka, Japan; Renzo Piano; axon. ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.84-93, 95-103, Jan 95; A

ASSER, SOLOMON and INA SCHELL
Optical Store; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Mar 95; ID

ASYMPTOTE and YASUI HIDEO
Historical Museum; Tohoku, Japan; ph. m.; p.84; Sept 95; INT

ATELIER DESIGN
Residence; Custom Home Award; Kettering, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Spring 95; CB

AUERBACH, S. LEONARD
Hotel; Hyatt Regency, Lighting; Lighting Design; San Francisco, California; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; ph. elev.; p.26-29; FebSuppl 95; AR

AYERS, SAINT & GROSS
District Court and Public Safety Building; Ocean City, Maryland; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.104-107; May 95; AR

B&H and MICHAEL VANDERBYL
Interiors; Corporate Offices and Plant, Keilhauer; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.46-51; Dec 95; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

B3 ARCHITECTS

Residential Development; Residence; Ascot Downs; Builder's Choice Award; St. Louis, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.115; Oct 95; B

Residential Development; Residence; Heritage Meadows; Fishers, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.238-239; Jan 95; B

Residential Development; Residence; Reunion; Adelanto, California; ph. pl.; p.236-237; Jan 95; B

Residential Development; Residence; Tradition East, Chandler, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.53; Dec 95; B

BAU DESIGN

Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Aug 95; INT

BDS

Residence; Pasadena, California; ph. pl.; p.27; Nov 95; PA

BOORA

Design Firm's Beach House; Neskowin, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.34; Dec 95; PA

BABULA & STAMM

Furniture Showroom, Meridian; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.106-109; Jan 95; ID

BAIRD & SAMPSON

Downtown Park, Bay Adelaide Park; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-67; Aug 95; A

BAKER, DAVID

Apartment Development; Low Rise; Artists' Loft Apartments and Townhouses; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.25; Nov 95; PA

Residential Development; Artists' Apartments, Townhouses, Lofts, Performance and Work Spaces; PA Citation; San Francisco, California; m. pl. elev.; p.86-87, 111; Jan 95; PA

BAKER, JAY

Apartment Development; Bayshore; Tampa, Florida; ph. axon.; p.54; Sept 95; INT

BALMORI, DIANA et al.

Gwynns Falls Greenway; Competition Winner; Baltimore, Maryland, ph. p.20; Jan 95; LA

BALSAM, PETER

Residence; Interiors; Long Island, Southampton, New York; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Oct 95; ID

BARATLOO & BALCH

Russia's Obsolete Monuments Exhibit; ph. pl.; p.55; Sept 95; INT

BARBER & McMURRY

Therapeutic Garden; Rehabilitation Center; Knoxville, Tennessee; Landscape Design by Michael Versen; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Jan 95; LA

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE

Profile of Architect, Age 80; ph. ill.; p.72; July 95; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BARNETT, ERIC and JAMES MONTGOMERY

Landscapes Southern California Style; Demonstration Water-Efficient Garden; Riverside, California; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Sept 95; LA

BARRON, EROL and MICHAEL TOUPS

Episcopal Church; Fairhope, Alabama; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; Oct 95; AR

BASSENIA & LAGONI

Residential Development; Residence; Elysian Fields; Gurnee, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.178; Jan 95; B

Residential Development; Residence; Silver Creek Valley Country Club; MAME Award; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.164-165; Oct 95; B

Residential Development; Residence; Tatum Ranch III; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.59; Nov 95; B

BAUSMAN, GILL, SHAMIR & SANDERS

Interiors; Record Company Corporate Offices, Elektra; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.56; Sept 95; INT

BECK, ELDON

Residence; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Los Altos Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.91; Apr 95; LA

BECKETT, WELTON

Capitol Records Building, Executive Floors; Original Design; Los Angeles, California; Tichenor & Thorp and Michael S. Smith; ph. pl.; p.78-85; July 95; ID

BEHNKE ASSOCIATES

Apartment Project Redesigned to Reduce Crime; Cleveland, Ohio; ph.; p.51; Feb 95; LA

BELMONT & FREEMAN

Alumni Auditorium, Columbia University; Acoustical Modifications for Remodeled Auditorium; New York, New York; Acoustical Design by Shen, Milsom & Wilke; ph. sec. det.; p.39-39; Nov 95; AR

BELSCHNER & VINCENT

Public Library; Interior Design; Newport Beach, California; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winklestein & Morris; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Aug 95; ID

BELZBERG & WITTMAN

Residence; Energy Conserving, Ventura County, California; m. pl.; p.33; Jan 95; LA

BENTEL & BENTEL

Church; St. Patrick's Roman Catholic; Renovation; Glen Cove, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 95; INT

BERGER PARTNERSHIP and
KEATING, MANN, JERNIGAN & ROTTET & McGRANAHAN PARTNERSHIP

Environmentally Friendly Master Plan; State Office of Ecology Headquarters, Competition; Lacey, Washington; by Richard K. Untermann; ph. ; p.120; Aug 95; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BERGER PARTNERSHIP
Residence; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.68; Apr 95; LA

BERGER, ALISON
Glass Designer; ph.; p.4; June 95; ID

BERRY, KATHRYN McGRAW and BRYCE SANDERS
Office Building; Interiors; Graff Pay-Per-View Headquarters; Interior Partition Details; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec det. elev.; p. 126-133; May 95; ID

BERTALTA, VINCENT
Clothing Store, YSL; Beverly Hills, California; ph pl.; p 32(2)-32(3); Feb 95; ID

BETANCOURT, WALTER
Federal Reserve Bank; Preservation, Original Design, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Walsh & Bishop; ph. m. ill.; p. 31; Feb 95; AR

Library; University of Michigan, Flint, Michigan; ph. axon.; p.24; Nov 95; PA

BLACKWELL, MARLON
Residence; Wedington, Arkansas; ph. pl. elev.; p.58; Sept 95; INT

BLOOM & FIORINO
Townhouse; Bristol Park, Tinley Park, Illinois; ph.; p.84; Feb 95; B

BLOOMFIELD ASSOCIATES
Child Development Center, Addition; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.30; Aug 95; PA

BLUTTER & SHIFF
Furniture Showroom, LUI; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.126; 130; Jan 95; INT

BOBROW & THOMAS
Children's Crisis Care Center; Camarillo, California; ph.; p.86-89; June 95; AR

BOGAERTS, ALEXANDER V.
Residential Development; Residence; Hamlet Village, Wixom, Michigan; ph., pl.; p.6; Mar 95; B

BOGDANOW, L.
Restaurant; Cub Room, Other Restaurants by Designer; New York, New York; ph.; p.118-123; Oct 95; ID

BOHUN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON
Office Building; Middle Rise; Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.64-69; Aug 95; AR

Social Sciences School; Eggers Hall; Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York; ph. pl. det. iso.; p.94-101; Feb 95; A

BOLTON, NILES
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, Fitzgerald Company, Atlanta, Georgia; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.72-77; June 95; INT

BOSWELL & GRIDLEY
School; Private; Girls' High School Library and Gymnasium; McLean, Virginia; ph.; p.98-103; July 95; AR

BRAIDFIELD, GEOFFREY
Designers Bathroom; New York, New York; ph.; p. 116-117; Nov 95; ID

Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.100-105; July 95; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BRANDT, S. H.
Residence; Custom Home Award; Fort Lauderdale, Florida; ph.; p.42-47; Spring 95; CB

BRANTNER DESIGN
Restaurant; Double A, Sante Fe, New Mexico; by Michael Webb; ph. pl; p.58-63; Nov 95; INT

BRAWER & HAUPTMAN
Residence; Remodeled Bank Building; Builder's Choice Project of the Year; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Oct 95; B

BREN, BARBARA A.
Residential Development; Show House; Custom Home Award; Minnestrista, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Spring 95; CB

BRENNAN, BEER, GORMAN & MONK
Design Practice in Southeast Asia; Firm's Experience; ph. ill.; p.40, 141; June 95; ID
Interiors; Recording Company Offices, Soundwave; Arlington, Virginia; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.89-71; June 95; INT

BRININSTOOL & LYNCH
Residence; Narrow Lot; Chicago, Illinois; det. ph. pl.; p.129-131; Feb 95; A

BROOKS & CAREY
Library and Archive; Stonington, Connecticut; m. pl. sec.; p.30-31; Dec 95; A
Residence; Rural Site; Westby, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Apr 95; AR

BROWN, DAVID
Residence; Brentwood, Tennessee; ph. pl. sec.; p.116-117, 155; June 95; B

BROWN, PAUL
Residential Development; Residence; Autumn Crest; Bakersfield, California; ph. pl.; p.88, Mar 95; B

BROWN, RANDY
Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Livingreen; Omaha, Nebraska; ph.; p.70-71; Apr 95; ID
Interiors; Law Offices, INTERIORS Award; Omaha, Nebraska; axon. ph. pl.; p.106-107; Jan 95; INT

BROWN, TERRY
Book and Artware Store; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.59; Sept 95; INT

BROWN, WILLIAM G.
Residence; Custom Home Award; Mahwah, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.112-116; Spring 95; CB

BRUDER DWL
Central Library; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Apr 95; A
Central Library; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.88-89; July 95; PA
Central Library; Structural System, Sun Screens, Mechanical Systems; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl. sec. det. iso.; p.56-65, 107-113; Oct 95; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BRUDER, WILLIAM P.
Museum; Deer Valley Rock Art Center; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. sec. dia.; p.64-69; Oct 95; AR
Office Building; Low Rise; Advertising and Design Agency; Jackson Hole, Wyoming; ph. pl.; p.87; July 95; PA
Residence; Maricopa County, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.83; July 95; PA
Residence; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.85; July 95; PA
Studio; Glendale, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.82; July 95; PA
Survey of Architect's Work; ph. pl.; p.80-89, July 95; PA
Temple Kol Ami; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.86; July 95; PA

BRUKOFF DESIGN
Residence; Interior Design; Oakland, California; Davidson & Seals; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Oct 95; INT

BRUN, FRANCOIS and MICHAEL PENA
Park Above Train Station; Atlantic Garden; Paris, France; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-71; Oct 95; LA

BRYCE & PALAZZOLA et al.
Residential Development; Residence; The Crossings; Oakland Township, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.72-73, Sept 95; B

BUILDING SPECIALISTS
Builder's Choice Award; Roanoke, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.155; Oct 95; B

BURDICK GROUP
Rock and Roll Exhibit; Exhibition Design; Cleveland, Ohio; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Nov 95; ID

BURKE, SMITH & FONG
Residential Development; Residence; Whitehall; North Arlington, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Sept 95; B

BURKHALTER & SUMI
Prototype Forest Works Depot; Turbenthal, Switzerland; ph. pl. elev.; p.92, 96-97, 100; Feb 95; PA

BURNETT, JAMES
Healing Landscape Design; Landscape Design; Texarkana, Texas; Watkins, Carter & Hamilton; ph. pl. ill.; p.68-71; Jan 95; LA

BURT, HILL, KOSAR & RITTELMANN
National Public Radio Headquarters; Energy Efficient; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.126, July 95; A
Senior Center; Remodeled Super Market; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Aug 95; INT

BUTTRICH DESIGN
Kitchen; Palm Harbor, Florida; ph. pl.; p.94; Mar 95; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BYRNS, KENDALL & SCHIEFERDECKER
Jewelry Showroom, Grosse Jewels; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Sept 95, ID

CHCG
Chino Basin Rowley Gardens; Demonstration Water-Efficient Garden; Chino Basin, California; Landscape Design by Land Design; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Sept 95; LA

CHK
Public Housing Redevelopment; Baltimore, Maryland; pl.52; Jan 95, PA

CADWALLADER, DAVID
Residence; Interiors; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Jan 95, ID

CALATRAVA & VALLIS
Railroad Station at Airport; Lyon, France; ph. pl.; p.37; Feb 95; PA

CALTHORPE ASSOCIATES
Neighborhood Redevelopment; The Crossings; Mountain View, California; ph. pl.; p.87; Aug 95; PA

CAMP, DAN
Shop Teacher Revitalizes Neighborhood; Using Traditional Principles; Starkville, Mississippi; by Marilyn Avery; ph. pl.; p.106-111; June 95; PA

CAMPOLI, JULIE et al.
Models for Compact Village Neighborhood; Traditional Design; ---, Vermont; axon. pl.; p.19; Mar 95; LA

CANNON, KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX and WILLIAM NICHOLAS BODOUVA
Airport; International Terminal; Buffalo, New York; m. pl.; p.26; Mar 95; PA

CAPRON, ANN
Kitchen; Wayne, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.98; Mar 95; B

CARDASIS, DEAN
Residence; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Northampton, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.90; Apr 95; LA

CARDEW, PETER
Art Gallery; University of British Columbia; PA Award; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; m. pl. axon. sec.; p.64-67, 111; Jan 95, PA
Belkin Art Gallery, University of British Columbia; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.65-73; Sept 95; A

CARLSON, DONALD
Community Center; Competition Entries; Kobe, Japan; pl. elev. axon.; p.26-27; July 95; A

CARMY, AVIVA
Residence; Steep Site; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.105-111; Jan 95; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CARPENTER & GRODZINS
Interiors; Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.92-95, Mar 95, ID
Renovated Kitchen; Berkeley, California; ph.; p.124-125; Nov 95; ID

CARRIER, JOHNSON & WU
Residential and Commercial Downtown Project; Builder’s Choice Award; San Diego, California; ph.; p.132-133; Oct 95; B

CASS, CALDER & SMITH
Graphic Design Offices; San Francisco, California; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.60-63; May 95; INT

CAULK, JOHN R.
Rural Village Extension; Unionville, Pennsylvania; pl.; p.51; Jan 95; PA

CAVAGNERO, MARK
Palace of Legion of Honor; Expansion and Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; San Francisco, California; ph. sec.; p.99-101; Dec 95; A

CENTERBROOK
Admissions Center, Brandeis University; Remodeled; Waltham, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Feb 95; AR
Bridge; Worcester, Massachusetts; m. ill.; p.37; Jan 95; A
National Maritime Center; Norfolk, Virginia; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; Dec 95; A
Residence; Expansion, Renovation; Guilford, Connecticut; ph. axon. sec.; p.133-135; Nov 95; A
School; Private, Arts and Academic Addition; Essex, Connecticut; ill. pl.; p.32; Aug 95; PA

CHANCEY, SANDRA
Kitchen and Bathroom; Sunset Beach, Florida; ph.; p.152-155; Mar 95; ID

CHANG, YUNG-HO
Kindergarten; Zheng Zhou, China; m. pl.; p.27; Jan 95; PA

CHAPIN, GARNET C.
Walnut Street Bridge and Riverwalk; AIA Honor Award; Chattanooga, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.132; May 95; A

CHATHAM HOME PLANNING
Residential Development; Residence; Audubon Square; West Mobile, Alabama; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Feb 95; B

CHELSEA MODULAR HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Georgetown; Builder’s Choice Award; Marlboro, New York; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Oct 95; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CHEMETOV & HUIDOBRO
Zoology Museum; 1889 Building Remodeled; Cast-Iron Structure; Paris, France; Original Design by Jules Andre; sec. ph.; p.29; July 95; PA

CHENG DESIGN
Kitchen; San Francisco Area, California; ph.; p.148-149; Mar 95; ID

CHILD ASSOCIATES
Residence; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Grand Isle, Vermont; ph. pl.; p.88; Apr 95; LA

CHILD, SUSAN
Urban Park, North Cove Link at Battery Park City; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.85; May 95; LA

CHILDRESS, JAMES C.
Center for Molecular Biology Symposiums; ph. pl.; p.61; Sept 95; INT

CHO, WILKS & BENN
Senior Center and Library; Mt. Airy, Maryland; ph. axon. sec.; p.84-87; June 95; A

CIGOLLE, MARK and KIM COLEMAN
Architects’ Live-Work House; Santa Monica Canyon, California; p.21; Apr 95; PA
Architects’ Residence; Santa Monica, California; ph.; p.104-107; June 95; ID

CIRIANI, HENRI
Museum of Architecture; Arles, France; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.114-117; Sept 95; A

CITY BUREAU OF ARCHITECTURE and MBT
City Hall; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; San Francisco, California; pl. ph. sec. det. dia.; p.102-103; Dec 95; A

CIVITAS et al.
Redevelopment Plan for Airport Area; Stapleton Plan; Landscape Design; Denver, Colorado; Cooper & Robertson and Harold Massop; by Gordon Brown; ph. pl.; p.64-66; Aug 95; LA

CLARK & MENEFEE
Vacation House; Roof Details; Southwestern, North Carolina; sec. ph. pl. det.; p.131-135; June 95; A

CLARKE, WILLIAM L. and ARUN JAIN
New Town Plan; North Valley, California; pl.; p.50; Jan 95; PA

CLINE & DAVIS
Residential Development; Residence; Affordable; Builder’s Choice Award; Raleigh, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.137; Oct 95; B
Residential Development; Residence; Woodlake Country Club; Builder’s Choice Award; Vass, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.114; Oct 95; B

CLOUGH AND ROBERT PIERPONT
Clothing Showroom; Dana Buchman; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Mar 95; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CLOSE ASSOCIATES
Community Center; Multi-Purpose Building with Apartments, Remodeled from Factory; St. Paul, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.32; Aug 95; PA

COCHRAN, MALCOLM
Field of Com Sculpture; Dublin, Ohio; ph.; p.24; Aug 95; LA

COHEN, JONATHAN
Residence; Interiors, Jupiter, Florida; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Apr 95; ID

COLEMAN, KIM
Painting Studio; Malibu, California; axon.; p.62; Sept 95; INT

COMMITTEE FOR THE SEATTLE COMMONS
Public Park; PA Citation; Seattle, Washington; Ill. m. ph.; p.102-103, 111; Jan 95; PA

COMMUNITY DESIGN COLLABORATIVE and PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
Urban Tree Farm; Micro Businesses; Sea Change Program; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.19; Apr 95; LA

CONLON, DANIEL
Residence; Custom Home Award; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph.; p.92-96; Spring 95; CB

CONWAY, WILLIAM F. and MARCY SCHULTE
De-Code/Re-Code; Visionary Winner Zoning Prescription for Public and Private Spaces in Sidewalks and Setbacks; m. pl.; p.60; Dec 95; LA

COOPER & LECKEY
Memorial to Korean War Veterans; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.25; Aug 95; PA

COOPER & ROBERTSON and HAROLD MASSOP
Redevelopment Plan for Airport Area; Stapleton Plan; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.63; July 95; A
Redevelopment Plan for Airport Area; Stapleton Plan; Denver, Colorado; Landscape Design by Cività et al.; by Gordon Brown; ph. pl.; p.64-66; Aug 95; LA

COOPER & ROBERTSON
Urban Redevelopment, Mixed Commercial Use; Carlyle, Alexandria, Virginia; m. pl.; p.89; Aug 95; PA

COOPER GROUP
Bathroom; Aspen, Colorado; ph.; p.158-159; Mar 95; ID
Residence; Interiors, Beachfront; La Jolla, California; Original Design by Vincent Grizzetti; by Kate Hensler; ph.; p.78-81; June 95; INT
Restaurant; L’Espalier; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.80-83; June 95; ID

COPELAND & HIRTHLER
Firm Profile, Graphics for ’96 Olympics; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.86-87; Nov 95; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CORCORAN & TUTTLE
Residential Development; Residence; The Classics; Coto de Caza, California; ph. pl.; p.70; Dec 95; B

CORE GROUP
Interiors; Public Relations Firm’s Offices, Porter/Novelli. IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.102-103; Nov 95; ID

COX & EVANS
Residence; Addition; Lancaster County, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.32-34, Mar/Apr 95; CB

CULPEN & WOODS
Office Building; Middle Rise; 1929 Building Remodeled; One Atlantic Street; Stamford, Connecticut; Original Design by Benjamin Morris; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Oct 95; AR

CUNINGHAM, HAMILTON & QUITER
Apartments for Needy; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.68-71; July 95; INT

CUTLER, JAMES and MAGGIE SMITH
Armed Forces Memorial; Norfolk, Virginia; m. ill. elev.; p.28-29; Dec 95; A

CUTLER, JAMES
Residence; Forest Site; Seabeck, Washington; ph. pl.; p.88-91, May 95; A

D'AQUINO, CARL
Residence; Interiors; Interior Design; —, Pennsylvania; Rick Yarnall; ph. pl.; p.150-157; May 95; ID

D'AURIA, JAMES
Clothing Showroom, Hot Sox; New York, New York; ph.; p.176-179; Sept 95; ID

DPZ, LEGORRETA ASSOCIATES, MOORE, RUBE & YUDELL and MOULÉ & POLYZOIDES
Residential Development; Playa Vista, Suburb with Commercial and Residential Use with Parks, Wetlands; Los Angeles, California; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olín et al.; by Morris Newman; ill. pl. sec.; p.60-63; Aug 95; LA

DAILY ASSOCIATES and NBBJ
Biotechnology Research Laboratory and Headquarters; Remodeled Steam Plant; ZymoGenetics; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; Feb 95; AR

DAMGA, CHARLES
Restaurant; American Renaissance; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.70-75, June 95; ID

DAVIDS & KILLORY
Residential Development; Townhouse; Sunrise Place, Affordable, AIA Honor Award; Escondido, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.130; May 95; A
Residential Facility for Substance-Abusing Mothers; Remodeled Motel; Albuquerque, New Mexico; m. pl.; p.43; Jan 95; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

DAVIDSON & SEALS
Residence; Oakland, California; Interior Design by Brukoff Design; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Oct 95; INT

DAVIS & BRODY
Library and Technology Center; Baruch College, City University of New York; Remodeled Industrial Building; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.86-91; Feb 95; AR

DAVIS DESIGNS
Hospital; Coronary Care, Bryan Memorial Hospital; Lincoln, Nebraska; Interior Design by Life Designs; by Kann Tetlow; ph.; p.46-51; July 95; INT

DAWSON-BROWN & ACKERT
Australian Home of the Future; Perth, Australia; ph. pl.; p.52; Sept 95; INT

DE LEVIS DESIGNS
Residential Development; Residence; ph. pl.; p.41; Nov/Dec 95; CB

DE MENIL, FRANCOIS
Chapel; Byzantine Frescos on Display; PA Citation, Houston, Texas; m. axon. det.; p.100-101, 111; Jan 95; PA

DE PORTZAMPARC, CHRISTIAN
Concert Hall, City of Music; Paris, France; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.106-113; Sept 95; A

DE SANTIS, MICHAEL
Residence; Fisher Island, Florida; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.62-67; July 95; INT

DE STEFANO PARTNERS
Art Museum, Incorporating Mies House; Elmhurst, Illinois; Original Design by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. pl.; p.20; Apr 95; PA
Lobby; Sears Tower Lobby Remodeled; Lighting, Chicago, Illinois; Lighting Design by David Mintz; ph. pl.; p.22-25; Aug/Sep 95; AR

DESCENNA & STEINBERG
Producer’s Offices and Studio; Interior Design; Universal City, California; Barton Myers; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Apr 95; INT

DEAMER, PEGGY and SCOTT PHILLIPS
Residence; Traditional Stone House; —, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.30; July 95; PA

DEAN & WOLF
Painting Studio; San Mateo, California; ph. pl.; p.63; Sept 95; INT
Residence; In Protected Wetlands; North Castle, New York; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Apr 95; AR

DEL WEBB
Residential Development; Residence; Sun City; Palm Springs, California; ph. pl.; p.93; June 95; B

DESIGN COLLECTIVE
Interiors; Designers’ Offices; Nashville, Tennessee; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p.84-89; May 95; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DESIGN SYNERGY
Lighting a Permanent Lunar Habitat; ph. m. ill.; p.32-33; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

DESIGN TRADITIONS
Residence; Habitat for Humanity Projects; Atlanta, Georgia; pl. elev. pers.; p.138-139; Apr 95; A
Residential Development; Residence; Blount Springs Retreat; Builder's Choice Award; Blount Springs, Alabama; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Oct 95; B

DESIGNARCH
Residence; Santa Barbara, California; ph. pl.; p.30; Sept 95; PA

DEVEREUX ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Colts Neck, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.62-63; July 95; B

DIAMOND, A. J. and DONALD SCHMITT
AA; City Hall; Jerusalem, Israel; ph. pl.; p.38; May 95; PA
Central Library; Wiring Scheme; Ontario, Richmond Hill, Canada; ph. pl iso sec.; p.118-119; Oct 95; A

DIAZ-ACUY, ORLANDO
Furniture Showroom, Randolph & Hein; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.98-103; Jan 95; ID

DIRTWORKS
Rooftop Garden Benefits AIDS Patients and Their Families; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.61-63; Jan 95; LA

DISENADORES ASOCIADOS
Microwave Tower; Lighting; Santiago, Chile; Lighting Design by Focus Lighting; sec. ph. elev. det.; p.30-31; Aug/Suppl 95; AR

DISRUD ASSOCIATES and GKV
Prominent Designers Start Own Business; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.22-26; May 95; INT

DIXON, DAVID and GOODY & CLANCY
Federal Courthouse Area Master Plan; Boston, Massachusetts; ill. pl.; p.50; Jan 95; PA

DORF ASSOCIATES and RTKL
Roosevelt Field Food Court; Long Island, New York; Interior Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.40-41; Feb 95; INT

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
School; Elementary; Santa Ana, California; ph. pl.; p.64-69; July 95; AR

DOW, ALDEN
Art Museum; Expansion and Renovation; Original Design; Phoenix, Arizona; Lescher & Mahoney/TLR, Todd Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl.; p.33; Dec 95; PA

DRAKE, JAMIE
Townhouse, Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Dec 95; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DRENTTEL & DOYLE
Gift Shop, Transit Museum; New York, New York; ph.; p.124-125; Oct 95; ID

DRYSDALE, MARY DOUGLAS
Interiors; Small Business Apartment; Washington District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.114-117; Feb 95; ID

DU TOIT, ROGER
Mixed-Use Project; Shops, Offices, Housing, etc.; Remodeled Distillery; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; m. axon.; p.49; Jan 95; PA

DUBAY & MAIRE
Interiors; Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.146-149; Apr 95; ID

DUANY & PLATER-ZYBERK and DOVER & KOHL
Western G-9 Basin Plan; Dade and Broward Counties, Florida; ill. pl.; p.64-65; July 95; A

DUANY, ANDRES and ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK
Wyndcrest, Townhouses and Detached Houses; Ashton, Maryland; ph.; p.104-106; Mar 95; B

DUMONT, JR., DAVID
Healing Garden for Disabled; Franklin, Tennessee; by Molly Dannenmaier, ph. biblio.; p.56-60; Jan 95; LA

DUNLOP & FARROW and W. M. SALTER
Provincial Police Headquarters and Community Center; Ontario, Canada; ph. pl.; p.26; Oct 95; PA

DUTHILLEUL, JEAN-MARIE and CRISTIAN DE PORTZAMPARC
Railroad Station and Office Tower; Euralille; Lille, France; ph. sec.; p.82-83; Jan 95; A

EDAW et al.
Centennial Olympic Park; Designed for After the Olympics; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Apr 95; A

EDAW
Centennial Olympic Park; Planning for Summer Olympics '96; Atlanta, Georgia; by Catherine Howell, ill. pl.; p.41-43; Aug 95; LA

EDAW/HRV
Baseball Stadium, Coors Field; Landscape Design; Denver, Colorado; HOK Sports; by Michael Lecceze; ph. pl. ill.; p.78-81; June 95; LA

EDI and UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS STUDENTS
Residential Development; Springdale, Arkansas; ph. pl. elev.; p.88; July 95; B

EDI
Apartment Development; Low Rise; The Greenwood; Englewood, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.85; Dec 95; B
Residential Development; Residence; Stone Gate; Cortland Manor, New York; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Mar 95; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

EDI (Cont'd)
Residential Development; Starter House, Park Village; Cary, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.232-233; Jan 95; B

EEA
Natural History Museum Addition; Rotterdam, Netherlands; ph. pl. elev.; p.29; Nov 95; PA

ELS/ELBASANI & LOGAN
Children's Museum Theater, Randall; INTERIORS Award; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Jan 95; INT
Downtown Development Plan; Honolulu, Hawaii; pl.; p.51; Jan 95; PA
Hotel; Hyatt Regency; Lighting; San Francisco, California; Lighting Design by S. Leonard Auerbach; ph. elev.; p.28-29; Feb/Suppl 95; AR
Retail Project Graphics; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.50-51; Feb 95; INT

EGLIN, COHEN & DENNENY
Residential Development; Residence; Rancho Primero; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.180; Jan 95; B

EHRENKRANTZ & ECKSTUT and RAW
Multimodal Station; East Portal Pavilion, Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.30; Aug 95; PA

EHRENKRANTZ & ECKSTUT
Inner Harbor East; AIA Honor Award, Baltimore, Maryland; pers. m. pl.; p.134; May 95; A

ELLIOTT ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Credit Union Offices; INTERIORS Award; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Jan 95; INT
Office Building; Low Rise, Credit Union; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; May 95; A

ELMER, FRANK
Residence; Licking County, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.106-107; June 95; B

ELSON & GOLD
Art Gallery, Tatistcheff; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.174-175; Sept 95; ID

ENGLE, CLAUDE R.
Museum of Art, Joslyn; Addition; Lighting; Lighting Design; Omaha, Nebraska; Sir Norman Foster; sec. ph.; p.28-29; May/Suppl 95; AR

ENNIS, MIRA
Rural Reliquaries; Prototype Study; Visionary Winner; Policy to Retain Traditional Farmhouses and Sites; pl.; p.54; Dec 95; LA

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & DESIGN
Kemper Center at Missouri Botanical Gardens; Demonstration Garden; ―, Missouri; pl.; p.57-59; Sept 95; LA

ENVIRONMENTS GROUP
Ameritech Diagnostic Center; Interior Design; Hoffman Estates, Illinois; Lohan Associates; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.54-57; June 95; INT
Interiors; Financial Trading Firm's Offices; Frontier Risk Management; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Nov 95; ID
Interiors; Law Offices, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; New York, New York; ph.; p.109; Nov 95; ID
Interiors; United Way Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.110-113; Feb 95; ID

ERICKSON, ARTHUR
Beach House; INTERIORS Award; Newport Beach, California; Interior Design by Francisco Kripacz; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Jan 95; INT

ESHERICK, HOMSEY, DODGE & DAVIS
National Museum of Marine Biology and Aquarium; South Tip, Taiwan; m. pl.; p.28; Jan 95; PA

ESHERICK, JOSEPH
Profile of Architect, Age 80; ph. ill.; p.73; July 95; PA

ESTES COMPANY
Residence; Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.104-105, 158; June 95; B

EVANS GROUP
Energy Efficient Demonstration House; Pensacola, Florida; by David Johnston; ph. ill.; p.40-46; Jan/Feb 95; CB
Residential Development; Quail West, Show Home; Naples, Florida; ph.; p.53-55; May/June 95; CB
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

EVANS GROUP (Cont’d)
Residential Development; Show Home; Powder Springs, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Nov 95; B

FACE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; San Francisco, California; Original Design by Willis Polk; ph. sec.; p.114-115; Dec 95; A

FLETCHER
Clothing Showroom; Calvin Klein Men’s Collection, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.48-49; Mar 95; INT

FLETCHER, C. W. and J. H. BRADBURN
Government Center Complex; Competition Winner, Oakland, California, m. pl.; p.26; Sept 95; PA

FORD, POWELL & CARSON
Hotel; Luxury Retreat; Cibolo Creek Ranch, AIA Honor Award; Shafler, Texas; ph. pl.; p.124; May 95; A
Residence; Interiors; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl.; p.100-103; June 95; ID

FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS
International Port Terminal; Winning Design; Yokohama, Japan, pl. m. ill.; p.43; Sept 95; A

FOREMAN, KENNETH
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.96-99, July 95; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

FIRST DESIGN
Interiors; Apartment; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.92-95, July 95; ID

FISHER & FRIEDMAN
Apartment Development; Los Esteros; Builder’s Choice Award; San Jose, California; ph.; p.116-117; Oct 95; B

FISHER, FREDERICK and CORDOBA CORPORATION
Wholesale Produce Market; Beijing, China; m. pl.; p.30; Sept 95; PA

FISHER, FREDERICK
Apartment Building; Single Room Occupancy Building and Retail; Santa Monica, California; pl. axon.; p.102-105, June 95; A

FISHER, HAROLD
Profile of Architect, Age 94; ill. ph.; p.74; July 95; PA
Wood Detailing, the Old-Fashioned Way; elev. sec det.; p.112, July 95; PA

FLAD ASSOCIATES
Chemistry Building Addition, University of Wisconsin; Madison, Wisconsin, ill. pl.; p.26; Nov 95; PA
Greenhouse, University of Wisconsin; Madison, Wisconsin; pl. ill.; p.26; Mar 95; PA
One Firm Integrated CAD Throughout the Office; by Michael McLaughlin; ph.; p.86-87; Sept 95; PA

FLEISCHMANN, RICHARD
Public Library; INTERIORS Award, Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.112-113, Jan 95; INT

FOCUS LIGHTING
Microwave Tower; Lighting; Lighting Design; Santiago, Chile; Diseñadores Asociados; sec. ph. elev. det.; p.30-31; Aug/Suppl 95; AR

FONG & MIYAGAWA
Interiors; Headquarters, Sunrider International; Interior Design; Torrance, California, Rossetti Associates; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Feb 95; INT

FEINBERG ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Lake Ridge, Toms River, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.76; May 95; B

FERNAU & HARTMAN
Interiors; Nickelodeon Children’s Television Headquarters; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.52-59, Dec 95, A

FENTRESS, C. W. and J. H. BRADBURN
Government Center Complex; Competition Winner, Oakland, California, m. pl.; p.26; Sept 95; PA

National Wildlife Art Museum; Jackson Hole, Wyoming; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; May 95; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FOSTER & RILEY
Residential Development; New American Show House, Each Element of House is Featured; Interior Design; Sugar Land, Texas; Looney, Ricks & Kiss, by Susan Bradford and Rick Schwolsky, ph. pl. map; p.246-254, 268-274, Jan 95, B

FOSTER, SIR NORMAN and OVE ARUP
Conference Center; Glasgow, Scotland, ill. sec.; p.24, Oct 95, PA

FOSTER, SIR NORMAN
Communications Tower; Santiago de Compostela, Spain; ph. pl.; p.28; July 95, PA

Marine Simulation Centre; Pilot Training Center, INTERIORS Award, Rotterdam, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Jan 95, INT

Museum of Art, Joslyn; Addition; Lighting; Omaha, Nebraska; Lighting Design by Claude R. Engle, sec. ph.; p.28-29; May/Suppl 95, AR

Office Building; Middle Rise; Features Wall System; Duisburg, Germany; ph. sec. iso. det.; p.118-119; Jan 95, A

FRANKEL, NEIL
Interiors; Designer's Loft Apartment with Workshop and Exhibit Space; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.62-85; Nov 95, ID

FRANKFURT, SHORT & BRUZA
Downtown Master Plan; Rebuilding After Bombing, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, ill. pl.; p.36-37; June 95, A

Downtown Redevelopment; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, by Mark Alden Branch, pl. ill.; p.45-46; July 95, PA

FREEDMAN, TUNG & BOTTOMLEY
Boulevard Design, Downtown; Cathedral City, California; by Kevin Powell, pers. pl.; p.52-54; Mar 95, LA

FREIDMUTTER ASSOCIATES
Casino Parking Plaza; Landscape of Light, Las Vegas, Nevada; Lighting Design by John Levy; ph.; p.26-29; Aug/Suppl 95, AR

FRY, SR., LOUIS EDWIN
Profile of Architect, Age 92; ph.; p.75; July 95, PA

FUTURE SYSTEMS
Residence; London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.31; July 95, PA

G. L. HOMES
Residential Development; Residence, Silverlakes, Miramar, Florida; ph. pl.; p.74; Sept 95, B

G.C.A.
Interiors; Apartments at Hotel Arts; Barcelona, Spain; Interior Design by Jaume Tresserra; ph. pl.; p.74-79; Feb 95, ID

GANDY & PEACE
Residence; Interiors, ASID Winner, Atlanta, Georgia; ph.; p.154-155; Apr 95, ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GARY & RAGSDALE
Residential Development; Residence; The Park; Kingwood, Texas; ph. pl.; p.112-113, Sept 95, B

GEHRY, FRANK O. and SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Children's Museum, Expansion; PA Citation; Boston, Massachusetts; m. pl. sec.; p.84-85, 111; Jan 95, PA

GEHRY, FRANK O. and THE COLLABORATIVE
Center for the Visual Arts, University of Toledo; Users' Critique; Toledo, Ohio; by Thomas Fisher; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-77; May 95, PA

GEHRY, FRANK O.
Art Museum, University of Minnesota; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. sec.; p.68, 76-77; Mar 95, PA

Computer Controlled Curvature, Rasin Office Building; Prague, Czech Republic; ph. m. axon.; p.142-143; Nov 95, A

Office Building; Middle Rise; Prague, Czech Republic; m. pl.; p.25; Jan 95, PA

GENSLER ASSOCIATES
Beverly Hills Hotel Renovation, Interiors; Beverly Hills, California; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; ph.; p.84-91; Oct 95, ID

Design Firm's Education Program; ph.; p.30, 32; Apr 95, INT

Interiors; HBO Offices, Sustainable Design; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.127; July 95, A

Movie Theaters; Sony Theaters, Lincoln Square, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; New York, New York; ph.; p.108; Nov 95, ID

Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Mall's Large Retail Building; Blue Hen Corporate Center; Dover, Delaware; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Oct 95, AR

GIGON & GUER
Art Museum; Davos, Switzerland; ph. pl.; p.92, 100-101; Feb 95, PA

GINN, STEVEN
Custom Fixtures; Survey of Architect's Designs; ph.; p.13; Nov/Suppl 95, AR

GISSLER, GLENN
Interiors; Apartment New York, New York; ph.; p.144-149; Sept 95, ID

GLENN, GARY
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.144-149; Sept 95, ID

GLENN, GARY
Residence; Residence and Studio, Remodeled Theater; St. Louis, Missouri; ph. pl. sec.; p.39; Feb 95, PA

GLUCKMAN, RICHARD
Interiors; Warhol Foundation Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.140-143, May 95, ID

Museum of American Art, Whitney; Expansion; New York, New York; elev. pl. pers.; p.23; Nov 95, A

GOFF, BRUCE
Exhibit of Architect's Work; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.24, Aug 95, A

Exhibition of Architect's Work; Chicago, Illinois; ph. ill.; p.45-46; Aug 95, PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GOLDBERG, BERTRAND
Profile of Architect, Age 82; ph. elev.; p.76; July 95; PA

GOLDENBERG, LEON
Residence; Custom Home Award; Tampa, Florida; ph. pl.; p.102-106; Spring 95; CB

GOLDING, ARTHUR
Civic Center; City Hall, Library, Chamber of Commerce and Plazas; Rancho Mirage, California; ill. pl.; p.39; Jan 95; PA

GOLDBERG, GOLDFAIR & KLINE
Residential Development; Residence, Hearthstone; Doylestown, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.79; Feb 95; B

GOLIGER, SPENCER
Residence; Fiddlesticks, Parade of Homes Winner; Fort Myers, Florida; ph pi p168 Oct 95, B

GOMEZ ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Executive Suite; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.134-135, Apr 95; ID

GOOD ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Stevensville, Maryland; ph.; p.110-111, June 95; B

GOODHUE, BERTRAM GROSVENOR
Central Library; Restoration and Addition; Original Design; Los Angeles, California; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79, Aug 95; ID
Theater, Punahou School; Renovated; Original Design; Honolulu, Hawaii; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and CJS Group, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.44-47, Apr 95; INT

GOULD & EVANS
Designer’s Kitchen; Willow Lake, Missouri; ph.; p.120-121; Nov 95; ID

GOULD, MELISSA
Memorial Lightscapes; Visionary Winner; Full Size Lit Floor Plan at Actual Site; German Synagogue and Other Memorials; pl.; p.55; Dec 95; LA

GRAVES, MICHAEL and KLIPP, COULSSY, JENKS & DUBOIS
Central Library, Addition; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; Oct 95; A
Library; Central Library, Addition; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.36; May 95; PA

GRINA, PETER
Church and School Building; Mountain Village, Haiti; axon pl.; p.26; Jan 95; PA

GRISWOLD, HECKEL & KELLEY
Interiors; Insurance Brokerage Offices, Minet, New York, New York; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.68-73; May 95; INT

GRIZZATTI, VINCENT
Residence; Interiors, Beachfront; Original Design; La Jolla, California; Cooper Group; by Kate Hensler; ph.; p.78-81; June 95; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GROUNDS & KENT
Hotel; Four Seasons Resort; Jimbaran Bay, Bali; Interior Design by Dale Keller; ph. pl.; p.84-89; June 95; B

GRUEN ASSOCIATES
Beach Entrance Pavilion; Malibu, California; ph. pl.; p.27; Nov 95; PA

GRUZEN & SAMTON
School; Elementary, K-2 Grades; New York, Queens, New York; ph. pl.; p.70-71; July 95, AR

GUND, GRAHAM
School; K-12, Brookline, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.90-93; July 95; AR

GUSKOWSKI, ALDRIAN
Retirement Facility; Seaside Cove; Stuart, Florida; Interior Design by Donald J. Stanzione, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.44-49; Aug 95, INT

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL
Campus; Nanyang Polytechnic, Singapore; m. pl.; p.41; July 95; A
Guggenheim Art Museum, Expansion and Renovation; Condensation Problems; New Skylight, Details; New York, New York; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-67; 95 Mar 95; PA
House for Large Family and Art Collection; Zumikon, Switzerland; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-79, Apr 95; AR
Interiors; Investment Company Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.120-125; May 95; ID

HKS and J. WISE SMITH
Hospital; Children’s; Interiors, Memphis, Tennessee; Interior Design by Judy Hall; by Karr Tellow; ph.; p.70-75; Nov 95; INT

HLW
Apartment Development; Middle Rise, Resort Condominium and Hotel Complex, Hainan, China; pl. ill. elev.; p.51; Mar 95; PA
Mixed-Use Urban Complex; Offices, Hotels, Retail, Parking, Haikou, China; ill. pl.; p.27; Jan 95; PA
Satellite TV Distribution Facility, Proposed; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; ill. pl.; p.50; Mar 95, PA

HNTB
School; Private, Junior High, Desert Mountain, Arizona, ph. pl.; p.32; July 95; PA

HOK SPORTS
Baseball Stadium, Coors Field; Denver, Colorado; Landscape Design by EDAW/HRV; by Michael Lecceese; ph. pl. ill.; p.78-81; June 95; LA
Baseball Stadium, Jacobs Field; Cleveland, Ohio; Master Planning by Sasaki Associates; by Steven Litt; pl. ph.; p.74-77; June 95; LA
Baseball Stadium, Jacobs Field; Structural Details; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69, 168, Apr 95; A
Sports Stadium; AIA Honor Award, Hong Kong; ph. sec.; p.127; May 95; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HACKER, THOMAS
Public Library; Wiring Scheme; Spokane, Washington; ph. pl. iso. dia.; p.116-117; Oct 95; A

HACKWORTH ARCHITECTURE
Kitchen; Klahanie, Washington; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Aug 95; B
Residential Development; Out of Sight Garages; Klahanie, Washington; ph. pl.; p.99; May 95; B

HAINES, LUNDBERG & WAEHLER
Central Bank of China, Interiors, Renovation; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Mar 95; ID

HALL, JUDY
Hospital; Children’s; Interiors; Interior Design; Memphis, Tennessee; HKS and J Wise Smith; by Karin Tettow; ph.; p.70-75; Nov 95; INT

HALL, WILLIAM A.
Classroom; Renovated Building, City University of New York; New York, New York; Original Design by George B. Post; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.52-55; Apr 95; INT

HAMMEL, GREEN & ABRAHAMSON
Rooftop Organic Garden; Above TV Studio, Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Adelheid Fischer; ph.; p.66-67; Sept 95; LA

HANCOCK & HANCOCK
Residence; Interiors; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.86-89; Nov 95; ID

HANNA & OLIN et al.
Residential Development; Playa Vista, Suburb with Commercial and Residential Use with Parks, Wetlands; Landscape Design; Los Angeles, California; DPZ, Legorreta Associates, Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Moule & Polyzoides; by Morris Newman; ill. pl. sec.; p.60-63; Aug 95; LA

HANNA & OLIN
Search for Green Peaceful Park; Success Garden, Bryant Park, New York, New York; by Hugo Lindgren; ph. pl.; p.52-54; Feb 95; LA

HANRAHAN & MEYERS
Interiors; Loft Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-79; Sept 95; AR
Interiors; New York Chapter AIA Offices; New York, New York; ph.; p.67; Sept 95; INT

HANSEN, WENDY
Museum of Quilts, Study of American Quilts; Cultural Artifacts and Architectural Form, Student Projects; by Carolyn Senn; ph. pl. sec. m. elev. biblio. ill.; p.144-153; Feb 95; JAE

HARASZTY, ESZTER
Textile Designer, Her Life and Career; Head of Knoll’s Textile Division; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.29; 66; Feb 95; ID

HARDWAY ASSOCIATES
Residence; House for Child with Cerebral Palsy; Chestnut Hills, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.32; Apr 95; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HARDER ORGANIZATION
Residential Development; Residence; The Woodlands; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.66; July 95; B

HARDISON, KOMATSU, IVELICH & TUCKER
Apartment Development; Middle Rise, Builder’s Choice Award, San Francisco, California; ph.; p.120-121; Oct 95; B

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER and CJS GROUP
Theater, Punahou School; Renovated; Honolulu, Hawaii, Original Design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Apr 95; INT

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER and URS CONSULTANTS
Central Library Addition; Competition Winner; Cleveland, Ohio; m. sec.; p.24; Oct 95; PA

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER
Central Library; Restoration and Addition; Los Angeles, California; Original Design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Aug 95; ID
Fenimore House Museum, Expansion; Cooperstown, New York; ph. sec.; p.27; Nov 95; A
Interiors; Headquarters, Scholastic Inc; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.122-129; Apr 95; ID
Temple Israel; Dayton, Ohio; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.40-43; Aug 95; INT
Theater; Dance Theater of Harlem, Remodeled Garage; Addition; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-85; Feb 95; AR

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER, KDG and LAWRENCE HALPRIN
Central Library Master Plan; AIA Honor Award; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.153; May 95; A

HARGREAVES, GEORGE
Poet of Landscape Process; His Work; by John Beardsley; ph. m.; p.46-51; Dec 95; LA

HARI & HARI
Music Studios, JSM; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.88; Sept 95; INT
Residence; Summer House Addition; Ontario, Canada; ph. pl. axon.; p.96-101; Apr 95; AR

HARKNESS, SARAH PILLSBURY
Profile of Architect, Age 80; ph.; p.77; July 95; PA

HARLEY & ELLINGTON
Holistic Health Center; Fetzer Institute Retreat House, Kalamazoo, Michigan; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.34-59; Oct 95; INT

HARLEY, ELLINGTON, PIERCE & YEE
Chemistry Building, Indiana University; Remodeled and Expanded; Bloomington, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Feb 95; AR

HAVERSON ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
Sil Piazza Restaurant; Lighting; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.32-35; Aug/Suppl 95; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HEALY, BRIAN
Seaside House; Longport, New Jersey; ph. axon.; p.69; Sept 95; INT

HEERY INTERNATIONAL and ROSSER & FABRAP
Olympic Stadium, 83,000 Seats; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p.52-53, 56; July 95; PA

HEIKKINEN & KOMONEN
Chancery, Finnish; Washington, District of Columbia; by Michael Webb; ph.; p.48-53, June 95; INT

HELFBAND, MARGARET
Child Development Center, Bronx Community College; Preassembled Building Technology, New York, Bronx, New York; by Ziva Freiman; ph. pl. m. elev. sec. det.; p.56-63; Mar 95; PA

HELLMUTH, OBAKA & KASSABAUM and ESHERIC, HOMSEY, DODGE & DAVIS
The Florida Aquarium; Tampa, Florida; ph. pl.; p.78-85; June 95; AR

HELLMUTH, OBAKA & KASSABAUM and WALSH & BISHOP
Federal Reserve Bank; Preservation Minneapolis, Minnesota; Original Design by Gunnar Birkerls; ph. m.; p.31; Feb 95; AR

HELLMUTH, OBAKA & KASSABAUM
EPA Office Complex; Energy Efficient; Research Triangle Park, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.122-123; July 95; A

Training Facility; Signage, Apple Campus; Cupertino, California; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.34-35; Feb 95; INT

HENNINGSON, DURHAM & RICHARDSON
The Ventura County Jail; Design and Construction; Ventura County, California; by Alan L. Korth and Ann B. Kulik; ph.; p.28-32; Dec 95; TCS

Women's Hospital; Coahulla, Torreon, Mexico; by Karin Tettow; ph. pi.; p.94-99; May 95; INT

HENRIQUEZ PARTNERS
Community Center; British Columbia, Richmond, Canada; m. pl.; p.39; June 95; A

HENRY, JOHN
Show House with Telecommunications Capability; Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p.52; Mar/Apr 95; CB

HENRY, ROBERT D.
Hair Salon, Peter Coppola; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.96-97; June 95; ID

HERNANDEZ, HECTOR & LOMBAR
Tennis Center; Pavilion and Courts; Windsor, Florida; elev. ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 95; INT

HERZOG & DE MEURON
Art Museum, New Tate Gallery; Converted Power Plant; Winner and Competition Entries; London, England; pl. m. sec. ill.; p.16-17; Apr 95; PA

Contemporary Art Gallery; Munich, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95, 100; Feb 95; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HERZOG & DE MEURON (Cont'd)
Manufacturing Cough Drop Building; ph.; p.88-89; May 95; AR
Survey of Firm's Work; --, Switzerland; ph. pl. sec.; m.; p.84-91; May 95, AR

HERZOG, THOMAS and HAAG, V. OHEING & RUFFLER
Furniture Factory; Wall System Saves Energy, Permits Natural Ventilation and Angle Light; Bad Munder, Germany; ph. sec.; p.82-83; Oct 95; AR

HIDEY, ROBERT
Residential Development; Residence; Marina Hills; Builder's Choice Award; Laguna Niguel, California; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Oct 95, B

HILLCREST ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Hessen Hill, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Mar 95; B

HIMMELSTEIN, PETER
Interiors; Photographer's Representatives Offices, New York, New York; ph. pl. det. iso.; p.122-125; Sept 95; ID

Urban Production Film Studio, Propaganda Films; New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.64-67; June 95, INT

HIRSCH & BEDNER
Beverly Hills Hotel Renovation, Interiors; Interior Design; Beverly Hills, California; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.84-91; Oct 95; ID

HIRSCH & DANOIS
Store; Moore Street Food Market; Remodeled; New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Feb 95; AR

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS
Residential Development; Residence; Sweet Bottom Plantation; Duluth, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Nov 95; B

HOBERMAN, CHUCK
Retractable Sculpture; Resembles Eye Iris; ph.; p.71; Sept 95; INT

HODGETTS & FUNG
Crisis and Intervention Center for the Homeless; Las Vegas, Nevada, m. pl.; p.45; Jan 95; PA

HOLABIRD & ROOT
Motorola Customers Center for System Integration; Factory Remodeled; Schaumburg, Illinois; ph. iso.; p.88-89; Aug 95; AR

Residence; Point Richmond, California; ill. det.; p.40; Jan 95; PA

HOLL, STEVEN
Contemporary Art Museum; Competition Winner; Helsinki, Finland; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. m. ill. dia. sec. elev.; p.74-83; Oct 95; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HOLL, STEVEN (Cont’d)
Religious Building: Chapel, Seattle University; Seattle, Washington, m. pl. sec.; p.54; June 95; PA

HOLT & HINSHAW
Aquarium; Lake Superior Center, Duluth, Minnesota, m. pl.; p. 27; Dec 95, A

HOLT, HINSHAW, PFAU & JONES and JONES PARTNERS
Park Visitor Center; PA Citation; San Jose, California; m. pl. sec. axon.; p.108-109, 111; Jan 95; PA

HOPKINS, MICHAEL
Office Building; Low Rise; Inland Revenue Center, Nottingham, England; ph. pi. sec. axon.; p.76-83, 168; July 95; A

HORTON & LEES
Ahmanson Theater Reconfiguration; Lighting; Los Angeles, California; Ellebe & Becket; ph. det.; p.24-27; May/Suppl 95; AR

HOUGH-BECK, COLIE et al.
Downtown Redesign; ISTEA Grant; Mercer Island, Washington; sec.; p.51; Mar 95; LA

HOWARD, KATHERINE
Residence; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; San Francisco, California; ph. p; p.92; Apr 95; LA

HUBER, KATHARINE
Interiors; Software Offices, Advent, New York, New York; ph. p.132-135; Sept 95; ID

HUGHES, MICHAEL L.
Residence; Eastanollee, Georgia; m. pl. sec.; p.28; Sept 95; PA

HUMPHREYS PARTNERS
Townhouse; Highland Park, Texas; by Melissa Herron; ph. pl. chart; p.97-99; Feb 95; B

HUNZIKER, TERRY
Model House Interiors; Interior Design, Newport Beach, California; McLarand & Vasquez; ph. pl.; p.166-171; May 95; ID

ISI
Interiors; Regional Headquarters, Price Waterhouse; New York, New York; ph. p. 100-103; Feb 95; ID

Office Building; Interiors, Pan Am Building, 48th Floor; New York, New York; ph. p.; p.84-89; Dec 95; ID

INGENHOVEN & OVERDIEK
Office Building; High Rise; RWE AG Headquarters Has Environmentally Sensitive Electronic Envelope; Essen, Germany; ph. m. sec.; p.72-73; Oct 95; AR

INTERIOR ARCHITECTS
Interiors; Bank of America Private Banking Offices; San Francisco, California, by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.90-93; May 95; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

INTERIOR SPACE INTERNATIONAL
Furniture Showroom, Geiger Brickel; INTERIORS Award, New York, New York; ph. p.108-109, Jan 95; INT

INTERLOOP ARCHITECTS
Restaurant; Lunch Counter, Beer Garden, Drive-Through Store, Apartment; Houston, Texas; ill. sec. pl.; p.38; Jan 95; PA

ISRAEL, FRANKLIN D.
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Career and Work; ph.; p.S10-S11; Dec 95; ID
Residence; Post-Fire; Oakland, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-87; Apr 95; AR

Video Production Studio; Limelight Production, AIA Honor Award; Los Angeles, California; ph. axon.; p.138; May 95; A

JBZ DORIUS
Residential Development; Residence; Sun City, Builder’s Choice Award, Palm Springs, California; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Oct 95; B

Residential Development; Travilla, Tustin, California; ph. p.234-235; Jan 95; B

JH and BRENNER & JONES
Residential Development; Residence; Hamilton Place, Boca Raton, Florida; ph. pl.; p.62; Nov 95; B

JACKSON, DARYL
Residential Development; Townhouse; Becton City Homes; Builder’s Choice Award, Victoria, Melbourne, Australia; ph. pl.; p.113; Oct 95; B

JACOBSEN, CHARLES and BRAD BLAIR
Residence; Interiors, Japanese Inspired, Laguna Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Dec 95; ID

JACOBSEN, CHARLES
Residence; Interiors; Big Island of Hawaii, Hawaii; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Apr 95; ID

JACOBSEN, HUGH NEWELL
Residence; Outer Banks, North Carolina; by Jean Gorman, ph. pl.; p.54-57; Feb 95; INT

JAMES & SNOW
Plastics Factory; Menomonie, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Nov 95; PA

Plastics Factory; New Richmond, Wisconsin; by Philip Langdin; ph. pl.; p.50-52; Nov 95, PA

Plastics Factory; River Falls, Wisconsin, ph. pl. axon.; p.52-53, 56; Nov 95; PA

JANNEY, CHRISTOPHER
Miami International Airport; Color Panes of Glass Animated by Light and Sound; Art; Miami, Florida; Spills & Candela; ph.; p.18-23; Nov Suppl 95; AR

JARVIS ARCHITECTS
Residence; Addition; San Francisco, North of, California; by Christina Nelson, ph. p.28-32, Mar/Apr 95; CB
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

JEFFERSON, THOMAS
Monticello's Dumb Waiters; On the Design and Workings of Monticello; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Alice Gray Read; pl iso dia. biblio. ill.; p.168-175, Feb 95; JAE

JENKINS, A. STOVER
Jewelry Shop, Elizabeth Locke; New York, New York; ph; p.172-173; Sept 95; ID

JENNINGS, JIM
Fire Replacement House; Oakland, California; sec. ph. pl elev. det.; p.109-113; Aug 95; A

JEWELL, LINDA
Landscape Architect's Work and Career; by Sally B. Woodbridge, ph. pl; p.44-49; Sept 95; LA

JIMENEZ, CARLOS
Art Gallery; Lynn Goode Gallery; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. p.72; Sept 95; INT
Art Museum Additions; Administration and Junior School Building; Houston, Texas; ph. pl sec.; p.70-77; Jan 95; AR

JIMENEZ, CARLOS and KENDALL & HEATON
Art Museum Administration and Classrooms; Houston, Texas; ph pl m.; p.23; Mar 95; PA

JIRICNA, EVA
Clothing Store, Joan & David; INTERIORS Award, Westport, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Jan 95; INT

JONES PARTNERS
Residence; Vacation Cabins Constructed of Shipping Containers; High Sierras, California; ill. axon.; p.38; Jan 95; PA

JONES STUDIO
Energy Showcase House; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl. sec.; p.139-141; July 95; A
Furniture Showroom, ICF; Seattle, Washington; ph.; p.32(6)-32(7); Feb 95; ID
Residence; Energy-Efficient Showcase House; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.36; May 95; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

JORDAN, GREG
Restaurant; Le Colonial; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Feb 95; ID

JOVA, DANIELS & BUSBY, JOHN PORTMAN and NILES BOULTON
Olympic Village; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.57, July 95; PA

KAA
Residence; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph.; p.46-49; May/June 95; CB

KSK DESIGN and JAMES GARRISON
Lighting Showroom, American Glass Light; New York, New York; ph.; p.30, 34; Aug 95; INT

KTGY GROUP
Residential Development; Residence; Napa Yacht Club; Napa, California; ph. pl. p.60-61; Nov 95; B
Residential Development; Residence; Tara Estates; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.61; July 95; B
Residential Development; Residence; Victorian Harbor; Suisun City, California; ph. pl.; p.176-177; Jan 95; B

KTO & A
Playful Design of Landscape; Landscape Design; San Diego, California; NBBJ; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Jan 95; LA

KAHN, LOUIS I.
Indian Institute of Management; Courtyard Oriented; Ahmadabad, India; by Kathleen James; pers. ph. pl. axon. biblio.; p.38-49; Sept 95; JAE

Public Institutions; Kahn's Search for Their Reasons for Being; Historical Search for Origins; by Stanford Anderson; ph. ill. biblio.; p.10-21; Sept 95; JAE

Unitarian Church; Rochester, New York; pl. elev. ill.; p.19; Sept 95; JAE

KALLMANN, MCKINNELL & WOOD
Center for Human Values; Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.82-83, 86; Mar 95; AR
Center for Molecular Biology; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Mar 95; AR

Law School; Hauser Hall, Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Feb 95; A
Law School; Hauser Hall, Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.82-83, 87; Mar 95; AR

KANE, BRIAN
Furniture Showroom, Tuohy; Chicago, Illinois; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.12-13; Dec 95; INT

KATZ, EDITH and ADA MEDINA
Healing Garden; Visionary Winner; Curanderas Garden; ill. pl.; p.56; Dec 95; LA

KAUFMAN & MEEKS
Residential Development; Residence; Bristol Green; Columbia, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.76, Sept 95; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KAUFMAN & MEEKS (Cont'd)

Residential Development; Residence; Meadowood; Thousand Oaks, California; ph. pl.; p.71; May 95; B
Residential Development; Residence; St. Michel; Fresno, California; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Feb 95; B

KEELEY & MAIELLO and ROTHSCILD COMPANY

Residential Development; Housing Project Remodeled as Townhouses; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ill. pl.; p.33; Jan 95; AR

KELLER, DALE

Hotel; Four Seasons Resort; Interior Design; Jimbaran Bay, Bali; Grounds & Kent; ph. pl.; p.84-99; June 95; ID

KELLY & MAIELLO and ROTHSCILD COMPANY

Residential Development; Housing Project Remodeled as Townhouses; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ill. pl.; p.33; Jan 95; AR

KENNEDY & VIOLICH

Public Bathrooms, Center for the Arts; AIA Honor Award; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.140; May 95; A

KENNON, KEVIN and PETER MOORE

Painting Studio and Sculpture Studio; m. sec.; p.37; Jan 95, PA

KIERAN, TIMBERLAKE & HARRIS

Recital Hall and Music Studios, Temple University; Remodeled Neoclassical Building; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Feb 95; AR
University Center, East Stroudsburg University; Renovation and Expansion; East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania; pers. ph. pl.; p.64-69; Aug 95; ID

KIKOSKI, ANDRE B.

Converting Shipping Containers for Low-Cost Housing; Prototype; m. pl.; p.29; Sept 95; PA

KIRKEGAARD ASSOCIATES

New Acoustics for Riverside Church Renovation; Acoustical Design; New York, New York; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. sec.; p.36-37; Nov 95; AR

KISS, GREGORY

Children's Playground; Long Island, New York; ph. axon.; p.74; Sept 95, INT

KLEIHUES, JOSEF PAUL

Museum of Contemporary Art; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.30; Dec 95; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KLEIN, ALLEN

Digital Picture-Making Showroom, Ken Hansen Imaging; New York, New York; ph.; p.180-181; Sept 95; ID

KLEINBERG, MILO

Children's Clothing Showroom, Carters; New York, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. axon.; p.58-63; Dec 95; INT

KLIMENT, R. M. and FRANCES HALSBAND

Railroad Station Entrance Pavilion; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.68-75; 152; Aug 95; A

KNUDSON & GLOSS

Residential Development; Residence; Highpointe; Aurora, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.71; Sept 95; B

KOENIG, PIERRE

Residence; Steel and Glass House; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.23; Mar 95; PA

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX and SAMYN ASSOCIATES

Office Building; High Rise; Thermal Flue Tower; Partial Rebuilding; Light and Heat Control; Brussels, Belgium; m. dia.; p.70-71; Oct 95; AR

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX

Government Building; House of Representatives; Nicosia, Cyprus; m. pl.; p.53; June 95; PA
New Town for Agriculture Research and Technology; Ceres, China; m. ill.; p.49; Mar 95; PA
Office Building; High Rise; Hotel-Office Tower; Taichung, Taiwan; m. pl.; p.28; Jan 95; PA

KOHN, PEDERSEN, FOX

INTERIOR ARCHITECTS

Interiors; Investment Company Offices, Rosecliff; Furniture Designs; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.136-141; Sept 95; ID

KOLATA & MACDONALD

Interiors; Loft Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pers.; p.75; Sept 95; INT

KONING & EIZENBERG

Residence; Addition and Remodeling; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-91; Apr 95; AR

KOOKHAAS, REM and OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE

Convention Center; Grand Palais, Euraille; Concert Hall; Lille, France; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-79; Jan 95; A
Multi-Function Exposition Hall; Congress Center and Concert Hall; Lille Grand Palais, Lille, France; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.88-99; Mar 95; AR
Railroad Station Complex; Euraille; Convention Center, Multi-Use Center; Lille, France; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-83; Jan 95; A

KOOKHAAS, REM

Architect's Large Scale Planning Projects; New York, New York; ph.; p.24-25; Jan 95; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KRESS COX
Interiors; Advertising Agency’s Offices; Baltimore, Maryland; ph pl; p.114-119; June 95; ID
Western Presbyterian Church, Gothic Details, Computer Aided; Washington, District of Columbia; ph elev.; p.144-145; Nov 95; A

KRIKACZ, FRANCISCO
Beach House; INTERIORS Award; Interior Design; Newport Beach, California; Arthur Erickson, ph; p.104-105; Jan 95; INT

KRISCHANITZ, ADOLF
Book Pavilion, Frankfurt Book Fair; Doughnut-Shaped Temporary Structure; Frankfurt, Germany; m pl; p.25; Mar 95; PA

KRUECK & SEXTON
Northern Trust Bank, Interiors; Los Angeles, California; ph axon, sec , p 100-103, Mar 95; ID

KUROKAWA, KISHO
International Airport; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; pi m ill; p PR34-37; July 95; AR

KURTZ, MITCHELL
Theater; Rental Theater Remodeled Bank Building; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph pl sec; p.104-105; Feb 95; AR

LUKAWARA, PAYNE, MCKENNA & BLUMBERG
Design Exchange, National Design Headquarters, Interiors; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph pl; p.86-89; Sept 95; AR
Design Exchange, with Exhibition Spaces, Multi-Purpose Hall; Interior, Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph pl; p.19; Apr 95; PA
Stauffer Library; Queen’s University, Wall Cladding Detail, Ontario, Kingston, Canada; ph pl sec. axon; p.86-93, 152; Feb 95; A

LOT/EK
Clothing Store, Produx; New York, New York; ph ill; p.76; Sept 95; INT

LAKE & FLATO
Office Building; Low Rise, Holt Company Headquarters; San Antonio, Texas; ph pl; p.62-67; May 95; A
Office Building; Low Rise, Holt Company Headquarters; San Antonio, Texas; ph pl; p.66; Sept 95; INT

LAND DESIGN
Chino Basin Rowley Gardens; Demonstration Water-Efficient Garden, Landscape Design; Chino Basin, California, CHCG, ph pl; p.62-65; Sept 95; LA

LANDCRAFT ARCHITECTS
Residence; Interiors; Santa Monica, California; ph sec; p.92-95; Aug 95; ID

LANE & FRENCHMAN and HEZEKIAH & PRATT
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Housing Project Remodeled; Boston, Massachusetts; ill pl; p.35; Jan 95; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LANGDON & WILSON and JOHN DOUGLAS
Museum of History; Phoenix, Arizona; elev pl; p.78-79; Apr 95; A

LAPENA & TORRES
History Museum from Monastery Ruins; Rhodes, Greece; ph pl sec; p 84-89; May 95; PA
New Ramps for Old Castle; Barcelona, Spain; ph elev; p.91; May 95; PA
New Stairway for Old Castle; Ibiza, Spain; ph pl sec; p.90; May 95; PA
Survey of Firm’s Work; by William Curtis; ph pl sec; p 84-91; May 95; PA

LAPIDUS, MORRIS
Interview with Designer; His Career; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph; p.34, 36; Apr 95; ID
Profile of Architect, Age 92; ph ill; p.79; July 95; PA

LARUP, LARS and GERALD MAFFEII
Residence; Energy-Conscious; Houston, Texas; m pl; p.31; Jan 95; PA

LAU, MELVIN and ROMAINE KESECKER
Botanic Garden; New Master Plan; Honolulu, Hawaii; ph; p.20; Aug 95; LA

LAWSON, TODD
Residence; Summer, Washington; ph pl det; p.112-113, 156; June 95; B

LEE, EN-SEOK et al.
Korean American Museum of Art; Competition Winners; Los Angeles, California; ill m sec; p.41; May 95; A

LEE, HARRIS & POMEROY and NANCY MAH
Restaurant; Bryant Park Grill; New York, New York; ph pl; p.108-113; Oct 95; ID

LEE, SARAH TOMERLIN
Interview with Interior Designer; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph; p 48-50; June 95; ID

LEERS & WEINZAPFEL
Combined Jewish Philanthropies Headquarters, Addition; Boston, Massachusetts; ph axon; p.80-83; Nov 95; A
Community Center; Youth Center for Disadvantaged; Boston, Massachusetts; ph sec m; p.46; Jan 95; PA
Gymnasium and Teen Center; South Boston, Massachusetts; ph pl sec; p.104-105; June 95; AR

LEESER, THOMAS
Residence; Challenges Construction Document Conventions; Upstate, New York; pl sec elev axon m; p.80-85; June 95; PA

LEGORRETA ARCHITECTS
Central Library; San Antonio, Texas; ph pl sec; p.80-87; Oct 95; A
Central Library; San Antonio, Texas; ph pl; p.53; June 95; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LEHMAN-SMITH & WISEMAN
Furniture and Other Product Design; ph.; p.72-73; Jan 95; INT
Interiors; AmSouth Bank Offices; Hoover, Alabama; ph. pl. axon.; p.54, 60-61; Jan 95; INT
Interiors; AmSouth Bank Offices; Tampa, Florida; ph.; p.54-59; Jan 95; INT
Interiors; Executive Offices, Houston Industries; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. m.; p.70; Jan 95; INT
Interiors; Law Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.46-53; Jan 95; INT
Interiors; Law Offices; Washington, District of Columbia; m.; ph.; p.71; Jan 95; INT
Interiors; Law Offices; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.46-47; Jan 95; INT
Sculptural Dropped Ceiling; sec. iso.; p.27; Jan 95; INT
US Olympic Training Facility; Colorado Springs, Colorado; ph.; p.62-67; Jan 95; INT
US Olympic Training Facility; San Diego, California; ph.; p.68-69; Jan 95; INT

LEHMAN-SMITH, DEBRA
Designer of the Year; Her Career, Firm and Work; by Beverly Russell; m. axon ph. pl.; p.43-75; Jan 95; INT
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Career and Work; ph.; p.512-513; Dec 95; ID

LEMAY ASSOCIATES and LEMOYNE
LAPONTE & MAGNE
Hockey Stadium, Multi-Use Development; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; m.; p.39; Feb 95; PA

LESCHER & MAHOONEY/DLR, TODD WILLIAMS and BILLIE TSIEI
Art Museum; Expansion and Renovation; Phoenix, Arizona; Original Design by Alden Dow; ph.; p.33; Dec 95; PA

LEVY, JOHN
Casino Parking Plaza; Landscape of Light; Lighting Design; Las Vegas, Nevada; Freihammter Associates; ph.; p.26-29; Aug/Suppl 95; AR

LI-LOWE, DAVID MING
Interiors; Loft Apartment and Furniture Designer's Studio; Venice, California; Interior Design by Sallie Trout; by Michael Webb; ph.; p.76-79; Nov 95; INT

LIFE DESIGNS
Center for Neurological Trauma Victims; ADA Doesn't Guarantee Access for All; Experiences of Designer; Downey, California; by Karin Tettlow; ill.; p.76; 80; Oct 95; INT
Hospital; Coronary Care, Bryan Memorial Hospital; Interior Design; Lincoln, Nebraska; Davis Designs; by Karin Tettlow; ph.; p.46-51; July 95; INT

LIGHTING INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY
Japanese American National Museum; Lighting, Lighting Design; Los Angeles, California; Jim McElvain; ph.; p.24-25; Feb/Suppl 95; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LINE and SPACE
Design-Build Practice; Examples; by Michael J. Crosbie; sec. ph. pl.; p.54-61; Dec 95; PA
Residence; Design-Build; Glass Walled Fireplace Detail; Tucson, Arizona; sec. ph. pl.; p.60-61,106; Dec 95; PA
Residence; Design-Build; Tucson, Arizona; ph.; p.56-57; Dec 95; PA
Sonora Desert Museum; Design-Build; Tucson, Arizona; ph.; p.58-59; Dec 95; PA

LIVINGSTON, RUTH
Residence; Interiors, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Berkeley, California; ph.; p.110-111; Nov 95; ID

LOGAN, DONN and MARCI LI WONG
Architect's Residence; Berkeley, California; ph.; p.136-141; Oct 95; ID

LOHAN ASSOCIATES
Ameritech Diagnostic Center; Hoffman Estates, Illinois; Interior Design by Environments Group; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.54-57; June 95; INT

LOONEY, RICKS & KISS
Neighborhood Redevelopment, Harbor Town; Memphis, Tennessee; ph.; p.82-84; Aug 95; PA
Residential Development; Floor Plan to Improve Traffic Flow; ph. elev.; p.110; May 95; B
Residential Development; New American Show House, Each Element of House is Featured; Sugar Land, Texas; Interior Design by Foster & Riley; by Susan Bradford and Rick Schwolsky; ph. pl. map; p.246-284, 268-274; Jan 95; B
Residential Development; Residence; Memphis, Tennessee; ph.; p.10; Oct 95; PA

LOOS, ADOLF
Rufer House, 1922; Three Dimensional Raumplan Theory of Design; Vienna, Austria; by Cynthia Jara; ph. pl. axon. m. biblio sec.; p.185-201; Feb 95; JAE

LORENZ, ERHARD
Ove Arup's House, Restoration; Original Design; North London, England; Eva Jirica; sec. ph. pl.; p.32; Dec 95; PA

LORIMAR & CASE
Kitchen; Carlsbad, California; ph.; p.94-95; Mar 95; B

LUBIN & TRINGALI and BRYCE & PALAZZOLA
Residential Development; Residence; Kingspointe; Birmingham, Michigan; ph.; p.72; May 95; B

LUBIN & TRINGALI
Residential Development; Residence; Fleming Creek, Ann Arbor, Michigan; ph.; p.114-115; Mar 95; B

LUCIA DESIGNERS
Bathroom; Shower Pavilion; ph.; p.15; July/Aug 95; CB
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LUKEZ, PAUL and AKHTAR BADSHAH

Apartment Development; Low Rise; Housing for Immigrants Includes After-School Education; Lowell, Massachusetts, axon pl.; p.44, Jan 95, PA

LUKEZ, PAUL

Kitchen; --, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.110-111; July 95; ID

LUNDBERG DESIGN

Residence; Napa Valley, California; m. pl.; p.26; Oct 95; PA

LUONI, STEVEN

Redevelopment Plan; PA Citation; Eustis, Florida; ph. pl. axon; p.94-95, 111, Jan 95; PA

LUTSKO ASSOCIATES

Residence; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award, St. Helena, California; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Apr 95; LA

LYNCH, WALTER

Residence; North Bethany Beach, Delaware; ph. pl. sec.; p.114-115, 158; June 95; B

LYNN, GREG

Ship Terminal; Yokohama, Japan; ph.; p.77; Sept 95; INT

MET STUDIO and MckeECE

Queen Elizabeth 2, Interiors Renovation; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.40-51; Nov 95, INT

MGR

Department Store, Takashimaya; Interiors; New York, New York; ph.; p.78-83; Dec 95; ID

MV & P and JAMES TSUGAWA

Residential Development; Residence; Iwalani, Parade of Homes Winner, Oahu, Ewa, Hawaii, ph. pl.; p.172; Oct 95; B

MacKAY-LYONS, BRIAN

Architecture School Addition; Technical University of Nova Scotia; Nova Scotia, Halifax, Canada; ph. axon.; p.70-72; Aug 95; PA

Residence; Nova Scotia, Bayfield, Canada; ph. pl.; p.69; Aug 95; PA

Residence; Nova Scotia, Bedford, Canada; ph. pl.; p.65; Aug 95; PA

Residence; Nova Scotia, Blanche Peninsula, Canada; ph. pl.; p.68; Aug 95; PA

Residence; Nova Scotia, Pugwash, Canada; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Aug 95; PA

Residence; Two Units; Nova Scotia, Halifax, Canada; ph. pl.; p.64; Aug 95; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; Influence of Vernacular; Nova Scotia, Canada, by Thomas Fisher; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-72; Aug 95; PA

MACHADO & SILVETTI

Civic Park for Battery Park City; New York, New York; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. ill. elev. det.; p.90-97; Aug 95; PA

Residence; Concord, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.19; Apr 95, PA

Waterfront Park, Robert F. Wagner, Jr.; New York, New York; pers. pl.; p.31; Aug 95; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MACK ASSOCIATES

Residence; Custom Home Award; Ketchum, Idaho; ph. pl.; p.32-37; Spring 95; CB

MADDOX, EVA

Center for Spine, Sports and Occupational Rehabilitation; INTERIORS Award; Chicago, Illinois; ill. ph. pl.; p.92-93; Jan 95; INT

MAKI ASSOCIATES

Concert Hall, Kitaishima International; Aira, Japan; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.118-123, Sept 95; A

MALLEN, TONY

AIDS Care Center; New York, New York; ph.; p.42, 46; Sept 95; ID

Mancini & Duffy

Interiors; Corporation Headquarters, Wilco; Greenwich, Connecticut; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.54-59; May 95; INT

Marble, Scott and Karen Fairbanks

Interiors; Loft Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.158-165; May 95; ID

Tenri Cultural Institute; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.78; Sept 95; INT

Marino, Peter

Department Store, Barneys; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.108-113, Mar 95, ID

Marino, Robert

Exposed Wood Framing in Residence; Larchmont, New York; ph. sel. det.; p.107; Apr 95; PA

Marmol & Radziner

Residence; Restoration of 1947 Kaufmann House, Details; Palm Springs, California; Original Design by Richard Neutra; by Ziva Freiman, det. ph. pl.; p.72-79, 114; Nov 95, PA

Marpillero, Sandro

Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.160-163; Sept 95; ID

Marquis Associates

Community Center and Library; Albany, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-93, June 95; A

Marquis, Robert

Bay Area Architects Campaign to Increase Affordable Housing; in Marquis Tradition; Obituary; by Lynne Creighton; ph.; p.53-54; Feb 95; PA

Martin & Pitz

Sensory Garden; Therapeutic Garden; Landscape Design; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Stephen Weeks; by Frank Edgerton Martin; axon.; p.60-61; Sept 95, LA

Martin, Albert C.

City Hall; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Los Angeles, California; axon. ph. sec. det.; p.104; Dec 95; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MATSUZAKI & WRIGHT
Institute of Asian Research, University of British Columbia; Uses Recycled Materials; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; pl. axon.; p 32; Jan 95; PA

MAXMAN, SUSAN
Animal Shelter; Bensalem, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.92-95; May 95; AR
Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Harvey Cedars, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Oct 95; B

MAYERNIK, DAVID THOMAS
Fresco, Pilaster; ph.; p.79; Sept 95, INT

McALLUM, JEANNE
Residence; San Diego, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.123-125; Oct 95; A

McCOY & SIMON
Residence; House and Studio; Southern, California; m. pl.; p.40, Jan 95, PA

McDONOUGH, WILLIAM
Interiors; Heinz Family Foundation Offices; Energy Efficient; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-87; July 95; A

McELWAIN, JIM
Japanese American National Museum; Lighting; Los Angeles, California; Lighting Design; Lighting Integration Technology; ph.; p.24-25; Feb/Suppl 95; AR

McINTURFF ARCHITECTS
Residence; Builder's Choice Award; —, West Virginia; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Oct 95; B
Residence; Remodeled; Builder's Choice Award; Chevy Chase, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Oct 95; B
Residence; Remodeled; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.118-123; Feb 95; ID

McKINLEY ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Eastlake Greens; Chula Vista, California; ph. pl.; p.80; Feb 95; B

McLARAND & VASQUEZ
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Newport Ridge; Newport Coast, California; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Dec 95; B
Model House Interiors; Newport Beach, California; Interior Design by Terry Hunziker; ph. pl.; p.168-171; May 95; ID

McMILLIN COMPANIES
Residential Development; Residence; Scripps Ranch Village; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.62-63; June 95; B

McSHERRY, LAUREL
Project for a Field; Visionary Winner; ph.; p.58; Dec 95; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MECANOO and WIEL ARETS
Young Dutch Architects Explore New Ideas; Survey of Two Firms' Work; Netherlands; by Nancy Sieber; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.96-105; June 95; PA

MECANOO
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Maastricht, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p.96-99, 104; June 95; PA
Library; Almeio, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p.99; June 95; PA

MEIER, RICHARD
Art Museum Complex, Getty Center; Design, Construction, Engineering, Seismic Engineering; Details; Los Angeles, California; by Morris Newman; m. sec. det. elev. ph. pl.; p.66-75; Dec 95; PA
City Hall and Central Library; The Hague, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p.27; Sept 95; PA
Civic Exhibition and Assembly Building, Stadthaus; Ulm, Germany; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.90-99; Oct 95; AR
Projects; Computer Delineation Award; Delineation by Reaves & Douglas; ill.; p.38-39; May 95; AR

MEKUS & JOHNSON
Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.134-139; May 95; ID

MENDELSOHN, ERICH and SERGE CHERMAYEFF
Beach Pavilion Renovation; Community Center; Restoration; De La Warr Pavilion, Details; Original Design; Bexhill-on-Sea, England; Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl. axon.; p.82-84, 100; Sept 95; PA

MENDELSOHN, ERICH
Observatory; Einstein Tower, 1917; Restoration Report by Troughton & McAslan; Potsdam, Germany; ph. pl.; p.85; Sept 95; PA

MENDINI, ALESSANDRO
Museum of Art; Groningen, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p.90-101; Sept 95; A

MERRILL & HATCH
Tennis Cottages and Sideyard House; Windsor, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-105; May 95; A

MEYER, DEBORAH
Design Firm's Experiences After Office Fire; Be Prepared; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.76-77; July 95; INT

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Art Museum, Incorporating Mies House; Original Design; Elmhurst, Illinois; De Stefano Partners; ph. pl.; p.29; Apr 95; PA
Mies Interior and Neo-Classical Buildings Being Razed; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.39; Apr 95; PA
Multi-Media Documentation and Analysis of Farnsworth House; 1951 Building; Original Design; ill.; p.58-59; Nov 95; PA

MILLER & HULL
Community Center; Garfield, Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.35; Dec 95; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MILLER & HULL (Cont'd)
Community Center; Garfield, Seattle, Washington; pl. sec. ph. axon.; p.78-83; June 95; A
Olympic College, Shelton; Olympic, Washington; sec. ph. pl.; p.35; Dec 95; PA

MILLER, DREW
Virtual Reality Library; Computer Delineation Award, ill.; p.40-41; May 95; AR

MIN, MAARTEN and MIN 2 PRODUCTIONS
Visitors' Center, Sand Dunes; Northern Holland, Netherlands; ph. pi. sec.; p.29, Oct 95; PA

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA and CHILD ASSOCIATES
Waterfront Park, The Belvedere; New York, New York; axon. ph. pl.; p.55-61, Aug 95; A

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA
Interiors; Lighthouse Headquarters, Center for the Blind; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Aug 95; ID
Rehabilitation Center for the Visually Impaired; The Lighthouse Building, Community Center Functions; New York, New York; axon. ph. pl.; p.94-101, 160; June 95; A

MITHUN PARTNERS
Tile and Marble Showroom; Seattle, Washington; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Apr 95; INT

MOJO & STUMER
Equinox Fitness Club, Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.144-149; May 95; ID

MONEO, JOSE RAFAEL
Art Museum and Cultural Center, Wellesley College; Wellesley, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.68, 74-75; Mar 95; PA
Modern Art Museum and Architecture Museum; Competition Winner; Stockholm, Sweden; ph. pl. sec.; p.31; Sept 95; PA
Museum of Fine Arts, Audrey Jones Black Building; Houston, Texas; pers. sec.; p.33, Aug 95; A

MOORE, CHARLES and ARBONIES, KING & VLOCK
Art Museum, Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.68, 72-73; Mar 95; PA

MOORE, GENE
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Career and Work; ph.; p.518, Dec 95; ID

MORABITO, PATRICK
Residence; Pittsford, New York; ph. pl.; p.19-22; Sept/Oct 95; CB

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MORAN, ERNESTO
Hotel; Camino Real; San Jose, Costa Rica; Interior Design by Wilson Associates; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-57; Nov 95; INT

MORIYAMA & TESHIMA
Shoe Museum; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.34; Aug 95; PA

MORPHOSIS and LUCCHESI & GALATI
School and Child Care Facility for Homeless Children; PA Award; Las Vegas, Nevada; m. pl. sec.; p.72-75, 111, Jan 95; PA

MORRIS, BENJAMIN
Office Building; Middle Rise; 1929 Building Remodeled; One Atlantic Street; Original Design; Stamford, Connecticut; Culpen & Woods; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Oct 95; AR

MORTE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Custom Home Award; Beaver Creek; Colorado; ph. pl.; p.52-57; Spring 95; CB

MOSS, ERIC OWEN
Ince Theater; Drama and Film Theater, Rooftop Amphitheater; CA Citation; Culver City, California; m. pl. ill.; p.104-105, 111; Jan 95; PA
Office Building; Low Rise; Seminar Building; Los Angeles, California; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. m. ill. axon. sec. det.; p.60-69; July 95; PA

MOUÈLE, ELIZABETH and STEFANOS POLYZOIDES
Neighborhood Redevelopment; Culver City, California; ill. pl.; p.85; Aug 95; PA

MOZER, JORDAN
Restaurant; Hollywood Casino; Aurora, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.80; Sept 95; INT

MULLAN, NANCY
Show House Kitchen; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p.48, Nov 95; ID

MURCUTT, GLENN
Residence; Mt. Wilson, Australia; ph. pl. sec.; p.147-151, Sept 95, A

MURPHY & JAHN
Hotel; Kempinski Hotel; Glass Atrium; Structural Details; Munich, Germany; ph. sec. det.; p.36, 40-43; June 95, AR

MYERS, BARTON and KPMB ARCHITECTS
Interiors; Corporate Offices, Hasbro, Pawtucket, Rhode Island; Interior Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.36-37, Feb 95; INT

MYERS, BARTON
Children's Institute International; Torrance, California; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.38-39; Feb 95; INT
Performing Arts Center; Newark, New Jersey; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.42-45; Feb 95; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MYERS, BARTON (Cont’d)
Producer’s Offices and Studio; Universal City, California; Interior Design by DeScenna & Steinberg, by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Apr 95; INT

NBBJ
Baseball Stadium, United States Military Academy; West Point, New York; ill.; p.32; July 95; PA
Playful Design of Landscape; San Diego, California; Landscape Design by KTU & A; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Jan 95; LA

NEVADA
Residential Development; Residence; Nevada Street Townhouses; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.240-241; Jan 95; B

NAGLE & HARTRAY
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.84; Jan 95; AR
Village Hall, Includes Police Station; Lincolnshire, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.90-93; June 95; AR

NAGLE, HARTRAY, DANKER, KAGAN & McKay
Residential Development; Residence; Prairie Crossing, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.50; Oct 95; PA

NAPOLITANO, WAYNE G. and ARTHUR RONQUIST
Residence; Custom Home Award, Stockton, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.82-87; Spring 95; CB

NEALE, STANISZKIS, DOLL & ADAMS
Elderly Housing; Remodeled Plus New Buildings; Kitsilano; British Columbia; Vancouver, Canada; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Jan 95; AR

NEUMANN HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Wesmere; Plainfield, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.64; June 95; B

NEUMANN, KENNETH and JOEL SMITH
National Corvette Museum; Bowling Green, Kentucky; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Nov 95; AR

NEUTRA, RICHARD
Residence; Restoration of 1947 Kaufmann House, Details; Original Design; Palm Springs, California; Marmol & Radziner, by Ziva Freiman; det. ph. pl.; p.72-79, 114; Nov 95; PA

NEW DESERT GALLERY
Demonstration House; GreenHome 21; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Nov 95; B

NEWMAN, HERBERT S.
Conference Center; Rockefeller Fund; Remodeled Garage; Pocantico Hills, New York; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Feb 95; AR

NEWMAN, JACKSON & BIEBERSTEIN
Baseball Stadium; Landscape Design; Arlington, Texas; David M. Schwartz; by David Dillon; ph. pl. ill.; p.82-84; June 95; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

NICHOLSON, DANA
Interiors; Loft Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.154-159; Sept 95; ID

NISHIMOTO, TAEG
Super Pier, Multi-Use; New York, New York; m. pl.; p.81; Sept 95; INT

NOGUCHI, ISAMU
Akari Light Fixtures; Classic Paper Fixtures; by Henry Urbach; ph.; p.106-108; Aug 95; ID

NORIEGA-ORTIZ, BENJAMIN
Interior Designer’s Work; ph.; p.34; July 95; ID

NORTH PACIFIC DESIGN
Residential Development; Residence; Grande Bank; Builder’s Choice Award; Gig Harbor, Washington; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Oct 95; B

NORTHCUTT, JAMES
Hotel; The Peaks, Interior Design; Telluride, Colorado; Pellecchia & Olson; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Feb 95; ID

NOUVEL, JEAN and GILBERT LEZENES, PIERRE SORIA, ARCHITECTURE STUDIO
Arab World Institute; Critique; Paris, France; by Thomas Vonier; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-67; Sept 95; PA

NOUVEL, JEAN
Multi-Use, City Center; Retail, Apartments, Offices, Hotel, Euralille; Lille, France; ph. elev.; p.80-81; Jan 95; A

O & J DESIGN
Interiors; Designers’ Offices, New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.120-123; June 95; ID

O’BRIEN, KEVIN and LYNN BATSCH
Early Learning Center; Head Start Competition; Winning Entries; m. ill. elev. pl.; p.22-23; June 95; A

O’DONNELL, WICKLUND & PIGOZZI and PETERSON ARCHITECTS
School; High; Science Wing; Skokie, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.28; Oct 95; PA

O’NEIL & MANION
Residence; Remodeled; Builder’s Choice Award; Kent Island, Maryland; ph.; p.122-123; Oct 95; B

ONSITE
Interiors; Designers’ Offices; INTERIORS Award; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Jan 95; INT

OFFICE DA
Inter-Faith Hall of Prayer, Northeastern University; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. m. axon.; p.40-41; Nov 95; A
Residence; PA Award; Madison, Alabama; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.60-63, 112; Jan 95; PA

OGAWA & DEPARDON
Restaurant; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.64; Sept 95; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

OLSON & SUNDBERG
Residence; Seattle, Washington; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.66-71; Apr 95; INT

OLSON, G. J.
Residential Development; Residence; Fairlawn Farms, Cheshire, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.74; May 95; B

ORSINI DESIGN
Interiors; Photographer’s Apartment and Studio; New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.64-67; May 95; INT

Yacht, Interior Redesign; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. elev.; p.52-57; July 95; INT

OVERLAND PARTNERS
National Wildflower Research Center; Austin, Texas; Landscape Design by J. Robert Anderson; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p.58-71; Sept 95; LA

National Wildflower Research Center; Austin, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-75; July 95; A

PARDAL, SIDONIO
Park of the City; Porto, Portugal; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Oct 95; LA

PASANELLA & KLEIN STOLZMAN & BERG
Education and Development Center; University of Virginia; Wise, Virginia; m. pl.; p.35; Mar 95; A
Hotel; Shoreham, Renovation; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.76-79; June 95; ID

PASANELLA COMPANY
Interiors; Design Studio’s Offices, New York, New York; ph.; p.112-113; June 95; ID
Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.108-113; June 95; ID

PASCAL ARQUITECTOS
Restaurant; El Divino, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Mexico City, Mexico; ph.; p.98-101; Nov 95; ID

PATKAU ARCHITECTS and
MARK, MUSSELMAN, McINTYRE & COMBE
Clay and Glass Gallery; Ontario, Waterloo, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-56, 58; Sept 95; PA

PATKAU ARCHITECTS
Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery; Ontario, Waterloo, Canada; elev. ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.64-69; Jan 95; AR
City Library; British Columbia, Surrey, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-59; Sept 95; PA
K-10, Indian School; Seabird Island School; British Columbia, Agassiz, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-54; Sept 95; PA
Library; City Library; British Columbia, Surrey, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; June 95; AR
Residence; British Columbia, Nanaimo, Canada; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Sept 95; PA
School; Elementary; British Columbia, Victoria, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-60-61; Sept 95; PA
School; Elementary; PA Award; British Columbia, Victoria, Canada, m. pl. sec.; p.80-83, 112; Jan 95; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PATKAU ARCHITECTS
Survey of Firm’s Work; —; Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-61; Sept 95; PA

PAULI, WILLIAM R.
Residential Development; Residence; Marin Lagoon; San Rafael, California; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Mar 95; B

PEI, COBB & FREED and CROXTON COLLABORATIVE
Office Building; Middle Rise; Sustainable Strategies; Washington, District of Columbia; ill. sec.; p.26-27; Jan 95; AR

PEI, COBB & FREED and NOTTER, FINEGOLD & ALEXANDER
Holocaust Memorial Museum; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by Ziva Freiman; ph. pl.; p.62-69; Oct 95; PA

PEI, COBB & FREED and SIMON, MARTIN-VEGUE, WINKELSTEIN & MORIS
Central Library; Critique; Competition Winner; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.25; Oct 95; PA

PEI, COBB & FREED
Art Museum; Inverted Glass Pyramid for Louvre Interior; Structural Details; Paris, France; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. dia.; p.36-39; June 95; AR
Graduate School of Management; University of California at Los Angeles; Includes Earthquake Resistance Details; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.88-97; Nov 95; AR
Rock and Roll Exhibit; Cleveland, Ohio; Exhibition Design by Burdick Group; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Nov 95; ID
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-87; Nov 95; AR
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; Dec 95; A
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Design and Construction Process; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. m. sec. ill. elev. det.; p.62-71; Feb 95; PA
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum; Understanding the Holocaust Through the Exhibits; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jeffrey Karl Ochsner; ph. biblio.; p.240-249; May 95; JAE

PEICHL, GUSTAV
Rehearsal Stage; Vienna, Austria; ph. pl. axon. persp.; p.102-105; Sept 95; A

PELLECCHIA & OLSON
Hotel; The Peaks; Telluride, Colorado; Interior Design by James Northcutt; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Feb 95; ID

PELLI, CESAR and LEO A. DALY + PIERCE, GOODWIN, ALEXANDER & LINVILLE
Terminal, National Airport; Washington, District of Columbia; m. pl. sec.; p.36; Feb 95; PA

PELLI, CESAR
AIA Gold Medal Winner; His Work; ph.; p.23; Jan 95; A
AIA Gold Medal Winner; ph.; p.31; Feb 95; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PELLI, CESAR (Cont'd)
Apartment Building; High Rise; New York, Queens, New York; ph. pl.; p.36, Feb 95; PA
Art Center, Vassar College; Poughkeepsie, New York; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Mar 95; PA
Arts Center; Aronoff Center for Arts, Theaters, Gallery, Retail, Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl. m.; p.33, Aug 95; PA
Office Building; High Rise, Twin Petronas Towers; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; ill. pl.; p.44, 47; Mar 95; PA
One Market Street Plaza and Lobby Redesign; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. axon, sec.; p.90-95, Aug 95; A
Physics and Astronomy Building; University of Washington; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-85; Feb 95; A

PENTAGRAM DESIGN
Theater; Shakespeare's Globe Theater Reconstruction; Research and Technology, Thatched Roof; London, England; by Dan Cruickshank; ph. pl. sec. ill. det. dia.; p.96-103, 121; May 95; PA

PENTAGRAM
Interiors; Architect's Offices, New York, New York; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.40-45, Dec 95; INT

PEREIRA, ASTON
Interiors; Law Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.110-121, Apr 95; ID

PERKINS & EASTMAN
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Builder's Choice Award, Larchmont, New York; ph. pl.; p.135; Oct 95; B
Courthouse and Police Facilities; Ithaca, New York; ph. pl. 110-111; May 95; AR

PERKINS & WILL and BURGESS & NIPLE
Community Education Village, K-12; Perry, Ohio; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.76-85, July 95; AR

PERKINS & WILL and DAVIS & BRODY
AIDS Treatment Center; Rivington House, New York, New York; by Karin Tetlow; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Oct 95; INT

PERKINS & WILL and OLSAVSKY & JAMINET
College of Education, University of Youngstown; Youngstown, Ohio; m. pl.; p.24, Mar 95; PA

PERKINS & WILL
Architecture Building, University of Illinois; Urbana-Champaign, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.31; Dec 95; PA
Furniture Showroom, Stow Davis; Chicago, Illinois; ph. p.36-37; Jan 95; INT
Laboratory and Research Facility, Ohio State University; Vernal G. Riffe Building; Columbus, Ohio; axon. ph. pl.; p.100-105, Nov 95; A

PERRAULT, DOMINIQUE (Cont'd)
National Library of France; Critique, Paris, France; ph.; p.19, 21; Dec 95; AR
National Library of France; Paris, France; ph. pl. elev. det. sec.; p.66-71, 152; Oct 95; A

PERRY, ANTHONY
CUSTOM BUILDER Show Home; Orren Pickell, Builder, Riverwoods, Illinois; by Matthew Power; ph. pl.; p.32-40, May/June 95; CB

PERRY, DEAN & ROGERS
Student Activities Village, Hamilton College; Clinton, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.80-85; Aug 95; AR

PETEson & LITTENBERG
Lower Manhattan Plan; Battery Park City Redesigned; PA Award; New York, New York; pl. pl. m.; p.68-71, 112, Jan 95; PA

PHELPS, BARTON and ANSHEK & ALLEN
Royce Hall, University of California; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. dia.; p.106-107; Dec 95; A

PHILLIPS & JANSON
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Sept 95; ID

PHILLIPS & SWAGER
Travel Agent Offices; Peoria, Illinois; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.74-77; May 95; INT

PHILLIPS, FREDERICK
Residence; Small Lot; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Apr 95; AR

PIANO, RENZO
Art Gallery, Menil Collection; Natural Lighting System; Houston, Texas; ph. dia.; p.18, Apr 95; PA
Art Museum; The Cy Twombly Gallery; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.78-83; May 95; AR
International Airport, Kansai; Structural Analysis; Osaka, Japan; Structural Design by Ove Arup, axon. ph. pl. m. sec. dia.; p.84-93, 95-103; Jan 95; A
Terminal, Kansai International Airport; Mile Long on New Island; Osaka, Japan; by Richard D. Ru Jh; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; Apr 95; PA

PIAZZA ARCHITECTURE
St. Tammany Parish Tourist Center; Covington, Louisiana; m. pl.; p.37; Mar 95; A

PLESKOW & RAEL
Theater; Remodeled; New York, New York; m. sec. elev.; p.38; Feb 95; PA

POLK, WILLIS
Residence; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Original Design; San Francisco, California; FACE Architects; ph. sec.; p.114-115; Dec 95; A
Residence; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Original Design; Woodside, California; Architectural Resources Group; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.111-113; Dec 95; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

POLSKHE PARTNERS
Design Museum Expanded and Renovated; Cooper-Hewitt; New York, New York; axon; p. 34; Aug 95; PA
National Inventors Hall of Fame; Includes Staircase Details; Akron, Ohio; ph; pl sec. axon. det.; p.60-69, 136; Dec 95; A
Natural History Museum Renoveling; New York; New York; m. ill.; p.22; Mar 95; PA

POMEROY, LEE HARRIS
Designer's Apartment; New York, New York; ph; pi sec.; p.114-121; Jan 95; ID
Imprinted Figures on Glass Doors, Cesar Color; ph; p.120-121; Jan 95; ID

POST, GEORGE B.
Classroom; Renovated Building, City University of New York, Original Design; New York, New York; William A. Hall, by Kristen Richards; ph; pl.; p.52-55; Apr 95; INT

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Interiors; Corporation Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; ph; p.122-127; Mar 95; ID
Men's Clothing Store, Paul Stuart; Chicago, Illinois; ph; p.78-81; Nov 95; ID
Museum Gift Shop, Art Institute; Remodeled; Chicago, Illinois; by MJ Madigan; ph; pl.; p.68-71; Dec 95; INT

POWELL, JOSEPH
City Library; Wall Section Isometric; Evanston, Illinois; ph; p.96-99, 200; May 95; A

PRANICH ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Apartment; Palm Beach, Florida; ph; pl.; p.96-99; Mar 95; ID

PREDODK, ANTOINE and ROBBINS, BELL & KREHER
Museum of Science and Industry; Tampa, Florida; ph; pl.; p.84-93; Nov 95; A

PREDODK, ANTOINE
American Visionary; Architect's Work and Philosophy; m. ill.; p.15,55-93,125-129,152; Mar 95; A
Civic Arts Plaza; City Offices, Auditorium, Theater; Wall Section; Thousand Oaks, California; ph; pl. sec.; p.84-93, 152, Mar 95; A
Museum; Science Center; Phoenix, Arizona; m sec.; p.84-85; Apr 95; A
Public Library; Los Alamos, New Mexico; ph; pl. sec.; p.68-73; Mar 95; A
Residence; INTERIORS Award; Dallas, Texas; ph; p.102-103; Jan 95; INT
Residence; Manhattan Beach, California; ph; pl. det.; p.125-129; Mar 95; A
School; Elementary; Ventana Vista; Tucson, Arizona; ph; pl. sec.; p.58-67; Mar 95; A
Social Sciences and Humanities Building; University of California; Davis, California; ph; pl. sec.; p.74-83; Mar 95; A
Theater; Theater for the Performing Arts; Fort Stanton Mesa, New Mexico; m. ill.; p.30; July 95; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PRENDERGAST, DAVID W.
Library; Temporary Branch; New York, Bronx, New York; ph; pl. sec. axon.; p.96-99; June 95; AR

PUBLIC THING INTERNATIONAL
Communication Park, Multi-Media Events at the Public Park; Visionary Winner; ill.; p.59; Dec 95; LA

PYATOK, MICHAEL
Residential Development; Participatory Process for Low-Income Housing; East Oakland, California; axon. elev. pl.; p.45; Jan 95; PA

QUANTRELL & MULLINS
Interiors; Cosmetic Firm's Headquarters, Lancaster Group; New York, New York; pl.; p.126-131; Sept 95; ID

QUIGLEY, ROB WELLINGTON
Community Center; Sherman Heights; San Diego, California; ph; pl. axon. sec.; p.72-77; June 95; A

QUINCY & JOHNSON
Residential Development; Residence; Plantation; Olive Branch, Mississippi; ph; pl.; p.82; Feb 95; B

RUDAT
Review of Civic Progress Report; North Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph; pl.; p.107; Apr 95; A
Review of Urban Design Report; Salt Lake City, Utah; ph; pl.; p.108-109; Apr 95; A
Review of Urban Design Report; San Angelo, Texas; ph; pl.; p.110-111; Apr 95; A

RAW
Restaurant; Fusion at PDC; West Hollywood, California; by Michael Webb; ph; pl.; p.52-57; Dec 95; INT

ROMA DESIGN GROUP
New Life for a Lost Community; Redevelopment; Suisun City, California; by Michael Webb; ph; pl.; p.106-111; June 95; AR

ROTO ARCHITECTS
Cottage at Dorland Mountain Arts Colony; Temecula Valley, California; ph; p.88; Sept 95; INT

Gemini Learning Center; Morristown, New Jersey; ph; p.94-99; Sept 95; AR

RTKL
Mixed-Use Project; Retailing, Offices; Replaces Marketplace; Beijing, China; m. sec.; p.48; Mar 95; PA

RADEMACHER, CLAUS F.
Kitchen; New York, New York; ph; p.108-109; July 95; ID

RAJKOVICH, THOMAS NORMAN
Market Loggia Structure; Evanston, Illinois; m. det.; p.83; Sept 95; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

RAMON LUMINANCE DESIGN
Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport; Lighting Design; Lighting Design; Atlanta, Georgia; Turner Associates; p. 24-27, Nov/SuppI 95; AR

RAUH, RICHARD
Multi-Cinema in Shopping Center; Duluth, Georgia; ph.; p. 78-83, Jan 95; AR

RAWN, WILLIAM and LABELNA ASSOCIATES
Aqueduct Bridge Remodeling; Two-Level Structure Encloses Wintergarden; Rochester, New York; ph. p 33; July 95; PA

RAWN, WILLIAM
Concert Hall, Sieji Ozawa; INTERIORS Award; Lenox, Massachusetts; ph pl; p. 116-117, Jan 95; INT

Mile-Long Main Street Redevelopment; Includes University Buildings; PA Citation. Charlottesville, Virginia; ph. pl axon.; p. 90-91, 112, Jan 95; PA

Tanglewood Music Center; AIA Honor Award; Lenox, Massachusetts, ph. axon.; p. 122; May 95, A

RE: ARCHITECTURE and ENA DUBNOFF
Mixed-Use Project for South Central LA; Affordable Housing, Retail, Head Start Facility; Los Angeles, California; ill pl.; p. 46; Jan 95; PA

REICHERT BUILDERS
Kitchen; Crete, Illinois, ph. pl.; p. 97; Mar 95, B

RICHARDSON, NAGY & MARTIN
Residential Development; Residence; Country Club Hills; Builder’s Choice Award; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p. 106-107, Oct 95, B

RICHMOND HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Highlands Ranch, Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p. 64, Nov 95, B

Residential Development; Residence; Rock Creek, Builder’s Choice Award, Superior, Colorado; ph. pl.; p. 112; Oct 95; B

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL and ALISON HENRY
Peninsula Hotel, Interiors; Renovation and Addition; Kowloon, Hong Kong; ph.; p. 100-107, Oct 95, ID

RILEY & CORBO
Apartment Building; Remodeled Factory Building; Norwalk, Connecticut; by Linde Altman; ph. pl.; p. 83; Mar 95; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

RIOS ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Arista Records Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p. 86-91; July 95; ID

Ricky Chair; ph.; p. 85, Sept 95, INT

RIPMAN LIGHTING CONSULTANTS
Prudential Center Retail Arcades, Renovation; Lighting Design; Boston, Massachusetts, Sykes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer and Communication Arts; ph. det.; p. 30-33, May/SuppI 95; AR

RIUS CAMPS, FRANCESCA
Chapel-Auditorium for Cemetery; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl sec; p. 54-55, Oct 95, PA

Residence; Wall Section; Girona, Spain; ph. pl.; p. 56-57, 95; Oct 95; PA

ROBBIN DESIGN
Residential Development; Residence; Westchase; Tampa, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 114-115, 95; B

ROCHE & DINKELLOO
Office Building; Middle Rise; Twenty-Five Year Award, AIA; New York, New York; ph.; p. 15; Apr 95, AR

ROCKWELL ARCHITECTURE
Restaurant; Nobu, INTERIORS Award, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 118-119, Jan 95; INT

ROCKWELL GROUP
Eyewear Store, Morgenthal-Frederics; New York, New York; by Jean Gonman, ph.; p. 72-73; Dec 95; INT

Restaurant; Planet Hollywood, Florida and Other Locations, Orlando, Florida; ph. p. 98-102, Dec 95, ID

ROGERS, MARGUERITE
Restaurant; Striped Bass, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p. 114-117, Oct 95; ID

ROEDER, CRAIG A.
Scottsdale Mall Lighting; Lighting Design; South Bend, Indiana; SDI HTT; ph.; p. 30-31, Feb/SuppI 95; AR

ROGER & MARVEL
Museum of the Barrio; New York, New York; ph.; p. 86; Sept 95, INT

ROGERS, PERRAULT, FUKAS & ITO
Financial District Urban Plan, Pudong Area; Shanghai, China; iso pl.; p. P33, July 95, AR

ROGERS, RICHARD and CLAUDE BUCHER
Courthouse for European Commission of Human Rights; Strasbourg, France; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28, Sept 95; PA

ROGERS, RICHARD
Channel 4 Headquarters; Wall Details; London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-65, 152, Jan 95, A

European Court of Human Rights; Strasbourg, France; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-79, Aug 95, AR

Middle Rise; Daimler-Benz Offices and Housing; Atrium Acts as Thermal Buffer, Berlin, Germany; m. pl. sec.; p. 78-79, Oct 95, AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ROSETTI ASSOCIATES
- Interiors; Headquarters, Sunrider International, Torrance, California; Interior Design by Fong & Miyagawa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Feb 95; INT

ROSS BARNEY & JANKOWSKI
- Branch Library; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.92-95; May 95; A
- Library; Addition; Barrington, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; June 95; AR
- Take Flight Exhibit, Museum of Science and Industry; Lighting Design; Chicago, Illinois; Lighting Design by White Light Design; ph.; p.28-31; Nov/Suppl 95. AR

ROTH & MOORE
- Observatory; Vassar College; Poughkeepsie, New York; persp. pl.; p.43; Feb 95; A

ROYSTON, HANAMOTO, ALLEY & ABEXY
- Sewage Treatment Plant; Integrated to Sea Shore Highway. Landscape Design; San Francisco, California; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; by Michael Lecese; ph. pl.; p.54-57; June 95; LA

RUBIN, MICHAEL
- Interiors; Law Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.130-133; Apr 95; ID

RYAN, LESLIE
- Three Gardens for Regina Margherita Hospital/Church; Healing Garden, Visionary Winner; Rome, Italy; ill. ph. pl.; p.57; Dec 95; LA

SDFHTI
- Scottsdale Mall Lighting; South Bend, Indiana; Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder; ph.; p.30-31; Feb/Suppl 95; AR

SITE ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
- Dismantling a Nuclear Electric Power Station; Trawsfynydd, Wales; ill.; p.62; July 95; A

SPACE
- Firm Profile; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.28, 33; Dec 95; INT

STV/SILVER & ZISKIND
- Correctional Treatment Facility; For Inmates with Mental Health and Drug Abuse Problems; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.58-61; July 95; INT

SABATINI GROUP
- Residence; Parade of Homes Winner, Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.166; Oct 95; B

SAE, MICHELE
- Restaurant; Angeli Mare; Manna del Rey, California; ph. pl.; p.87; Sept 95; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SAFDIE, MOSHE and MURRAY & MURRAY
- City Hall; Ontario, Ottawa, Canada; ph. pl.; p.39; May 95; A

SAFDIE, MOSHE
- City Hall Complex; Critique; Ontario, Ottawa, Canada; by Adele Freedman; ph.; p.43; Jan 95; A
- Library Square; Concrete Structure, Mechanical System; Critique; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.72-79, 101-105; Oct 95; A

SAITOWITZ, STANLEY
- Embarcadero Ribbon Promenade; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.86; Aug 95; A
- Holocaust Memorial, New England; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.25; Dec 95, PA
- Holocaust Memorial; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.23; Dec 95; A
- Holocaust Memorial; Boston, Massachusetts; pl. m. axon.; p.88-89; Aug 95; A
- Mill Race Park Structures; Tower, Shelters, Restrooms, Pavilions, Arbor, Boat House; Columbus, Indiana; ph.; p.80-85; Aug 95; A
- Plaza Entrance, Vesey Square; New York, New York; m. pl.; p.87; Aug 95; A
- Public Visions; Architect’s Philosophy of Design, Examples; ph. pl. m. axon.; p.78-89; Aug 95; A

SAKATO & SAKATO
- Solid Waste Facility; As Public Art; Phoenix, Arizona; by Kim Sorvig; ph., p.58-61; June 95; LA

SALVADORI, MARIO
- Engineer at 88; His Career and Work; ph. ill.; p.52-55; Mar 95; PA

SASAKI ASSOCIATES and MGA
- National Foreign Affairs Training Center; Communication System, Arlington, Virginia; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-127; Apr 95; A

SASAKI ASSOCIATES
- Baseball Stadium, Jacobs Field; Master Planning; Cleveland, Ohio; HOK Sports; by Steven Litt; ph.; p.74-77; June 95; LA
- Cleveland Gateway; Sports Complex Master Plan; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. m.; p.60; Apr 95; A
- Northcoast Harbor Plan, Master Plan; Waterfront, Science Museum, Aquarium, Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Fame Complex; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. m.; p.61; Apr 95; A

SAUERBRUCH & HUTTON
- Office Building; High Rise, GSW Headquarters; Sun Shelters; Berlin, Germany; m. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Oct 95; AR

SCHEURER ARCHITECTS
- Residential Development; Flores Los Alisos; Aliso Viejo, California; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Dec 95; B
- Residential Development; Townhouse; Altezza, Builder’s Choice Award; Newport Coast, California; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Oct 95; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SCHLESSER, THOMAS
Furniture Store and Showroom, Niedennaier; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Jan 95; ID

SCHMITZ, ANDREW J.
Residence; Long Island, New York; ph.; p.70-73; May/June 95; CB

SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Learning Center, Proctor Academy; Andover, New Hampshire; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; May 95; A
New England Aquarium, Addition; Boston, Massachusetts; ill. sec.; p.24; Jan 95; AR
New England Aquarium, Addition; Boston, Massachusetts; sec. pl.; p.22, Mar 95; PA
New England Aquarium; Boston, Massachusetts; elev. sec. pl.; p.35, Jan 95; A

SCHWARTZ, MARTHA, KEN SMITH and DAVID MEYER
Residence; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Sante Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.87; Apr 95; LA

SCHWARZ, DAVID M.
Baseball Stadium; Arlington, Texas; Landscape Design by Newman, Jackson & Bieberstein; by David Dillon; ph. pl. ill.; p.82-84, June 95; LA

SCHWEITZER & BIM
Clothing Store, Mossimo; Costa Mesa, California; ph.; p.32(14)-32(15); June 95; ID

SCOTT & MILLER
Kitchen; Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Mar 95; B

SECCOMBE DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Restaurant; Oracle 300 Cafe; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Redwood Shores, California; ph.; p.112-113; Nov 95; ID

SEIDEL & HOLZMAN
Residential Development; The Farm, AIA Honor Award, Soquel, California; ph. pl.; p.118; May 95; A

SENIOR & OESTERLE
Bus Stops; Tempe, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Aug 95; A

SHEINE, JUDITH
Residence; Industrial Materials; Juniper Hills, California; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73; Apr 95; AR

SHELTON & MINDEL
Clothing Store, Anne Klein at Saks Fifth Avenue; New York, New York; ph.; p.176-179; May 95; ID
Mededconk National Golf Club Visitor House; Jackson, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Feb 95; ID

SHEN, MILSOM & WILKE
Alumni Auditorium, Columbia University; Acoustical Modifications for Remodeled Auditorium; Acoustical Design, New York, New York; Belmont & Freeman, ph. sec. det.; p.38-39; Nov 95; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SHEN, MILSOM & WILKE (Cont’d)
Audio-Visual Consultant Adds Telecommunication Consulting; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.68, 70; Aug 95; INT

SHEPLEY, BULFINCH, RICHARDSON & ABBOTT
Leavey Library, University of Southern California; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. dia.; p.31-33; May 95; AR

SHERMAN DESIGN GROUP and INTERSPEC
Medical Center, HMO; Long Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.S22-S25, Feb/Suppl 95; ID

SHIM, BRIGITTE and HOWARD SUTCLIFFE
Architect’s Residence; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.55; June 95; PA

SHORT & FORD
School of Engineering and Manufacture, DeMontfort University; Energy Efficient; Ventilation Details; Leicester, England; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.88-97, 108, July 95; A

SHUBIN & DONALDSON
Youth Activities Center; Remodeled Factory Building; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.65; Sept 95; INT

SIERRA CUSTOM BUILDERS
Residence; Custom Home Award; Terra del Oro, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.140-145; Spring 95; CB

SIMON, MARTIN-VEGUE, WINKELSTEIN & MORIS
Public Library; Newport Beach, California; Interior Design by Belschner & Vincent; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Aug 95; ID
Sewage Treatment Plant; Integrated to Sea Shore Highway; San Francisco, California; Landscape Design by Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey, by Michael Lecese; ph. pl.; p.54-57; June 95; LA

SIMON, MARTIN-VEGUE, WINKELSTEIN & MORIS and JAMES LAWSON PIRDY
Central Library; Wiring Scheme; Newport Beach, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-121, Oct 95; A

SIMON, MICHAEL
Textile Showroom; Scalamandre; New York, New York; ph.; p.80-81; Mar 95; INT

SIZA, ALVARO
Architecture School; Porto, Portugal; ph. pl. ill.; p.60-61; Apr 95; PA
Contemporary Art Center; Santiago de Compostela, Spain; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-63; Apr 95; PA
Library; University of Aveiro; Aveiro, Portugal; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-65; Apr 95; PA
Residence; Porto, Portugal; ph. pl.; p.59; Apr 95; PA
Residential Development; Quinta da Malagueira Social Housing, Evora, Portugal; ph. pl. sec.; p.58; Apr 95; PA
Restaurant; Leca da Palmeira, Portugal; ph. pl. sec.; p.57; Apr 95; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SIZA, ALVARO (Cont’d)
Survey of Architect’s Work; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.54-65; Apr 95; PA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL and KOETTER & KIM
Saigon South Master Plan; PA Citation; Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; pl. ill.; p.106-107, 112, Jan 95; PA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Arena; Wood Framed, Lisbon, Portugal, m. sec.; p.38; Sept 95; AR
Hotel; Hotel Arts Complex, Barcelona, Spain; Interior Design by Total Concept, pl. ph.; p.74-79; Feb 95; ID

Interiors; Corporation Headquarters, Wilco Original Design; Greenwich, Connecticut; Mancini & Duffy; by Beverly Russell; pl. ph.; p.54-59; May 95; INT

Mixed-Use Urban Complex, American Business Center; Retail, Offices, Apartments, Berlin, Germany, ph. pl.; p.26; Jan 95; PA
Office Building; High Rise; Contains State-of-the-Art Information System, Seoul, Korea; m. pl. iso.; p.125; Apr 95; A

SKOLNICK, LEE H.
Children’s Creative Discovery Museum; Chattanooga, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Aug 95; AR

SLICK, GERRY
Residential Development; Residence, Lakemont, MAME Award; Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl.; p.170; Oct 95; B

SMITH, A. WAYNE et al.
Artistic Pots Accent Parkway; Phoenix, Arizona; by Reed Kroloff; ph. pl.; p.55-57; Mar 95; LA

SMITH, HINCHMAN & GRYLLS
Center for Training in Advanced Industrial Technology; Hope Center, Remodeled Warehouse, Detroit, Michigan; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Feb 95; AR
Office Procedures; m. pl.; p.124-125; July 95; A

SMITH-MILLER & HAWKINSON
Counseling Center, for Gay and Lesbian Homeless Youth; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.21; Apr 95; PA
Institute for Gay and Lesbian Young; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.104-109; Feb 95; ID

SMITH-MILLER & HAWKINSON, BARBARA KRUGER and QUENNELL & ROTHCHILD
Outdoor Theater; Part of Art Park for Museum; Raleigh, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.28; July 95; PA

SNOWEISS, HOWARD
Cruise Ship, Interiors; Legend of the Seas, by Kate Hensler; ph.; p.64-69; Nov 95; INT

SOANE, SIR JOHN
Historic Sir John Soane House Museum; Restoration; Original Design; London, England; Eva Jiricna; ph. pl.; p.26; Aug 95; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SOLOMON ARCHITECTURE
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Communications Hill Specific Plan, AIA Honor Award; San Jose, California; ill. pl. axon.; p.131; May 95; A
Residence; Two Houses, Lee’s Orchard; Santa Clara Valley, California; ph. pl.; p.91; Oct 95; PA

SOLOMON, DANIEL and KATHRYN CLARKE
Residential Development; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award, Milpitas, California; Landscape Design by Gary Leonard Strong, ph. pl.; p.89; Apr 95; LA

SOTOLONGO & OLIVA
Residential Development; Residence; Estancia; Pembroke Pines, Florida; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Sept 95; B

SOTTSASS ASSOCIATI
Residence; Casa Cei; Tuscany, Italy; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Apr 95; AR

SPAR, ALISON
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.33-130; Sept 95; B

SPENCER & MASON
Museum of Re-created Rice Plantation; AIA Honor Award; Waipahu, Hawaii; ph. pl.; p.119; May 95; A

SPILLIS & CANDELA
Miami International Airport; Color Panes of Glass Animated by Light and Sound, Miami, Florida; Art by Christopher Janney, ph.; p.18-23; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

SQUARE ONE DESIGN SERVICES
Residential Development; Residence, Crescent Lake, Parade of Homes Winner; Columbia, South Carolina; ph. pl.; p.176; Oct 95; B

SQUIRES HOMES
Residential Development; Residence, Braeloch, Cary, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.175; Jan 95; B

STAMBERG & AFERIAT
Children’s Museum; Long Island, Garden City, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-73; Aug 95; ID
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.86-91; Mar 95; ID

STANLEY, BEAMAN & SEARS
Senior Center; Lawrenceville, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.65-71; June 95; A

STANZIONE, DONALD J.
Retirement Facility; Seaside Cove, Interior Design; Stuart, Florida; Adrian Guskowski, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.44-49; Aug 95; INT

STARCK, PHILIPPE and IAN SCHRAGER DESIGN STAFF
Hotel; The Delano, Interiors; Renovation; Miami Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.92-99; Oct 95; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STARCK, PHILIPPE
Delano Hotel, Renovation; Miami Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.30, Dec 95, PA
Restaurant; Felix, Kowloon, Hong Kong; ph.; p.105-107, Oct 95, ID

STEINBERG GROUP
Campus for Job Corps Students; Remodeled School; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.40, May 95, PA

STERN, ROBERT A. M. and MORRIS ARCHITECTS
Disney Feature Animation Building; Burbank, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. axon.; p.46-53, May 95; INT
Feature Animation Building, Walt Disney Studios; Burbank, California; ph. pl.; p.72-81, Mar 95; AR

STERN, ROBERT A. M.
Columbus Regional Hospital; Columbus, Indiana; pl. ph.; p.100-103, Nov 95; AR

STEVENS, MORTON, ROSE & THOMPSON
Gardens for Alzheimer's Patients; Sedgewood Commons, Falmouth, Maine; Landscape Design by Studio L.A.; ph. pl.; p.76-79, Jan 95; LA

STEWART, NEAL
Interiors; Apartment, Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.96-97, Aug 95; ID

STIRLING, JAMES and MICHAEL WILFORD
Science Library; University of California, Irvine, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-69, Feb 95; A

STRANG, GARY LEONARD
Residential Development; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Landscape Design, Milpitas, California; Daniel Solomon and Kathryn Clarke; ph. pl.; p.89, Apr 95; LA

STRASSER, SCOTT
Restaurant; Mercy; INTERIORS Award; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.96-97, Jan 95; INT

STUBBINS ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Corporate Offices, Harcourt General, ASID Winner; Boston, Near, Massachusetts; ph.; p.150-151, Apr 95; ID

STUDIO A
Apartment Building; Affordable Housing; Charleston, South Carolina; ph. sec.; p.82, Sept 95; INT

STUDIO CAIMI & ASNAGHI
Furniture Showroom and Store, Cassina; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.172-175, May 95; ID

STUDIO CITTERIO & DWAN
Italian Design Showroom, B&B Italia; New York, New York; ph. p.98-99, June 95; ID

STUDIO GALDI
Kitchen and Bathroom; New York, New York; ph. p.142-145; Mar 95; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STUDIO L.A.
Gardens for Alzheimer's Patients; Sedgewood Commons, Landscape Design, Falmouth, Maine; Stevens, Morton, Rose & Thompson; ph. pl.; p.70-79, Jan 95; LA

STUDIO PELLEGRINA
Residential Development; Townhouse; Builder's Choice Award; Birmingham, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.118-119, Oct 95; B

STUDIOS
Asia and Pacific Trade Center; IIDAVINTERIOR DESIGN Award; Osaka, Japan; ph. sec.; p.104-105, Nov 95, ID

STULL & LEE
Memorial to African Slaves; Computer Delineation Award; Delineation by Anderson & Sass; ill.; p.36-37, May 95, AR

SUSSMAN & PREJZA
Basketball Arena, Gund; Interior Design; Cleveland, Ohio; Eberle & Becket; ph. ill.; p.26-33, Feb 95; INT
Bridge; Costa Mesa, California; ph.; p.52-53, Feb 95, INT
Children's Institute International; Graphic Design; Torrance, California; Barton Myers; ph.; p.38-39, Feb 95; INT
Corporate Identity, Southern California Gas Company; Los Angeles, California; ill.; ph.; p.48-49, Feb 95, INT
Food Store, Pororoca; Tokyo, Japan; m. ph.; p.53, Feb 95, INT
Interiors; Corporate Offices, Hasbro; Interior Design; Pawtucket, Rhode Island; Barton Myers and KPMB Architects; ph. ill.; p.36-37, Feb 95; INT
Multi-Disciplinary Design; Firm's Work; by Beverly Russell; m. ph.; ill.; p.23-53, Feb 95, INT
Performing Arts Center; Graphic Design, Newark, New Jersey; Barton Myers; ph.; p.42-45, Feb 95; INT
Retail Project Graphics; Graphic Design; ELS/Eibaan & Logan; ph.; p.50-51, Feb 95; INT
Roosevelt Field Food Court; Interior Design; Long Island, New York; DELL Associates and RTKL; ph.; p.40-41, Feb 95, INT
Street Planning and Graphics; Culver City, California; ill.; ph.; p.46-47, Feb 95; INT
Training Facility; Signage, Apple Campus; Graphic Design, Cupertino, California; Heilmuth, Otaba & Kassabaum; ph.; p.34-35, Feb 95, INT

SUTTON & SUZUKI
Residence; Berkeley, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-109, 158, June 95; B

SUTTON, SULLENBERGER & YANTIS
Residential Development; Residence, The Vineyards, Odenton, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.56, Dec 95; B

SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL
Interiors; Finance Offices, Rothschild; New York, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.78-83, May 95; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SWENSSON, EARL
Dance Hall and TV Production Facility; Wildhorse Saloon; Nashville, Tennessee; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-87; June 95; INT

SWITZER GROUP
Interiors; IBM Corporation Facilities; Temporary Spaces, Hoteling; Cranford, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.134-138; Mar 95; ID

SYKES, JENNINGS, KELLY & BREWER and COMMUNICATION ARTS
Prudential Center Retail Arcades, Renovation; Boston, Massachusetts; Lighting Design by Ripman Lighting Consultants; ph. det.; p.30-33; May/Suppl 95; AR

SYSTEM DESIGN
TV Production Studios, Offices; RSA-USA, West Hollywood, California, by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.58-63; June 95; INT

TEN ARCHITECTS
Headquarters, Televisa; Television Network; Mexico City, Mexico; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-83; Dec 95; A
National School of Theater; Wall Detailed; Mexico City, Mexico; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.78-83, 184; Sept 95; A
Office Building; Low Rise; Television Station Offices, Parking, Cafeteria; PA Citation; Mexico City, Mexico; m. pl. sec.; p.88-89; Jan 95; PA

TRO/THE RITCHIE ORGANIZATION
Hospital; General, Pediatric Unit; Lowell, Massachusetts, by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Apr 95; INT

TWH
Residence; Habitat for Humanity Project; Chattanooga, Tennessee; elev. pers. pl.; p.136; Apr 95; A

TAFT ARCHITECTS
School; Elementary, Rice School; Houston, Texas; ph. axon.; p.33; Aug 95; PA

TANNER, LEDDY, MAYTUM & STACY
Engineering Management Center, Stanford University; Stanford, California; ph. pl.; p.26; Nov 95; PA

TARLOW, ROSE
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Career and Work; ph.; p.S14-S15; Dec 95; ID

TATE & SNYDER
Airport Addition; Las Vegas, Nevada; m.; p.37; Apr 95; A
Architect’s Design Studio; Henderson, Nevada; ph. pl. axon.; p.86-87; May 95; A
School; High, Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; July 95; AR

THANHAUSER & ESTERSON
Fitness Center; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.27; Oct 95; PA

THANHAUSER & ESTERSON (Cont’d)
Health Center; Definitions Fitness Center; New York, New York; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-67; Oct 95; INT

THE COLLABORATIVE
Classroom Building with Teleteaching; Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio; by M J. Madigan; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Apr 95; INT

THIBAULT, PIERRE
Ethnic Museum, Native American; PA Citation; Quebec, Wendake, Canada, m. pl. axon.; p.96-97, 112, Jan 95; PA

THOMPSON & ROSE
Atlantic Center for the Arts, Expansion; PA Citation; New Smyrna Beach, Florida; m. pl. elev.; p.92-93, 112, Jan 95; PA

THORNER, MATHIAS
Department Store; Cologne, Germany; ph. pl.; p.180-183; May 95; ID

TICHENOR & THORP and MICHAEL S. SMITH
Capitol Records Building, Executive Floors; Los Angeles, California; Original Design by Welton Beckett; ph. pl.; p.78-89; July 95; ID

TOTAL CONCEPT
Hotel; Hotel Arts Complex; Interior Design; Barcelona, Spain; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.74-79; Feb 95; ID

TOWILL, R. M.
Residential Development; Affordable Housing, Ewa Villages Master Plan; Honolulu, Hawai; ph.; p.72; Dec 95; B

TRESSERRA, JAUME
Interiors; Apartments at Hotel Arts; Interior Design; Barcelona, Spain; G.C.A.; ph. pi.; p.74-79; Feb 95; ID

TROUGHTON & McASLAN
Beach Pavilion Renovation; Community Center; Restoration; De La Warr Pavilion, Details; Bexhill-on-Sea, England; Original Design by Mendelssohn, Erich and Serge Chermayeff; ph. pl. axon.; p.82-84, 100, Sept 95, PA

Florida Southern College, West Campus, Restoration; Lakeland, Florida; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p.78-81, 85, Sept 95; PA

Survey of London Firm’s Historic Preservation Work; by Ziva Freiman; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-85; Sept 95; PA

TROUT, SALLIE
Interiors; Loft Apartment and Furniture Designer’s Studio; Interior Design; Venice, California; David Ming Li-Lowe; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Nov 95; INT

TSCHUMI, BERNARD
Architecture School; Marne-la-Vallee, France; ill. pl.; p.18; Apr 95; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

TURETT COLLABORATIVE

Interiors; Tommy Boy Music Offices; INTERIORS Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.88-99; Jan 95, INT

TURNBULL, WILLIAM

Weekend Cottage, AIA Honor Award; Calistoga, California; ph. pl.; p.125; May 95; A

TURNER ASSOCIATES

Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport; Lighting Design; Atlanta, Georgia; Lighting Design by Ramon Luminance Design; ph.; p.24-27; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

TYLER, JAMES

Art Center College of Design, Addition; Pasadena, California; ph. pl.; p.38; Feb 95; PA

TYNER, RUSS

Residence; Builder’s House, Custom Home Award; Sacramento, California; ph. pl.; p.132-136; Spring 95; CB

USG

Ceiling and Other Products Showroom, USG’s Solutions Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.22-23; Sept 95; INT

UNGERS, O. M.

German Ambassador’s Residence; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-103; May 95; AR

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL et al.

Agricultural Area Preservation Plan; Redland; Rural Architectural Guidelines; PA Award; Dade County, Florida; ill. pl.; p.76-79, 112; Jan 95; PA

VBN and FORELL & ELSESSER

City Hall; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Oakland, California; ph. m. sec.; p.105; Dec 95; A

VOA ASSOCIATES

Interiors; Travel Agent Offices, Apollo Travel Services, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Rolling Meadows, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Nov 95; ID

VALERIO, DEWALT & TRAIN

Interiors; Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.104-109; Sept 95; AR

Office Building; Interiors; U.S. Robotics; Remodeled; Skokie, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-101; Feb 95; AR

VALODE & PISTRE

Cosmetics Factory; Aulnay-sous-Bois, France; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Aug 95; AR

VAN BERKEL & BOS

Power Substation; Amersfoort, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p.57; June 95; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

VAN DER RYN, SIM

Energy Conservation Goods Showroom; Energy Conserving; Hopland, California; ph. m. sec. det.; p.34; Jan 95; PA

VAN DIJK, PACE & WESTLAKE

Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled 1934 Post Office Building; MK Ferguson Plaza; Cleveland, Ohio; Original Design by Walker & Weeks; ph. pl. sec.; p.102-105; Oct 95; AR

VAN EGERAAT, ERICK and SAVANY PARTNERS

Addition, Insurance Company Headquarters, National Netherlands and IGN; Budapest, Hungary; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-73, 168; Nov 95; A

VAN EGERAAT, ERICK

Bank; Remodeled Apartment House; Selected Details of Glass Roof; Budapest, Hungary; ph. pl. sec. sel. det.; p.100-101, 131; June 95; PA

VAN SCHIJNDEL, MART

Architect’s Residence; Utrecht, Netherlands; ph.; p.57; June 95; PA

VANDERBYL, MICHAEL

Chair Showroom, Killhauer Industries; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.96-97; Jan 95; ID

Furniture Showroom, HBF; New York, New York; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. pl. axon.; p.42-43; Nov 95; INT

VENNING, ATWOOD & KEAN

Interiors; Law Offices; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Sept 95; AR

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN

Art Museum; National Gallery Addition; Critique; London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-81; Aug 95; PA

Contemporary Art Museum, Addition and Renovation; Includes Irving Gill’s Scripps House and Auditorium; San Diego, California; elev. pl.; p.24; Nov 95; PA

VERSEN, MICHAEL

Therapeutic Garden; Rehabilitation Center; Landscape Design; Knoxville, Tennessee; Barber & McMurry; ph. pl.; p.54-67; Jan 95; LA

VIAPLANA, ALBERT and HELIO PINON

Center of Contemporary Culture; Barcelona, Spain; sec. ph.; p.74-77; Sept 95; A

VINCI & HAMP

Arts Club, Rebuilt; Critique; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pers.; p.30-31; Nov 95; A

VINOLY, RAFAEL

Center for Performing Arts; Baltimore, Maryland; m. ill. sec.; p.39; Feb 95; A

Tokyo International Forum; Theater, Conference Center and Exhibition Complex; Tokyo, Japan; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. m. sec. dia.; p.68-77; Sept 95; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

VISSER, J.
Residence; Grand Rapids, Michigan; ph.; p.64-67; May/June 95, CB

VITETTA GROUP
Independence Hall; Controversy over Updating Mechanical Systems; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Mubarak S. Dahir; ph. pl. det.; p.36-37; Feb 95; AR

WRS
Academy of Visual and Performing Arts; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97; July 95; AR

WALKER & WEEKS
Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled 1934 Post Office Building; MK Ferguson Plaza, Original Design; Cleveland, Ohio; Van Dijk, Pace & Westlake; ph. pl. sec.; p.102-105; Oct 95; AR

WALKER, DAVID
Interiors; Duplex Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl; p.132-135, Oct 95; ID

WALKER, PETER and WILLIAM JOHNSON et al.
Residential Development; Prairie Crossing, Model Suburb; Grayslake, Illinois; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p.56-58; Aug 95, LA

WALL, ALEX
Movement and Public Space; Competition for Public Spaces at Several Transportation Points; Atlanta, Georgia; by Alex Wall; ph. pl. ill. biblio. pers.; p.22-28; Sept 95; JAE

WALLACE, ROBERTS & TODD
Hudson River Walkway; —, New Jersey; pl.; p.22; May 95; LA

Pedestrian Mall in Overtown; Thirty Block Redevelopment; Revival of African-American Community; Miami, Florida; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.38-43; Dec 95; LA

Residential Development; Townhouse; Public Housing; Townhouses Remodeled from Small Apartments; PA Citation; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-99, 112; Jan 95; PA

WALTER, WILLIAM
Domestic Collections Showroom, WestPoint Stevens; New York, New York; ph.; p.184-185; May 95; ID

WAMBLE, MARK
Side Chair; ph.; p.89, Sept 95; INT

WANASELJA, KARL
Residence; Energy Conserving; Oakland, California; ill. pl.; p.33; Jan 95; PA

WANK, ADAMS & SLAVIN
Hotel; Sustainable Resort with Waste Materials, Solar and Wind Power; St. John, Virgin Islands; ph. dia.; p.20; Apr 95; PA

WARNER, WILLIAM D.
River Relocation Project; AIA Honor Award; Providence, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.135; May 95; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WARREN, CHARLES
Table, Experimental Designs; ph.; p.90; Sept 95; INT

WATKINS, CARTER & HAMILTON
Healing Landscape Design; Texarkana, Texas; Landscape Design by James Bumett; ph. pl. ill.; p.68-71; Jan 95; LA

WEAVER, GARY
Residential Development; Residence; Spring Mill; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.64; July 95; B

WEBSTER & HOFER
Civic Center, Multi-Use Buildings; Competition Winner; Taichung, Taiwan; m.; p.28; Oct 95; PA

WEDLICK, DENNIS
Residence; Rhinebeck, New York; ph. pl.; p.76-77; May 95; A

WEEKS, STEPHEN
Sensory Garden; Therapeutic Garden; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Landscape Design by Martin & Pitz; by Frank Edgerton Martin; axon.; p.60-61; Sept 95; LA

WEESER, HARRY
Metro Subway System Expansion; Design Principles; Washington, District of Columbia; by John Morris Dixon; map, ph. ill. sec. axon.; p.76-85; Dec 95; PA

WEINSTEIN & COPELAND
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Banner Building, Artist Residents Build Out Spaces; Seattle, Washington, ph. pl. sec.; p.86-89; Jan 95; AR

Olympic Natural Resources Center, University of Washington; Forks, Washington, ill. pl.; p.40; May 95; PA

WEINSTEIN ASSOCIATES and HARRY WEESER
Fire Station and Emergency Services Building; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.78-79; May 95; A

WEISBURD, JEROLD
Eco Village, Co-Housing; Energy Conserving; Ithaca, New York; ill. pl.; p.32; Jan 95; PA

WEISS & MANFREDI and PETERSON & LITTERNBERG
Flushing Town Center Master Plan; New York, Queens, New York; axon. pl.; p.52; Jan 95; PA

WEISS & MANFREDI
Dental Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.S14-S17; Feb/Supp1 95; ID

WELLS, WOODBURN & O’NEIL
Center for Energy and Environmental Education; University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa; ph. pl.; p.98-103; July 95; A

WENTLING, JAMES
Residential Development; Summerfield, Elverson, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.148; Feb 95; B
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WHITE LIGHT DESIGN
Take Flight Exhibit, Museum of Science and Industry; Lighting Design; Lighting Design; Chicago, Illinois; Ross Barney & Jankowski, ph.; p.28-31; Nov Suppl 95; AR

WIEDEMANN, NICOLE
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Housing for Hang Gliding Enthusiasts; Trenton, Georgia; m. pl. sec.; p.24; Mar 95; PA

WIELAND, JOHN
Residential Development; Residence; Grand Cascades; Suwanee, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Mar 95; B

WILFORD, MICHAEL
Embassy, British; Berlin, Germany; m. pl.; p.56; June 95; PA

WILLIAMS & DYNERMAN
Interiors; Pharmaceutical Company Headquarters, Henri Beaufour Institute, Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Jan 95; ID

WILLIAMS, BUNNY
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Career and Work; ph.; p.S16-S17; Dec 95; ID

WILLIAMS, TOD and BILLIE TSIEN
Neurosciences Institute, Scripps Research Institute; Design and Construction Process; La Jolla, California; by Ziva Friedman; ph. pl. m. ill. sec det.; p.76-85; Apr 95; PA

WILLIAMS, TOD, BILLIE TSIEN and LESCHER & MAHONEY
Art Museum Addition; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Apr 95; A

WILSON ASSOCIATES
Hotel; Camino Real; Interior Design; San Jose, Costa Rica, Ernesto Moran; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-57; Nov 95; INT

Interiors; Restaurant, Presidential Suite; Yokohama, Japan; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Feb 95; ID

Restaurant; Star Canyon; Dallas, Texas, ph.; p.32(16)-32(17); June 95; ID

WILSON, COLIN ST. JOHN
British National Library; Critique of Cost and Design; London, England; by Daralice D. Boles; ph. axon.; p.41-42; Nov 95; PA

WIMBERLY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO
Golf Clubhouse, Broken Top; Bend, Oregon; by Justin Henderson, ph. pl.; p.38-45; July 95; INT

Golf Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; Bend, Oregon; ph.; p.130-131; Oct 95; B

WINKLES CONSTRUCTION
Kitchen; Sioux Falls, South Dakota; ph. pl.; p.96; Mar 95; B

WIRTH, THOMAS
Residence; Landscape Plan; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Eastern, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.93; Apr 95; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WOLFF, LANG & CHRISTOPHER
School; High School with Community Center; Modesto, California; ph. pl.; p.86-89; July 95; AR

WOLFINGER, PHIL
Residential Development; Residence; Meridian; Portland, Oregon; by Connie Potter; ph.; p.66-72; Nov/Dec 95; CB

WOLL, PETER L. and BETH COOPER LAWRENCE
Housing for Sick, Homeless and Low-Income; Remodeled Hospital; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.54; June 95; PA

WONG & CHEN
Residential Development; Residence; Suzhou, China; m. pl.; p.50; Mar 95; PA

WOOD, JACK PRESTON
Residential Development; Residence; ph.; p.44; Nov/Dec 95; CB

WORLAND & HUTCHISON
Residence; Finest for Family Living Award; Chevy Chase, Maryland; ph.; p.174; Oct 95; B

WORMSER ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Cummings Foundation Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.128-133; Mar 95; ID

WRIGHT, BRYANT & JOHNSON
Residential Development; Residence; Ketchum, Idaho; ph.; p.58-61; May/June 95; CB

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Florida Southern College, West Campus; Restoration; Original Design; Lakeland, Florida; Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl.; p.78-81, 85; Sept 95; PA

Guggenheim Art Museum, Expansion and Renovation; Condensation Problems, New Skylight, Details, Original Design; New York, New York; Gwathmey & Siegel; by Michael J. Crostwe; ph. pl. sec det.; p.64-67; 95; Mar 95; PA

YARNALL, RICK
Residence; Interiors; —; Pennsylvania; Interior Design by Carl D'Aquino; ph. pl.; p.150-157; May 95; ID

ZAPATA, CARLOS
Office Building; Interiors; JPBT Advisors Company; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.91; Sept 95; INT

ZIMMER, GUNSUL & FRASCA
Pacific Medical Center Tower; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Nov 95; AR

US Molecular Sciences Laboratory; Richland, Washington; ph. pl. iso.; p.128-129; Apr 95; A

ZINNI, MARK
Residence; Custom Home Award; Hampshire, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.122-127; Spring 95; CB
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ZIVKOVIC ASSOCIATES
Book Store, St. Mark's; Bookcase and Lighting Section, New York, New York; ill. det. ph. pl. sec.; p.168-171; Sept 95; ID

ZUMTHOR, PETER
Elderly Housing; Chur. Switzerland; ph. pl. sec.; p.92, 98-100; Feb 95, PA

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
Critique of Criteria Used in Judging; Editorial; by Stephen A. Kliment; p.9; June 95; AR
See ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, Specific Building Type also

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
The Critical Views of Lewis Mumford on Architecture; by Thomas Fisher; ill.; p.70-73; Oct 95; PA

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
Architects Look to Tectonics of Construction for Inspiration; Survey of Projects; pl. m. sec. ill. axon.; p.37-40; Jan 95; PA
Architectural Debates of 1930's Seen from Today; ph. m. ill.; p.66-69; Apr 95, PA
Attention to Design of Urban Infrastructure; Underground Infrastructure and Utility Structure; by Gary Strang, ph. ill.; p.33-35; June 95, LA
Austria; Vienna; Rufer House, 1922; Three Dimensional Raumplan Theory of Design; Adolf Loos; by Cynthia Jara; ph. pl. axon. m. biblio. sec.; p.185-201; Feb 95; JAE
Convenance, Caractere and the Public Sphere; Social Meaning of Design; by Marc Grignon and Juliana Maximi; elev. pl. biblio.; p.29-37; Sept 95; JAE
Eighteen Architects Write on Formalism; p.88-91; Feb 95; PA
Gulf Between Business and Design, Conference Report; by M. Gordon Brown; ill.; p.49-50; Aug 95, PA
Increasingly Invisible Infrastructure; Destroying a Sense of Place; by Robert L. Thayer, Jr.; ill.; p.136; June 95, LA
International Style Conference, Report; Israel, Tel Aviv; by Richard Ingersoll; p.268-270; May 95, JAE
Mass Production of Corporate Architecture; Relation to Architectural Practice and Techniques; by Jacob J. Goldber; ph. biblio.; p.227-239; May 95, JAE
Monolithic Architecture Exhibit; by Steven Litt; m. ill. sec.; p.41-42, Dec 95; PA
Museum of Quilts, Study of American Quilts; Cultural Artifacts and Architectural Form; Student Projects; Wendy Hansen; by Carolyn Senft; ph. pl. sec. m. elev. biblio. ill.; p.144-153; Feb 95, JAE

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (Cont'd)
Nevada, Las Vegas; The Flaming Volcano and Other Building Fantasies; Survey of Building Extravaganzas; by Morris Newman; ph.; p.82-87; Feb 95, PA
PA Awards; Jury Discussion; Profiles of Winning Firms, ph. pl. m. sec. elev. axon. det.; p.57-109, 111-112; Jan 95, PA
Passages, a Theory Linking the Building and the Landscape; by James Wines; ill.; persp.; p.34-36; May 95; LA
Product Design Translated to Architecture; p.28-29; Mar 95; AR
Public Institutions; Kahn's Search for Their Reasons for Being; Historical Search for Origins; Louis I. Kahn; by Stanford Anderson; ph. ill. biblio.; p.10-21; Sept 95; JAE
Public Visions; Architect's Philosophy of Design; Examples; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. m. axon.; p.78-89; Aug 95, A
Putting Place Back into Infrastructure; Examples; by William Morris and Catherine Brown; ph. ill.; p.50-57; June 95; LA
The Critical Views of Lewis Mumford on Architecture; by Thomas Fisher; ill.; p.70-73; Oct 95; PA
The Santa Monica School; Their Contribution; California, Santa Monica; Survey of Work; by John Morris Dixon; ph. m.; p.63-71, 112, 114; May 95, PA
Virgil/Beatrice; Remarks on Discursive Thought and Rational Order in Architecture; by Elysabeth Burns Gamard; biblio.; p.154-167; Feb 95; JAE
Why Form Matters, Editorial; by Thomas Fisher; p.9; Nov 95; PA
See ARCHITECTURE, ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, URBAN DESIGN also

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
Computer Delineation Awards; Program Details; Jury Comments; ill.; p.36-43; May 95, AR
Computer Image, Changes in Technology; by James L. Sipes and Patrik Dylan; ill. resources, p.25-28; Mar 95; LA
Computer Use in Urban Design; Examples; ill. ph.; p.115-119; Apr 95; A
Projects; Computer Delineation Award; Richard Meier; Delineation by Reaves & Douglas; ill.; p.38-39; May 95; AR
Review of Rendering, Modeling and Animation Software; ill. pers. m. axon. pl.; p.121-125; Dec 95; A
Wood Detailing, the Old-Fashioned Way; Harold Fisher; elev. sec. det.; p.112; July 95; PA
See COMPUTER also

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Architectural History, Unleashing Its Creative Potential; by Hans Morgenthaler; biblio.; p.218-226; May 95; JAE
Breaking the Barriers Between Theory and Practice; by Denise Scott Brown; ph.; p.43, 45, 47; Mar 95; A
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ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION (Cont'd)

Computer Use Transforms Architectural Education; Use of Computers. Survey of Schools; ill.; p.133-137; Feb 95; A

Critical Pedagogy and Architectural Education; by C. Greig Crysler; biblio.; p.208-217; May 95; JAE

Early Design Education; World Design Foundation; by Donald M. Rorke; ph.; p.26; Apr 95; INT

Education in Technology and Professional Issues; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. m. det. dia.; p.92-95; June 95; PA

Floods, Earthquakes, Hurricanes and Other Natural Hazards; Design for Mitigation Study; by Spencer W. Havlick; ph.; p.37-39; July 95; LA

Learning to See; Need for Visual Education in Schools; Editorial, by Abby Bussel; p.9; May 95; PA

Museum of Quilts, Study of American Quilts; Cultural Artifacts and Architectural Form, Student Projects; Wendy Hansen; by Carolyn Serf; ph. pl. sec. m. elev. biblio ill.; p.144-153; Feb 95; JAE

New Deans of Architecture Schools; ph.; p.119-127; Feb 95; A

Students Are Publishing Their Work on the Internet; by B. J. Novitski; ill.; p.39-40; Sept 95; PA

Students and Colleagues of Eliel and Eero Sarinen; Gather at Cranbrook Academy; by Steven Litt; ph. dia.; p.37-38; Oct 95; PA

The Schools Are Failing the Profession; How to Correct It; ill.; p.47-51, 94, 96; Sept 95; PA

See INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION also

ARCHITECTURAL MODEL

Computer-Aided Design and Manufacture of Models; by Thomas Fisher; ph. m.; p.78-83; May 95; PA

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING

Building Commissioning Process; Stating Goals, Design Intent, Installation, Review, Maintenance, Examples; dia. ph.; p.123-129; June 95; A

Building Environmental Performance Assessment Criteria; Program; PA Architectural Research Award; by Raymond J. Cole; p.99; July 95; PA

Facilities Performance Group Analyzes Work Patterns and Design Issues; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p.32-35, 62-63; Sept 95; AR

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION

INTERIOR DESIGN's Creative Director Retires; Alberto Paolo Gravasci; ph.; p.40; Apr 95; ID

ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION

The New Exam; Will It Change the Profession?; by Michael J. Crosbie; dia. graph; p.49-53, 98, 100; Apr 95; PA

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH

Comparing Architectural and Verbal Wayfinding Cues; Design Research Study; by Janet R. Carman and Myron A. Grant; ph. ill.; p.81; Feb 95; PA

PA Awards, Jury Comments; ph. pl. dia. m. ill. table; p.90-99; July 95; PA

See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, Specific Topics also

ARCHITECTURE

AIA Convention; by John Morris Dixon; ph.; p.43-44; July 95; PA

AIA Firm Award; Preservationists, Their Work; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.165-171; May 95; A

AIA Firm Award; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.14; Apr 95; AR

AIA Firm Award; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.27; Feb 95; A

AIA Firm Award; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.33; Feb 95; PA

AIA Gold Medal Winner; His Work, Cesar Pelli; ph.; p.23; Jan 95; A

AIA Gold Medal Winner; Cesar Pelli; ph.; p.31; Feb 95; PA

AIA Honor Awards; Buildings and Interiors, ph. pl.; p.117-141; May 95; A

AIA vs NCARB Conflict, Licensing Issues; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.68-71; Nov 95; PA

AIA's New Direction; by Chester Wdorn; ill.; p.47-51; Jan 95; A

AIA's Public Directors; Jane Maas and Patricia Carbine; ph.; p.41; Mar 95; A

American Skills in Demand Abroad; Survey of Projects Abroad; ph. pl. m. axon, ill.; p.25-28; Jan 95; PA

American Visionary; Architect's Work and Philosophy, Antoine Predock; m.; ill.; p.15,55-93,125-129,152; Mar 95; A

Architect's Public and Private Life; Philip Johnson; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.56-60; Jan 95; PA

Architectural Curator of Library of Congress; C. Ford Peatross; ph.; p.47; May 95; A

Architecture Should Protect Our Landscape; by Bruce Babbitt; ph.; p.51-55; July 95; A

Architecture in War Torn Sarajevo; Bosnia, Sarajevo; by Lebbeus Woods and Thom Mayne; ph. ill.; p.25-27; May 95; AR

Are There Too Many Architects?; Study of the Number of Architects Related to Total Construction; by R. Gregory Turner, graphs; p.42-45; Oct 95; AR

Asia Bound; American Architects' Responsibilities, Asia; In Developing Countries; Survey of Current Projects, m. ill. pl. sec.; p.43-51, 86, 88; Mar 95; PA
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Bay Area Architects Campaign to Increase Affordable Housing; in Marquis Tradition; Obitu- ary; Robert Marquis; by Lynne Creighton; ph.; p.53-54; Feb 95; PA
Challenging Historic Truths in Architecture; Women's Conference; ph. m.; p.69-70; June 95; PA
Dispute over Architecture as Art; by Morris Newman; ph.; p.49-50; Feb 95; PA
Engineer at 88; His Career and Work; Mario Salvadori; ph. ill.; p.52-55; Mar 95; PA
Engineers' Group Accuses Architects of Restraint of Trade; p.27, 159; July 95; AR
Faces of a Down-Sized Profession; Recession and Computerization Effects; by Philip Langdon; ph. graph; p.75-79, 122, 124; June 95; PA
Firm Profile; Survey of Work; FTL; by Beverly Russell; sec. ph. ph.; p.37-66; Mar 95; INT
Forty Under 40; Pre- eminent Architects and Designers; by Beverly Russell, Ill. det. ph. pl. m. axon. sec.; p.50-91, Sept 95; INT
Mass Production of Corporate Architecture; Related to Architectural Practice and Techniques; by Jacob J. Goldberg; ph. bibli. p.227-239; May 95; JAE
Modernism's Resurgence; Survey; Spain;—; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-61; Oct 95; PA
New York, New York; Office Building; Middle Rise; Twenty-Five-Year Award, AIA; Roche & Dinkeloo; ph.; p.15; Apr 95; AR
Pritzker Prize Winner; His Philosophy; Tadao Ando; ph. p.31; May 95; PA
Pritzker Prize Winner; Tadao Ando; ph.; p.23; May 95; A
Profile of Architect, Age 80; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph. ill.; p.72; July 95, PA
Profile of Architect, Age 80; Joseph Escherick; ph. ill.; p.73; July 95; PA
Profile of Architect, Age 80; Sarah Pillsbury Harkness; ph.; p.77; July 95, PA
Profile of Architect, Age 82; Bertrand Goldberg; ph. elev. p.76; July 95, PA
Profile of Architect, Age 85; Philip Johnson; ph. m.; p.78; July 95; PA
Profile of Architect, Age 92; Louis Edwin Fry, Sr.; ph. pl.; p.75; July 95; PA
Profile of Architect, Age 92; Morris Lapidus; ph. ill.; p.79; July 95; PA
Profile of Architect, Age 94; Harold Fisher; ill. ph.; p.74; July 95; PA
Projects for Marginalized Groups; The Social Art of Architecture; Survey of Projects; m. pl. axon. sec. elev. ill.; p.43-46; Jan 95; PA
Prominent Designers Start Own Business; Disputed Associates and GKV; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.22-23; May 95; INT
Royal Institute of British Architects Gold Medal Awarded; by Colin Rowe; ph.; p.33; May 95; PA
Small-City Practice; Examples of Practices; by Wendy Moonan; ph. elev. m. sec. ill.; p.26-31; Apr 95; AR
Survey of Architect's Work; Canada, Nova Scotia; Influence of Vernacular; Brian Mackay-Lyons; by Thomas Fisher; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-72; Aug 95; PA
Survey of Architect's Work; Alvaro Siza; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.54-65; Apr 95; PA

ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

Survey of Architect's Work; William P. Bruder; ph. pl.; p.80-89; July 95; PA
Survey of Firm's Work; Canada; Patkau Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-61; Sept 95; PA
Survey of Firm's Work; Switzerland;—; Herzog & de Meuron; ph. pl. sec. m.; p.84-91; May 95; AR
Survey of Firm's Work; Lapena & Torres; by William Curtis; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; May 95; PA
TAC's Demise; History and Factors in Their Demise; Architects Collaborative; ph.; p.117-119; Dec 95; A
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; The Mayor Who Preaches Design, John O. Norquist; ph.; p.92-95; May 95; PA
Women in Architecture Leveling the Playing Field; Survey of Status; by Abby Bussel; ph. graphs; p.45-49, 86; Nov 95, PA
Work of Four Swiss Firms; Switzerland; by Kevin Alter; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.92-101; Feb 95; PA
Young Dutch Architects Explore New Ideas; Netherlands; Survey of Two Firms' Work; Me- canoo and Wiel Arets; by Nancy Slieber; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.96-105; June 95; PA
See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE also

ARIZONA

Chandler; Residential Development; Residence; Tradition East; B3 Architects; ph. pl.; p.53; Dec 95; B
Desert Mountain; School; Private, Junior High; HNTB; ph. pl.; p.32; July 95; PA
Glendale; Studio; William P. Bruder; ph. pl.; p.82; July 95; PA
Maricopa County; Residence; William P. Bruder; ph. pl.; p.83; July 95; PA
Phoenix; Art Museum Addition; Tod Williams, Billie Tsien and Lescher & Mahoney; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Apr 95; A
Phoenix; Art Museum; Expansion and Renovation; Lescher & Mahoney/DLR, Todd Williams and Billie Tsien; Original Design by Alden Dow; ph. pl.; p.33; Dec 95; PA
Phoenix; Artistic Pots Accent Parkway; A Wayne Smith et al.; by Reed Kroloff; ph. pl.; p.55-57; Mar 95; LA
Phoenix; Central Library; Structural System; Sun Screens, Mechanical Systems; Bruder DVL; ph. pl. sec. det. iso.; p.56-85, 107-113; Oct 95; A
Phoenix; Central Library; Bruder DVL; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Apr 95; A
Phoenix; Central Library, Bruder DVL; ph. pl.; p.86-89; July 95; PA
Phoenix; City's Growth; Review of Public Projects; ph. pl.; p.76-85; Apr 95; A
Phoenix; Energy Showcase House; Jones Studio; ph. pl. sec.; p.139-141; July 95; A
Phoenix; Museum of History; Langdon & Wilson; ph. elev.; p.78-79; Apr 95; A
Phoenix; Museum; Deer Valley Rock Art Center; William P. Bruder; ph. sec. dia.; p.64-69; Oct 95; AR
Phoenix; Museum; Science Center; Antoine Predock; m. sec.; p.84-95; Apr 95; A
Phoenix; Residence; Energy-Efficient Showcase House; Jones Studio; ph. pl.; p.36; May 95; PA
ARIZONA (Cont’d)
Phoenix; Residence, William P. Bruder, ph. pl.; p. 85; July 95, PA
Phoenix; Residential Development; Residence, Tatum Ranch III, Bassenian & Lagoni, ph.; p. 59; Nov 95, B
Phoenix; Solid Waste Facility, As Public Art, Sakato & Sakato, by Kim Sorvig, ph.; p. 58-61; June 95, LA
Scottsdale; Residence; KAA, ph.; p. 46-49; May/June 95, CB
Scottsdale; Temple Kol Ami; William P. Bruder, ph pl.; p. 86; July 95, PA
Tempe; Bus Stops, Senior & Oesterie, ph pl., p. 76-77; Aug 95, A
Tucson; Demonstration House, GreenHome 21, New Desert Gallery, ph, pl.; p. 58-67; Mar 95, A
Tucson; School; Elementary, Ventana Vista, Antoine Predock, ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-67; Mar 95, A
Tucson; Sonora Desert Museum; Design-Build; Line and Space, ph pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 95, PA

ART (Cont’d)
Market Loggia Structure, Illinois, Evanston; Thomas Norman Rajkovich, m. det.; p. 83; Sept 95, INT
Retractable Sculpture; Resembles Eye Iris, Chuck Hoberman, ph.; p. 71; Sept 95, INT
See MUSEUM also

ARTS CENTER
Atlantic Center for the Arts, Expansion; Florida, New Smyrna Beach, PA Citation; Thompson & Rose, m. pl. elev.; p. 92-93, 112; Jan 95, PA
Maryland, Baltimore; Center for Performing Arts; Rafael Vinoly, m. ill. sec.; p. 39; Feb 95, A
New Mexico, Fort Stanton Mesa; Theater, Theater for the Performing Arts; Antoine Predock, m. pl. ill.; p. 30; July 95, PA
Ohio, Cincinnati; Aronoff Center for Arts, Theaters, Gallery, Retail, Cesar Pelli, ph. pl. m.; p. 33; Aug 95, PA
Performing Arts Center Foyer; Israel, Tel Aviv; Ron Arad and Alison Brooks, ph sec.; p. 110-113; Sept 95, AR
Performing Arts Center; New Jersey, Newark; Barton Myers, Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza, ph., p. 42-45; Feb 95, INT
See AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

ARKANSAS
Springdale; Residential Development, EDI and University of Arkansas Students, ph. pl. elev.; p. 88; July 95, B
Wedington; Residence, Marion Blackwell, ph. pl. elev.; p. 58; Sept 95, INT

ART GALLERY
Art Gallery, Tatistcheff; New York, New York; Elson & Gold, ph. axon.; p. 174-175; Sept 95, ID
Gallery of Contemporary Art, Amy Lipton; New York, New York; Stan Allen, ph. pl.; p. 53; Sept 95, INT
Texas, Houston; Lynn Goode Gallery; Carlos Jimenez, ph.; p. 72, Sept 95, INT
See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

ART
A Guide to Architectural Art Glass; by Stephen Knapp, ph.; p. 34-35; May 95, AR
Carved Wooden Figures, Antique; by Roslyn Beilby, ph.; p. 52; Jan 95, ID
Dispute over Architecture as Art; by Morris Newman, ph.; p. 49-50; Feb 95, PA
Field of Corn Sculpture; Ohio, Dublin, Malcolm Cochran, ph.; p. 24; Aug 95, LA
Florida, Miami; Miami International Airport; Color Panes of Glass Animated by Light and Sound, Spillis & Candela, Art by Christopher Janney, ph.; p. 18-23; Nov/Suppl 95, AR
Fresco, Pilaster; David Thomas Mayemik, ph.; p. 79; Sept 95, INT
Imprinted Figures on Glass Doors, Cesar Color; Lee Harris Pomeroy, ph.; p. 120-121; Jan 95, ID

ASIA
Asia Bound; American Architects' Responsibilities; In Developing Countries, Survey of Current Projects, m. ill. pl. sec.; p. 43-51, 86, 88; Mar 95, PA
Asian Countries; Reports on Economy, Survey of Projects; ill charts, ph. sec. m.; p. PR1-37; July 95, AR

ATRIUM
Germany, Munich; Hotel, Kempinski Hotel; Glass Atrium, Structural Details; Murphy & Jahn, ph. sec. det.; p. 36, 40-43; June 95, AR

AUDIO-VISUAL
See ELECTRICAL, VIDEO

AUDITORIUM
California, Thousand Oaks; Civic Arts Plaza; City Offices, Auditorium, Theater, Wall Section; Antoine Predock, ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-93, 152, Mar 95, A
Center for Performing Arts; Maryland, Baltimore; Rafael Vinoly, m. ill. sec.; p. 39, Feb 95, A
Concert Hall, City of Music; France, Paris; Christian De Portzamparc, ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 106-113; Sept 95, A
Concert Hall, Kirishima International; Japan, Aira; Maki Associates, ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 118-123; Sept 95, A
Concert Hall, Siejji Ozawa; Massachusetts, Lenox; INTERIORS Award, William Rawn, ph. pl.; p. 116-117; Jan 95, INT

42
AUDITORIUM (Cont'd)

Concert Pavilion, Pier Six; Maryland, Baltimore; Tent Structure; FTL; ph., p.58-59; Mar 95; INT

France, Lille; Convention Center, Grand Palais, Eurolalia; Concert Hall; Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-79; Jan 95; A

France, Lille; Multi-Function Exhibition Hall; Congress Center and Hall, Lille Grand Palais; Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; 88-99; Mar 95; AR

France, Paris; Arab World Institute; Critique; Jean Nouvel and Gilbert Lezenes, Pierre Soria, Architecture Studio; by Thomas Vonier; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-67, Sept 95; PA

Japan, Tokyo; Tokyo International Forum, Theater; Conference Center and Exhibition Complex; Rafael Vinoly; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.68-77; Sept 95; PA

Music Pavilion, Harborside; Boston; Tent Structure; FTL/Happold; ph., p.60-61; Mar 95; INT

New Jersey, Newark; Performing Arts Center, Barton Myers; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.42-45; Feb 95; INT

Philharmonic Bandshell Removable Tent; New York, New York; FTL; ph. pl. elev.; p.56-57; Mar 95; INT

Seating for Assembly Spaces; Designing Accessible Seating; by Kim A. Beasley and Thomas D. Davies, Jr.; dia.; p.92-93; Apr 95; PA

Spain, Barcelona; Chapel-Auditorium for Cemetry, Francesc Rius Camps; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-55; Oct 95; PA

Tanglewood Music Center; Massachusetts, Lenox; AIA Honor Award, William Rawn; ph. axon.; p.122; May 95; A

See ARTS CENTER, CONVENTION CENTER, EXHIBITION, RECREATION SCHOOL, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUSTRALIA

Mt. Wilson; Residence; Glenn Murcutt, ph. pl. sec.; p.147-151; Sept 95; A

Perth; Australian Home of the Future; Dawson-Brown & Ackert; ph. pl.; p.52; Sept 95; INT

Victoria, Melbourne; Residential Development; Townhouse; Becton City Homes; Builder's Choice Award; Daryl Jackson, ph. pl.; p.113; Oct 95; B

AUSTRIA

Vienna; Rehearsal Stage, Gustav Pecht, ph. pl. axon. persp.; p.102-105; Sept 95; A

Vienna; Rufer House, 1922; Three Dimensional Raumplan Theory of Design; Adolf Loos; by Cynthia Jara; ph. pl. axon. m. biblio. sec.; p.185-201; Feb 95; JAE

BALI

Jimbaran Bay; Hotel; Four Seasons Resort, Grounds & Kent; Interior Design by Dale Keller, ph. pl.; p.84-89; June 95; ID

BANK

California, Los Angeles; Northern Trust Bank, Interiors; Krueck & Sexton, ph. axon. sec.; p.100-103; Mar 95; ID

California, San Francisco; Interiors; Bank of America Private Banking Offices, Interior Architects; by Justin Henderson, ph. pl.; p.90-93; May 95; INT

Hungary, Budapest; Remodeled Apartment House; Selected Details of Glass Roof; Erich Van Egeraat, ph. pl. sec. set. det.; p.100-101, 131; June 95; PA

Luxembourg; Bank of Luxembourg Headquarters, Arquitectonica; ph. pl. sec.; p.56-63; Jan 95; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Federal Reserve Bank; Preservation; Helmut Obata & Kassabaum and Waish & Bishop, Original Design by Gunnar Birkerts; ph. m. ill.; p.31; Feb 95; AR

New York, New York; Central Bank of China, Interiors, Renovation, Harney, Lundberg & Waehler, ph. pl.; p.104-107; Mar 95; ID

See OFFICE BUILDING also

BAR

See CLUB, NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT

BARRIER-FREE DESIGN

See HANDICAPPED DESIGN

BATHROOM

Colorado, Aspen; Bathroom, Cooper Group, ph.; p.158-159; Mar 95; ID

Cultured Marble Products; by John D. Wagner; ph.; p.75-76; July/Aug 95; CB

Custom Kitchens and Baths, Looking Ahead Toward 2000; ph.; p.57-59; Nov/Dec 95; CB

European Style Baths, Fixtures; ph.; p.38-41; July/Aug 95; CB

Florida, Sunset Beach; Kitchen and Bathroom, Sandra Chancey; ph.; p.152-155; Mar 95; ID

New Dimensions for Washroom, ADA Standards; by Gilbert J. Pesavento, Jr.; ph. elev.; p.39-42; Oct 95; TCS

New York, New York; Designer's Bathroom, Geoffrey Bradfield; ph.; p.118-117; Nov 95, ID

New York, New York; Kitchen and Bathroom, Studio Gakki; ph.; p.142-145; Mar 95, ID

Public Bathrooms, Center for the Arts, Massachusetts, Boston; AIA Honor Award, Kennedy & Violich; ph.; p.140; May 95; A

Residential Development; Residence; Survey of Design Ideas; ph. pl.; p.104-117; Aug 95; B

Saunas and Steam Rooms; ph. dia.; p.74-79; Nov/Dec 95; CB

Shower Pavilion; Lucia Designers; ph. pl.; p.15; July/Aug 95; CB

Shower Systems; ph.; p.81-90; Sept/Oct 95; CB

Survey of Bathrooms; Natural Materials; ph.; p.36-41; Apr 95; AR

Varying Standards for Accessible Residential Bathrooms; by Kim A. Beasley and Thomas D. Davies, Jr.; dia. det.; p.102-103; Aug 95; PA

Virginia, Roanoke; Builder's Choice Award; Building Specialists, ph. pl.; p.155; Oct 95; B
BEAUTY SALON
See STORE

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
Critique of Office Design; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.154; May 95; INT
Design for Communal Living; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.98; Apr 95; INT
Design for Learning; Learning for Continuous Change; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.82; Mar 95; INT
Design for Office Use in Various Places; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.106; Sept 95; INT
Energy Efficient Design; Case Studies; Worker Productivity Gains; by Joseph J. Romm and William D. Browning; charts, ph.; p.44-51; June 95; TCS
Minimal Office Spaces; Acceptance by Occupants; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.90; Nov 95; INT
Motivational Talk by Terry Bradshaw; by Gerhard Gschwandtner; ph.; p.59-61; May 95; TCS
New Office Work Processes; Effect on Office Design; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.74; Aug 95; INT
Overzealous Use of Innovative Design Ideas; New Office; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.82; Oct 95; INT
Public Space in Balance; Security in Urban and Public Spaces; Examples; by Louise Mozingo; ph. pl. biblio. ill.; p.42-47+; Feb 95; LA
Published Interiors Not About Users; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.82; July 95; INT
Studies on Nature Experience to Ease Stress; biblio.; p.60; Jan 95; LA
See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH and Specific Subjects also

BELGIUM
Brussels; Office Building; High Rise; Thermal Flue Tower; Partial Rebuilding; Light and Heat Control; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Samyn Associates; m. dia.; p.70-71; Oct 95; AR

BOOK
Design Awards, ASLA; Books, Workshop, Film, Handbook, Litigation; ph.; p.62-69; Nov 95; LA

BOSNIA
Sarajevo; Architecture in War Torn Sarajevo; by Lebbeus Woods and Thom Mayne; ph. ill.; p.25-27; May 95; AR

BOTANIC GARDEN
Hawaii, Honolulu; New Master Plan; Melvin Lau and Romaine Kesecker; ph.; p.20; Aug 95; LA
Missouri, Columbia; Kemper Center at Missouri Botanical Gardens; Demonstration Garden; Environmental Planning & Design; pl.; p.57-59; Sept 95; LA
Plant Conservatory; Texas, San Antonio; Critique; Emilio Ambasz; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.86-91; June 95; PA
See GARDEN, RECREATION also

BRIDGE
Aquaduct Bridge Remodeling; New York, Rochester; Two-Level Structure Encloses Wintergarden; William Rawn and LaBella Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.33; July 95; PA
California, Costa Mesa; Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.52-53; Feb 95; INT
Massachusetts, Worcester; Centerbrook; m. ill.; p.37; Jan 95; A
New Wood Fabrication for Bridge Design; Survey of Four Wood Bridges, by Daniel Winterbottom; ph. biblio.; p.30-33; Aug 95; LA
Wald Street Bridge and Riverwalk; Tennessee, Chattanooga; AIA Honor Award; Garnet C. Chapin; ph.; p.l32; May 95; A

BUILDING CODE
Code Changes May Affect Fire-Door Design; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph.; p.46-47; Oct 95; AR
Code Enforcers; Typical Code Violations; by Rick Schwoisky; ph.; p.210-218; May 95; B
Fire Codes for Global Practice; Progress Report on Performance-Based Codes; by Richard W Bukowski; p.117-119; June 95; PA
Making Sense of the Model Energy Code; by Arthur Johnson, map, chart, p.160; June 95; B
New Radon Code; ill.; p.10-11; Mar/Apr 95; CB
Survey and Grading of Building Codes for Energy Efficiency; m.; p.12-13; Sept/Oct 95; CB

CONCERT HALL
See AUDITORIUM, ARTS CENTER, PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, UNIVERSITY

CALIFORNIA
---; Tim Lantz, Builder’s Specialty is Residential Historic Restoration; by Christina Nelson; ph.; p.18-24; Mar/Apr 95; CB
Adelanto; Residential Development; Residence; Reunion, B3 Architects; ph.; p.236-237; Jan 95; B
Albany; Community Center and Library; Marquis Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-93; June 95; A
Aliso Viejo; Residential Development; Flores Los Alisos; Scheurer Architects; ph. pl. 82-83; Dec 95; B
Bakersfield; Residential Development; Residence; Autumn Crest; Paul Brown; ph. pl. p.88; Mar 95; B
Berkeley; Architect’s Residence; Donn Logan and Marci Li Wong; ph. pl. 136-141; Oct 95; ID
Berkeley; Renovated Kitchen; Carpenter & Grodzins; ph.; p.124-125; Nov 95; ID
Berkeley; Residence; Interiors, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Ruth Livingston; ph.; p.110-111; Nov 95; ID
Berkeley; Residence; Sutton & Suzuki; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-109, 158; June 95; B
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Beverly Hills; Beverly Hills Hotel Renovation, Interiors; Geneseo Associates; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; ph.: p.84-91; Oct 95; ID

Beverly Hills; Clothing Store, YSL; Vincent Bertault; ph.; p.32(2)-32(3); Feb 95; ID

Beverly Hills; Interiors; Entertainment Agent's Company Offices, AREA; ph.; p.72-77; July 95; ID

Burbank; Disney Feature Animation Building; Robert A. M. Stern and Morris Architects; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. axon.; p.46-53; May 95; INT

Burbank; Feature Animation Building, Walt Disney Studios; Robert A. M. Stern and Morris Architects; ph.; p.72-81; Mar 95; AR

Callistoga; Weekend Cottage, AIA Honor Award; William Turnbull; ph. pl.: p.125; May 95; A

Camarillo; Children's Crisis Care Center; Bobrow & Thomas; ph.; p.86-89; June 95; AR

Carlsbad; Kitchen, Lomar & Case; ph.: p.94-95; Mar 95; B

Cathedral City; Boulevard Design, Downtown: Freedman, Tung & Bottomley; by Kevin Powell; pers. pl.; p.52-54; Mar 95; LA

Chino Basin; Chino Basin Rowley Gardens; Demonstration Water-Efficient Garden; CHCG: Landscape Design by Land Design; ph.; p.62-65; Sept 95; LA

Chula Vista; Residential Development, Residence, Eastlake Greens; McKinney Associates; ph.; p.80; Feb 95; B

Costa Mesa; Bridge, Sussman & Prejza; ph.: p.52-53; Feb 95; INT

Costa Mesa; Clothing Store, Mossimo; Schwartz & BIM; ph.; p.32(14)-32(15); June 95; ID

Coto de Caza; Residential Development; Residence, The Classics, Corcoran & Tuttle; ph.; p.70; Dec 95; B

Culver City; Ince Theater; Drama and Film Theater, Rooftop Amphitheater, PA Citation, Eric Owen Moss; m. pl. ill.; p.104-105, 111; Jan 95; PA

Culver City; Neighborhood Redevelopment, Elizabeth Moule and Stefanos Polyzoides; il.; p.85; Aug 95; PA

Culver City; SONY Game Show Network Buildings, Remodeled Garage, Richard Ehrlich; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Feb 95; AR

Culver City; Street Planning and Graphics, Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.46-47, Feb 95; INT

Cupertino; Training Facility, Signage, Apple Campus, Helmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.34-35, Feb 95; INT

Davis; Social Sciences and Humanities Building, University of California, Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-83, Mar 95; A

Downey; Center for Neurological Trauma Victims, ADA Doesn't Guarantee Access for All, Experiences of Designer; Life Designs; by Karin Tetlow; ill.; p.76, 90; Oct 95; INT

East Oakland; Residential Development; Participatory Process for Low-Income Housing, Michael Pyatak; axon. elev. pl.; p.45; Jan 95; PA

Escondido; Residential Development, Townhouse, Sunrise Place, Affordable, AIA Honor Award, Davids & Killoff; ph. pl. axon.; p.130; May 95; A

Fresno; Residential Development, Residence, St. Michel, Kaufman & Meeks; ph.; p.102-103; Feb 95; B

Huntington Beach; Newport Beach, Pacific Gateway, by McVittie & Partners; ph.; p.24-27; Nov/Suppl 95; B

Juniper Hills; Residential; Industrial Materials; Judith Shyne; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73; Apr 95; AR

La Jolla; Neurosciences Institute, Scripps Research Institute, Design and Construction Process, Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; by Ziva Friedman; ph. pl. m. ill. sec. det.; p.76-85; Apr 95; PA

Los Angeles; Design, Exteriors, Interior Design, by Vincent Grizzetti; by Kate Hensler; ph.; p.78-81; June 95; INT

Los Angeles; Academy of Art University, by Antonio Citterio, ph.; p.77-78, 80, 85; July 95; LA

Los Angeles; Ahmanson Theater Rehabilitation, Lighting, Ellerbe & Becket; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph. det.; p.24-27, May/Suppl 95; AR

Los Angeles; Ahmanson Theater Rehabilitation, Ellerbe & Becket; ph. sec.; p.28, Nov 95; PA

Los Angeles; Art Museum Complex, Getty Center; Design, Construction, Engineering, Seismic Engineering, Details, Richard Meier; by Morris Newman; m. sec. det. elev. ph.; p.66-78; Dec 95; PA

Los Angeles; Capitol Records Building, Executive Floors; Tichenor & Thorp and Michael S. Smith; Original Design by Welton Beckett; ph.; p.78-85; July 95; ID

Los Angeles; Central Library Master Plan, AIA Honor Award, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, KDG and Lawrence Halprin; ph.; p.133; May 95; A

Los Angeles; Central Library, Restoration and Addition, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79, Aug 95; ID

Los Angeles; City Hall, Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration, Albert C. Martin; axon. ph. sec.; p.104; Dec 95; A

Los Angeles; City's Defensible Parks, Survey of Public Park Redesign, by Morris Newman; ph.; p.48-50; Feb 95; LA

Los Angeles; Corporate Identity, Southern California Gas Company; Sussman & Prejza; ill. ph.; p.48-49; Feb 95; INT

Los Angeles; Department Store, Barneys; Peter Marino; ph.; p.108-113; Mar 95; ID

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

High Sierras; Residence; Vacation Cabins Constructed of Shipping Containers, Jones Partners; ill. axon.; p.38, Jan 95; PA

Hopland; Energy Conservation Goods Showroom; Energy Conserving, Sim Van Der Ryn; ph. m. sec.; p.34, Jan 95; PA

Irvine; Science Library, University of California, James Stirling and Michael Wilford; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-69; Feb 95; A

Jenifer Hills; Residential; Industrial Materials; Judith Shyne; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73, Apr 95; AR

La Jolla; Neurosciences Institute, Scripps Research Institute, Design and Construction Process, Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; by Ziva Friedman; ph. pl. m. ill. sec. det.; p.76-85; Apr 95; PA

La Jolla; Residence, Interiors, Beachfront, Cooper Group; Original Design by Vincent Grizzetti; by Kate Hensler; ph.; p.78-81; June 95; INT

Laguna Beach; Residence; Interiors, Japanese Inspired; Charles Jacobsen and Brad Blair; ph.; p.72-77, Dec 95; ID

Laguna Niguel; Residential Development, Residence, Marina Hills, Builder's Choice Award, Robert Hidey; ph.; p.105-106, Oct 95; B

Laguna Niguel; Residential Development, Residence, Palacio, Robert Hidey; ph.; p.118-119; Mar 95; B

Long Beach; Medical Center, HMO; Sherman Design Group and Interspec; ph.; p.S22-S25, Feb/Suppl 95; ID

Los Altos Hills; Residence, Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award, Eldon Beck; ph.; p.91; Apr 95; LA

Los Angeles; Ahmanson Theater Reconfiguration; Lighting, Ellerbe & Becket; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph. det.; p.24-27, May/Suppl 95; AR

Los Angeles; Ahmanson Theater Rehabilitation; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. sec.; p.28, Nov 95; PA

Los Angeles; Art Museum Complex, Getty Center; Design, Construction, Engineering, Seismic Engineering, Details, Richard Meier; by Morris Newman; m. sec. det. elev. ph.; p.66-78; Dec 95; PA

Los Angeles; Capitol Records Building, Executive Floors; Tichenor & Thorp and Michael S. Smith; Original Design by Welton Beckett; ph.; p.78-85; July 95; ID

Los Angeles; Central Library Master Plan, AIA Honor Award, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, KDG and Lawrence Halprin; ph.; p.133; May 95; A

Los Angeles; Central Library, Restoration and Addition, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79, Aug 95; ID

Los Angeles; City Hall, Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration, Albert C. Martin; axon. ph. sec.; p.104; Dec 95; A

Los Angeles; City's Defensible Parks, Survey of Public Park Redesign, by Morris Newman; ph.; p.48-50; Feb 95; LA

Los Angeles; Corporate Identity, Southern California Gas Company; Sussman & Prejza; ill. ph.; p.48-49; Feb 95; INT

Los Angeles; Department Store, Barneys; Peter Marino; ph.; p.108-113; Mar 95; ID
Los Angeles; Furniture Showroom, Randolph & Hein; Orlando Díaz-Azcuy, ph. pl.; p.98-103, Jan 95; ID

Los Angeles; Graduate School of Management; University of California at Los Angeles; Includes Earthquake Resistance Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed, ph. pl det. sec.; p.88-97, Nov 95; AR

Los Angeles; Interiors; Arista Records Offices; Rios

Los Angeles; Interiors; Designers' Offices; INTERIORS Award; ONSITE; ph.; p.94-95, Jan 95; INT

Los Angeles; Interiors; Executive Suite, Gomez

Los Angeles; Leavey Library, University of Southern California; Shepard, Bultinck, Richardson & Abbott, ph. pl. dia.; p.31-33, Mar 95; AR

Los Angeles; Japanese American National Museum; Lighting; Jim McElvain; Lighting Design by Lighting Integration Technology, ph.; p.24-25, Feb Suppl 95; AR

Los Angeles; Korean American Museum of Art; Competition Winners, En-Seok Lee et al.; ill. m. sec.; p.41; May 95; A

Los Angeles; Leavey Library, University of Southern California; Kueck & Sexton, ph. axon. sec.; p.100-103, Mar 95; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building, Low Rise; Samitaur & Associates, ph.; p.68-69, Apr 95; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building; Low Rise; Samitaur & Associates, ph.; p.68-69, Apr 95; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building, Low Rise; Samitaur & Associates, ph.; p.68-69, Apr 95; ID

Los Angeles; Oregon Center; Training Academy; AREA; ph.; p.134-135, Apr 95; ID

Los Angeles; Interiors; HBO Offices, Sustainable Design, Gensler Associates; ph.; p.127, July 95; A

Los Angeles; Interiors; Law Offices; Rios

Los Angeles; Leavey Library, University of Southern California; Shepard, Bultinck, Richardson & Abbott, ph. pl. dia.; p.31-33, Mar 95; AR

Los Angeles; Japanese American National Museum; Lighting; Jim McElvain; Lighting Design by Lighting Integration Technology, ph.; p.24-25, Feb Suppl 95; AR

Los Angeles; Multimodal Station; East Portal Pavilion; Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut and RAW, ph. pl.; p.30, Aug 95; PA

Los Angeles; Multimodal Station; East Portal Pavilion; Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut and RAW, ph. pl.; p.30, Aug 95; PA

Los Angeles; Northern Trust Bank, Interiors; Kueck & Sexton, ph. axon. sec.; p.100-103, Mar 95; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building, Low Rise; Samitaur & Associates, ph.; p.68-69, Apr 95; ID

Los Angeles; Pacific Center's Idea House Showrooms; by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph.; p.22-23, July 95; INT

Los Angeles; Residential Development; Playa Vista, Suburb with Commercial and Residential Use with Parks, Wetlands; DPZ, Legorreta & Associates, Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Moue & Polyzoidez; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin et al.; by Morris Newman; ill. pl. sec.; p.60-63, Aug 95; LA

Los Angeles; Residential Development; Playa Vista, Suburb with Commercial and Residential Use with Parks, Wetlands; DPZ, Legorreta & Associates, Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Moue & Polyzoidez; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin et al.; by Morris Newman; ill. pl. sec.; p.60-63, Aug 95; LA

Los Angeles; Residential Development; Playa Vista, Suburb with Commercial and Residential Use with Parks, Wetlands; DPZ, Legorreta & Associates, Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Moue & Polyzoidez; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin et al.; by Morris Newman; ill. pl. sec.; p.60-63, Aug 95; LA

Los Angeles; Royal Hall, University of California; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Barton Phelps and Anshen & Allen; ph. pl. dia.; p.106-107, Dec 95, A

Los Angeles; Struggles Over Public Spaces; Conflicting Uses; by Margaret Crawford, ph. biblio.; p.9-14, Sept 95; IAE

Los Angeles; Video Production Studio; Limelight Production, AIA Honor Award; Franklin D. Israel, ph.; pl. axon.; p.138, May 95; A

Malibu; Beach Entrance Pavilion; Gruen Associates; ph.; p.27, Nov 95; PA

Malibu; Painting Studio; Kim Coleman, axon.; p.62, Sept 95; INT

Manhattan Beach; Residence; Antoine Predock; ph. pl det.; p.125-129, Mar 95, A

Marina del Rey; Restaurant; Angela Mare; Michele Saee, ph.; p.87, Sept 95, INT

Milpitas; Residential Development; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award, Daniel Solomon and Kathryn Clarke, Landscape Design by Gary Leonard Strang, ph.; p.89, Apr 95; LA

Modesto; School; High School with Community Center; Wolff, Lang & Christopher, ph.; p.86-89, July 95, AR

Mountain View; Neighborhood Redevelopment; The Crossings; Cahalfe Associates; ph.; p.87, Aug 95, PA

Napa Valley; Residence; Lundberg Design, m. pl.; p.26, Oct 95; PA

Napa; Residential Development; Residence; Napa Yacht Club; KTG Y Group, ph.; p.60-61, Nov 95, B

Newport Beach; Beach House; INTERIORS Award; Arthur Erickson; Interior Design by Francisco Kripacz, ph.; p.104-105; Jan 95, INT

Newport Beach; Central Library, Wiring Scheme; Simon, Martin-Vegue; Winklestein & Morris and James Lawson Pirdy, ph.; pl. axon.; p.120-121; Oct 95, A

Newport Beach; Model House Interiors, McLarand & Vasquez; Interior Design by Terry Hunziker, ph.; p.166-171; May 95; ID

Newport Beach; Public Library; Simon, Martin-Vegue; Winklestein & Morris; Interior Design by Beischner & Vincent; ph.; p.58-63, Aug 95; ID

Newport Coast; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Newport Ridge; McLarand & Vasquez; ph.; p.84-85, Oct 95; B

Newport Coast; Residential Development; Townhouse; Altezza, Builder's Choice Award; Scheurer Architects; ph.; p.98-99; Oct 95, B

North Valley; New Town Plan; William L. Clarke and Arun Jain, ph.; p.50, Jan 95, PA

Oakland; City Hall; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration, VBN and Forell & Elsesser, ph. m. sec.; p.105; Dec 95, A

Oakland; Fire Replacement House; Jim Jennings; sec. ph. pl. elev. det.; p.109-113, Aug 95, A

Oakland; Government Center Complex; Competition Winner; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn, m. pl.; p.26, Sept 95, PA

Oakland; Preservation Park; Business Park; 16 Restored Victorian Houses; Architectural Resources Group, ph.; p.106-107; Feb 95, AR

Oakland; Recreation; Energy, Conserving; Karl Wanaaseil; ill. pl.; p.33, Jan 95; PA

Oakland; Residence; Post-Fire; Franklin D. Israel, ph. pl. sec.; p.82-87; Apr 95; AR

Oakland; Residence; Davidson & Seals; Interior Design by Brukoff Design; by Justin Henderson, ph.; p.68-71; Oct 95; INT
CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)
San Francisco; Central Library: Critique; Competition Winner; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris; ph. pl.; p.25; Oct 95; PA
San Francisco; Children’s Museum Theater, Randall; INTERIORS Award; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Jan 95; INT
San Francisco; City Hall: Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; City Bureau of Architecture and MTB; ph. sec. det. dia.; p.102-103; Dec 95; A
San Francisco; Embarcadero Ribbon Promenade; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl.; p.85; Aug 95; A
San Francisco; Graphic Design Offices; Cass, Calder & Smith; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.60-63; May 95; INT
San Francisco; Hotel; Hyatt Regency; Lighting; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; Lighting Design by S. Leonard Auerbach; ph. elev.; p.26-29; Feb Suppl 95; AR
San Francisco; Interiors; Apartment; First Design; ph. pl.; p.92-95; July 95; ID
San Francisco; Interiors; Bank of America Private Banking Offices; Interior Architects; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.90-93; May 95; INT
San Francisco; Interiors, Law Offices; Aston Pereira; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Apr 95; ID
San Francisco; Museum of Modern Art; Mario Botta and Pallatine; Obata & Kassabaum; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.38-43; Apr 95; INT
San Francisco; Museum of Modern Art; Mario Botta; ph. m. sec.; p.37; Feb 95; PA
San Francisco; One Market Street Plaza and Lobby; Redesign; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.90-95; Aug 95; A
San Francisco; Palace of Legion of Honor; Expansion and Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Mark Cavagnero; ph. sec.; p.99-101; Dec 95; A
San Francisco; Residence, Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; FACE Architects; Original Design by Willis Polk; ph. sec.; p.114-115; Dec 95; A
San Francisco; Residence; Landscape Plan; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Katherine Howard; ph. pl.; p.92; Apr 95; LA
San Francisco; Residential Development; Artists’ Apartments, Townhouses, Lofts, Performance and Work Spaces; PA Citation; David Baker; m. pl. elev.; p.86-87, 111, Jan 95; PA
San Francisco; Sewage Treatment Plant; Integrated to Sea Shore Highway; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris; Landscape Design by Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey, by Michael Lecce; ph. pl.; p.54-57; June 95; LA
San Francisco; Yerba Buena Gardens, Cultural District; Urban Design Critique; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p.60-67; Nov 95; PA
San Jose; Apartment Development; Los Esteros; Builder’s Choice Award, Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.110-117; Oct 95; B
San Jose; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Communications Hill Specific Plan, AIA Honor Award; Solomon Architecture; ph. m. axon.; p.131; May 95; A
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

San Jose; Campus for Job Corps Students, Remodeled School; Steinberg Group; ph. pl.; p.40; May 95; PA

San Jose; Park Visitor Center; PA Citation; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfau & Jones and Jones Partners; m. pl. ill.; p.108-109; 111; Jan 95; PA

San Jose; Residential Development, Residence; Silver Creek Valley Country Club, MAME Award; Bassennian & Lagorini; ph. pl.; p.164-165; Oct 95; B

San Mateo; Painting Studio; Dean & Wolf; ph. pl.; p.63; Sept 95; INT

San Rafael; Residential Development Residence; Mann Lagoon; William R. Pauly; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Mar 95; B

Santa Ana; School, Elementary; Dougherty & Dougherty; ph. pl.; p.64-66; July 95; AR

Santa Barbara; Residence; DesignARC; ph pl.; p.30; Sept 95; PA

Santa Clara Valley; Residence, Two Houses, Lee's Orchard; Solomon Architecture; ph. pl.; p.51; Oct 95; PA

Santa Monica Canyon; Architects Live-Work House; Mark Cigolle and Kim Coleman; p.21; Apr 95; PA

Santa Monica; Apartment Building, Low Rise; Infill Units on Four Sites; William Adams; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-91; Jan 95; AR

Santa Monica; Apartment Building; Single Room Occupancy Building and Retail; Frederick Fisher; ph. axon. pl.; p.102-105; June 95; A

Santa Monica; Architects' Residence; Mark Cigolle and Kim Coleman; ph axon. pl.; p.104-107; June 95; ID

Santa Monica; Residence, Addition and Remodeling; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-91; Apr 95; AR

Santa Monica; Residence; Interiors; Landcraft Architects; ph. sec.; p.92-95; Aug 95; ID

Santa Monica; Residence; Steel and Glass House; Pierre Koenig; ph. pl.; p.23; Mar 95; PA

Santa Monica; The Santa Monica School; Their Contribution; Survey of Work; by John Morris Dixon; ph. m.; p.63-71, 112, 114; May 95; PA

Sequel; Residential Development, The Farm, AIA Honor Award; Seidel & Holzman; ph. pl.; p.118; May 95; A

Southern; Residence; House and Studio; McCoy & Simon; m. pl.; p.40; Jan 95; PA

St. Helena; Residence; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Lutsko Associates; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Apr 95; LA

Stanford; Engineering Management Center, Stanford University, Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl.; p.26; Nov 95; PA

Suisun City; New Life for a Lost Community; Redevelopment; ROMA Design Group; by Diana Ketcham; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-111; June 95; AR

Suisun City; Residential Development, Residence; Victorian Harbor; KTGY Group; ph. pl.; p.176-177; Jan 95; B

Temecula Valley; Cottage at Dorland Mountain Arts Colony; ROTO Architects; ph. p.88; Sept 95; INT

Thousand Oaks; Civic Arts Plaza; City Offices, Auditorium, Theater; Wall Section; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-93, 152; Mar 95; A

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Thousand Oaks; Residential Development; Residence; Meadowood, Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl.; p.71; May 95; B

Torrance; Children's Institute International; Barton Myers; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.38-39; Feb 95; INT

Torrance; Interiors; Headquarters, Sunnier International; Rosetti Associates; Interior Design by Fong & Miyagawa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Feb 95; INT

Tustin; Residential Development; Travilla; JBZ Dorius; ph. pl.; p.234-235; Jan 95; B

Universal City; Producer's Offices and Studio; Barton Myers; Interior Design by Descenna & Steinberg; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Apr 95; INT

Venice; Interiors; Loft Apartment and Furniture Designer's Studio; David Ming Li-Lowe; Interior Design by Sallie Trout; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Nov 95; INT

Venice; Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Steven Ehrlich; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Oct 95; B

Ventura County; Residence; Energy Conserving; Beilzberg & Wittman; m. pl.; p.33; Jan 95; PA

Ventura County; The Ventura County Jail; Design and Construction; Hennesson, Durham & Richardson; by Alan L. Korth and Ann B, Kulik; ph. pl.; p.28-32; Dec 95; TCS

West Hollywood; Restaurant; Fusion at PDC, RAW; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.52-57; Dec 95; INT

West Hollywood; TV Production Studios, Offices; RSA-USA, System Design; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.58-63; June 95; INT

Woodside; Residence, Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Architectural Resources Group; Original Design by Willis Polk; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.111-113; Dec 95; A

CANADA

---; Survey of Firm's Work, Patkau Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-61; Sept 95; PA

British Columbia, Agassiz; K-10, Indian School; Seabird Island School; Patkau Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-54; Sept 95; PA

British Columbia, Nanaimo; Residence; Patkau Architects; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Sept 95; PA

British Columbia, Richmond; Community Center, Henriquez Partners; m. pl.; p.39; June 95; A

British Columbia, Richmond; Residential Development, Townhouse; Richmond Mews; Rositch & Hemphill; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Dec 95; B

British Columbia, Surrey; City Library; Patkau Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-59; Sept 95; PA

British Columbia, Surrey; Library, City Library, Patkau Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; June 95; AR

British Columbia, Vancouver; Art Gallery, University of British Columbia, PA Award; Peter Cardew; m. pl. axon. sec.; p.64-67, 111; Jan 95; PA

British Columbia, Vancouver; Belkin Art Gallery, University of British Columbia, Peter Cardew; ph. pl. sec.; p.65-73; Sept 95; A

British Columbia, Vancouver; Elderly Housing, Remodeled Plus New Buildings; Kitsilano, Neale, Staniszkis, Doll & Adams; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Jan 95; AR
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British Columbia, Vancouver; Institute of Asian Research, University of British Columbia, Uses Recycled Materials, Matsuzaki & Wright, pl axon, p.32, Jan 95; PA

British Columbia, Vancouver; Library Square, Concrete Structure, Mechanical System, Critique, Moshe Safdie, ph. pl sec det.; p 72-79, 101-105, Oct 95; A

British Columbia, Victoria; School, Elementary, PA Award; Patkau Architects, m. pl sec.; p.80-83, 112; Jan 95, PA

British Columbia, Victoria; School, Elementary. Patkau Architects: ph. pl sec.; p 58, 60-61; Sept 95; PA

Nova Scotia, Bayfield; Residence, Brian MacKay-Lyons, ph. pl; p 69; Aug 95; PA

Nova Scotia, Bedford; Residence, Brian MacKay-Lyons, ph. pl; p. 65; Aug 95; PA

Nova Scotia, Blanche Peninsula; Residence, Brian MacKay-Lyons, ph. pl; p 68; Aug 95; PA

Nova Scotia, Halifax; Residence, Two Units; Brian MacKay-Lyons, ph. axon; p. 64; Aug 95; PA

Nova Scotia, Pugwash; Residence, Brian MacKay-Lyons, ph. pl; p.66-67; Aug 95, PA

Nova Scotia; Survey of Architect's Work; Influence of Vernacular; Brian MacKay-Lyons, by Thomas Fisher, ph. axon.; p 62-72; Aug 95; PA

Ontario, Kingston; Stauffer Library, Queen's University, Wall Cladding Detail, Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl sec.axon.; p. 86-93, 152, Feb 95, A

Ontario, Ottawa; City Hall Complex, Critique, Moshe Safdie; by Adele Freedman; ph.; p.43; Jan 95; A

Ontario, Ottawa; City Hall, Moshe Safdie and Murray & Murray; by A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmitt; ph. pl iso. sec.; p.118-119; Oct 95; A

Ontario, Scarborough; Interiors, Corporate Offices and Plant, Kelhauer, B&H and Michael Vanderbyl, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p 46-51; Dec 95; INT

Ontario, Toronto; Architect's Residence, Brigitte Shim and Howard Sutcliffe, ph. pl sec.; p.55; June 95; PA

Ontario, Toronto; Design Exchange, National Design Headquarters, Interiors, Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl; p.86-89, Sept 95; AR

Ontario, Toronto; Design Exchange, with Exhibition Spaces, Multi-Purpose Hall; Interior, Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl.; p 19; Apr 95; PA

Ontario, Toronto; Downtown Park, Bay Adelaide Park, Baird & Sampson; ph. pl sec.; p.62-67; Aug 95, A

Ontario, Toronto; Mixed-Use Project, Shops, Offices, Housing etc., Remodeled Distillery, Roger Du Toit, m. axon.; p.49; Jan 95; PA

Ontario, Toronto; Shoe Museum, Moriyama & Teshima, ph pl.; p 34; Aug 95; PA

Ontario, Waterloo; Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery, Patkau Architects, elev. ph. pl sec axon.; p.64-69; Jan 95, AR

Ontario, Waterloo; Clay and Glass Gallery, Patkau Architects and Mark, Musselman, McIntyre & Combe, ph. pl sec.; p.54-56, 58; Sept 95, PA

Ontario; Provincial Police Headquarters and Community Center; Dunlop & Farrow and W. M. Satter, ph. pl.; p.26; Oct 95; PA

Ontario; Residence, Summer House Addition; Hanni & Hanni, ph. pl. axon., p 96-101; Apr 95, AR

Quebec, Montreal; Hockey Stadium, Multi-Use Development; Lemay Associates and Lenoemy, Lapointe & Magne; m. pl.; p.39, Feb 95; PA

Quebec, Wendake; Ethnic Museum, Native American; PA Citation. Pierre Thibault; m. pl axon.; p.96-97; 112; Jan 95; PA

CANAL

Metropolitan Canals; A Regional Design Framework, PA Architectural Research Award; by Michael Fifield, Madis Pihlak and Edward Cook; p.98, July 95; PA

CARPET

CRI 104, Installation Requirements; table; p.71-72; Apr 95, TCS

Carpet System, 3M/TacFast; Designers' Critique; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.20-21; Nov 95, INT

Property Installed Carpet; Carpet Installer's Certification; by Maryrose McGowan; ill. tables, resources; p 66-73; Apr 95, TCS

CEILING

Acoustic Ceilings, Selecting for Various Hotel Spaces; by Lisa N. Bucklin; ph.; p.26-32, Oct 95, TCS

Acoustical Security Ceiling Systems; by Thomas W. Ayres and Martin J. Cooper II; ph. pl. det. iso.; p.38-42; Dec 95; TCS

ceilings in Restaurant; by David Stover, ph.; p.52-55; Apr 95, TCS

Sculptural Dropped Ceiling; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; sec. iso.; p.27; Jan 95; INT

CEMETERY

Chapel-Auditorium for Cemetery; Spain, Barcelona, Francesc Rius Camps, ph. pl sec.; p.54-55; Oct 95; PA

CERAMIC TILE

Specifying Ceramic Tile; ph. biblio.; p.73-76; Apr 95, INT

CERAMICS

Artistic Pots Accent Parkway; Arizona, Phoenix; A. Wayne Smith et al.; by Reed Kroloff, ph. pl. p.55-57; Mar 95; LA
**CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING**

**CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Cont’d)**

City’s Growth, Arizona, Phoenix; Review of Public Projects; ph. pl. p. 76-85; Apr 95, A

City’s Preparation for the 1996 Olympics; Georgia, Atlanta; Review of Projects and Planning for Consequences; ph. pl. p. 70-75; Apr 95, A

City’s Renewal, New York. New York, South Bronx; Review of Projects, ph. pl. m. p. 86-95; Apr 95; A

Coping with Suburban Sprawl; Examples; by Harold Henderson, ph. pl. map; p. 66-69; Apr 95, LA

Crime-Proofing Design; by Diane Zahn; ph. p. 120; Feb 95, LA

Defining the New Urbanism; Review of New Planning Ideas; by Donald Canty; ph. pl. ill. p. 219-224; Jan 95; B

Design Awards, ASLA; City Master Plans, Regional Master Plan; pl. p. 56-58, 61; Nov 95; LA

European Suburbia Sprawl; Survey of Cities; by Alex Marshall; ph. p. 44-45; Oct 95; LA

Floods, Earthquakes, Hurricanes and Other Natural Hazards; Design for Mitigation Study; by Spenser W. Havlick; ph. p. 37-39; July 95; LA

Florida, —; Environmental Damage by Development; Survey of Projects; by Peggy M. Cavanaugh; ph. biblio. p. 47-53; July 95, LA

Florida, —; Red Hills, Regional Rural Landscape; Preservation; by David Coppus; ph. p. 136; July 95; LA

Florida, —; Statewide System of Greenways; by Julie Hauseman; ph. map; p. 58-61; July 95; LA

Florida, Dade County; Hurricane Andrew Effects; Rural Preservation; Redland Plan; Margot Amda- mow et al.; by Beth Dunlop; ph. p. 46-48; Apr 95; LA

History, Historic Sites, Tourist Attractions; Minnesota, Minneapolis, Convention City; ph. p. 52-64; May 95; TCS

Illinois, Grayslake; Residential Development; Prairie Crossing, Model Suburb; Peter Walker and William Johnson et al.; ph. p. 56-59; Aug 95; LA

Involving People in Planning; Washington, Seattle, Sustainable Planning; by Norman Rice; ill. p. 45-49; Apr 95; A

Meeting the Exurban Challenge; Large Residential Lots in Rural Area; by Bonj Szczygiel, ph. p. 144; Apr 95; LA

Metropolitan Canals; A Regional Design Framework; PA Architectural Research Award; by Michael Fifield, Madis Pihlak and Edward Cook; ph. p. 98; July 95, PA

New Approaches for Landscape Planning; Environmental Concerns; by David Hulse; ph. p. 54-56; Apr 95; LA

New Life for a Lost Community; Redevelopment; California, Suisun City; ROMA Design Group; by Diana Ketcham; ph. pl. ill. p. 106-111; June 95; AR

New Planning for Suburban Growing Problems; Examples; by Hugo Lindgren; axon. ill. pl. p. 50-55; Aug 95, LA

New Town Plan, California, North Valley; William L. Clarke and Arun Jain; pl. p. 50, Jan 95; PA

New Town for Agriculture Research and Technology; China, Ceres; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m. ill.; p. 49; Mar 95; PA

**CHILD CARE CENTER**

Child Development Center, Addition; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Bloomfield Associates; ph. pl. p. 30; Aug 95; PA

Children’s Institute International; California, Torrance; Barton Myers; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph. p. 38-39; Feb 95; INT

Nevada, Las Vegas; School and Child Care Facility for Homeless Children; PA Award; Morphosis and Lucchesi & Galati; m. pl. sec.; p. 72-75, 111; Jan 95; PA

Survey of Child Care Facilities at Residential Developments; by Linde Altman; ph. p. 127-130; Mar 95, B

**CHILE**

Santiago; Microwave Tower, Lighting; Diseñadores Asociados; Lighting Design by Focus Lighting; sec. ph. elev. det.; p. 30-31; Aug/Suppl 95; AR

**CHINA**

---; Costs of Doing Business, US vs. China; table; p. 137-139; Sept 95; A

Beijing; Mixed-Use Project; Retailing, Offices, Replaces Marketplace; RTKL; m. sec.; p. 48; Mar 95; PA

Beijing; Wholesale Produce Market; Frederick Fisher and Cordoba Corporation; m. pl.; p. 30; Sept 95; PA

Ceres; New Town for Agriculture Research and Technology; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m. ill.; p. 49; Mar 95; PA

Haikou; Mixed-Use Urban Complex; Offices, Hotels, Retail, Parking, HLW, ill. pl.; p. 27; Jan 95; PA

Hainan; Apartment Development, Middle Rise; Resort Condominium and Hotel Complex; HLW, pl. elev.; p. 51; Mar 95; PA

Shanghai, Financial District Urban Plan, Pudong Area; Rogers, Perraull Fuksas & Ito; ph pi.; p. 56-58, 61; Nov 95; LA

Shanghai, Office Building; High Rise; Handwork; Outmoded Construction Methods; by Richard D. Rush; ph. p. 35-36; Mar 95; PA

Shanghai; Shanghai’s Urban Planning Problems; by Grant W. K. Sung; axon. pers. ph. pl. ill.; p. PR28-33; July 95; AR

Suzhou; Residential Development; Residence; Wong & Chen; m. pl.; p. 50; Mar 95; PA

Zheng Zhou; Kindergarten; Yung-Ho Chang, m. pl.; p. 27; Jan 95; PA

**CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING**

Agricultural Area Preservation Plan; Florida, Dade County; Redland; Rural Architectural Guidelines; PA Award; University of Miami Architecture School et al.; ill. pl.; p. 76-79, 112; Jan 95; PA

California, Los Angeles; Residential Development; Playa Vista, Suburb with Commercial and Residential Use with Parks, Wetlands, DPZ, Legorreta Associates, Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Moule & Polyzoides; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin et al.; by Morris Newman; ill. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; Aug 95, LA

California, Suisun City, by Clarke and Arun Jain; pl. p. 50, Jan 95; PA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Cont'd)

Planning Across the Watershed; by Jack Ahern; ph. ill. biblio.; p.58-61; Apr 95; LA

Redevelopment Plan for Airport Area; Colorado, Denver, Stapleton Plan; Cooper & Robertson and Harold Massop; ph. pl.; p.63; July 95; A

Redevelopment Plan for Airport Area; Colorado, Denver, Stapleton Plan; Cooper & Robertson and Harold Massop; Landscape Design by Civitas et al.; by Gordon Brown; ph.; p.64-68; Aug 95; LA

Redevelopment Plan; Florida, Eustis; PA Citation; Steven Luoni; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-95, 111; Jan 95; PA

Report on Conference on Cities in North America; by Geraldine Campos; ph.; p.41; Oct 95; PA

Review of City Planning and Urban Projects; Ohio, Cleveland; Sports, Museums, Aquarium, Theater and Multi-Use Complexes; ph.; p.58-69; Apr 95; A

Review of Downtown Growth and Planning; Ohio, Cleveland; Critique; by Steven Litt; ph. pl.; p.38-39; Sept 95; LA

Rural Village Extension; Pennsylvania, Unionville; John R. Caull; pl.; p.51; Jan 95; PA

Saigon South Master Plan; Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City; PA Citation; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Koetter & Kim; il.; p.106-107, 112; Jan 95; PA

Shanghai's Urban Planning Problems; China, Shanghai; by Grant W K Sung; axon. pers. ph. pl.; iii.; p.PR28-33; July 95; AR

Site of 1996 CSI Convention; Colorado, Denver; ph.; p.36-39; Sept 95; TCS

Split Between the Old City and the New City; by Jonathan Barnett; ph.; p.55-57; Apr 95; A

Sustainable Cities; Example Projects; ill.; p.61-65; July 95; A

The Periphery and The American Dream; Changes in Suburban and Exurban Design; by Ian MacBurnie; ph. ill. pers. biblio. map.; p.134-143; Feb 95; JAE

Trading Tourism for High-Tech; Spain, Majorca; Results of Competition for Master Planning and Ideas for New Uses; ph. map.; p.42-44; Jan 95; LA

Western C-9 Basin Plan; Florida, Dade and Broward Counties; Duany & Plater-Zyberk and Dover & Kohl; il. pl.; p.64-65; July 95; A

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY, URBAN DESIGN, ZONING also

CIVIC CENTER (Cont'd)

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN also

CLINIC

AIDS Treatment Center; New York, New York; Riv­ington House; Perkins & Will and Davis & Brody; by Karin Tellow; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Oct 95; INT

AIDS/HIV Resource Center; California, San Francisco; Ar. ke tek. che r. axon. pl. sec.; p.44; Jan 95; PA

Animal Shelter; Pennsylvania, Bensalem; Susan Maxman; ph. pl.; p.92-95; May 95; AR

California, Long Beach; Medical Center, HMO, Sherman Design Group and interspec; ph. pl.; p.522-525; Feb/Suppl 95; ID

Center for Spine, Sports and Occupational Rehabiliation; Illinois, Chicago; INTERIORS Award; Eva Maddox; ill. ph. pl.; p.92-93; Jan 95; INT

Children's Crisis Care Center; California, Camarillo; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pl.; p.86-89; June 95; AR

Counseling Center, for Gay and Lesbian Homeless Youth; New York, New York; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. axon.; p.21; Apr 95; PA

Crisis and Intervention Center for the Homeless; Nevada, Las Vegas; Hodgetts & Fung; m. pl.; p.45; Jan 95; PA

Design Award, ASLA; Alzheimer's Disease Patients and Their Relationship to Plants; ph.; p.70; Nov 95; LA

Institute for Gay and Lesbian Youth; New York, New York; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl.; p.104-109; Feb 95; ID

Michigan, Kalamazoo; Holistic Health Center; Fetzer Institute Retreat House; Harley & Elington; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.54-59; Oct 95; INT

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Sensory Garden, Therapeutic Garden, Stephen Weeks; Landscape Design by Martin & Pitz; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; axon.; p.79-80; Sept 95; LA

Minnesota, St. Paul; Community Center; Multi-Purpose Building with Apartments, Remodeled from Factory; Close Associates; ph. pl.; p.32; Aug 95; PA

New Mexico, Albuquerque; Residential Facility for Substance-Abusing Mothers, Remodeled Motel; Davids & Killoy; m. pl.; p.43; Jan 95; PA

New York, New York; Dental Offices; Weiss & Manfredi; ph. axon.; p.514-517; Feb/Suppl 95; ID

New York, New York; Interiors, Lighthouse Headquarters, Center for the Blind; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Aug 95; ID

New York, New York; Rooftop Garden Benefits AIDS Patients and Their Families; Dirtworks; ph. pl.; p.61-63, Jan 95; LA

Rehabilitation Center for the Visually Impaired; New York, New York; The Lighthouse Building; Community Center Functions; Mitchell & Giurgola; axon. ph. pl.; p.94-101, 160; June 95; A

Tennessee, Franklin; Healing Garden for Disabled; David Dumont; Jr.; by Molly Dannenmaier; ph. biblio.; p.58-60; Jan 95; LA

Tennessee, Knoxville; Therapeutic Garden; Rehabilitation Center; Barber & McMurry; Landscape Design by Michael Versen; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Jan 95; LA
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CLINIC (Cont’d)
See HOSPITAL also

CLOSET
New Dimensions in Closet Storage; by Matthew Power; ph.; p.70-72; Mar/Apr 95; CB
Storage Ideas; by Susan Brantford; ph.; p.96; June 95; B

CLUB
Arts Club, Rebuilt; Illinois, Chicago; Critique, Vinci & Hamp; pl pers.; p.30-31; Nov 95; A
See NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

CO-HOUSING
Design for Communal Living; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.98; Apr 95; INT
New York, Ithaca: Eco Village, Co-Housing: Energy Conserving, Jerold Weisburd; ill. pl.; p.32; Jan 95; PA

COATINGS
See PAINT

COLOR
The Craft of Color; Color Use, Innovations in Residential Work; by Peter Lemos; ill. pl.; p.40-45; Mar/Apr 95; CB

COLORADO
Aspen: Bathroom, Cooper Group; ph.; p.158-159; Mar 95; ID
Aurora: Residential Development: Residence, Highpointe; Knudson & Gloss; ph.; p.71; Sept 95; B
Beaver Creek: Residence, Custom Home Award; Morter Architects; ph.; p.52-57; Spring 95; CB
Colorado Springs: US Olympic Training Facility, Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph.; p.62-67; Jan 95; INT
Denver: Baseball Stadium, Coors Field; HOK Sports; Landscape Design by EDAW/HRV; by Michael Lecese; ph.; ill.; p.78-81; June 95; LA
Denver: Central Library, Addition; Michael Graves and Klipp, Colussy, Jenkins & Dubois; ph.; sec.; p.88-95; Oct 95; A
Denver: Library, Central Library, Addition; Michael Graves and Klipp, Colussy, Jenkins & Dubois; ph.; p.36; May 95; PA
Denver: Redevelopment Plan for Airport Area, Stapleton Plan; Cooper & Robertson and Harold Massop; ph.; p.63; July 95; A
Denver: Redevelopment Plan for Airport Area, Stapleton Plan; Cooper & Robertson and Harold Massop; Landscape Design by Civitas et al.; by Gordon Brown; ph.; p.64-66; Aug 95; LA
Denver: Residential Development, Residence, Highlands Ranch; Richmond Homes; ph.; p.64; Nov 95; B
Denver: Site of 1996 CSI Convention; ph.; p.36-39; Sept 95; TCS

COLORADO (Cont’d)
Englewood: Apartment Development, Low Rise; The Greenwood, EDI; ph.; p.65; Dec 95; B
Superior: Residential Development, Residence, Rock Creek; Builder’s Choice Award, Richmond Homes; ph.; p.112, Oct 95; B
Telluride: Custom Home Builder, Casey Smith, His Work; by Jeri Fleet; ph.; p.20-26; Jan/Feb 95; CB
Telluride: Hotel, The Peaks; Pellechcia & Olson; Interior Design by James Northcutt; ph.; p.80-83; Feb 95; ID

COMMUNITY CENTER
California, Modesto; School, High School with Community Center; Wolff, Lang & Christopher; ph.; p.86-89; July 95; AR
California, San Diego; Sherman Heights, Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. axon. sec.; p.72-77; June 95; A
Canada, British Columbia, Richmond; Henriquez Partners; m.; p.39; June 95; A
Canada, Ontario; Provincial Police Headquarters and Community Center, Dunlop & Farrow and W. M. Salter; ph.; p.26; Oct 95; PA
Community Center and Library, California, Albany; Marquis Associates; ph. sec.; p.88-93; June 95; A
England, Bexhill-on-Sea; Beach Pavilion Renovation, Community Center; Restoration, De La Warr Pavilion; Details; Troughton & MacAslan; Original Design by Mendelsohn, Erich and Serge Chamayeff; ph. axon.; p.82-84; 100; Sept 95; PA
Germany, Ulm; Civic Exhibition and Assembly Building, Stadthaus; Richard Meier; ph. sec.; p.90-99; Oct 95; AR
Japan, Kobe; Competition Entries; Donald Carlson; pl. elev. axon.; p.26-27; July 95; A
Massachusetts, Boston; Youth Center for Disadvantaged; Leers Weinzapfel; sec. m.; p.46; Jan 95; PA
Minnesota, St. Paul; Multi-Purpose Building with Apartments, Remodeled from Factory, Close Associates; ph.; p.32; Aug 95; PA
New York, New York; Institute for Gay and Lesbian Youth; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph.; p.104-109; Feb 95; ID
New York, New York; Rehabilitation Center for the Visually Impaired; The Lighthouse Building; Community Center Functions; Mitchell & Giurgola; axon. ph.; p.94-101, 160; June 95; A
Senior Center and Library, Maryland, Mt. Airy; Cho, Wilks & Benn; ph. axon. sec.; p.84-87; June 95; A
Senior Center, Georgia, Lawrenceville; Stanley, Beaman & Sears; ph. sec.; p.65-71; June 95; A
Washington, Seattle; Garfield, Miller & Hull; ph.; p.35; Dec 95; PA
Washington, Seattle; Garfield, Miller & Hull; sec. ph.; p.78-83; June 95; A
See CULTURAL CENTER, GOVERNMENT BUILDING also
COMPUTER (Cont’d)

On-Line Services for Architects; Comparison of Services; by Ralph Grabowski; ill, table; p.40-41; Mar 95; AR

On-Line Services for Interior Designers; p.44, 66-67; Oct 95; ID

One Firm Integrated CAD Throughout the Office; Flad Associates; by Michael McLaughlin, ph.; p.86-87; Sept 95; PA

Precision-Cut Porcelain Floor Tiles; Elevator Cage, Railings and Graphics; ph. ill.; p.140-141; Nov 95; A

RAID, Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks; Subsystem for Backup and Storage; by Claude J. Bauer; ph.; p.38-40; May 95; TCS

Reinventing the Library; Print and Electronic Worlds; Programming; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; iso. ph. pl. dia.; p.30-33; May 95; AR


Residential Development; Advertising On-Line on Internet; p.64, 66; Oct 95; B

Review of Rendering, Modeling and Animation Software; ill. pers. m. axon. pl.; p.121-125; Dec 95; AR

Scanning Options; Document Conversion; by Betsy Gilbert; chart; p.32-36; Jan 95; TCS

Software Available for Every Phase of Construction; by James C. Lawson; resources; p.83-84; Mar 95; TCS

Software Directory; Building Products; ill.; p.73-95; Jan 95; TCS

Software Piracy; Copyright Violation; Safe Computing; by Tim Moran; p.16-17; Jan 95; TCS

Software Reviews of Two Inexpensive Animation Packages; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.42-43; Mar 95; AR

Software Reviews: ARCHT for AutoCAD 13; Iomega ZIP Drive; SureTrak Project Manager 1.5; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.40-41; Nov 95; AR

Software Reviews: AutoCAD Add-ons; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.34-35; Apr 95; AR

Software Reviews: Bargain CAD; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.34-35; July 95; AR

Software Reviews: CAD with Database; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.44-45; June 95; AR

Software Reviews: CAD with Database; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.44-45; June 95; AR

Software Reviews: CAD with Database; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.44-45; June 95; AR

Software Reviews: CAD Programs; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.48-49; Oct 95; AR

Starting Out Small on the Internet; On-Line Services; by Karen D Schwartz; p.29-30; June 95; TCS

Students Are Publishing Their Work on the Internet; by B. J. Novitski; ill.; p.39-40; Sept 95; PA

Successors to VersaCAD; Reviews; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.44-45; Sept 95; AR

The Legacies of CAD; Problems and Solutions; ill.; p.119-121; Mar 95; A

Visual Interactive Code; Multi-Media Based Zoning Code; by Kelleann Foster; ill. p.34-35; Oct 95; LA

Windows 95; Coverage of A/E/C Systems 95; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.46-49; Sept 95; AR

Wiring Buildings for the Future; Examples; ph. pl. ill. m. sec. dia.; p.123-129; Apr 95; A

See OFFICE PRACTICE. Specific Subjects also
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

CONCRETE
Architectural Concrete; Achieving Desired Finish; p. 28-29; Jan 95; AR
Avoiding Gypsum Concrete Failures; by William G. Hime; tables, chart; p.38-41; July 95; TCS
Cautions in Pouring Concrete Over Sand; by Carl Bimel; p. 26; June 95; TCS
Concrete Construction Facilitation; Reducing Claims and Litigation; by James M. Shilstone; p.78-82; Mar 95; TCS
Concrete Joint Solutions; by Paul Springthorpe; sec det; p 26. June 95 TCS
Concrete in Curing Stage; by Lew Hamilton; ph, tables, biblio ; p 54-64, Mar 95; TCS
Crack-Free Garage Slabs; ph , p 126; Nov 95, B
Drying Concrete in Curing Stage; by Lew Hamilton; ph tables, biblio ; p 54-64, Mar 95; TCS
Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete; Its' Composition and Use, Lightweight, by Edwin A McDougle; ph det, p 46-52; Dec 95; TCS
High Performance Concrete; Increasing Initial Compressive Strength; by Lessard, Dallaire, Blouin & Atcin, ph charts; p 58-64; Aug 95; TCS
Imprinted Concrete Finishes; ph , p 24,27, Feb 95. TCS
Lightweight Concrete Technology; by Charles Wardell; ph ; p.69-70, Jan/Feb 95; CB
Shrinkage Compensating Concrete Floors; by Stephen M King, charts, ph sec det; p 30-37; July 95; TCS
Smart Concrete that Senses and Repairs Damage; PA Architectural Research Award; by Carolyn Dry, ph dia table, p 92-93, July 95; PA
Three Day Cement Testing System Developed; by William Gurevich; tables; p.40-41; July 95; TCS
Ultra-Thin Whitetopping; Fiber-Reinforced Portland Cement Concrete; by Lon Hawbaker; ph ; p.61-62; Aug 95; TCS
See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE also

CONNECTICUT (Cont'd)
Guilford; Residence; Expansion, Renovation; Centerbrook; ph. axon. sec.; p.133-135, Nov 95; A
New Canaan; Residence, Architect's Gate House; Philip Johnson; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-79; Nov 95; A
New Haven; Center for Molecular Biology, Yale University; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph, p. 82-85; Mar 95; AR
Norwalk; Apartment Building; Remodeled Factory Building; Riley & Corbo; by Linde Altman; ph.; p. 83; Mar 95; B
Stamford; Office Building; Middle Rise; 1929 Building Remodeled; One Atlantic Street; Culpen & Woods; Original Design by Benjamin Morris; ph.; p. 100-101; Oct 95; AR
Stonington; Library and Archive; Brooks & Carey; m. pl. sec; p 30-31; Dec 95; A
Westport; Clothing Store, Joan & David; INTERIORS Award, Eva Jincna; ph.; p.114-115; Jan 95, INT

CONSERVATION
Conservation Ethic in Government Policy; by Robert M. Seams; p.120, 115; Dec 95; LA
Massachusetts; Martha's Vineyard, Demonstration Resource-Efficient House; ReCraft East; ph. pl.; p.28; Nov 95; PA
Three Water-Efficient Gardens; by Joan Bolton; ph.; p. 62-65; Sept 95; LA
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING ECOLOGY, ENERGY, SOLAR, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

CONSERVATORY
Survey of Conservatories; by Christina Nelson; ph.; p. 67-69; Jan/Feb 95; CB
See BOTANIC GARDEN, RECREATION also

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Improving Design/Build; Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch, p. 15; Jan 95; A
Project Delivery; Risks and Responsibilities in Alternative Methods; by Robert Spencer Barnett, dia.; p. 30-35; Mar 95; AR
The Architect as Facilities Management Contractor; New Opportunities; Computer-Based Services; by Eric Teicholz; dia. graph; p.102-104; Feb 95; PA
See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT also

CONVENTION CENTER
France, Lille; Multi-Function Exposition Hall; Congress Center and Concert Hall; Lille Grand Palais; Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture, ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p. 88-99; Mar 95; AR
New York, Pocantico Hills; Rockefeller Fund; Remodeled Garage; Herbert S. Newman; ph.; p. 92-93; Feb 95; AR
Scotland, Glasgow; Sir Norman Foster and Ove Arup; ill. sec; p. 24; Oct 95; PA
Tokyo International Forum; Japan, Tokyo, Theater, Conference Center and Exhibition Complex; Rafael Vinyo; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. m. sec. dia.; p. 68-77; Sept 95; PA
See AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER also

CONNECTICUT
Cheshire; Residential Development; Residence; Fairlawn Farms, G. J. Olson, ph. pl.; p.74, May 95; B
Essex; School; Private, Arts and Academic Addition; Centerbrook; ill. pl.; p. 32; Aug 95; PA
Greenwich; Interiors; Corporation Headquarters, Wtco; Mancini & Duffy; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Beverly Russell; pl. ph.; p. 54-59; May 95; INT
Greenwich; Residence; Custom Home Award; Daniel Conlon; ph. pl.; p. 92-96; Spring 95; CB

CONSTRUCTION FACILITY
Acoustical Security Ceiling Systems; by Thomas W. Ayres and Martin J. Cooper II; ph. pl. det. iso.; p.38-42, Dec 95; TCS
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY (Cont'd)
Correctional Facility, Design and Construction; by Roger Lichtman; ph.; p.21-27; Dec 95; TCS
Correctional Treatment Facility; District of Columbia, Washington, For Inmates with Mental Health and Drug Abuse Problems; STV/Silver & Ziskind; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.58-61; July 95; INT
Evaluating the Design of Direct-Supervision Jails; Research Study; by Richard Wenner; ph.; p.79; Feb 95; PA
Laminated Prison Glass, Tempered Glass Safety; Security Window Films; by Tom Harpole; chart, ph. biblio.; p.34-37; Dec 95; TCS
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; New Jail Divides Downtown From Waterfront; Critique; ph., p.35; Dec 95. A
Precast Concrete Prisons Help Meet Construction Goals; Florida. —: by Craig Shutt; sec pi.; p.24-25; Dec 95; TCS
The Ventura County Jail; California, Ventura County; Design and Construction; Henningson, Durham & Richardson, by Alan L. Korth and Ann B. Kulik; ph.; p.28-32; Dec 95; TCS

COSTA RICA
San Jose; Hotel, Camino Real; Estemo Moran; Interior Design by Wilson Associates; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-57; Nov 95; INT

CUBA
Velasco; Cultural Center; Architect's Career; Walter Betancourt; by John A. Loomis; ph. pl.; p.41-44; Apr 95; PA

CULTURAL CENTER
Arab World Institute; France, Paris; Critique, Jean Nouvel and Gilbert Leteres, Pierre Sona, Architecture Studio; by Thomas Vonier; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-67; Sept 95; PA
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Design Exchange, with Exhibition Spaces, Multi-Purpose Hall; Interior, Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl.; p.19; Apr 95; PA
Center of Contemporary Culture; Spain, Barcelona; Albert Viaplana and Helio Pinnon; sec. ph. pl.; p.74-77; Sept 95; A
Cuba, Velasco; Architect's Career; Walter Betancourt; by John A. Loomis; ph. pl.; p.41-44; Apr 95; PA
Tenri Cultural Institute; New York, New York; Scott Marble and Karen Fairbanks; ph. pl.; p.78; Sept 95; INT
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

CURTAIN WALL
See WALL

CYPRUS
Nicosia; Government Building; House of Representatives; Kohl, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl.; p.53; June 95; PA

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague; Computer Controlled Curvature, Rasin Office Building; Frank O. Gehry; ph. m. axon.; p.142-143; Nov 95; A
Prague; Office Building, Middle Rise; Frank O. Gehry; m. pl.; p.25; Jan 95; PA

DELAWARE
Dover; Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Mall's Large Retail Building; Blue Hen Corporate Center; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Oct 95; AR
North Bethaney Beach; Residence; Walter Lynch; ph. pl. sec.; p.114-115, 156, June 95; B

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington; Chancery, Finnish; Heikkinen & Komonen; by Michael Webb; ph.; p.48-53; June 95; INT
Washington; Correctional Treatment Facility; For Inmates with Mental Health and Drug Abuse Problems; STV/Silver & Ziskind; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.58-61; July 95; INT
Washington; Fire Station and Emergency Services Building; Weinstein Associates and Harry Weese; ph. pl.; p.78-79; May 95; A
Washington; German Ambassador's Residence; O. M. Unger's; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-103; May 95; AR
Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Critique, Pei, Cobb & Freed and Notter Finegold & Alexander; by Ziva Freiman; ph. pl.; p.62-69; Oct 95; PA
Washington; Interiors; Law Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; m. pl.; p.71; Jan 95; INT
Washington; Interiors; Law Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph.; p.46-47; Jan 95; INT
Washington; Interiors; Pharmaceutical Company Headquarters, Henri Beaufour Institute; Williams & Dyneman; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Jan 95; ID
Washington; Interiors; Public Relations Firm's Offices, Porter/Novelli; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award, Core Group; ph.; p.102-103; Nov 95; ID
Washington; Interiors; Small Business Apartment, Mary Douglas Drysdale; ph. pl.; p.114-117; Feb 95; ID
Washington; Korean War Memorial; Editorial, Critique of Monuments; by Deborah K. Dietsch; ph.; p.15; Sept 95; A
Washington; Memorial to Korean War Veterans, Cooper & Leckey; ph.; p.25; Aug 95; PA
Washington; Metro Subway System Expansion; Design Principles; Harry Weese; by John Morris Dixon; map, ph. ill. sec. axon.; p.76-85; Dec 95; PA
Washington; Museum of Art, Kreeger; Philip Johnson and Richard Foster; ph.; p.90-95; June 95; ID
Washington; National Public Radio Headquarters; Energy Efficient; Burt, Hill, Koser & Rittelmann; ph. pl.; p.126; July 95; A
Washington; Office Building, Middle Rise, Sustainable Strategies, Pei, Cobb & Frey and Croxton Collaborative; ill. sec.; p.26-27; Jan 95; AR

D
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Cont'd)

Washington; Residence; Remodeled Bank Building; Builder's Choice Project of the Year; Brawer & Hauptman; ph. pl.; p. 88-91; Oct 95; B

Washington; Residence; Remodeled; McInturff Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-123; Feb 95; ID

Washington; Terminal; National Airport; Cesar Pelli and Leo A. Daly + Pierce; Goodwin, Alexander & Lavine; m. pl. sec.; p. 36; Feb 95; PA

Washington; U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum; Understanding the Holocaust Through the Exhibits; Pei, Cobb & Freed; by Jeffrey Karl Ochsner; ph. biblio.; p. 240-249; May 95; JAE

Washington; Western Presbyterian Church; Gothic Details; Computer Aided; Kress Cox; ph. elev.; p. 144-145; Nov 95; A

DOOR

Code Changes May Affect Fire-Door Design; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph.; p. 46-47; Oct 95; AR

Delayed-Exit Door Devices; Stops Back-Door Theft; by John Diedam; ph.; p. 43-45; Feb 95; TCS

Door Closers, Review of; by Jeff Fenwick; ph. iso.; p. 38-46; Feb 95; TCS

Door Hardware Specifying; by Weldon W. Nash, Jr.; ph. table; biblio.; p. 53-58; Nov 95; TCS

Fiber Reinforced Plastic Door and Frame Systems; by John Lacewell; iso. det. chart.; p. 74-76; Aug 95; TCS

Fire Exit Devices for Fire Doors; by Patrick R. Oimstead; elev. ph.; p. 60-65; Oct 95; TCS

Panic and Fire Rated Exit Devices; by Ashley R. Rolfe; ph. det. tables.; p. 70-76; Aug 95; TCS

Restaurant; Cold Storage Doors; by Carroll G. Wright; tables.; ph.; p. 56-59; 63; Apr 95; TCS

Speed Governors for Rolling Doors; by Amy Schmitt; ill. ph. chart.; p. 66-69; Aug 95; TCS

Stadium Door Hardware; by John Dalynmple; ph.; p. 44-53; Mar 95; TCS

EARTHQUAKE

AIA Supports City's Recovery; Japan, Kobe; ph.; p. 30-33; May 95; A

Architecture Students Help Homeowners Recover From and Prepare for Earthquakes; by Richard Rush; ph. det.; p. 51-52; May 95; PA

Earthquake-Resistant Floors: Detailing, Project Examples; ph. det. sec.; p. 115-121; June 95; A

Mid-Sized Buildings, Houses Are Main Victims of Quake; Japan, Kobe; by Christopher Arnold; ph.; p. 17; Mar 95; AR

See STRUCTURAL also

ECOLOGY

See CONSERVATION, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

See OFFICE PRACTICE

EDUCATION

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION, SCHOOL, TRAINING FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

EGYPT

---; Imhotep Stone, The Duplicity; by M. P. T. Linzey; ph. biblio.; p. 260-267; May 95; JAE

ELDERLY HOUSING

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Remodeled Plus New Buildings; Kitsilano; Neale, Staniszkis, Doll & Adams; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Jan 95; AR

NAHB Seniors Housing Awards; Survey of Projects; ph.; p. 114-121; May 95; B

Retirement Facility; Florida; Stuart; Seaside Cove; Adrian Guskowski; Interior Design by Donald J. Stanzione; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 44-49; Aug 95; INT

Switzerland, Chur; Peter Zumthor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92, 98-100; Feb 95; PA

ELECTRICAL

Fiber Optics; Worth the Cost?; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 83; Nov/Dec 95; CB

Home Automation; p. 85; July/Aug 95; CB

Home Electronics, Home Automation; by Michael Walker; ph.; p. 538-543; Sept/Oct 95; CB

Mineral-Insulated Electrical Cable; by Russell G. Parker; ph.; p. 48-49; Apr 95; TCS

New Hampshire; ---; Residence; Features Home Management System; by Christina Nelson; ph. pl.; p. 56-514; Sept/Oct 95; CB

Residence; Three Builders Use Multiple Electronic Controls; Products; Case Studies; by Matthew T. Power; ph.; p. S16-S37; Sept/Oct 95; CB

Wireless Systems; by Matthew T. Power; ph.; p. 92; Sept/Oct 95; CB

Wiring Buildings for the Future; Examples; ph. pl. ill. m. sec. dia.; p. 123-129; Apr 95; A

Wiring for the Home Electronic Information Highway; p. 79; Mar/Apr 95; CB

Wiring the Public Library; Examples; sec.; p. 115-121; Oct 95; A

See ENERGY, (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), LIGHTING also

ELEVATOR

Elevator Modernizations; by James Fortune; ph. dia. table.; p. 60-66; Nov 95; TCS

ENERGY

Arizona, Phoenix; Residence; Energy-Efficient Showcase House; Jones Studio; ph. pl.; p. 36; May 95; PA

Arizona; Phoenix; Energy Showcase House; Jones Studio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 139-141; July 95; A

District of Columbia, Washington; National Public Radio Headquarters; Energy Efficient; Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittelmann; ph. pl.; p. 126; July 95; A
ENERGY (Cont'd)

Energy Efficient Design; Case Studies; Worker Productivity Gains; by Joseph J. Romm and William D. Browning; charts, ph.; p.44-51; June 95; TCS

England, Leicester; School of Engineering and Manufacture, DeMontfort University; Energy Efficient; Ventilation Details; Short & Ford; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.88-97, 168; July 95; A

England, Nottingham; Office Building; Low Rise; Inland Revenue Center, Includes Sports Hall; Energy Efficient; Michael Hopkins; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.76-83, 168; July 95; A

Green Buildings, Demystifying; Greening the White House; by David A. Gottfried; table, ph.; p.33-37; June 95; TCS

Making Sense of the Model Energy Code; by Arthur Johnson; map, chart; p.160; June 95; B

New York, New York; Audubon Headquarters; Energy Efficient; Analysis, by Tom Mead; ph.; p.27-28; June 95; TCS

North Carolina, Research Triangle Park; EPA Office Complex; Energy Efficient; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassebaum; ill. pl.; p.122-123; July 95; A

Office Procedures; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls; m. pl., p.124-125; July 95; A

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Interiors; Heinz Family Foundation Offices; Energy Efficient; William McDonough; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87; July 95; A

Survey of Projects with Energy-Conserving Building Envelope; Regulates Light and Ventilation; Mechanical Engineers Assess Integrated Design; by Mary Pegchinski; ph. pl. m. dia. sec.; p.70-85; Oct 95; AR

Sustainable Design in New Projects; ph. pl. m. axon. ill. sec. det.; p.31-34; Jan 95; PA

See ELECTRICAL, (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), SOLAR, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ENGLAND (Cont'd)

London; Channel 4 Headquarters; Wall Details; Richard Rogers; ph. pl. sec.; p.56-65, 152; Jan 95; A

London; High-Tech Cladding; Survey of European Office Building Cladding Systems; ph. iso. sec. det.; p.115-119; Jan 95; A

London; Historic Sir John Soane House Museum, Restoration; Eva Jiricna; Original Design by Sir John Soane; ph.; p.28; Aug 95; ID

London; Residence; Future Systems; ph. pl. sec.; p.31; July 95; PA

London; Theater, Shakespeare's Globe Theater Reconstruction; Research and Technology; Thatched Roof; Pentagram Design; by Dan Cruickshank; ph. pl. sec. m. ill. det. dia.; p.96-103, 121; May 95; PA

North London; Ove Arup's House, Restoration; Eva Jiricna; Original Design by Erhard Lorenz; sec. ph. pl.; p.32; Dec 95; PA

Nottingham; Office Building; Low Rise; Inland Revenue Center, Includes Sports Hall; Energy Efficient; Michael Hopkins; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.76-83, 168; July 95; A

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Advanced and Universal Specifications; Umbrella Term for Accessibility, Aging, Health, Safety and Technology; by Sheldon Levitt and Ed Lowans; ph.; p.39-42; June 95; TCS

Audubon Headquarters; New York, New York; Energy Efficient; Analysis, by Tom Mead; ph.; p.27-28; June 95; TCS

Environmental Concerns of Wood Use; by Robert Green; ph.; p.16-17; June 95; TCS

Environmental Damage by Development; Florida; ---; Survey of Projects; by Peggy M. Cavanaugh; ph. biblio.; p.47-53; July 95; LA

Green Building; Environmentally Sensitive Materials; Survey of Green Products; by Alex Wilson; ph. dia. biblio.; p.86-91; Apr 95; PA

Green Buildings, Demystifying; Greening the White House; by David A. Gottfried; table, ph.; p.33-37; June 95; TCS

New Approaches for Landscape Planning; Environmental Concerns; by David Hulse; ph.; p.54-56; Apr 95; LA

Planning Across the Watershed; by Jack Ahern; ph. ill. biblio.; p.58-61; Apr 95; LA

Sustaining the Environmentally Oriented Practice; Project Examples: Water Treatment, Wetlands, Office Building; by Karen Haas Smith; ill. sec. pers. table; p.24-27; Jan 95; AR

Wood Certification, Well-Managed Forest Claims; by Nadav Malin, resources, ph. ill.; p.76-86; June 95; TCS

See CONSERVATION, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

EVALUATION

See Specific Building Type

57
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

Architecture's Large Scale Planning Projects; New York, New York; Rem Koolhaas; ph; p.24-25; Jan 95; A

Book Pavilion, Frankfurt Book Fair; Germany, Frankfurt; Doughnut-Shaped Temporary Structure; Adolf Krischanitz; m. pl.; p.25; Mar 95; PA

Computer's Influence on Architectural Design; Two Exhibits; ph. elev.; p.24-25; Nov 95; A

Design Exchange, National Design Headquarters; Interiors; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Sept 95; AR

Design Exchange, with Exhibition Spaces, Multipurpose Hall; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Interior; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl.; p. 19; Apr 95; PA

District of Columbia, Washington; U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum; Understanding the Holocaust Through the Exhibits; Pei, Cobb & Freed; by Jeffrey Karl Ochsner; ph biblio.; p.240-249; May 95; JAE

Exhibit of Architect's Work; Illinois, Chicago; Bruce Goff; ph.; p.24; Aug 95; A

Exhibit, Craft in The Machine Age, 1920-1945; New York, New York; ph.; p.49; Sept 95; ID

Exhibition of Architect's Work; Illinois, Chicago; Bruce Goff; ph.; p.45-46; Aug 95; PA

France, Lille; Multi-Function Exposition Hall; Congress Center and Concert Hall; Lille Grand Palais; Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec. elev ill.; p.88-99; Mar 95; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Tokyo International Forum, Theater, Conference Center and Exhibition Complex; Rafael Vinoly; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. m. ill. dia sec. elev.; p.74-83; Oct 95; TCS

Monolithic Architecture Exhibit; by Steven Litt; m. ill. sec.; p.41-42; Dec 95; PA

National Inventors Hall of Fame; Ohio, Akron; Includes Staircase Details; Poiseck Partners; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.60-69, 136; Dec 95; A

National Maritime Center; Virginia, Norfolk; Centerbrook; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; Dec 95; A

Rock and Roll Exhibit; Ohio, Cleveland; Pei, Cobb & Freed; Exhibition Design by Burdick Group; ph.; p.90-95; Nov 95; ID

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Ohio, Cleveland; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Dec 95; A

Russia's Obsolete Monuments Exhibit; Baratloo & Balch; ph.; p.55; Sept 95; INT

World Population Fund Exhibition; New York, New York; FTI; ph.; p.54-55; Mar 95; INT

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

FACTORY
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FILM STUDIO
See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO

FINLAND
Helsinki; Contemporary Art Museum; Competition Winner, Steven Holl; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. m. ill. dia. sec. elev.; p.74-83; Oct 95; PA

FIRE PROTECTION
Code Changes May Affect Fire-Door Design; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph.; p.46-47; Oct 95; AR

Concrete Masonry Units, CMUs for Fire Resistance; Assessing CMUs; by Clayford Grimm; tables, charts, biblio. p.109-120; May 95; TCS

Fire Codes for Global Practice; Progress Report on Performance-Based Codes; by Richard W. Bukowski; p.117-119; June 95; PA

Fire Exit Devices for Fire Doors; by Patrick R. Olmstead; elev. ph.; p.60-65; Oct 95; TCS

Fire Protection; Containment, Detection and Suppression, Protection of Construction Joints, Gaps and Openings; by Lloyd Satter; ph. tables, chart.; p.47-51; Nov 95; TCS

Fire Rated Glazing; by Jerry Razwick; ph.; p.74-79, 82; Apr 95; TCS

Inflammable Lightness of Buildings; How to Compensate for Structural Fragility, by Donald O. Dusenberg; ph. dia.; p.112-116; June 95; PA

Intumescents, Problems; Thin Film Fireproofing, Filing Holes for Cable Bundle; by Achim Hering; ph. det. biblio. table; p.80-90; Sept 95; TCS

Smoke Danger in Fires; DuPont's Kapton Film to Seal From Smoke; p.84-85; Sept 95; TCS

See HAZARDS also

FIRE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPLACE
Arizona; Tucson; Residence; Design-Build, Glass Walled Fireplace Detail, Line and Space; sec. ph.; p.60-61,106; Dec 95; PA

Direct-Vent Gas Fireplaces; by John D. Wagner; sec.; ph.; p.100-101; May/June 95; CB

Fireplace/Chimney Proportions; elev. chart.; p.110, Dec 95; B

FLOOD
See HAZARDS

FLOOR, FLOORING
Laminated Flooring, Hardwood; by Don Bollinger; ph.; p.92-95; May/June 95; CB

Leather Flooring, Edelman's; Critique by Designers; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.10-11; Dec 95; INT

FABRIC
Textile Designer, Her Life and Career; Head of Knoll's Textile Division; Eszter Haraszty; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.29, 66, Feb 95; ID

FABRIC
Textile Designer, Her Life and Career; Head of Knoll's Textile Division; Eszter Haraszty; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.29, 66, Feb 95; ID
FLORIDA

---; Environmental Damage by Development; Survey of Projects, by Peggy M. Cavanaugh; ph. biblio.; p.47-53; July 95; LA
---; Precast Concrete Prisons Help Meet Construction Goals; by Craig Shutt; sec. pl.; p.24-25; Dec 95; TCS
---; Red Hills, Regional Rural Landscape; Preservation; by David Coppis; ph.; p.136; July 95; LA
---; Statewide System of Greenways; by Julie Hauserman; ph. map.; 58-61; July 95; LA
---; Xeriscaping Landscaping Law, Analysis; by Georgia Tasker; ph.; p.54-57; July 95; LA

Boca Raton; Residential Development; Residence, Hamilton Place, JHG and Brenner & Jones; ph. pl.; p.62; Nov 95; B

Dade County; Agricultural Area Preservation Plan; Redland, Rural Architectural Guidelines; PA Award; University of Miami Architecture School et al.; Ill. pl.; p.76-79, 112; Jan 95; PA

Dade County; Hurricane Andrew Effects Rural Preservation, Redland Plan; Margot Ammklowen et al.; by Beth Dunlop, ph.; p.46-48; Apr 95; LA

Dade and Broward Counties; Western C-9 Basin Plan; Duany & Plater-Zyberk and Dover & Kohl; Ill. pl.; p.64-65; July 95; A

Eustis; Redevelopment Plan; PA Citation; Steven Luoni; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-85, 111; Jan 95; PA

Fish Island; Residence; Michael De Santis; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.62-67; July 95; INT

Fort Lauderdale; Residence, Custom Home Award; S. H. Brandt; ph.; p.42-47; Spring 95; CB

Fort Myers; Residence; Fiddler's Landing, Paradise of Homes Winner, Spencer Goliger, ph. pl.; p.168; Oct 95; B

Jupiter; Residence, Interiors; Jonathan Cohen; ph. pl.; p.144-145, Apr 95; ID

Lakeland; Florida Southern College, West Campus, Restoration; Troughton & McAslan; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p.78-81, 85; Sept 95; PA

Miami Beach; Delano Hotel, Renovation; Philippe Starck; ph. pl.; p.30; Dec 95; PA

Miami Beach; Hotel; The Delano, Interiors; Renovation; Philippe Starck and Ian Schrager Design Staff; ph. pl.; p.92-99; Oct 95; ID

Miami Beach; Miami Beach's South Beach Boom Again; by Peter Whoriskey; ph. m.; p.37-38; Nov 95; PA

Florida (Cont'd)

Miami; Miami International Airport; Color Panels of Glass Animated by Light and Sound; Spillis & Candela; Art by Christopher Janney; ph.; p.18-23; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Miami; Office Building; Interiors; JPBT Advisors Company; Carlos Zapata, ph. pl.; p.91; Sept 95; INT

Miami; Pedestrian Mall in Overtown; Thirty Block Redevelopment; Revival of African-American Community; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.38-43; Dec 95; LA

Miramar; Residential Development; Residence, Silverlakes, G. L. Homes; ph. pl.; p.74; Sept 95; B

Naples; Residential Development; Quail West, Show Home, Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.53-55; May/June 95; CB

New Smyrna Beach; Atlantic Center for the Arts, Expansion; PA Citation; Thompson & Rose; ph. pl. elev.; p.92-93, 112; Jan 95; PA

Orlando Area; Wetland Mitigation; Lake Teller; Critique; ph. pl.; p.63; July 95; LA

Orlando; Restaurant; Planet Hollywood, Florida and Other Locations; Rockwell Group; ph. pl.; p.98-102; Dec 95; ID

Orlando; Show House with Telecommunications Capability; John Henry; ph. pl.; p.52; Mar/Apr 95; CB

Palm Beach; Interiors; Apartment, Pranich Associates; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Mar 95; ID

Palm Harbor; Kitchen, Butch Design; ph. pl.; p.94; Mar 95; B

Pembroke Pines; Residential Development; Residence, Estacion; Sotolongo & Oliva; ph. pl.; p.54; Dec 95; B

Pensacola; Energy Efficient Demonstration House, Evans Group; by David Johnston; ph. pl.; p.40-46; Jan/Feb 95; CB

Sarasota, Near; Kitchen; Bloodgood, Sharp & Butler; ph. pl.; p.67; Dec 95; B

Stuart; Retirement Facility; SeaSide Cove, Aldrian Guskowski; Interior Design by Donald J. Stanzione; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.44-49; Aug 95; INT

Sunset Beach; Kitchen and Bathroom; Sandra Chancery; ph. p.152-155; Mar 95; ID

Tampa; Apartment Development; Bayshore, Jay Baker; ph. axon.; p.54, Sept 95; INT

Tampa; Interiors; AmSouth Bank Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.54-59; Jan 95; INT

Tampa; Museum of Science and Industry, Tampa; Interiors; AmSouth Bank Offices, John Henry; ph. pl.; p.52; Mar/Apr 95; CB

Tampa; Redevelopment; Revival of African-American Community; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.38-43; Dec 95; LA

Tampa; Residential Development; Residence, Silverlakes, G. L. Homes; ph. pl.; p.74; Sept 95; B

Tampa; Residential Development; Westchase, Robbian Design; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Sept 95; B

Tampa; The Florida Aquarium, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; ph. pl.; p.76-85; June 95; AR

University Park; Kitchen, Bloodgood, Sharp & Butler; ph. pl.; p.99; Mar 95; B

Windsor; Tennis Center, Pavilion and Courts; Hernandez, Hector & Lombard; elev. ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 95; INT

Windsor; Tennis Cottages and Sideyard House, Merrill & Hatch; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-105; May 95; A
FRANCE

Arlés; Museum of Archaeology, Henri Ciriani, ph. pl. sec. axon. p.114-117, Sept 95, A

Aulnay-sous-Bois; Cosmetics Factory, Valode & Pistre; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93, Aug 95, AR

Evry; Cathedral, Mario Botta; ph. sec.; p.32-33, Sept 95, A

Lille; Multi-Function Exposition Hall, Congress Center and Concert Hall, Lille Grand Palais; Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.88-99, Mar 95, AR

Lille; Railroad Station Complex, Euraillile, Convention Center, Multi-Use Center, Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-83, Jan 95, A

Lyon; Railroad Station at Airport, Calatrava & Vals; ph. pl. sec.; p.37, Feb 95, PA

Marne-la-Vallee; Architecture School, Bernard Tschumi; ill. pl.; p.18, Apr 95, PA

Paris; Arab World Institute; Critique, Jean Nouvel and Gilbert Lezenes, Pierre Soria; Architecture Studio; by Thomas Vonier; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-67, Sept 95, PA

Paris; Art Museum; Inverted Glass Pyramid for Louvre Interior; Structural Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. dia.; p.38-39, June 95, AR

Paris; Concert Hall, City of Music, Christian de Portzamparc; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.106-113, Sept 95, A

Paris; Metro's Template Furniture System; Designers' Critique, by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. pl. sec.; p.18-19, June 95, ID

New York, New York; Interiors; Investment Company Offices, Rosecliff; Furniture Designs; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox Interior Architects; ph. pl.; p.136-141, Sept 95, ID

Prison Made Furniture; Competition with Private Industry; by Susan Perry; ph. p.14, July 95, INT

Ricky Chair; Rosen Associates; ph. p.65-66, June 95, ID

Side Chair; Mark Wamble; ph. p.89, Sept 95, INT

Silver and Gold Cups, Antique; by Roslyn Beilly; ph. p.68, Mar 95, ID

Storage System, Meridian's Compass; Critique by Designers; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. p.22-23, Oct 95, INT

Table, Experimental Design; Charles Warren; ph. p.90, Sept 95, INT

See SHOWROOM also

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

Aeron Chair, Herman Miller; Designers' Critique; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. p.18-19, July 95, INT

Agate Used in Antiques; by Roslyn Beilly; ph. p.35, May 95, ID

Biedermeier Antique Chairs; by Roslyn Beilly; ph. p.30, Feb 95, ID

Carved Wooden Figures, Antique, by Roslyn Beilly; ph. p.52, Jan 95, ID

Chair, ADD's Rose; Critique by Designers; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. p.20-21, Aug 95, INT

Chelsea China, Antiques; by Roslyn Beilly; ph. p.100, Apr 95, ID

Designer Item Store, Moss; New York, New York; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. p.56, 58, May 95, ID

Furniture and Other Product Design; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. p.72-73, Jan 95, INT

Furniture for the Homeless; A+D Studio; ph. p.72, Feb 95, INT

Glass Designer; Alison Berger; ph. p.44, June 95, ID

Metro's Template Furniture System; Designers' Critique; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. p.18-19, June 95, INT

New York, New York; Interiors; Investment Company Offices, Rosecliff; Furniture Designs; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox Interior Architects; ph. pl.; p.136-141, Sept 95, ID

Office Work Space System, Steelcase's Personal Harbor; Designers' Critique, by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. p.18-19, Sept 95, INT
GARDEN

Chino Basin Rowley Gardens; California, Chino Basin; Demonstration Water-Efficient Garden, CHCG, Landscape Design by Land Design; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; Sept 95; LA

Demonstration Gardens; Sunset Garden, Missouri Botanical Garden; by J. William Thompson, ph. pl.; p. 54-59; Sept 95; LA

Design Awards, ASLA; Parks, Gardens, Canal Wetlands Project, Baseball Training Facility; ph.; p. 44-53, 61; Nov 95; LA

Gardens for Alzheimer's Patients; Maine, Falmouth; Sedgewood Commons; Stevens, Morton, Rose & Thompson; Landscape Design by Studio L.A.; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Jan 95; LA

Healing Garden for Disabled; Tennessee, Franklin; David Dumont, Jr.; by Molly Dannenmayer, ph. biblio.; p. 56-60; Jan 95; LA

Healing Garden; Visionary Winner, Curandera's Garden; Edith Katz and Ada Medina; ill. pl.; p. 56; Dec 95; LA

Kemper Center at Missouri Botanical Gardens; Missouri, ---; Demonstration Garden; Environmental Planning & Design; pl.; p. 57-59; Sept 95; LA

Landscapes Southern California Style; California, Riverside; Demonstration Water-Efficient Garden; Eric Barnett and James Montgomery; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; Sept 95; LA

Restorative Landscapes; ph.; p. 128; Jan 95; LA

Rooftop Garden Benefits AIDS Patients and Their Families; New York, New York; Dirtworks, ph. pl.; p. 61-63; Jan 95, LA

Rooftop Organic Garden; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Above TV Studio; Hammel; Green & Abrahamson; by Adelheid Fischer; ph.; p. 66-67; Sept 95, LA

Sensory Garden; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Therapeutic Garden; Stephen Weeks; Landscape Design by Martin & Pitz; by Frank Edgerton Martin; axon.; p. 60-61; Sept 95; LA

Texas, Austin; National Wildflower Research Center; Overland Partners; Landscape Design by J. Robert Anderson, by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p. 68-71; Sept 95; LA

Therapeutic Garden; Tennessee, Knoxville; Rehabilitation Center; Barber & McMurry; Landscape Design by Michael Versen; ph. pl.; p. 64-67; Jan 95; LA

Three Gardens for Regina Margherita Hospital/Church; Italy, Rome, Healing Garden; Visionary Winner; Leslie Ryan; ill. ph. pl.; p. 57; Dec 95; LA

Three Water-Efficient Gardens; by Joan Bolton; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; Sept 95; LA

Urban Tree Farm; Micro Businesses; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Sea Change Program; Community Design Collaborative and Pennsylvania Horticultural Society; ph. pl.; p. 19; Apr 95; LA

See BOTANIC GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, RECREATION and Specific Building Type also

GEORGIA

Atlanta; Centennial Olympic Park; Designed for After the Olympics; EDAW et al.; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; Apr 95; A

Atlanta; Centennial Olympic Park; Planning for Summer Olympics '96, EDAW; by Catherine Howell; ill. pl.; p. 41-43; Aug 95; LA

Atlanta; City's Preparation for the 1996 Olympics; Review of Projects and Planning for Consequences; ph.; p. 70-75; Apr 95; A

Atlanta; Hartfield Atlanta International Airport; Lighting Design; Turner Associates; Lighting Design by Ramon Luminance Design; ph.; p. 24-27; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Atlanta; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Fitzgerald Company; Niles Bolton; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p. 72-77; June 95; INT

Atlanta; Interiors; Law Offices; Venning, Atwood & Kean; ph. pl.; p. 80-85; Sept 95; AR

Atlanta; Movement and Public Space; Competition for Public Spaces at Several Transportation Points; Alex Wall by Alex Wall; ph. pl. ill. biblio.; pers.; p. 22-28; Sept 95; JAE

Atlanta; Olympic Games 1996; Review of Projects; Integration with the City; Critique; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. dia. ill. m.; p. 51-59, 102, 104; July 95; PA

Atlanta; Olympic Stadium, 83,000 Seats; Heery International and Rosser & Fabbri; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 52-53, 56; July 95, PA

Atlanta; Olympic Village; Jova; Daniels & Busby; John Portman and Niles Boulton; ph. pl. m. ill.; p. 57; July 95; PA

Atlanta; Residence; Habitat for Humanity Projects; Design Traditions; pl. elev. pers.; p. 138-139, Apr 95; A

Atlanta; Residence; Interiors; ASID Winner; Gandy & Peace; ph.; p. 154-155; Apr 95; ID

Duluth; Multi-Cinema in Shopping Center; Richard Rauh; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-83; Jan 95; AR

Duluth; Residential Development; Rosset & Raffaelson; Sweet Bottom Plantation; Historical Concepts; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Nov 95; B

Eastanollee; Residence; Michael L. Hughes; m. pl. sec.; p. 28; Sept 95; PA

Lawrenceville; Senior Center; Stanley, Beaman & Sears; ph. pl. sec.; p. 65-71; June 95; A

Powder Springs; Residential Development; Show Home; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Nov 95; B

Suwanee; Residential Development; Grand Cascades; John Wieland; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; Mar 95; B

Trenton; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Housing for Hung Gliding Enthusiasts; Nichole Wiedemann; m. pl. sec.; p. 24; Mar 95; PA

GERIATRIC

See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOSPITAL

GERMANY

Bad Munder; Furniture Factory; Wall System Saves Energy, Permits Natural Ventilation and Angle Light; Thomas Herzog and Haag, v. Ohlen & Ruffler; ph. sec.; p. 82-83; Oct 95; AR
GERMANY (Cont'd)

Berlin; Berlin Struggles to Remake Itself; New Construction; Review of Projects; ph. pl. m. sec. ill.; p.29-31, 112; Oct 95; AR

Berlin; City Police Park; by Edward A. Cook; ph. 72-75; Oct 95; LA

Berlin; Embassy, British; Michael Wilford; m. pl.; p. 56; June 95; PA

Berlin; Middle Rise; Daimler-Benz Offices and Housing; Atrium Acts as Thermal Buffer; Richard Rogers; m. pl. sec.; p.78-79; Oct 95; AR

Berlin; Mixed-Use Urban Complex, American Business Center; Retail, Offices, Apartments; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. p. 26; Jan 95; PA

Berlin; Office Building; High Rise; GSW Headquarters; Sun Shutters; Sauerbruch & Hutton; m. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Oct 95; AR

Cologne; Department Store; Mathias Thomer; ph. p. 180-183; May 95; ID

Duisburg; Office Building; Middle Rise; Features Wall System; Sir Norman Foster; ph. sec. iso. det.; p.118-119; Jan 95; A

Essen; Office Building; High Rise; RWE AG Headquarters Has Environmentally Sensitive Electronic Envelope; Ingenhoven & Overdiek; ph. m. pl. sec.; p.72-73; Oct 95; AR

Frankfurt; Book Pavilion, Frankfurt Book Fair; Doughnut-Shaped Temporary Structure; Adolf Krischanitz; m. pl.; p.25; Mar 95; PA

Gundelfingen; Office Building; Low Rise; Curtain Wall with Motorized Sun Protection; Designer's Offices; Kurt Ackerman; ph. sec.; p.74-77; Oct 95; AR

Munich; Automation Runs Airport; Review of Systems; by Claude J. Bauer; ph. iso.; p.38-46; Jan 95; TCS

Munich; Contemporary Art Gallery; Herzog & de Meuron; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95, 100; Feb 95; PA

Munich; Hotel; Kempinski Hotel; Glass Atrium; Structural Details; Murphy & Jahn; ph. sec. det.; p.36, 40-43; June 95; AR

Potsdam; Observatory; Einstein Tower, 1917; Restoration Report by Troughton & McAslan; ph. pi.; p.85; Sept 95; PA

Ulm; Civic Exhibition and Assembly Building; Stadthaus; Richard Meier; ph. pl. sec. axon. pers.; p.90-99; Oct 95; AR

GLASS (Cont’d)

Tempered Glass; by David H Nicastro and Joseph P. Solinski; ph.; p.96; July 95; TCS

Window Film Versus a Laminated Safety Glass; by Bill Bigelow; ph. p.76-77; July 95; TCS

Window Film for Many Objectives; by John Campbell; ph.; p.74-77, 95; July 95; TCS

See WINDOW also

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

California, Rancho Mirage; Civic Center; City Hall; Library, Chamber of Commerce and Plaza; Arthur Golding; ill. pl.; p.39; Jan 95; PA

California, Thousand Oaks; Civic Arts Plaza; City Offices, Auditorium, Theater; Wall Section; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-93, 152; Mar 95; A

Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; City Hall Complex; Visitors Center; Moshe Safdie; by Adele Freedman; ph.; p.43; Jan 95; A

Center for Public Architecture Aims to Upgrade Civic Projects; by Roberta Brandes Gratz; ph. ill.; p.39, 41; Mar 95; PA

Chancery, Finnish; District of Columbia, Washington; Heikkinen & Komonen; by Michael Webb; ph.; p.48-53; June 95; INT

City Hall and Central Library; Netherlands, The Hague; Richard Meier; ph. pl.; p.27; Sept 95; PA

City Hall, California, Los Angeles; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Albert C. Martin; axon. ph. sec. det.; p.104; Dec 95; A

City Hall, California, Oakland; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; VBN and Forell & Elesesser; m. pl. sec.; p.105; Dec 95; A

City Hall, California, San Francisco; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; City Bureau of Architecture and MBT; ph. pl. sec. det. dia.; p.102-103; Dec 95; A

City Hall; Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; Moshe Safdie and Murray & Murray; ph.; p.39; May 95; PA

City Hall; Israel, Jerusalem; A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmitt; ph. p.38; May 95; PA

Civic Exhibition and Assembly Building; Stadthaus; Germany, Ulm; Richard Meier; ph. pl. sec. axon. pers.; p.90-99; Oct 95; AR

Courthouse and Police Facilities; New York, Ill.; Perkins & Eastman; ph.; p.110-111; May 95; AR

Courthouse for European Commission of Human Rights; France, Strasbourg; Richard Rogers and Claude Bercher; ph. pl. sec.; p.28; Sept 95; PA

Courthouse; Netherlands, Groningen; Wiel Arets; ph. pl.; p.104-105; June 95; PA

District Court and Public Safety Building; Maryland, Ocean City; Ayers, Saint & Gross; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.104-107; May 95; AR

District Court, Addition and Restoration; Massachusetts, Jamaica Plain; Elkus & Manfredi; ph. pl. axon.; p.108-109; May 95; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; German Ambassador's Residence; O. M. Ungers; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-103; May 95; AR

EPA Office Complex; North Carolina, Research Triangle Park; Energy Efficient; Helmut, Otaba & Kassabam; ill. pl.; p.122-123; July 95; A

GLASS

A Guide to Architectural Art Glass; by Stephen Knapp; ph.; p.34-35; May 95; AR

Commercial Window Treatments; Blinds, Shades; by John Bianco; det. ph.; p.78-83; July 95; TCS

Fire Rated Glazing; by Jerry Razwk; ph. p.74-79, 82; Apr 95; TCS

Imprinted Figures on Glass Doors, Cesar Color; by Lee Harris Pomeroy; ph. p.120-121; Jan 95; ID

Laminated Glass Survives High Explosive Test Blast; Washington Report on Bomb Attack Security; ph. p.8, 10, 12-13; Dec 95; TCS

Laminated Prison Glass, Tempered Glass Safety; Security Window Films; by Tom Harpole; chart. ph. biblio.; p.34-37; Dec 95; TCS

Safety Lesson from Oklahoma City; Potential for Glass Damage; by Tom Harpole; ph.; p.65-66; June 95; PA
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)
Embassy, British; Germany, Berlin; Michael Wilford; m. pl.; p.56; June 95; PA
European Court of Human Rights; France, Strasbourg; Richard Rogers; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-79; Aug 95; AR
Fire Station and Emergency Services Building;
District of Columbia, Washington; Weinsein Associates and Harry Weese; ph.; p.78-79; May 95; A
Government Building Bombed; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Affect on Security and Trust in Design;
by Deborah K. Dietisch; ph.; p.15; June 95; A
Government Center Complex; California, Oakland; Competition Winner, C. W. Fennessy and J. H. Bradburn; m. pl.; p.26, Sept 95; PA
House of Representatives; Cyprus, Nicosia; Kohit, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl.; p.53; June 95; PA
Local Courthouses; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p.104-111; May 95; AR
National Foreign Affairs Training Center; Virginia, Arlington; Communication System; Sasaki Associates and MGA; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-127; Apr 95; A
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Independence Hall; Controversy over Updating Mechanical Systems;
by Vitetta Group, by Mubarak S. Dahir; ph. det.; p.36-37; Feb 95; AR
Provincial Police Headquarters and Community Center; Canada, Ontario; Dunlop & Farrow and W. M. Salter; ph. pl.; p.26; Oct 95; PA
Public Institutions; Kahn's Search for Their Reasons for Being; Historical Search for Origins; Louis I. Kahn; by Stanford Anderson; ph. ill.; bibl.; p.10-21; Sept 95; JAE
The New Congress, Budget Cuts; Effect on Architecture; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph.; p.28-29; Feb 95; AR
Trials of Pursuing Public Work; Survey of Projects; ph. m. ill. axon.; p.57-61, 106; Feb 95; PA
US Molecular Sciences Laboratory; Washington, Richland; Zimmer, Gunsch & Frasca; ph. pl. iso.; p.128-129; Apr 95; A
Village Hall, Includes Police Station; Illinois, Lincolnshire; Nagle & Hartray; ph. pl.; p.90-93; June 95; AR
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HISTORICAL, MUSEUM, UNIVERSITY also

GRAPHICS
California, Culver City; Street Planning and Graphics; Sussman & Prejza; ill. ph.; p.46-47; Feb 95; INT
California, Cupertino; Training Facility; Signage, Apple Campus; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.34-35; Feb 95; INT
Corporate Identity, Southern California Gas Company; California, Los Angeles; Sussman & Prejza; ill. ph.; p.48-49; Feb 95; INT
Excellence in Communications, Competition Winners; Brochures, Letterhead, Magazine, Conference Materials; ph.; p.69-78; July 95; LA

GRAPHICS (Cont'd)
Firm Profile, Graphics for '96 Olympics; Copeland & Hirtler, by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.86-87; Nov 95; INT
INTERIOR DESIGN'S Creative Director Retires; Alberto Paolo Gravasci; ph.; p.40; Apr 95; ID
Marketing Awards; Survey of Winners and Sales Features; ph. pl.; p.82-95; May 95; B
Multi-Disciplinary Design; Firm's Work; Sussman & Prejza; by Beverly Russell, m. ph. ill.; p.23-53; Feb 95; INT
New Information-Management and Communication Tools; Multi-Media Presentations; by Timothy P. Johnson; ill. ph. bibl.; p.26-31; Sept 95; LA
New Jersey, Newark; Performing Arts Center; Barton Myers; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.42-45; Feb 95; INT
Outdoor Graphic Materials; Examples, Comparative Tables; by Kim Sorvig; ph. bibl.; p.26-31; July 95; LA
Retail Project Graphics; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.50-51; Feb 95; INT
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING, COMPUTER, Specific Building Type also

Greece
Rhodes; History Museum from Monastery Ruins; Lapenna & Torres; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89; May 95; PA

Handicapped Design
ADA Regulations: Not Barrier-Free; by Katherine Kai-sun Chia; ph. pl.; p.32-33, 113; Apr 95; AR
California, Downey; Center for Neurological Trauma Victims; ADA Doesn't Guarantee Access for All; Experiences of Designer; Life Designs; by Karin Tellow; ill.; p.76, 80; Oct 95; INT
Massachusetts; Chestnut Hills, Residence; House for Child with Cerebral Palsy; Hardaway Associates; ph. pl.; p.32; Apr 95; AR
New Dimensions for Washroom, ADA Standards; by Gilbert J. Pesavento, Jr.; ph. elev.; p.39-42; Oct 95; TCS
Seating for Assembly Spaces; Designing Accessible Seating; by Kim A. Beasley and Thomas D. Davies, Jr.; dia.; p.92-93; Apr 95; PA
Tennessee, Franklin; Healing Garden for Disabled; David Dumont, Jr.; by Molly Dannenmaier; ph. bibl.; p.56-60; Jan 95; LA
Universal Design for Kitchens; ph. pl.; p.170; Sept 95; INT
Universal Design for Bathrooms; by Kim A. Beasley and Thomas D. Davies, Jr.; dia. det.; p.102-103; Aug 95; PA

H

Handicapped Design

H

Mountain Village; Church and School Building; Peter Griva; axon. pl.; p.26; Jan 95; PA
**HARDWARE**

Delayed-Exit Door Devices; Stops Back-Door Thefts; by John Diedam; ph.; p.43-45; Feb 95; TCS

Door Closers, Review of; by Jeff Fenwick, pl. iso. ph.; p.38-46; Feb 95; TCS

Door Hardware Specifying; by Weldon W. Nash, Jr.; ph. table, biblio.; p.53-58; Nov 95; TCS

Effect of Air Corrosion on Hardware; p.12-14; July/Aug 95; CB

Fire Exit Devices for Fire Doors; by Patrick R. Olmstead; elev. ph.; p.60-65; Oct 95; TCS

Hotel Electronic Locking Security; by Jack Johnson. Sr.; p.63-64; Oct 95; TCS

Panic and Fire Rated Exit Devices; by Ashley R. Rolfe; det. tables; p.70-76; Aug 95; TCS

Restaurant Door Hardware; by Patrick R. Olmstead; ph.; p.63-64; Apr 95; TCS

Specifying Ferrous Castings; Malleable Versus Ductile Iron; by John Campbell; ph tables; p.46-51; Mar 95; TCS

Stadium Door Hardware; by John Dalrymple; ph.; p.44-53; Mar 95; TCS

**HAWAII**

Big Island of Hawaii; Residence, Interiors; Charles Jacobsen, ph. pi; p.136-139; Apr 95; ID

Honolulu; Botanic Garden, New Master Plan; Melvin Lau and Romaine Kesecker, ph.. p.20; Aug 95; LA

Honolulu; Downtown Development Plan; ELS/Eibasani & Logan, pl.; p.51; Jan 95; PA

Honolulu; Residential Development, Affordable Housing, Ewa Villages Master Plan; R. M. Towill, ph.; p.72; Dec 95; B

Honolulu; Theater, Punahou School, Renovated; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and CJS Group. Original Design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, by Jean Gorman; ph pi p 44-47; Apr 95, INT

Oahu, Ewa; Residential Development; Iwalani, Parade of Homes Winner, MV & P and James Tsugawa. ph pi , p 172, Oct 95, B

Waipahu; Museum of Re-created Rice Plantation: AIA Honor Award; Spencer & Mason. ph.; p 119, May 95, A

**HAZARDS**

Carbon Monoxide Detectors; p.18-20; May/June 95, CB

Electro-Magnetic Fields; by Matthew Power; p.96-98; May/June 95, CB

Evaluating Brick Wall Failure Under Wind Load; by David H. Nicastro and Nar Sripadaanna; ph.; p.27; Jan 95; TCS

Floods, Earthquakes, Hurricanes and Other Natural Hazards; Design for Mitigation Study; by Spencer W. Havlick; ph.; p.37-39, July 95, LA

Laminated Glass Survives High Explosive Test Blast; Washington Report on Bomb Attack Security; ph.; p.8,10-12-13; Dec 95; TCS

Lightning-Proof Construction; by Matthew Power; p.78; Jan/Feb 95, CB

Man-Made Fibers Hazards, Debate; by Nadav Malin, p.49-49; June 95, TCS

New Radon Code; Ill.; p.10-11; Mar/Apr 95, CB

Radon Hazards Re-Examined; p.48; Mar 95; B

Safety Lesson from Oklahoma City: Potential for Glass Damage; by Tom Harpole, ph.; p.65-66; June 95; PA

Wales, Trawsfynydd: Dismantling a Nuclear Electric Power Station; SITE Environmental Design, ill.; p.62; July 95; A

See FIRE PROTECTION, POLLUTION, STRUCTURAL also

**HEALTH CARE**

Health Care Development; Facilities Development; by Lee A. Warnick; ph.; p.52-S; Feb/Suppl 95; ID

See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION also

**HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING**

Arizona, Phoenix; Central Library, Structural System, Sun Screens, Mechanical Systems; Bruder DWL. ph. pl. sec. det. iso.; p.56-65, 107-113; Oct 95; A

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Library Square, Concrete Structure, Mechanical System; Critique, Moshe Safdie; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.72-79, 101-105; Oct 95; A

Do Lighting Upgrades Always Reduce HVAC Costs?; by Lindsay Audin; dia.; p.10-11, Aug/Suppl 95; AR

England, Leicester; School of Engineering and Manufacture, DeMontfort University; Energy Efficient, Ventilation Details; Short & Ford; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.88-97, 168, July 95, A

Gas Cooling Equipment; Changes Due to Environmental Concerns; Retrofitting, Heat Pumps, by Jerome A. Long; table, ph. sec.; p.52-61, June 95; TCS

Ground Source Heat Pumps; ph. ill. tables; p.335-340; Jan 95, B

HVAC and The Custom House; by John D. Wagner; ph.; p.74-76; Jan/Feb 95; CB

HVAC, Energy Efficiency and High Indoor Air Quality; by Evans J. Lizardos; table, dia. elev.; p.43-58; Oct 95; TCS

Heating Sunday River Ski Lodge; Maine, Sunday River; by Liz Lipton; ph.; p.52-55; Oct 95; TCS

Indoor Air Quality and Product VOC Emissions; CSI Seminar; ph.; p.76-84; Nov 95; TCS

Indoor Air Quality and Product VOC Emissions; CSI Symposium; ph. chart; p.66-74; Oct 95; TCS

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Independence Hall, Controversy over Updating Mechanical Systems; Vitetta Group, by Mubarak S. Dahir; ph pi det., p.36-37, Feb 95; AR

Radiant Floor Heating; by Eric Mingo; ph.; p.58-59; June 95, TCS

Radiant Heat Flooring; by Eric Mingo; ph.; p.58-59; June 95, TCS

Residential Development; Avoid Cold Rooms; by Arthur N. Johnson, ph. pi iso., p.206; May 95; B

Snow Melting Radiant Heating Sidewalk System; by Charles Wardell; ph. dia. sec.; p.80-82; Nov/Dec 95, CB
HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING (Cont'd)

Survey of Projects with Energy-Conserving Building Envelope; Regulates Light and Ventilation; Mechanical Engineers Assess Integrated Design; by Mary Pechinski; ph. pl. m. dia. sec.; p.70-85; Oct 95; AR
See ENERGY, SOLAR also

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Historic Commercial Building Remodeling Opportunities; by Peter Slatin; ph. m. ill.; p.30-35; Feb 95; AR
Historic Landscape Initiative of National Park Service; Their Publications; ASLA Winner of Excellence; ph.; p.42-43; Nov 95; LA
Hurricane Andrew Effects Rural Preservation; Florida, Dade County; Redland Plan; Margot Ammidown et al.; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p.46-48; Apr 95; LA
Imhotep Stone, The Duplicity; Egypt; ---; by M. P. T. Linzey; ph. biblio.; p.260-267; May 95; JAE
Independence Hall; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Controversy over Updating Mechanical Systems; Vitetta Group; by Mubarak S. Dahir; ph. pl. det.; p.36-37; Feb 95; AR
Mies Interior and Neo-Classical Buildings Being Razed; Illinois, Chicago; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph.; p.39; Apr 95; PA
Missouri, St. Louis; Historic Blocks to Be Razed, Protest; ph. pl.; p.47; Nov 95; A
Multi-Media Documentation and Analysis of Farnsworth House; 1951 Building, Original Design by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ill.; p.58-59; Nov 95; PA
Office Building Renovation; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-107; Oct 95; AR
Preservation Needs Better Architecture; Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch; ph.; p.15; Nov 95; A
Preserving 20th Century Landmarks; by Theodore Prudon; ph.; p.66-67; Feb 95; AR
Public Institutions; Kahn's Search for Their Reasons for Being; Historical Search for Origins; Louis I. Kahn; by Stanford Anderson; ph. ill. biblio.; p.10-21; Sept 95; JAE
Repairing Historic Windows; Recommendations, Case Studies; det. sec. ph. tables; p.151-157; Nov 95; A
Rural Reliquaries; Prototype Study; Visionary Winner; Policy to Retain Traditional Farmhouses and Sites; Mira Engler; pl.; p.54; Dec 95; LA
Survey of London Firm's Historic Preservation Work; Troughton & McAslan; by Ziva Freiman; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-85; Sept 95; PA
Virginia, Charlottesville; Monticello's Dumb Waiters; On the Design and Workings of Monticello; Thomas Jefferson; by Alice Gray Read; pl. iso. dia. biblio. ill.; p.168-175; Feb 95; JAE
See MUSEUM, Specific Building Type also

HONG KONG

Kwoloon; Peninsula Hotel, Interiors; Renovation and Addition; Richmond International and Alison Henry; ph.; p.100-107; Oct 95; ID
Kwoloon; Restaurant, Felix; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.105-107; Oct 95; ID
Multi-Use Building; Terry Farrell; sec. elev.; p.56; June 95; PA
Sports Stadium; AIA Honor Award; HOK Sports; ph. sec.; p.127; May 95; A
HOSPITAL

Health Care Facilities Design Trends; by Michael Bobrow and Julia Thomas; pl. axon.; p.43-44; Sept 95; PA

Italy, Rome; Three Gardens for Regina Margherita Hospital/Church; Healing Garden; Visionary Winner; Leslie Ryan; ill. ph.; p.57; Dec 95; LA

Restorative Landscapes; ph.; p.128, Jan 95; LA

CHILDREN’S

California, San Diego; Playful Design of Landscape; NBBJ; Landscape Design by KTU & A; ph.; p.72-75; Jan 95; LA

Tennessee, Memphis; Interiors; HKS and J. Wise Smith; Interior Design by Judy Hall; by Karin Tetlow; ph.; p.70-75, Nov 95, INT

Tennessee, Memphis; Three Gardens for Regina Margherita Health Care Facilities Design Trends; by Michael

GENERAL

Healthcare Facilities; Building Types Study; Are Big Hospitals Dinosaurs?; ph. pl. m. table; p.98-109; Nov 95; AR

Indiana, Columbus; Columbus Regional Hospital; Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p.100-103; Nov 95; AR

Massachusetts, Lowell; Pediatric Unit; TRO/The Ritchie Organization; by Karin Tetlow; ph.; p.82-85; Apr 95; INT

Mexico, Coahuila, Torreon; Women’s Hospital; Henningsson, Durham & Richardson; by Karin Tetlow; ph.; p.94-99; May 95; INT

New Mexico, Shiprock; Comprehensive Care Facility for Navajos and Utes; ADP Fluor Daniel; ph.; p.106-109; Nov 95; AR

New York, New York; AIDS Care Center; Tony Mallen; ph.; p.42, 46; Sept 95; ID

New York, New York; Intensive Care Unit, Mount Sinai; INTERIORS Award; Architecture + Furniture; ph.; p.90-91, Jan 95; INT

Washington, Seattle; Pacific Medical Center Tower; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph.; p.104-105; Nov 95; AR

REHABILITATION CENTER

Tennessee, Knoxville; Therapeutic Garden; Rehabilitation Center; Barber & McMurry; Landscape Design by Michael Versen; ph.; p.64-67; Jan 95; LA

Texas, Texarkana; Healing Landscape Design; Watkins, Carter & Hamilton; Landscape Design by James Burnett; ph. pl. ill.; p.69-71; Jan 95; LA

SPECIAL

Center for Neurological Trauma Victims; California, Downey; ADA Doesn’t Guarantee Access for All; Experiences of Designer; Life Designs; by Karl Tettow; ill.; p.76, 80; Oct 95; INT

Coronary Care; Nebraska, Lincoln; Bryan Memorial Hospital; Davis Designs; Interior Design by Life Designs; by Karl Tettow; ph.; p.46-51; July 95; INT

Maine, Falmouth; Gardens for Alzheimer’s Patients; Sedgewood Commons; Stevens. Morton, Rose & Thompson; Landscape Design by Studio L.A.; ph.; p.76-79, Jan 95, LA

New York, New York; AIDS Treatment Center; Rivington House; Perkins & Will and Davis & Brody; by Karl Tettow; ph.; p.60-63, Oct 95; INT

New York, New York; Bone Marrow Transplant Unit; Architecture + Furniture; ph. pl. axon.; p.S10-S11; Feb/Suppl 95; ID

HOSPITAL (Cont’d)

See CLINIC, HEALTH CARE, UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER also

HOTEL

Acoustic Ceilings, Selecting for Various Hotel Spaces; by Lisa N. Bucklin; ph.; p.25-32; Oct 95; TCS

Bali, Jimbaran Bay; Four Seasons Resort, Grounds & Kent; Interior Design by Dale Keller; ph.; p.84-89; June 95; ID

California, Beverly Hills; Beverly Hills Hotel Renovation, Interiors; Genser Associates; Interior Design by Hirsch & Redner; ph.; p.84-91; Oct 95; ID

California, San Francisco; Hyatt Regency; Lighting; ELS/Eibasani & Logan; Lighting Design by S. Leonard Auerbach; ph. elev.; p.26-29; Feb/Suppl 95; AR

China, Hainan; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Resort Condominium and Hotel Complex; HLW; pl. ill.; elev.; p.51; Mar 95; PA

Colorado, Telluride; The Peaks; Pelliccione & Olson; Interior Design by James Northcutt; ph. pl.; p.60-83; Feb 95; ID

Costa Rica, San Jose; Camino Real; Ernesto Moran; Interior Design by Wilson Associates; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-57; Nov 95; INT

Florida, Miami Beach; Delano Hotel, Renovation; Philippe Stark; ph. pl.; p.30; Dec 95; PA

Florida, Miami Beach; The Delano, Interiors, Renovation; Philippe Stark and Ian Schrager Design Staff; ph.; p.92-99; Oct 95; ID

Hong Kong, Kowloon; Peninsula Hotel, Interiors, Renovation and Addition; Richmond International and Alison Henry; ph.; p.100-107; Oct 95; ID

Hotel Arts Complex; Spain, Barcelona; Skydine, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by Total Concept; ph.; p.74-79; Feb 95; ID

Hotel Electronic Locking Security; by Jack Johnson; Sr.; p.63-64, Oct 95; TCS

Japan, Yokohama; Interiors, Restaurant, Presidential Suite, Wilson Associates; ph.; p.94-99, Feb 95; ID

Kempinski Hotel; Germany, Munich; Glass Atrium; Structural Details; Murphy & Jahn; ph. sec. det.; p.36, 40-43; June 95; AR

Luxury Retreat; Texas, Shafter, Cibolo Creek Ranch, AIA Honor Award; Ford, Powell & Carson; ph.; p.124; May 95; A

Michigan, Kalamazoo; Holistic Health Center; Felzer Institute Retreat House; Harley & Ellington; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.54-59, Oct 95; INT

New York, New York; Shoreham, Renovation; Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg; ph.; p.76-79; June 95; INT

Niche Hotels for Special Markets; Luxury, Limited-Service, Extended Stay, Entertainment Hotels; by Dave Mashburn; ph.; p.20-24; Oct 95; TCS

Saudi Arabia, Jedda; Citadel; FTL; ill. axon.; p.66; Mar 95; INT

Seventy-Five Largest Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms; Analysis of Firms; tables, charts; p.49-82, Oct 95; ID

Taiwan, Taichung; Office Building; High Rise; Hotel-Office Tower; Koh, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl.; p.28, Jan 95; PA
HOTEL (Cont'd)

Times Square; New York, New York; Architectonica; m. sec.; p.15; June 95; AR
Virgin Islands, St. John; Sustainable Resort with Waste Materials, Solar and Wind Power; Wank, Adams & Slavin; ph. dia.; p.20; Apr 95; PA
See RECREATION, SHELTER also

HOUSING

Bay Area Architects Campaign to Increase Affordable Housing; in Marquis Tradition; Obituary, Robert Marquis; by Lynne Credighton; ph.; p.53-54; Feb 95; PA
Habitat for Humanity; Review of Housing Projects for Low-Income; ph. pl. ill.; p.133-139; Apr 95; A
Hybrid Housing, In Which Residents Live and Work; Research Study, by Sherry Ahrentzen; pl.; p.80; Feb 95; PA
Low-Income Housing; Nonprofits, Architect's Role; Examples; by Charles Buki; ph. pl. ill.; p.30-35; Jan 95; AR

Maryland, Baltimore; Public Housing Redevelopment; CHK; pl. p.52; Jan 95; PA
Multi-Family Housing; Building Types Study; Reshaping Housing Needs; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-93; Jan 95; AR
Reinventing HUD; Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch; p.15; Feb 95; A
See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SHELTER, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

HUNGARY

Budapest; Addition, Insurance Company Headquar ters, National Netherlands and IGN; Erick Van Egeraat and Savany Partners; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-73, 168; Nov 95; A
Budapest; Bank; Remodeled Apartment House; Selected Details of Glass Roof; Erick Van Egeraat; ph. pl. sec. sel. det.; p.100-101, 131; June 95; PA

IDAHO

Ketchum; Residence; Custom Home Award, Mack Associates; ph. pl.; p.32-37; Spring 95; CB
Ketchum; Residential Development, Residence, Wright, Bryant & Johnson; ph.; p.58-61; May/June 95; CB

ILLINOIS

Aurora; Restaurant, Hollywood Casino; Jordan Mozer; ph. pl.; p.80; Sept 95; INT
Barrington; Library; Addition; Ross Barney & Jankowski; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; June 95, AR
Chicago; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Nage & Hartray; ph.; pl.; p.84; Jan 95, AR
Chicago; Arts Club, Rebuilt; Critique, Vinci & Hamp; pl. pers.; p.30-31; Nov 95; A
Chicago; Branch Library, Ross Barney & Jankowski; ph.; pl.; p.92-95; May 95; A

ILLINOIS (Cont’d)

Chicago; Ceiling and Other Products Showroom, USG's Solutions Center; USG; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.22-23; Sept 95; INT
Chicago; Center for Spine, Sports and Occupational Rehabilitation, INTERIORS Award, Eva Maddox; ill. ph. pl.; p.92-93; Jan 95; INT
Chicago; Chair Showroom, Keilhauer Industries; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. axon.; p.96-97; Jan 95; ID
Chicago; Exhibit of Architect's Work; Bruce Goff; ph.; p.24; Aug 95; A
Chicago; Exhibition of Architect's Work; Bruce Goff; ph. ill.; p.45-48; Aug 95; PA
Chicago; Furniture Showroom, LUI; Blutter & Shift; ph. pl.; p.126; 130; Jan 95; INT
Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Meridian; Babula & Stamm; ph. pl.; p.106-109; Jan 95; ID
Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Stow Davis; Perkins & Will; ph.; p.36-37; Jan 95; INT
Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Tuohy, Brian Kane; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.12-13; Dec 95; INT
Chicago; Interiors, Apartment, Carpenter & Grodzins; ph.; pl.; p.92-95; Mar 95; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Apartment; DuBay & Maire; ph. pl.; p.146-149; Apr 95; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Apartment, Valeno, Dewalt & Train; ph. pl. axon.; p.104-109; Sept 95; AR
Chicago; Interiors; Corporation Headquarters, Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.122-127; Mar 95; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Designer's Loft Apartment with Workshop and Exhibit Space, Neil Frankel; ph.; pl.; p.82-85; Nov 95; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Financial Trading Firm's Offices; Frontier Risk Management; Environments Group; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Nov 95; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Law Offices, Mekus & Johnson; ph.; pl.; p.134-139; May 95; ID
Chicago; Interiors, United Way Offices; Environments Group; ph. pl.; p.110-113; Feb 95; ID
Chicago; Lobby; Sears Tower Lobby Remodeled; Lighting, De Stefano Partners; Lighting Design by David Mintz; ph. pl.; p.22-25, Aug Suppl 95; AR
Chicago; Men's Clothing Store, Paul Stuart, Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph.; pl.; p.78-81; Nov 95; ID
Chicago; Mies Interior and Neo-Classical Buildings Being Razed; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph.; p.39; Apr 95; PA
Chicago; Museum Gift Shop, Art Institute; Remodeled, Powell & Kleinschmidt; by MJ Madigan; ph.; pl.; p.68-71; Dec 95; INT
Chicago; Museum of Contemporary Art, Josef Paul Kleihues; ph. pl.; p.30; Dec 95; PA
Chicago; Residence, Narrow Lot; Braminstit & Lynch; det. ph. pl.; p.129-131; Feb 95; A
Chicago; Residence, Small Lot; Frederick Phillips; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Apr 95; AR
Chicago; Take Flight Exhibit, Museum of Science and Industry; Lighting Design, Ross Barney & Jankowski; Lighting Design by White Light Design; ph.; p.28-31; Nov Suppl 95; AR
Crete; Kitchen, Rechter Builders; ph. pl.; p.97; Mar 95; B
Elmhurst; Art Museum, Incorporating Mies House; De Stefano Partners; Original Design by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. pl.; p.20; Apr 95; PA
Evanston; City Library, Wall Section Isometric; Joseph Powell; ph. pl.; p.96-99, 200; May 95; A
ILLINOIS (Cont’d)

Evanston; Market Loggia Structure; Thomas Norman Rajkovich; m. det.; p.83; Sept 95; INT

Grayslake; Residential Development; Prairie Crossing, Model Suburb; Peter Walker and William Johnson et al., by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p.56-59; Aug 95; LA

Gurnee; Residential Development; Residence; Ely- sian Fields; Basslerian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.178; Jan 95; B

Hoffman Estates; Ameritech Diagnostic Center; Gumee; Residential Development. Residence, Ely-

Melrose Park; Interiors; Printing/Packaging Firm’s

Lincolnshire; Village Hall, Includes Police Station; Mark Hampshire; Residence; Custom Home Award;

Plainfield; Residential Development; Residence;

Phillips & Swager

Peoria; Travel Agent Offices; by

Schaumburg; Motorola Customers Center for System Integration; Factory Remodeled, Holabird & Root; ph. iso.; p.88-89; Aug 95; AR

Skokie; Office Building; Interiors; U.S. Robotics; Remodeled; Valero, Dewalt & Train; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-101; Feb 95; AR

Skokie; School; High; Science Wing; O’Donnell, Wicklund & Pigorzi and Peterson Architects; ph. pl.; p.28; Oct 95; PA

Tinley Park; Townhouse; Bristol Park; Bloom & Fiorino; ph. pl.; p.84; Feb 95; B

Urbana-Champaign; Architecture Building, University of Illinois; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.31; Dec 95; PA

INDIA

Ahmadabad; Indian Institute of Management; Courtyard Oriented; Louis I. Kahn, by Kathleen James; pers. ph. pl. axon. biblio.; p.38-49, Sept 95; JAE

INDIANA

Bloomington; Chemistry Building, Indiana University; Remodeled and Expanded; Harley, Ellington, Pierce & Yee; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Feb 95; AR

Columbus; Columbus Regional Hospital; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Nov 95; AR

Columbus; Mill Race Park Structures; Tower, Shelters, Restrooms, Pavilions, Arbor, Boat House; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Aug 95, A

INDIANA (Cont’d)

Fishers; Residential Development; Residence; Heritage Meadows; B3 Architects; ph. pl.; p.238-239; Jan 95; B

Indianapolis; Residential Development; Residence; Spring Mill; Gary Weaver; ph. pl.; p.64; July 95; B

South Bend; Scottsdale Mall Lighting. SDI HTI, Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder; ph.; p.30-31; Feb/Sep 95; AR

INDONESIA

Jakarta; Rail Terminal Complex; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl.; p.34; Dec 95; PA

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; Interiors; Corporate Offices and Plant, Keilhauer; B&H and Michael Vanderbyl; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.46-51; Dec 95; INT

Cosmetics Factory; France, Aulnay-sous-Bois; Valode & Piste; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Aug 95; AR

Furniture Factory; Germany. Bad Munder; Wall System Saves Energy, Permits Natural Ventilation and Angle Light; Thomas Herzog and Haag, v. Ohlen & Ruffer; ph. sec.; p.82-83; Oct 95; AR

Industrial Facilities; Building Types Study, Manufacturing Design in a Post-Industrial Age; ph. pl. iso. sec. table; p.68-93; Aug 95; AR

Manufacturing Cough Drop Building; Herzog & de Meuron; ph. pl.; p.88-89; May 95; AR

Motorola Customers Center for System Integration; Illinois, Schaumburg; Factory Remodeled; Holabird & Root; ph. iso.; p.88-89; Aug 95; AR

Plastics Factory; Wisconsin, Menomonee; James & Snow; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Nov 95; PA

Plastics Factory; Wisconsin, New Richmond; James & Snow; by Philip Langdon; ph. pl.; p.50-52; Nov 95; PA

Plastics Factory; Wisconsin, River Falls; James & Snow; ph. pl.; p.52-53, 56; Nov 95; PA

Prototype Forest Works Depot; Switzerland, Turbenthal; Burkhalter & Sumi; ph. pl. elev.; p.92, 96-97, 100; Feb 95; PA

See UTILITY FACILITY also

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Product Design Translated to Architecture; p 28-29; Mar 95; AR

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See PREFABRICATION

INFORMATION SYSTEM

Information Managers; Managing Computer Resources; Survey of Managers Experiences; ph. dia.: p.179-183; May 95; A

Information Networks; New On-Line Services; ph. ill.; p.121-125; Jan 95, A
INFORMATION SYSTEM (Cont'd)
Information Superhighway's Urban Dangers; by Ezra Ehrenkrantz; ph.; p.51-55; May 95; ID
Integrated Information Model; Overall Classification System for the Construction Industry; by Charles A. Shrive; table, dia. biblio.; p.68-74; Nov 95; TCS
Korea, Seoul; Office Building; High Rise; Contains State-of-the-Art Information System; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. pl. iso.; p.125; Apr 95; A
Media Technology and Urban Fortress; Growing Problems of Cities, by Udo Greinacher; ph. biblio.; p.176-184; Feb 95; JAE
See COMPUTER also

INSULATION
Building Enclosure System Vapor Barriers; Problems; by Thomas F. O'Connor and Paul G. Johnson; ph. det. biblio.; p.86-89; Dec 95; PA
Exterior Insulation Finish System; Recent Developments and Concerns; by Robert Thomas, Jr.; ph. det.; p.18-28; Feb 95; TCS
Insulation Products; ph.; p.76-89; May/June 95; CB
Insulation, Foamglas; Environmental Balance; chart; p.68-69; June 95; TCS
Reflective Bubble-Pack Insulation; by Arthur W. Johnson; sec. det.; p.174; Sept 95; B
Specifying Premium Class PB EIFS; by William F. Egan; ph.; p.21-22; Feb 95; TCS
Thermal Insulation; Environmental Impacts and Life Cycle Costs; ph. tables, charts; p.64-69; June 95; TCS
Thermal Insulation; Review of Types; by Heshmat O. Laaly; ph.; p.66-74; Mar 95; TCS
See WALL also

INSURANCE
See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
Broadening Interior Design Education; by Beth Harmon-Vaughan; ph.; p.38; May 95; INT
Design Firm's Education Program; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.30, 32, Apr 95; INT
Early Design Education; Worldesign Foundation; by Donald M. Rorke; ph.; p.26; Apr 95; INT
Survey of Schools of Interior Design; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p.88-91; Aug 95; ID
World Design Foundation's Work with Design-Learning; by Donald M. Rorke; ph.; p.26, Apr 95; INT

INTERIOR DESIGN
ASID Competition Winners; ph.; p.150-157; Apr 95; ID
Adding a New Owner of Design Firm, Agreements; Checklist; by Carol J. Patterson; p.24; Aug 95; ID
Aesthetics of Freedom; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.10-15; Jan 95; INT
Black Design; Organization of Black Designers; ph.; p.32, 36; Nov 95; ID

INTERIOR DESIGN (Cont'd)
Design Finder, Software with Designer Data Base; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p.38, 101; Sept 95; ID
Design Firm's Experiences After Office Fire; Be Prepared; Deborah Meyer; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.76-77; July 95; INT
Design Practice in Southeast Asia; Firm's Experience; Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk; ph. ill.; p.40, 141; June 95; ID
Designer of the Year; Her Career, Firm and Work; Debra Lehman-Smith; by Beverly Russell; m. axon. ph. pl.; p.43-75; Jan 95; INT
Designer's 1985 Hypotheses; Interview with Ronald Veitch; Which are True in 1995; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p.50, 111; Dec 95; ID
Designers' Loves and Hates; ph.; p.38-42; Dec 95; ID
Elements of '95; Acrylics, Eastern Influences; Alternative Offices, Ateliers, Mosaic Tiles; ph.; p.18-34; Dec 95; ID
Firm Profile; SPACE; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.28, 33; Dec 95; INT
Forty Under 40; Pre-eminent Architects and Designers; by Beverly Russell; ill. det. ph. pl. m. axon. sec.; p.50-91; Sept 95; INT
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Career and Work; Bunny Williams; ph.; p.S16-S17; Dec 95; ID
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Career and Work; Debra Lehman-Smith; ph.; p.S12-S13; Dec 95; ID
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Career and Work; Rose Tarlow; ph.; p.S14-S15; Dec 95; ID
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Career and Work; Franklin D. Israel; ph.; p.S10-S11; Dec 95; ID
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Career and Work; Gene Moore; ph.; p.S18; Dec 95; ID
IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Competition Winners; ph. pl.; p.97-113; Nov 95; ID
Independent Designers Pool Resources; Design Group South; p.46; May 95; ID
Interior Designer's Work; Benjamin Nortiega-Ortiz; ph.; p.34; July 95; ID
Interior Designers Getting Paid Their Worth; by Gary R. Volz; ph.; p.34; Dec 95; INT
Interiors Awards; ill. ph. pl.; p.84-119; Jan 95; INT
Interiors Issue; ph. pl. axon. sec. det.; p.73-113; Sept 95; AR
International Marketing; Experiences of Phillips Johnson and Lu & Lewis Firms; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.101; Sept 95; INT
Interview with Designer; His Career, Morris Lapidus; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p.34, 36; Apr 95; ID
Interview with Interior Designer; Sarah Tomerin Lee; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p.48-50; June 95; ID
Laws That Affect Interior Design Practice; by Janet Schirm, p.99, Sept 95; INT
Multi-Disciplinary Design; Firm's Work; Sussman & Prejza; by Beverly Russell; m. ph. ill.; p.23-53; Feb 95; INT
New York Designers Share Resources, Brainstorm Problems; by Karen Tettlow; ph.; p.92; June 95; INT
On-Line Services for Interior Designers; p.44, 68-67; Oct 95; ID
INTERIOR DESIGN (Cont’d)

One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Practice Analysis; chart, tables; p.29-48; Jan 95; ID

Prominent Designers Start Own Business; Disrudd Associates and GKV, by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.22-26; May 95; ID

Published Interiors Not About Users; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.82; July 95; INT

Second 100 Largest Interior Design Firms; Analysis of Their Practice; ill. tables, charts; p.41-54; July 95, ID

Seventy-Five Largest Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms; Analysis of Firms, tables, charts, p.49-62; Oct 95; ID

Thinking Like a Decorator Pays Off in Designing Interiors; Review of Architect-Designed Interiors; ph.; p.90-93; Sept 95; AR

See ARCHITECTURE, LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, Specific Building Type also

INTERIORS PUBLICATION

INTERIORS Magazine, Review of 1945 Issue; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p.16-17, Nov 95; INT

IOWA

Cedar Falls; Center for Energy and Environmental Education; University of Northern Iowa; Wells. Woodburn & O’Neil, ph. pl.; p.98-103; July 95; A

Des Moines; Gateway Green, Urban Linear Park; Agrest & Gandelsonas and Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; ill. pl.; p.34-35; Aug 95; A

ISRAEL

Jerusalem; AA; City Hall, A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmitt, ph. pl.; p.38; May 95; PA

Tel Aviv; International Style Conference, Report; by Richard Ingersoll; p.268-270; May 95; JAE

Tel Aviv; Performing Arts Center Foyer; Ron Arad and Alison Brooks, ph. sec.; p.110-113; Sept 95; AR

ITALY

Carrara; Carrara Marble: History and Quarry Techniques; by Michael J. Crosebie, ph.; p.55-56; May 95; PA

Rome; Three Gardens for Regina Margherita Hospital/Church; Healing Garden; Visionary Winner; Leslie Ryan; ill. ph. pl.; p.57; Dec 95; LA

Tuscany; Residence, Casa Ce, Sottsass Associati; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Apr 95; AR

JAPAN

Aira; Concert Hall, Kirishima International, Maki Associates; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.118-123; Sept 95; A

Kobe; Community Center, Competition Entries; Donald Carlson, pl. elev. axon.; p.26-27; July 95; A

Kobe; Earthquake; AIA Supports City’s Recovery; ph.; p.30-33; May 95; A

Kobe; Mid-Sized Buildings, Houses Are Main Victims of Quake, by Christopher Arnold; ph.; p.17; Mar 95; AR

Osaka Prefecture; History Museum, Chikatsu-Akusa; Tadao Ando, ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.72-77; Nov 95; AR

Osaka; Asia and Pacific Trade Center, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Studios; ph. sec.; p.104-105; Nov 95; ID

Osaka; International Airport, Kansai; Structural Analysis; Renzo Piano; Structural Design by Ove Arup; axon. ph. pl. m. sec. dia.; p.84-93, 95-103; Jan 95; A

Osaka; Museum for Contemporary and Performance Art; Suntoy; Tadao Ando, ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89; Sept 95; A

Osaka; Terminal, Kansai International Airport; Mile Long on New Island; Renzo Piano; by Richard D. Rush; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; Apr 95; PA

Tohoku; Historical Museum, Asian and Yasui Hideo; ph.; p.64; Sept 95; INT

Tokyo; Food Store, Poloroca; Sussman & Prejza; m. ph.; p.53; Feb 95; INT

Tokyo; Stadium, Competition Winner; Ellerbe & Becket; m. elev. sec.; p.26; Sept 95; PA

Tokyo; Tokyo International Forum, Theater, Conference Center and Exhibition Complex; Rafael Vinoly; by John Norris Dixon; ph. pl. m. sec. dia.; p.68-77; Sept 95; PA

Yukohama; Interiors, Restaurant, Presidential Suite; Wilson Associates; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Feb 95; ID

Yukohama; International Port Terminal; Winning Design; Foreign Office Architects; ph. m. ill.; p.43; Sept 95; A

Yukohama; Ship Terminal, Greg Lynn, ph. pl.; p.77; Sept 95; INT

KANSAS

Olathe; Residential Development; Residence; Bickford Company; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl.; p.89-91; Nov 95; B

KENTUCKY

Bowling Green; National Corvette Museum; Kenneth Neumann and Joel Smith; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Nov 95; AR

Todd’s Point; Residence; David M. Biagi; ph. sec.; p.57; Sept 95; INT

KITCHEN

California, Berkeley; Renovated Kitchen; Carpenter & Grodzins; ph.; p.124-125; Nov 95; ID

California, Los Angeles; Lomar & Case; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Mar 95; B

California, San Francisco Area; Cheng Design; ph.; p.148-149; Mar 95; ID

Cooktops, Ovens, Chef Ranges; ph.; p.60-70; July/Aug 95; CB
KITCHEN (Cont’d)

Custom Kitchens and Baths, Looking Ahead Toward 2000; ph.: p.57-59, Nov/Dec 95; CB

European Kitchen Fixtures; ph.: p.44-45; July/Aug 95; CB

Flawless Kitchen Design; Checklist, by Rick Schwolsky; ph.: p.147-150, Mar 95; B

Florida, Palm Harbor; Buttnich Design, ph.: p.94; Mar 95; B

Florida, Sarasota, Near; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster, ph.: p.67, Dec 95; B

Florida, Sunset Beach; Kitchen and Bathroom; Sandra Chancey, ph.: p.152-155, Mar 95; ID

Florida, University Park; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster, ph.: p.99, Mar 95; B

Hot Kitchen Design; by Melissa Herron; ph.: p.92-99, Mar 95; B

Illinois, Crete; Reichert Builders, ph.: p.110-111; July 95; ID

Missouri, Willow Lake; Designer’s Kitchen; Gould & Evans; ph.: p.120-121, Nov 95; ID

New Kitchen Countertops; ph.: p.16, July/Aug 95; CB

New York, New York; Kitchen and Bathroom, Studio Galdi; ph.: p.142-145, Mar 95; ID

New York, New York; Francis F. Rademacher; ph. biblio., p.108-109, July 95; B

Pennsylvania, Wayne; Ann Capron; ph.: p.98; Mar 95; B

Residential Development; Residence: Survey of Design Ideas; ph.: p.104-117, Aug 95; B

Show House Kitchen; Nancy Mullan, by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.: p.48; Nov 95; ID

South Dakota, Sioux Falls; Winkels Construction; ph.: p.96; Mar 95; B

Survey of Kitchens; Natural Materials; ph.: p.36-41, Apr 95; AR

Universal Design for Kitchens; ph.: p.170; Sept 95; B

Washington, Bellevue; Scott & Miller; ph.: p.92-93, Mar 95; B

Washington, Klahanie; Hackworth Architecture; ph.: p.110-111; Aug 95; B

KOREA

Seoul; Office Building; High Rise; Contains State-of-the-Art Information System; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. pl. iso.; p.125; Apr 95; A

LABORATORY

See RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Women’s Importance in Landscape Architecture Practice and Education; by Eleanor M. McPeck; ph.: p.42-45; May 95; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

Women’s Importance in Landscape Architecture Practice and Education; by Eleanor M. McPeck; ph.: p.42-45; May 95; LA

Women Accepting a Major Role in Landscape Architecture Design; by Catherine Howell; ill.; p.136; May 95; LA

Women Landscape Architects in Public-Sector Work; by Lee Fleming; ph.: p.46-49; May 95; LA

Women Landscape Architects, Profile of Their Work; pers. ph.: p.80-86; May 95; LA

Women’s Importance in Landscape Architecture Practice and Education; by Eleanor M. McPeck; ph.: p.42-45; May 95; LA

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, CIVIC CENTER, GARDEN, PLAZA, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN also
LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

Comparing Grass Pavers; Maintenance Factor; by David Nichols; ph.; p.26-27, May 95; LA

Computer Image, Changes in Technology; by James L. Sipes and Patrik Dylan; ill. resources; p.25-28, Mar 95, LA

Computing the Benefits of Trees; Quanti-Tree Software; by Tom Ash; chart; p. 136; Sept 95, LA

Does Landscaping Pay Off?; Residential Development; by Stephen M. Ervin; map; p.26-35, Apr 95, LA

Florida; Xeriscaping Landscaping Law, Analysis; by Georgia Tasker; ph.; p.54-57, July 95, LA

Global Positioning System, Revolutionary Land-Survey Method; Satellite Signals to Locate a Point on Earth; Many Other Uses; by Kim Sorvig; ph. biblio.; p.28-31, Dec 95; LA

Graywater for Residential Irrigation; iso det. biblio.; p.30-33, Jan 95; LA

Low Maintenance Landscapes; by Tom Ash; chart; p. 136; Sept 95, LA

More Intelligent Maps for Landscape Planning; Computer Mapping; Examples; by Stephen M. Ervin; ph. biblio. map; p.30-35, Apr 95; LA

New Approaches for Landscape Planning; Environmental Concerns; by David Hulse; ph.; p.54-56, Apr 95, LA

Ohio, Cleveland; Apartment Project Redesigned to Reduce Crime; Behnke Associates; ph.; p.51, Feb 95, LA

Outdoor Graphic Materials; Examples, Comparative Tables; by Kim Sorvig; ph. biblio.; p.26-31, July 95, LA

Passages, a Theory Linking the Building and the Landscape; by James Wines; ill. persp.; p.34-36, May 95, LA

Residential Development; Design to Save Trees; Two Builders Win Awards; by William A. Tanenbaum; p 16-17, 94; Nov 95; TCS

Design Awards, ASLA; Books, Workshop, Film, Handbook, Litigation; ph.; p.62-69, Nov 95; LA

Engineers' Group Accuses Architects of Restraining Trade; p.27, 159; July 95; AR

Exxon Spill, Legal Concerns; Exxon's Lawyer, Brian O'Neill; by Robert Green; ph.; p.55-56, May 95, TCS

Laws That Affect Interior Design Practice; by Janet Schirn; p.99; Sept 95, INT

LEGAL

See LAW

LIBRARY

Branch Library; Illinois, Chicago; Ross Barney & Jankowski; ph. pl.; p.92-95; May 95; A

British National Library; England, London; Critique of Cost and Design, Colin St. John Wilson; by Daralice D. Boles; ph. axon.; p.41-42, Nov 95; PA

California, Albany; Community Center and Library; Marquis Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-93, June 95; A

Central Library, Addition; Colorado, Denver; Michael Graves and Klip, Colussy, Jenks & Dubois; ph. pl.; p.36; May 95, PA

Central Library Addition; Ohio, Cleveland; Competition Winner, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and URS Consultants; m. sec.; p.24, Oct 95; PA

Central Library Master Plan; California, Los Angeles; AIA Honor Award; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, KDG and Lawrence Halprin; ph. pl.; p.133; May 95; A

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION

Design Awards, ASLA; Shop Creek Restoration, Palm Drive Reconstruction, Future of Owens Lake; ph.; p.50-51, 59; Nov 95; LA

Wetland Mitigation; Florida, Orlando Area, Lake Tofer, Critique; ph.; p.53; July 95, LA

Composite Wood Siding Under Legal Attack; by Mike Brannan and Gerry Rojewski; p.15; June 95, TCS

Concrete Construction Facilitation; Reducing Claims and Litigation; by James M. Shilstone; p.78-82, Mar 95, TCS

Contractor's Pollution Liability; by Mike Brannan and Gerry Rojewski; p.15; June 95, TCS

LAW (Cont'd)

Copyright Law; Buildings and Works of Art; by William A. Tanenbaum; p.16-17, 94; Nov 95; TCS
Libary (Cont'd)

Central Library, Addition; Colorado, Denver; Michael Graves and Kipp, Colossiny, Jenks & Dubois; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; Oct 95; A

Central Library: Arizona, Phoenix; Structural System, Sun Screens, Mechanical Systems; Bruder DVL; ph. pl. sec. det. iso.; p.56-65, 107-113; Oct 95; A

Central Library: Arizona, Phoenix; Bruder DVL; ph.; p.80-81; Apr 95; A

Central Library: Arizona, Phoenix; Bruder DVL; ph.; p.88-89; July 95; PA

Central Library: California, Los Angeles; Restoration and Addition; Hardy, Holtzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Aug 95; ID

Central Library: California, Newport Beach; Wiring Scheme; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelenk & Morris and James Lawson Pidy; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-121; Oct 95; A

Central Library: California, San Francisco; Critique; Architect Designed Lighting; Survey of Fixtures: Akari Light Fixtures; Classic Paper Fixtures; Fiber-Optic Lighting Technologies; by Lindsay Audin; dia. p.10-11; May/Suppl 95; AR

Central Library: Canada, Ontario, Richmond Hill; Wiring Scheme, A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmidt; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.118-119; Oct 95; A

Central Library: Texas, San Antonio; Legorreta Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-87; Oct 95; A

Central Library: Texas, San Antonio; Legorreta Architects; ph. pl.; p.53; June 95; PA

City Library: Canada, British Columbia, Surrey; Patkau Architects, ph. pl. sec.; p.58-59; Sept 95; PA

City Library: Canada, British Columbia, Surrey; Patkau Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; June 95; AR

City Library: Illinois, Evanston; Wall Section Isometric; Joseph Powell, ph. pl.; p.96-99; 200; May 95; A

Illinois, Barrington; Addition; Ross Barney & Jankowski; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; June 95; AR

Library Square; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Concrete Structure, Mechanical System; Critique; Moshe Safdie; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.72-79, 101-105; Oct 95; A

Library and Archive; Connecticut, Stotnington; Brooks & Carey, m. pl. sec.; p.30-31; Dec 95; A

Maryland, Mt. Airy; Senior Center and Library; Cho, Wilks & Benn; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.84-87; June 95; A

National Library of France; France, Paris; Critique; Dominique Perrault; ph.; p.19, 21; Dec 95; AR

National Library of France; France, Paris, Dominique Perrault; ph. pl. elev. det. sec.; p.66-71, 120; Oct 95; A

National Library of France; France, Paris; Dominique Perrault; ph. pl.; p.52; June 95; PA

Netherlands, Almelo; Mecano; ph. pl.; p.99; June 95, PA

Netherlands, The Hague; City Hall and Central Library, Richard Meier; ph. pl.; p.27; Sept 95; PA

New York, New York, Bronx; Temporary Branch; David W. Prendergast; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.96-99; June 95; AR

Public Library; California, Newport Beach; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelenk & Morris; Interior Design by Belschner & Vincent; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Aug 95; ID

Library (Cont'd)

Public Library; New Mexico, Los Alamos; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Mar 95; A

Public Library; Ohio, Cleveland; INTERIORS Award; Richard Fleischman; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Jan 95; INT

Public Library; Washington, Spokane; Wiring Scheme; Thomas Hacker; ph. pl. iso. dia.; p.116-117; Oct 95; A

Reinventing the Library; Print and Electronic Worlds; Programming; by Elena Marchese Moreno; iso. ph. pl. dia.; p.30-35; May 95; AR

The Future of Libraries; by Craig Hartman; axon. pl.; p.43-47; Oct 95; A

Virtual Reality Library; Computer Delineation Award; Drew Miller; ill.; p.40-41; May 95; AR

Wiring the Public Library; Examples; sec.; p.115-121; Oct 95; A

See UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY also

Lighting

Akari Light Fixtures; Classic Paper Fixtures; Isamu Noguchi; by Henry Urbach; ph.; p.106-108; Aug 95, ID

Architect Designed Lighting; Survey of Fixtures; ph. det. elev. sec.; p.101-107; Mar 95; A

California, Los Angeles; Ahmanson Theater Reconfiguration; Lighting; Eierle Beckett; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph. det.; p.24-27; May/Suppl 95; AR

California, Los Angeles; Japanese American National Museum; Lighting; Jim McElwain; Lighting Design by Lighting Integration Technology; ph.; p.24-25; Feb/Suppl 95, AR

California, San Francisco; Hotel, Hyatt Regency; Lighting; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; Lighting Design by S. Leonard Auerbach; ph. elev.; p.26-29; Feb/Suppl 95; AR

Caution in Using New Lighting Fixtures; by James R. Benya; p.12-13; Aug/Suppl 95; AR

Chile, Santiago; Microwave Tower; Lighting; Disenadores Asociados; Lighting Design by Focus Lighting; sec. ph. elev. det.; p.30-31; Aug/Suppl 95; AR

Custom Fixtures; Survey of Architect's Designs; Steven Ginn; ph.; p.13; Nov/Suppl 95, AR

Do Lighting Upgrades Always Reduce HVAC Costs?; by Lindsay Audin; dia. p.10-11; 15; Aug/Suppl 95; AR

Effective Use of Historic Lighting; by Matthew Power; ph.; p.86-89; Nov/Dec 95, CB

Exterior Lighting Design; Security, Appearance and Cost; by Russell Leslie; ill. pl. graph.; p.80-83; Nov 95, PA

Fiber-Optic Lighting Technologies; by Lindsay Audin; ph.; p.16-17; May/Suppl 95; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport; Lighting Design, Turner Associates; Lighting Design by Ramon Luminance Design; ph.; p.24-27; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Glass Fiber-Optic Lighting; by Gersil N. Kay; p.24; Aug 95, TCS
LIGHTING (Cont’d)

Illinois, Chicago; Lobby; Sears Tower Lobby Remodeled; Lighting; De Stefano Partners; Lighting Design by David Mintz; ph. pl.; p. 22-25; Aug/Suppl 95; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Take Flight Exhibit, Museum of Science and Industry; Lighting Design; Ross Barney & Jankowski; Lighting Design by White Light Design; ph.; p. 28-31; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Indiana, South Bend; Scottsdale Mall Lighting; SFI/HTI; Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder; ph.; p. 30-31; Feb/Suppl 95; AR

Lamps, More Light per Watt; ph.; p. 102-103; Aug 95; ID

Lighting a Permanent Lunar Habitat; Design Synergy; ph. m. ill.; p. 32-33; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Lighting, Health Effects on Humans; by James R. Benya; p. 14-15; May/Suppl 95; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Prudential Center Retail Arcades, Renovation; Sykes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer & Communication Arts; Lighting Design by Ripman Lighting Consultants; ph. det.; p. 30-33; May/Suppl 95; AR

Metal Halide Track Lighting; by Lindsay Audin; ph.; p. 10-11; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Miami International Airport; Florida, Miami, Color Panes of Glass Animated by Light and Sound; Spilliss & Candela; Art by Christopher Janney; ph.; p. 18-23; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Microwave Generated Lamps; by Lindsay Audin; ph. det.; p. 12-13; Feb/Suppl 95; AR

Nebraska, Omaha; Museum of Art, Joslyn; Addition; Lighting; Sir Norman Foster; Lighting Design by Claude R. Engle; sec. ph.; p. 28-29; May/Suppl 95; AR

New Street Lighting; Massachusetts, Lexington; Streetlight Demonstration Project; by Christopher Hugh Ripman; ph.; p. 14-15, 33; Feb/Suppl 95; AR

New York, New York; Book Store, S. Seitz’s; Bookcase and Lighting Section; Zwickow Associates; ill. det. ph. pl. sec.; p. 168-171; Sept 95; ID

New York, Oyster Bay; Christ Church, Renovation; Lighting; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. det.; p. 34-35; May/Suppl 95; AR

Overdesigned Lampposts; New York, New York; Critique; ph.; p. 39; Aug 95; A

Poll Studies Work Trends; by International Association of Lighting Designers; charts; p. 12, Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Restaurant Lighting; by Edward J. Cansino; ph.; p. 44-50, Apr 95; TCS

Sports Stadium Lighting Specifications; Standards, Television Requirements; by John Frier; ph. pl. dia.; p. 28-42, Mar 95; TCS

Survey of Projects with Energy-Conserving Building Envelope; Regulates Light and Ventilation; Mechanical Engineers Assess Integrated Design; by Mary Pepchinski; ph. pl. m. dia. sec.; p. 70-85, Oct 95; AR

Universities Research Lighting; Survey of Research at Several Universities; ph. sec. dia.; p. 111-115; Mar 95; A

LITERATURE

Virgil/Beatrice; Remarks on Discursive Thought and Rational Order in Architecture; by Elizabeth Burns Gamard; biblio.; p. 154-167; Feb 95; JAE

LOADING DOCK

Loading Dock Equipment; by Thomas A. Ancel; ph. det.; p. 29-32; Feb 95; TCS

LOUISIANA

Covington; St. Tammany Parish Tourist Center; Piazza Architecture; m. pl.; p. 37; Mar 95; A

New Orleans; Gambling Casino to Replace Rivergate Building; by Enrol Barron; m. ph.; p. 22-23; Mar 95; AR

LUXEMBOURG

Bank; Bank of Luxembourg Headquarters; Architectonica; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-63; Jan 95; AR

MAINE

Falmouth; Gardens for Alzheimer’s Patients; Sedgewood Commons, Stevens, Morton, Rose & Thompson; Landscape Design by Studio L.A.; ph.; p. 76-79; Jan 95; LA

Sunday River; Healing Sunday River Ski Lodge; by Liz Lipton; ph.; p. 52-55; Oct 95; TCS

MALAYSIA

Kuala Lumpur; International Airport; Kisho Kurokawa; pl. m. ill.; p. PR34-37; July 95; AR

Kuala Lumpur; Office Building; High Rise; Twin Petronas Towers; Cesar Pelli; ill. pl.; p. 44, 47, Mar 95; PA

Kuala Lumpur; Satellite TV Distribution Facility, Proposed; HLW; ill. pl.; p. 50; Mar 95; PA

MALL

See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN

MARBLE

Carrara Marble: History and Quarry Techniques; Italy, Carrara, by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p. 55-56; May 95; PA

MARKET

Wholesale Produce Market; China, Beijing; Frederick Fisher and Cordoba Corporation; m. pl.; p. 30, Sept 95; PA
MARYLAND

Ashton; Wyndcrest, Townhouses and Detached Houses; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph., p.104-106, Mar 95; B

Baltimore; Center for Performing Arts; Rafael Vinoly; m. ill. sec.; p.39; Feb 95; A

Baltimore; Concert Pavilion, Pier Six; Tent Structure; FTL; ph., p.58-59; Mar 95; INT

Baltimore; Gwynns Falls Greenway; Competition Winner, Diana Balmori et al.; ph., p.20; Jan 95; LA

Baltimore; Inner Harbor East; AIA Honor Award; Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut; pers. m. pl.; p.134; May 95; A

Baltimore; Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; Kress Cox; ph. pl.; p.114-119; June 95; ID

Baltimore; Public Housing Redevelopment; CHK; pl.; p.52, Jan 95, PA

Chevy Chase; Residence; Finest for Family Living Award; Worland & Hutchison; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 95; A

Chevy Chase; Residence; Remodeled; Builder's Choice Award; Mcinturff Architects; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Oct 95; B

Columbia; Residential Development; Residence; Bristol Green; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl.; p.76; Sept 95; B

Kent Island; Residence; Remodeled; Builder's Choice Award; O'Neil & Manion; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Oct 95; B

Mt. Airy; Senior Center and Library; Cho, Wilks & Benn; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.84-87, June 95; A

Ocean City; District Court and Public Safety Building; Ayers, Saint & Gross; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.104-107; May 95; AR

Odenton; Residential Development; Residence; The Vineyards; Sutton, Sullenberger & Yantis; ph. pl.; p.56; Dec 95; B

Stevensville; Residence; Good Architecture; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 95; B


MASONRY

Acceptable Variations in Brick; by Clayford Grimm; det.; p.116-117, May 95; TCS

Cleaning Brick; ph.; p.202; May 95; B

Computer Graphics for Cast Stone; by Ralph C. Robinson; ph. dia.; p.118-119, May 95; TCS

Concrete Masonry Infill Wall Failure; by David H. Nicastro and Patrick R. McCormick; dia.; p.96; Sept 95; TCS

Concrete Masonry Units, CMUs for Fire Resistance; Assessing CMUs; by Clayford Grimm; tables, charts, biblio.; p.109-120; May 95; TCS

Earth Building in Landscape Architecture; Vernacular Adobe Masonry Walls; by Kim Sorvig; ph. biblio.; p.28-32, Feb 95, LA

Evaluating Brick Wall Failure Under Wind Load; by David H. Nicastro and Nar Sripadanna; ph.; p.27; Jan 95; TCS

Glazed Brick Maintenance; Brick Wall Details; by Arthur L. Sanders; ph. iso. det.; p.83-87, Apr 95; TCS

Grout Specifications; by Mark B. Schwietz; p.20; July 95; TCS

Lightweight Concrete Technology; by Charles Wardell; ph.; p.69-70, Jan/Feb 95; CB

Moisture Problems in Masonry; by John A. Rabeber, p.33-34; May 95; TCS

Patterning Brick; Project Examples; ph.iso. det.; p.109-115; Feb 95, A

Spalling Brick; by David H. Nicastro; ph.; p.160; June 95, TCS

See STONE also

MASSACHUSETTS

---; Kitchen; Paul Lukes; ph. pl.; p.110-111, July 95; ID

---; Residence; Traditional Stone House; Peg Deamer and Scott Phillips; ph. pl.; p.30, July 95; PA

Boston, Near; Interiors; Corporate Offices; Harcourt General, ASID Winner; Stubbins Associates; ph.; p.150-151; Apr 95; ID

Boston; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Housing Project Remodeled; Lane & Frenchman and Hezekiah & Pratt; ill. pl.; p.35; Jan 95; AR

Boston; Children's Museum, Expansion; PA Citation; Frank O. Gehry and Schwartz & Silver; m. sec.; p.84-85, Jan 95; PA

Boston; Combined Jewish Philanthropies Headquarters, Addition; Leers & Weinzapfel; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Nov 95; A

Boston; Community Center, Youth Center for Disadvantaged; Leers & Weinzapfel; pl sec. m.; p.46; Jan 95; PA

Boston; Federal Courthouse Area Master Plan; David Dixon and Goody & Clancy; ill. pl.; p.50, Jan 95; PA

Boston; Holocaust Memorial, New England; Stanley Saitowitz; ph.; p.25, Dec 95; PA

Boston; Holocaust Memorial, Stanley Saitowitz; ph.; p.23, Dec 95; A

Boston; Holocaust Memorial; Stanley Saitowitz; pl. m. axon.; p.88-89, Aug 95; A

Boston; Inter-Faith Hall of Prayer, Northeastern University; Office DA; ph. m. axon.; p.40-41, Nov 95; A

Boston; Interiors; Architects' Offices; Archetype Architecture; ph. pl.; p.112-117; Apr 95; ID

Boston; Music Pavilion, Harborfront; Tent Structure; FTL/Happold; ph. pl.; p.69-61, Mar 95; INT

Boston; New England Aquarium, Addition; Schwartz & Silver; ill. sec.; p.24; Jan 95; AR

Boston; New England Aquarium; Addition; Schwartz & Silver; sec. pl.; p.22; Mar 95; PA

Boston; New England Aquarium, Schwartz & Silver; elev. sec. m.; p.35; Jan 95; A

Boston; Office Building; Interiors; NYNEX Offices; ADD; ph. pl. axon.; p.25; Mar 95; PA

Boston; Prudential Center Retail Arcades, Renovation; Sykes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer and Communication Arts; Lighting Design by Ripman Lighting Consultants; ph. det.; p.30-33, May/Suppl 95; AR

Boston; Public Bathrooms, Center for the Arts; AIA Honor Award; Kennedy & Violich; ph. pl.; p.140; May 95; A

Boston; Residence; Interiors; Hancock & Hancock; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Nov 95; ID

The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Boston; Restaurant; L'Espalier; Cooper Group: ph. pi.; p.80-83; June 95; ID
Brookline; School; K-12; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.90-93; July 95; AR
Cambridge; Law School; Hauser Hall, Harvard University; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; p.70-75; Feb 95; A
Cambridge; Law School; Hauser Hall, Harvard University; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; p.82-83; Mar 95; AR
Chestnut Hills; Residence; House for Child with Cerebral Palsy; Hardaway Associates; ph. pi.; p.32; Apr 95; AR
Concord; Residence; Machado & Silvetti; ph.; p.19; Apr 95; PA
Eastern; Residence; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Thomas Wirth; ph. pl.; p.93; Apr 95; LA
Jamaica Plain; District Court, Addition and Restoration; Elkus & Manfredi; ph. pl. axon.; p.108-109; May 95; AR
Lenox; Concert Hall, Siegi Ozawa; INTERIORS Award; William Rawn; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Jan 95; INT
Lenox; Tanglewood Music Center, AIA Honor Award; William Rawn; ph. axon.; p.122; May 95; A
Lexington; New Street Lighting; Streetlight Demonstration Project; by Christopher Hugh Ripman; ph.; p.14-15, 33; Feb/Suppl 95; AR
Lowell; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Housing for Immigrants Includes After-School Education; Paul Lukez and Akhtar Badshah; pl.; p.44; Jan 95; PA
Lowell; Hospital; General; Pediatric Unit; TRO/The Ritchie Organization; by Karin Tetlow; ph.; p.62-65; Apr 95; INT
Martha's Vineyard; Demonstration Resource-Efficient House; ReCraft East; ph. pl.; p.28; Nov 95; PA
Northampton; Residence; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Dean Cardasis; ph. pl.; p.90; Apr 95; LA
South Boston; Gymnasium and Teen Center; Leers & Weinapfel; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-105; June 95; AR
Waltham; Admissions Center, Brandeis University; Remodeled; Centerbrook; ph.; p.94-97; Feb 95; AR
Wellesley; Art Museum and Cultural Center, Wellesley College; Jose Rafael Moneo; ph. pl. sec.; p.68, 74-75; Mar 95; PA
Worcester; Bridge; Centerbrook; m. ill.; p.37; Jan 95; A

MATERIALS, PRODUCTS
Directory of Materials, Products; Entire Issue; p.73-298; Dec 95; AR

MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), SOLAR

MEMORIAL
Armed Forces Memorial; Virginia, Norfolk; James Cutter and Maggie Smith; m. ill. elev.; p.28-29; Dec 95; A
Holocaust Memorial, New England; Massachusetts, Boston; Stanley Saitowitz; ph.; p.23; Dec 95; A
Holocaust Memorial; Massachusetts, Boston; Stanley Saitowitz; ph.; p.88-89, Aug 95; A
Korean War Memorial; District of Columbia, Washington; Editorial, Critique of Monuments; by Deborah K. Dietch; ph.; p.15; Sept 95; A
Memorial Lightscales; Visionary Winner, Full Size Lighted Floor Plan at Actual Site; German Synagogue and Other Memorials; Melissa Gould; pl.; p.55; Dec 95; LA
Memorial to African Slaves; Computer Delineation Award; SluJ & Lee, Delineation by Anderson & Sass; ill.; p.36-37; May 95; AR
Memorial to Korean War Veterans; District of Columbia, Washington; Cooper & Leckey; ph.; p.25; Aug 95; PA
One Hundredth Anniversary of Military Invasions; Puerto Rico, San Juan; Architectural Installation, Puerto Rico '98; by Jose F. Buscaglia; biblio. m.; p.250-259; May 95; JAE
See MUSEUM also

METALWORK
Metal Maintenance and Finishes; by John Garglulo; ph.; p.52-58; July 95; TCS
Specifying Ferrous Castings; Malleable Versus Ductile Iron; by John Campbell; ph. tables; p.46-51; Mar 95; TCS

MEXICO
Coahuila, Torreon; Women's Hospital; Henningson, Durham & Richardson; by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.94-99; May 95; INT
Mexico City; Headquarters, Televisa; Television Network; TEN Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-83; Dec 95; A
Mexico City; National School of Theater; Wall Detailed; TEN Architects; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.78-83, 184; Sept 95; A
Mexico City; Office Building; Low Rise; Television Station Offices, Parking, Cafeteria; PA Citation; TEN Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.88-89; Jan 95; PA
Mexico City; Residential Development; Four Houses in a Circle; Albin, Vasconcelos & Eizendorf; m. axon.; p.27; Mar 95; PA
Mexico City; Restaurant, El Divino; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Pascal Arquitectos; ph.; p.98-101; Nov 95; ID

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor; Residential Development; Residence; Fleming Creek; Lubin & Tringali; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Mar 95; B
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

MICHIGAN (Cont'd)

Birmingham; Residential Development; Residence; Kingspointe; Lubin & Tringali and Bryce & Palazzola; ph. pl.; p.72; May 95; B

Birmingham; Residential Development; Townhouse; Builder's Choice Award; Studio Pelleghna; ph. pi.; p.118-119; Oct 95; B

Detroit; Center for Training in Advanced Industrial Technology; Hope Center; Remodeled Warehouse; Smith, Hinchman & Grylis; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Feb 95; AR

Flint; Library; University of Michigan; Gunnar Birkerts; ph. axon.; p.24; Nov 95; PA

Grand Rapids; Residence; J. Visser; ph. p.64-67; May/June 95, CB

Kalamazoo; Holistic Health Center; Fetzer Institute Retreat House; Harley & Ellington, by Kristen Richards; ph. pi.; p.54-59; Oct 95; INT

Oakland Township; Residential Development; Residence; The Crossings; Bryce & Palazzola et al.; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Sept 95; B

Wixom; Residential Development; Residence; Hamilton Village; Alexander V. Bogaerts; ph. pl.; p.86; Mar 95; B

MINNESOTA

Duluth; Aquarium; Lake Superior Center; Holt & Hinshaw; m. pl.; p.27, Dec 95; A

Minneapolis; Apartments for Needy; Cunningham, Hamilton & Quiter; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.68-71; July 95, INT

Minneapolis; Art Museum; University of Minnesota; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; p.68, 76-77; Mar 95; PA

Minneapolis; Federal Reserve Bank; Preservation; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Walsh & Bishop; Original Design by Gunnar Birkerts; ph. m. ill.; p.31; Feb 95; AR

Minneapolis; History, Historic Sites, Tourist Attractions; Convention City; ph. p.52-64; May 95, TCS

Minneapolis; Rooftop Organic Garden; Above TV Studio; Hammel Green & Abrahamson; by Adelheid Fischer; ph.; p.66-67; Sept 95; LA

Minneapolis; Sensory Garden; Therapeutic Garden; Stephen Weeks; Landscape Design by Martin & Pitz; by Frank Edgerton Martin; axon.; p.60-61; Sept 95; LA

Minnetrista; Residential Development; Show House; Custom Home Award; Barbara A. Bren; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Spring 95; CB

St. Paul; Community Center; Multi-Purpose Building with Apartments; Remodeled from Factory; Close Associates; ph. pl.; p.32; Aug 95; PA

MISSISSIPPI

---; New Gambling Casinos Along the Mississippi River; Survey; Riverboats; by Coleman Coker; ph.; p.100-109; Mar 95; AR

Olive Branch; Residential Development; Residence; Plantation; Quincy & Johnson; ph. pl.; p.82; Feb 95; B

Starkville; Shop Teacher Revitalizes Neighborhood; Using Traditional Principles; Dan Camp; by Marilyn Avery; ph. pl.; p.106-111; June 95; PA

MISSOURI

---; Kemper Center at Missouri Botanical Gardens; Demonstration Garden; Environmental Planning & Design; ph. pl.; p.57-59; Sept 95; LA

Kansas City; Academy of Visual and Performing Arts; WRC; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97; July 95; AR

Kansas City; African Plains Barn Building for New Zoo; Architects Atelier; ph. pl.; p.27; Oct 95; PA

St. Louis; Historic Blocks to Be Razed, Protest; ph. pl.; p.47; Nov 95; A

St. Louis; Hockey Arena, Critique; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. elev.; p.47; Feb 95; A

St. Louis; Residential Development; Residence; Ascot Downs; Builder's Choice Award; B3 Architects; ph. pl.; p.115; Oct 95; B

Willow Lake; Designer's Kitchen, Gould & Evans; ph.; p.120-121; Nov 95; ID

MONUMENT

See MEMORIAL

MOTEL

See HOTEL

MOVIES

Architects and Designers on Film; Survey of Films; by Mayer Rus and Judith Nasatir ph.; p.39-41; Mar 95; ID

Hollywood Portrayal of Architects; ph.; p.55-59; Sept 95; A

MULTI-USE BUILDING

See URBAN DESIGN

MUSEUM

Art Gallery, Menil Collection; Texas, Houston; Natural Lighting System; Renzo Piano; ph. dia.; p.18; Apr 95; PA

Art Museum Addition; Arizona, Phoenix; Tod Williams, Billie Tsien and Lescher & Mahoney; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Apr 95; A

Art Museum Additions; Texas, Houston; Administration and Junior School Building; Carlos Jimenez; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-77; Jan 95; AR

Art Museum Administration and Classrooms; Texas, Houston; Carlos Jimenez and Kendall & Heaton; ph. pl. m.; p.23; Mar 95; PA

Art Museum Complex, Getty Center; California, Los Angeles; Design, Construction, Engineering, Seismic Engineering; Details; Richard Meier; by Morris Newman; m. sec. det. elev. ph.; p.66-75; Dec 95; PA

Art Museum, Incorporating Mies House; Illinois, Elmhurst; De Stefano Partners; Original Design by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. pl.; p.20; Apr 95; PA
MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Art Museum, New Tate Gallery; England, London; Converted Power Plant; Winner and Competition Entries, Herzog & de Meuron; pl. m. sec. ill.; p.16-17, Apr 95; PA

Art Museum; Arizona, Phoenix; Expansion and Renovation, Lescher & Mahoney/DLR, Todd Williams and Billie Tsien; Original Design by Alden Dow; ph. pl.; p.33; Dec 95; PA

Art Museum; Inverted Glass Pyramid for Louvre Interior; France, Paris; Structural Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. elev. det. dia.; p.36-39; June 95; AR

Art Museum; National Gallery Addition; England, London, Critique; Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-81, Aug 95; PA

Art Museum; Switzerland, Davos; Gigon & Guyer; ph. pl.; p.92, 100-101; Feb 95; PA

Art Museum; The Cy Twombly Gallery; Texas, Houston; Renzo Piano; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.78-83; May 95, AR

California, San Francisco; Children's Museum of Theater, Randall; INTERIORS Award; ELS/Eibasani & Logan; ph. pl.; p.110-111, Jan 95, INT

California, San Francisco; Yerba Buena Gardens, Cultural District; Urban Design Critique, by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Nov 95, PA

Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery; Canada, Ontario, Waterloo; Patkau Architects; elev. ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Jan 95, AR

Children's Creative Discovery Museum; Tennessee, Chattanooga, Lee H. Skolnick; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Aug 95; AR

Children's Museum, Expansion; Massachusetts, Boston; PA Citation; Frank O. Gehry and Schwartz & Silver, m. pl. sec.; p.84-85, 111; Jan 95; PA

Children's Museum; New York, Long Island, Garden City; Stamborg & Aferiat; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-73; Aug 95; ID

Clay and Glass Gallery; Canada, Ontario, Waterloo; Patkau Architects and Mark, Musselman, McIntyre & Combe; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-56, 58, Sept 95; PA

Contemporary Art Center; Spain, Santiago de Compostela; Alvaro Siza; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-63, Apr 95; PA

Contemporary Art Gallery; Germany, Munich; Herzog & de Meuron; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95, 100, Feb 95; PA

Contemporary Art Museum, Addition and Renovation; California, San Diego, Includes Irving Gill's Scripps House and Auditorium; Venturi & Scott Brown; elev. pl.; p.24; Nov 95; PA

Contemporary Art Museum; Finland, Helsinki; Competition Winner, Steven Holl, by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. m. ill. dia. sec. elev.; p.74-93, Oct 95; PA

Deer Valley Rock Art Center; Arizona, Phoenix; William P. Bruder; ph. sec. dia.; p.64-69, Oct 95; AR

Design Museum Expanded and Renovated; New York, New York, Cooper-Hewitt; Polshek Partners; axon.; p.34; Aug 95; PA

Ethnic Museum, Native American; Canada, Quebec, Wendake, PA Citation; Pierre Thibault; m. pl. axon.; p.96-97, 112; Jan 95; PA

MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Fenimore House Museum, Expansion; New York, Cooperstown; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. sec.; p.27; Nov 95; A

Guggenheim Art Museum, Expansion and Renovation; New York, New York; Condensation Problems, New Skylight, Details; Gwathmey & Siegel; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael J. Croseby; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-67, 95; Mar 95; PA

Historic Sir John Soane House Museum; England, London; Restoration; Eva Jiricna; Original Design by Sir John Soane; ph. pl.; p.26, Aug 95; ID

Historical Museum; Japan, Tohoku, Asymptote and Yasui Hideo; ph. m.; p.84; Sept 95; INT

Historic Museum from Monastery Ruins; Greece, Rhodes; Lapena & Torres; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89, May 95, PA

History Museum, Chikatsus-Akusa; Japan, Osaka Prefecture; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.72-77, Nov 95, AR

Holocaust Memorial Museum; District of Columbia, Washington, Critique; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Notter, Finegold & Alexander, by Ziva Freiman; ph. pl.; p.62-69, Oct 95; PA

Japanese American National Museum; California, Los Angeles; Lighting; Jim McElwain, Lighting Design by Lighting Integration Technology; ph. 24-25; Feb Suppl 95; AR

Korean American Museum of Art; California, Los Angeles; Competition Winners; En-Seok Lee et al.; ill. m. sec.; p.41; May 95, A

Modern Art Museum and Architecture Museum; Sweden, Stockholm; Competition Winner, Jose Rafael Moneo; ph. pl. sec.; p.31; Sept 95; PA

Museum for Contemporary and Performance Art; Japan, Osaka, Suntory, Tadao Ando; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89, Sept 95, A

Museum of American Art, Whitney; New York, New York; Expansion; Richard Gluckman; elev. pl. pers.; p.23; Nov 95; A

Museum of Archaeology; France, Arles, Henri Cini; phil. pl. sec.; p.114-117, Sept 95; A

Museum of Art, Joslyn; Nebraska, Omaha; Addition; Lighting; Sir Norman Foster, Lighting Design by Claude R. Engle; sec. ph.; p.28-29, May Suppl 95; AR

Museum of Art, Kreeger; District of Columbia, Washington; Philip Johnson and Richard Foster; ph. pl. 90-95; June 95; ID

Museum of Art; Netherlands, Groningen, Alessandro Mendini; ph. pl.; p.90-101; Sept 95; A

Museum of Contemporary Art; Illinois, Chicago; Josef Paul Kleihues; ph. pl.; p.30; Dec 95; PA

Museum of Fine Arts, Audrey Jones Black Building; Texas, Houston; Jose Rafael Moneo; pers. sec.; p.33; Aug 95; A

Museum of History; Arizona, Phoenix; Langdon & Wilson and John Douglas; elev. pl.; p.78-79; Apr 95; A

Museum of Modern Art; California, San Francisco, Mario Botta and Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.38-43, Apr 95; INT

Museum of Modern Art; California, San Francisco; Mario Botta; ph. m. sec.; p.37; Feb 95; PA

Museum of Modern Art; California, San Francisco; Mario Botta; ph. pl.; p.34; Mar 95; ID
MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Museum of Quilts, Study of American Quilts; Cultural Artifacts and Architectural Form; Student Projects; Wendy Hansen; by Carolyn Senft; ph. pl.; sec. m. elev. biblio. ill.; p.144-153; Feb 95; JAE

Museum of Re-created Rice Plantation; Hawaii, Waipahu, AIA Honor Award; Spencer & Mason; ph.; pl.; p.119; May 95; A

Museum of Science and Industry; Florida, Tampa; Antoine Predock and Robbins, Bell & Kreher; ph.; pl.; p.84-93; Nov 95; A

Museum of the Barrio; New York, New York; Roger & Marvel; ph.; pl.; p.86; Sept 95; INT

National Corvette Museum; Kentucky, Bowling Green; Kenneth Neumann and Joel Smith; ph.; pl.; p.78-81; Nov 95; AR

National Wildlife Art Museum; Wyoming, Jackson Hole; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; ph. pl.; sec.; p.80-85; May 95; A

Natural History Museum Addition; Netherlands, Rotterdam; EEA; ph. pl. elev.; p.29; Nov 95; PA

Natural History Museum Remodeling; New York, New York; Polshek Partners; m. ill.; p.22; Mar 95; PA;

New Museums Stimulate New Art; Critique; by Virginia Newhouse; ph.; p.39-45; Dec 95; A

Ohio, Akron; National Inventors Hall of Fame; Includes Staircase Details, Polshek Partners; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.60-69; 136; Dec 95; A

Ohio, Cleveland; Rock and Roll Exhibit: Pei, Cobb & Freed; Exhibition Design by Burdick Group; ph.; pl.; p.90-95; Nov 95; ID

Ohio, Cleveland; Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl.; sec.; p.70-75; Dec 95; A

Palace of Legion of Honor; California, San Francisco; Expansion and Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Mark Cavagnero; ph. sec.; p.99-101; Dec 95; A

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Ohio, Cleveland; Design and Construction Process; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. m. sec. dia. ill. elev. det.; p.62-71; Feb 95; PA;

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Ohio, Cleveland; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl.; sec.; p.82-87; Nov 95; AR

Science Center; Arizona, Phoenix; Antoine Predock; m. sec.; p.84-85; Apr 95; A

Shoe Museum; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Mori­yama & Teshima; ph.; p.34; Aug 95; A

Sonora Desert Museum; Arizona, Tucson; Design-Build; Line and Space; ph.; pl.; p.58-59; Dec 95; PA

Taiwan, South Tip; National Museum of Marine Biology and Aquarium, Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; ph.; m. sec.; p.28; Jan 95; PA

Take Flight Exhibit, Museum of Science and Industry; Illinois, Chicago; Lighting Design; Ross Barney & Jankowski; Lighting Design by White Light Design; ph.; p.28-31; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

Texas, Houston; Chapel: Byzantine Frescos on Display; PA Citation; Francois De Menil; m. axon. det.; p.100-101, 111; Jan 95; PA

U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Understanding the Holocaust Through the Exhibits; Pei, Cobb & Freed; by Jeffrey Karl Ochsner; ph. biblio.; p.240-249; May 95; JAE

MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Virginia, Norfolk; National Maritime Center; Centerbrook; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; Dec 95; A

Zoology Museum; France, Paris; 1889 Building Remodeled; Cast-Iron Structure; Chemelov & Huld­bro; Original Design by Jules Andre; sec. ph.; p.29; July 95; PA

See EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also.

MUSIC HALL

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS

See HAZARDS

NEBRASKA

Lincoln; Hospital, Coronary Care; Bryan Memorial Hospital; Davis Designs; Interior Design by Life Designs; by Kann Tetzlov; ph. pl.; p.46-51; July 95; INT

Omaha; Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Liv­inggreen; Randy Brown; ph.; p.70-71; Apr 95; ID

Omaha; Interiors; Law Offices, INTERIORS Award; Randy Brown; axon. ph. pl.; p.106-107; Jan 95; INT

Omaha; Museum of Art, Joslyn; Addition; Lighting; Sir Norman Foster; Lighting Design by Claude R. Engle; sec. ph.; p.28-29; May/Suppl 95; AR

NETHERLANDS

Almelo; Library; Mecanoo; ph. pl.; p.99; June 95; PA

Amersfoort; Power Substation; Van Berkel & Bos; ph. pl.; p.57; June 95; PA

Groningen; Courthouse; Wiel Arets; pl. ill.; p.104­105; June 95; PA

Groningen; Museum of Art; Alessandro Mendini; ph. pl.; p.90-101; Sept 95; A

Maastricht; Academy for the Arts and Architecture, Extension; Wiel Arets; ph. pl.; sec.; p.102-104; June 95; PA

Maastricht; Apartment Building, Middle Rise; Mecanoo; ph.; p.96-99, 104; June 95; PA

Northern Holland; Visitors Center, Sand Dunes; Maarten Min and Min 2 Productions; ph.; p.29; Oct 95; A

Rotterdam; Marine Simulation Centre; Pilot Training Center, INTERIORS Award; Sir Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Jan 95; INT

Rotterdam; Natural History Museum Addition; EEA; ph. pl. elev.; p.29; Nov 95; PA

The Hague; City Hall and Central Library; Richard Meier; ph. pl.; p.27; Sept 95; PA

Utrecht; Architect's Residence; Mart Van Schijndel; ph. pl.; p.57; June 95; PA

Young Dutch Architects Explore New Ideas; Survey of Two Firms' Work, Mecanoo and Wiel Arets; by Nancy Steiber; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.96-105; June 95; PA
NEVADA
Henderson; Architect's Design Studio, Tate & Snyder, ph. pl. axon.; p.86-87, May 95; A
Las Vegas; Airport Addition, Tate & Snyder, m.; p.37; Apr 95; A
Las Vegas; Casino Parking Plaza; Landscape of Light, Freidmutter Associates, Lighting Design by John Levy, ph.; p.25-29, Aug/Suppl 95; AR
Las Vegas; Crisis and Intervention Center for the Homeless; Hodgetts & Fung, m. pl.; p.45; Jan 95; PA
Las Vegas; Residential Development; Residence; Country Club Hills; Builder's Choice Award; Richardson, Nagy & Martin, ph.; pl.106-107, Oct 95; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development; Residence; Tara Estates, KTG Group, ph.; pl.61; July 95; B
Las Vegas; School and Child Care Facility for Homeless Children; PA Award; Morphosis and Lucchesi & Galati, m. pl. sec.; p.72-75,111; Jan 95; PA
Las Vegas; School; High; Tate & Snyder, ph. sec.; p.72-75; July 95; AR
Las Vegas; The Flaming Volcano and Other Building Fantasies; Survey of Building Extravaganzas; by Morris Newman, ph.; p.82-87; Feb 95; PA

NEW HAMPSHIRE
---; Residence; Features Home Management System; by Christina Nelson, ph.; pl. S6-S14; Sept/Oct 95; CB
Andover; Learning Center, Proctor Academy; Schwartz & Silver, ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; May 95; A

NEW JERSEY
---; Hudson River Walkway; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; pl.; p.22; May 95; LA
Cranford; Interiors; IBM Corporation Facilities; Temporary Spaces, Hoteling, Switzer Group, ph.; pl.134-138; Mar 95; ID
East Windsor; Prototype Head Start School; Competition Winner and Other Entries; Fardjadi & Mostafavi, Sima Farjadi and Craig Scott, m. pl.; p.37; May 95; PA
Harvey Cedars; Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Susan Maxman, ph.; pl.96-97; Oct 95; B
Jackson; Mededconk National Golf Club Visitor House; Shelton & Mindel, ph.; pl.84-89; Feb 95; ID
Lambertville; Casino for Weekend House; Keenen & Riley; ph.; p.73; Sept 95; INT
Longport; Seaside House; Brian Healy, ph. axon.; p.69; Sept 95; INT
Mahwah; Residence; Custom Home Award; William G. Brown, ph.; pl.112-116, Spring 95; CB
Morristown; Gemini Learning Center, ROTO Architects; ph.; p.94-96; Sept 95; AR
Newark; Performing Arts Center; Barton Myers; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza, ph.; p.42-45; Feb 95; INT
Princeton; Center for Human Values; Princeton University; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; pl.82-83; 96; Mar 95; AR

NEW JERSEY (Cont'd)
Randolph; Residential Development; Residence; Woodmont; by Rebecca Hardin, ph. pl.; p.61; June 95; B
Stockton; Residence; Custom Home Award; Wayne G. Napolitano and Arthur Ronquist, ph.; p.82-87; Spring 95; CB
Toms River; Residential Development; Residence; Lake Ridge; Feinberg Associates, ph.; pl. p 76, May 95; B

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque; Residential Facility for Substance-Abusing Mothers; Remodeled Motel; Davids & Killory, m. pl.; p.43; Jan 95; PA
Fort Stanton Mesa; Theater, Theater for the Performing Arts; Antoine Predock, m. pl. ill.; p.30; July 95; PA
Los Alamos; Public Library, Architecture Award, Martha Schwartz, Ken Smith and David Meyer, ph.; pl. p.87; Apr 95; LA
Sante Fe; Restaurant; Double A; Branner Design; by Michael Webb, ph.; pl. p.58-63; Nov 95; INT
Shiprock; Comprehensive Care Facility for Navajos and Utes; ADP Fluor Daniel, ph.; pl. p.106-109, Nov 95; AR
Tierra del Oro; Residence; Custom Home Award; Siena Custom Builders, ph.; pl. p.140-145; Spring 95; CB

NEW YORK
Buffalo; Airport; International Terminal; Cannon, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and William Nicholas Bodouva, m. pl.; p.26; Mar 95; PA
Clinton; Student Activities Village, Hamilton College; Perry, Dean & Rogers, ph. axon.; p.80-85; Aug 95; AR
Cooperstown; Fenimore House Museum, Expansion; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. sec.; p.27; Nov 95; A
Cortland Manor; Residential Development; Residence; Stone Gate, EDI, ph.; pl. p.122-123, Mar 95; B
Glen Cove; Church; St. Patrick's Roman Catholic; Renovation; Bentel & Bentel, by Kristen Richards, ph.; p. 50-53; Aug 95; INT
Ithaca; Courthouse and Police Facilities; Perkins & Eastman, ph.; pl. p.110-111; May 95; AR
Ithaca; Eco Village, Co-Housing; Energy Conserving; Jerold Weisburd, ill.; p.32; Jan 95; PA
Larchmont; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Builder's Choice Award; Perkins & Eastman, ph.; pl. p.135; Oct 95; B
Larchmont; Exposed Wood Framing in Residence; Robert Marino, ph. sel. det.; p.107; Apr 95; PA
Long Island, Garden City; Children's Museum; Stamberg & Aferiat, ph. axon.; p.70-73; Aug 95; ID
Long Island, Southampton; Residence; Interiors; Peter Balsam, ph.; pl. p.126-131, Oct 95; ID
Long Island; Children's Playground; Gregory Kiss, ph. axon.; p.74; Sept 95; INT
Long Island; Residence; Andrew J. Schmitz, ph.; p.70-73, May/June 95; CB
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Civic Park for Battery Park City, Machado & Silvetti; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. ill. elev. det.; p.90-97; Aug 95; PA

New York; Classroom; Renovated Building, City University of New York; William A. Hall; Original Design by George B. Post; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.52-55; Apr 95; INT

New York; Clothing Showroom, Hat Sox; James D'Auria; ph. pl.; p.176-179; Sept 95; ID

New York; Clothing Showroom; Calvin Klein Men's Collection; FTL; ph. pl.; p.48-49; Mar 95; INT

New York; Clothing Showroom; Dana Buchman; Clodagh Design and Robert Pierpont; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Mar 95; INT

New York; Clothing Showroom; Donna Karan Collection Headquarters; FTL; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Mar 95; INT

New York; Clothing Showroom; Horton McNaughton; FTL; ph. pl.; p.50-51; Mar 95; INT

New York; Clothing Store, Anne Klein at Saks Fifth Avenue; Shelton & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.176-179; May 95; ID

New York; Clothing Store; Cashmere; 1100 Architect; ph. pl.; p.27; Mar 95; PA

New York; Clothing Store, Prodak; LOT/EK; ph. ill.; p.76; Sept 95; INT

New York; Clothing Store, TSE Cashmere; 1100 Architect; ph. pl.; p.164-167; Sept 95; ID

New York; Columbarium for Church, Gothic Wooden; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Hartbison; ph. pl. sel. det.; p.76-77, 117; Feb 95; PA

New York; Counseling Center, for Gay and Lesbian Homeless Youth; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. axon.; p.21; Apr 95; PA

New York; Dental Offices; Weiss & Manfredi; ph. pl.; p.514-517; Feb/Suppl 95; ID

New York; Department Store, Takashimaya; Interiors; MGR; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Dec 95; ID

New York; Design Museum Expanded and Renovated; Cooper-Hewitt; Polshek Partners; axon.; p.34; Aug 95; PA

New York; Designer Item Store, Moss; by Stanley Abercorn; ph. pl.; p.56, 58; May 95; ID

New York; Designer's Apartment and Office; Bruce Biermann; ph. pl.; p.140-143; Apr 95; ID

New York; Designer's Apartment; Lee Harris Pomroy; ph. pl. sel. det.; p.114-121; Jan 95; ID

New York; Designer's Bathroom; Geoffrey Bradfield; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Nov 95; ID

New York; Designer's Offices and Showroom; Jeffrey Bihuber; ph. pl.; p.110-113; Jan 95; ID

New York; Digital Picture-Making Showroom, Ken Hansen Imaging; Allen Klein; ph. pl.; p.180-181; Sept 95; ID

New York; Domestic Collections Showroom, West Point Stevens; William Walter; ph. pl.; p.184-185; May 95; ID

New York; Equinox Fitness Club, Interiors; Mojo & Stumer; ph. pl.; p.144-149; May 95; ID

New York; Exhibit, Craft in The Machine Age, 1920-1945; ph.; p.49; Sept 95; ID

New York; Eyewear Store, Morgenthal-Frederics; Rockwell Group; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Dec 95; INT

New York; Fashion Show Tents; FTL; sec. ph.; p.52-53; Mar 95; INT

The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
| New York; Fitness Center, Thanhauser & Esterson; ph. pl.; p.27; Oct 95 | PA |
| New York; Furniture Showroom and Store, Cassina; Studio Caimi & Asnaghi; ph. pl.; p.172-175; May 95 | ID |
| New York; Furniture Showroom, Geiger Brickel; INTERIORS Award, Interior Space International; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Jan 95, INT |
| New York; Furniture Showroom, HBF; Michael Vanderbyl; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. axon.; p.42-43; Nov 95, INT |
| New York; Furniture Store and Showroom, Niedermaier; Thomas Schlesser; ph. pl.; p.105-106; Jan 95 | ID |
| New York; Gallery of Contemporary Art, Amy Lipton, 82 | 18 |
| New York; Gift Shop, Transit Museum; Michael Van der HOF; ph. pl.; p.48-49; July 95, ID |
| New York; Gallery, New York; Guggenheim Art Museum, Expansion; Drenttel & Pasanella | 60 |
| New York; Grand Central Station Restoration; Grand Central Station Restoration; New York; Interiors; Apartment, Interiors; Apartment, Kenneth Foreman, ph. pl.; p.96-99; July 95 | ID |
| New York; Health and Boxing Club, Strykers Sport& Fitness Center, Thanhauser & Esterson; ph. pl.; p.27; Oct 95 | PA |
| New York; Health and Boxing Club, Strykers Sportswear, Elevations Design and Construction; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.48-53; Oct 95, INT |
| New York; Health and Boxing Club, Strykers Sportswear, Furniture Designs, Condensation Problems; New York; Hotel; Bone Marrow Transplant Unit; Architecture + Furniture; ph. pl. axon.; p.S10-S11; Feb/Suppl 95, ID |
| New York; Health and Boxing Club, Strykers Sportswear, Furniture Designs, Condensation Problems; New York; Hospital; Bone Marrow Transplant Unit; Architecture + Furniture; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 95, INT |
| New York; Hotel, Shoreham, Renovation, Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berger; ph. pl.; p.76-79, June 95 | ID |
| New York; Hotel, Times Square, Architecture: A; sec.; p.15, June 95 | AR |
| New York; Housing for Sick, Homeless and Low-Income; Remodeled Hospital, Peter L. Wool and Beth Cooper Lawrence; ph. pl.; p.54; June 95, PA |
| New York; Institute for Gay and Lesbian Youth, Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl.; p.104-109; Feb 95 | ID |
| New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, Phillips & Janson; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Sept 95, ID |
| New York; Interiors, Apartment, Alison Spear, ph. pl.; p.150-153; Sept 95, ID |
| New York; Interiors; Apartment, Geoffrey Bradfield, ph. pl.; p.100-105; July 95 | ID |
| New York; Interiors; Apartment, Glenn Gissler; ph. pl.; p.144-149; Sept 95 | ID |
| New York; Interiors; Apartment, Kenneth Foreman, ph. pl.; p.96-99; July 95 | ID |
| New York; Interiors; Apartment, Sandro Marpillero, ph. pl. axon.; p.160-163; Sept 95 | ID |
| New York; Interiors, APT, Three Buildings, Fort Greene, Ph. pl. | 82 |
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Interiors; Software Offices, Advent; Katharine Huber, ph. pl.; p.132-135; Sept 95; ID

New York; Interiors; Tommy Boy Music Offices; INTERIORS Award; Turett Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Jan 95; INT

New York; Interiors; Warhol Foundation Offices; Richard Gluckman, ph. pl.; p.140-143; May 95; ID

New York; Interiors; Panasella Company; ph. pl.; p.108-113, June 95; ID

New York; Italian Design Showroom, B&B Italia; Studio Citterio & Dwan, ph.; p.98-99; June 95; ID

New York; Jewelry Shop, Elizabeth Locke; A. Stover Jenkins, ph.; p.172-173; Sept 95; ID

New York; Jewelry Showroom, Grosse Jewels, A Stover, ph.; p.116-121; Sept 95; ID

New York; Kips Bay Showhouse; Rooms by Various Designers, Details, ph.; p.51-52; Sept 95; ID

New York; Kitchen and Bathroom; Studio Galdi, ph.; p.142-145; Mar 95; ID

New York; Kitchen; Claus F. Rademacher, ph. pl.; p.108-109, July 95; ID

New York; Library and Technology Center, Baruch College, City University of New York; Remodeled Industrial Building; Davis & Brody, ph. pl.; p.86-91, 96; Feb 95; AR

New York; Lighting Showroom, American Glass Light, KSK Design and James Garrison, ph.; p.30, 34; Aug 95; INT

New York; Lower Manhattan Plan; Battery Park City Redesigned; PA Award; Peterson & Littenberg, ph.; m., p.68-71, 112; Jan 95; PA

New York; Making Superstores Fit into Existing Street Patterns, by Philip Langdon, axon., p.45-46; Dec 95; PA

New York; Movie Theaters; Sony Theatres, Lincoln Square; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Genser Associates, ph.; p.108; Nov 95; ID

New York; Museum of American Art, Whitney, Expansion; Richard Gluckman, elev. pl. pers., p.23; Nov 95; A

New York; Museum of the Barrio; Roger & Marvel, ph. pl.; p.86; Sept 95; INT

New York; Music Studios, JSM; Hanri & Hanri, ph. pl.; p.68; Sept 95; INT

New York; Mutant Materials in Contemporary Design; MOMA Exhibit, ph.; p.50; May 95; ID

New York; Natural History Museum Remodeling; Polshek Partners; m. ill. p.22; Mar 95; PA

New York; New Acoustics for Riverside Church Renovation, Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbison, Acoustical Design by Kirkegaard Associates, ph. sec.; p.36-37; Nov 95, AR

New York; Office Building, Interiors; Graff Pay-Per-View Headquarters; Interior Partition Details; Kathryn McGraw Berry and Bruce Sanders, ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.126-133; May 95; ID

New York; Office Building, Interiors, Pan Am Building, 46th Floor, IS; ph. pl.; p.84-89, Dec 95; ID

New York; Office Building, Middle Rise; Twenty-Five Year Award, AIA; Roche & Dinkeloo, ph.; p.15, Apr 95; AR

New York; Optical Store; Solomon Asser and Ina Scheil, ph. pl.; p.118-121; Mar 95; ID

New York; Overdesigned Lampposts, Critique; ph.; p.39; Aug 95; A

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Philharmonic Bandshell Removable Tent; FTL; ph. pl. elev.; p.56-57; Mar 95; INT

New York; Plaza Entrance, Vesey Square, Stanley Saitowitz, m. pl.; p.87; Aug 95; A

New York; Railroad Station Entrance Pavilion; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband, ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.68-75, 152; Aug 95; A

New York; Rehabilitation Center for the Visually Impaired; The Lighthouse Building; Community Center Functions; Mitchell & Giurgola; axon. ph. pl.; p.94-101, 160, June 95; A

New York; Restaurant; American Renaissance; Charles Donga, ph. pl.; p.70-75; June 95; ID

New York; Restaurant; Bryant Park Grill, Lee, Harris & Pomery and Nancy Mah, ph. pl.; p.108-113, Oct 95; ID

New York; Restaurant; Cub Room, Other Restaurants by Designer; L. Bogdanow, ph. pl.; p.118-123; Oct 95; ID

New York; Restaurant; Le Colonial, Greg Jordan, ph. pl.; p.90-93; Feb 95; ID

New York; Restaurant; Nobu, INTERIORS Award; Rockwell Architecture, ph. pl.; p.118-119, Jan 95; INT

New York; Restaurant; Ogawa & Depardon, ph. pl.; p.64; Sept 95; INT

New York; Roof Top Garden Benefits AIDS Patients and Their Families; Dirtworks, ph. pl.; p.61-63; Jan 95; LA

New York; Search for Green Peaceful Park; Success Garden, Bryant Park; Hanna & Olin, by Hugo Lindgren, ph. pl.; p.52-54; Feb 95; LA

New York; Super Pier, Multi-Use; Taeg Nishimoto; m. pl.; p.81; Sept 95; INT

New York; Textile Showroom; Scalamandre; Michael Simon; ph.; p.80-81; Mar 95; INT

New York; Theater; Dance Theater of Harlem; Remodeled Garage; Addition; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. pl. sec.; p.82-85; Feb 95; AR

New York; Theater; Remodeled, Pleskow & Rael, m. sec. elev.; p.38; Feb 95; PA

New York; Times Square Revival, 42nd Street Development Project; Theater, Hotel, Retail and Office Projects; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Nov 95; A

New York; Townhouse, Interiors, Jamie Drake, ph. pl.; p.90-95; Dec 95; ID

New York; Urban Park, North Cove Link at Battery Park City; Susan Child, ph. pl.; p.85; May 95; LA

New York; Urban Production Film Studio, Propaganda Films; Peter Himmelstein, by Jean Gorman, ph. pl.; p.64-67; June 95; INT

New York; Video Production Facilities, Interiors; Anderson & Schwartz, ph. pl. det.; p.100-103, Sept 95; AR

New York; Waterfront Park, Robert F. Wagner, Jr.; Machado & Silvette, pers. pl.; p.31; Aug 95; A

New York; Waterfront Park, The Belvedere; Mitchell & Giurgola and Child Associates, axon. ph. pl.; p.55-61; Aug 95; A

New York; World Population Fund Exhibition; FTL; ph.; p.54-55; Mar 95; INT

North Castle; Residence; In Protected Wetlands; Dean & Wolf, ph. pl.; p.62-67; Apr 95; AR
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

Oyster Bay; Christ Church, Renovation, Lighting; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. det.; p.34-35; May/Spring 95; AR
Pittsford; Residence; Patrick Morabito; ph. pl.; p.19-22; Sep/Oct 95; CB
Pocantico Hills; Conference Center; Rockefeller Fund; Remodeled Garage; Herbert S. Newman; ph.; p.92-93; Feb 95; AR
Poughkeepsie; Art Center, Vassar College; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Mar 95; PA
Poughkeepsie; Observatory; Vassar College; Roth & Moore; persp. pl.; p.43; Feb 95; A
Rhinebeck; Residence; Dennis Wedlick; ph.; p.77-77; May 95; A
Rochester; Aqueduct Bridge Remodeling; Two-Story Structure Encloses Wintergarden; William Rawn and La Bella Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.33; July 95; PA
Rochester; Unitarian Church; Louis I. Kahn; pl. elev. ill.; p.19; Sept 95; JAE
Syracuse; Social Sciences School; Eggers Hall; Syracuse University; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; ph. pl. detiso.; p.94-101; Feb 95; A
Upstate; Residence; Challenges Construction Document Conventions; Thomas Leeser; pl. sec elev. axon. m.; p.80-85; June 95; PA
West Point; Baseball Stadium, United States Military Academy; NBBJ; ill.; p.32; July 95; PA

NIGHT CLUB

Dance Hall and TV Production Facility; Tennessee, Nashville; Wildhorse Saloon; Earl Swensson; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p.82-87; June 95; INT

See CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

NORTH CAROLINA

Cary; Residential Development; Residence; Braeloch; Squires Homes; ph. pl.; p.175; Jan 95; B
Cary; Residential Development; Starter House, Park Village; EDI; ph. pl.; p.232-233; Jan 95; B
Charlotte; Sil Piazza Restaurant; Lighting; Haver­ son Architecture & Design; ph.; p.32-35; Aug/Suppl 95; AR
Outer Banks; Residence; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.54-57; Feb 95; INT
Raleigh; Outdoor Theater; Part of Art Park for Museum; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; Barbara Kruger and Quennell & Rothschild; ph. pl.; p.28; July 95; PA
Raleigh; Residential Development; Residence; Affordable; Builder’s Choice Award; Cline & Davis; ph. pl.; p.137; Oct 95; B
Research Triangle Park; EPA Office Complex; Energy Efficient; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ill.; p.122-123; July 95; A
Southwestern; Vacation House; Roof Details; Clark & Menefee; sec. ph. pl. det.; p.131-135; June 95; A
Vass; Residential Development; Residence; Wood­ lake Country Club; Builder’s Choice Award; Cline & Davis; ph. pl.; p.114; Oct 95; B
Wilson; Church; Catholic; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. pl.; p.74-76; Feb 95; PA

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

California, Cupertino; Training Facility; Signage; Apple Campus; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.34-35; Feb 95; INT
Critique of Office Design; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.154; May 95; INT
Design for Office Use in Various Places; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.106; Sept 95; INT
Facilities Performance Group Analyzes Work Patterns and Design Issues; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p.32-35, 62-63; Sept 95; AR
Historic Commercial Building Remodeling Opportunities; by Peter Slavin; ph. m. ill.; p.30-35; Feb 95; AR
Minimal Office Spaces; Acceptance by Occupants; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.90; Nov 95; INT
New Office Work Processes; Effect on Office Design; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.74; Aug 95; INT
New York, New York; Audubon Headquarters; Energy Efficient, Analysis; by Tom Mead; ph.; p.27-28; June 95; TCS
Office Building Renovation; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-107; Oct 95, AR
Office Design for Unconventional Uses; Oddball Work Spaces; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.98; June 95; INT
Overzealous Use of Innovative Design Ideas; New Office; by Mike Brill; ph.; p.82; Oct 95; INT
Residential Development; Builder’s Choice Awards; by Susan Bradford, Kathy Greef and Chad Bishop; ph.; p.86-157; Oct 95; B

HIGH RISE

Belgium, Brussels; Thermal Flue Tower; Partial Rebuilding; Light and Heat Control; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Samyn Associates; m. dia.; p.70-71; Oct 95; AR
China, Shanghai; Handwork; Outmoded Construction Methods; by Richard D. Rush; ph.; p.35-36; Mar 95; PA
Germany, Berlin; GSW Headquarters; Sun Shutter; Sauerbruch & Hutton; m. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Oct 95, AR
Germany, Essen; RWE AG Headquarters Has Environmentally Sensitive Electronic Envelope; Ingenhoven & Overdiek; ph. m. sec.; p.72-73; Oct 95; AR
Korea, Seoul; Contains State-of-the-Art Information System; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. pl. iso.; p.125; Apr 95; A
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; Twin Petronas Towers; Cesar Pelli; ill.; p.44, 47; Mar 95; PA
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
Cont'd)

INTERIORS

Taiwan, Taichung; Hotel-Office Tower; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox, m. pl.; p.28; Jan 95; PA

Alabama, Hoover; AmSouth Bank Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl. axon.; p. 54, 60-61; Jan 95; INT

California, Beverly Hills; Entertainment Agent's Company Offices; AREA; ph. pl.; p.72-77; July 95; ID

California, Los Angeles; Arista Records Offices; Rios Associates; ph. pl.; p.86-91; July 95; ID

California, Los Angeles; Designers' Offices; INTERIORS Award; ONSITE; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Jan 95; INT

California, Los Angeles; Executive Suite; Gomez Associates; ph.; p.134-135; Apr 95; ID

California, Los Angeles; HBO Offices, Sustainable Design; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.127; July 95; A

California, Los Angeles; Law Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.46-53; Jan 95; INT

California, Los Angeles; Travel Agency; AREA; ph.; p.68-69; Apr 95; ID

California, San Francisco; Bank of America Private Banking Offices; Interior Architects; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.90-93; May 95; INT

California, San Francisco; Graphic Design Offices; Cass, Calder & Smith; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.60-63; May 95; INT

California, San Francisco; Law Offices; Aston Perea; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Apr 95; ID

California, Torrance; Headquarters, Sunnder International; Rosetti Associates; Interior Design by Fong & Miyagawa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Feb 95; INT

California, West Hollywood; TV Production Studios, Offices; RSA-JSA; System Design; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.58-63; June 95; INT

Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; Corporate Offices and Plant; Keilhauer; B&H and Michael Vanderbyl; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.46-51; Dec 95; INT

Connecticut, Greenwich; Corporation Headquarters. Wtco; Mancini & Duffy; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.54-59; May 95; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; Law Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Jan 95; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; Law Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; m. pl.; p.71; Jan 95; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; Pharmaceutical Company Headquarters, Henri Beaufour Institute; Williams & Dyneman; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Jan 95; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Public Relations Firm's Offices, Porter/Novelli; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award, Core Group; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Nov 95; ID

Florida, Miami; JPBT Advisors Company; Carlos Zapata; ph. pl.; p.91; Sept 95; INT

Florida, Tampa; AmSouth Bank Offices; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.54-59; Jan 95; INT

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Georgia, Atlanta; Advertising Agency Offices, Fitzgerald Company, Niles Bolton; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.72-77; June 95; INT

Georgia, Atlanta; Law Offices; Venning, Atwood & Kean; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Sept 95; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Corporation Headquarters, Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.122-127; Mar 95; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Financial Trading Firm's Offices, Frontier Risk Management, Environments Group; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Nov 95; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Interiors; Designer's Loft Apartment with Workshop and Exhibit Space; Neil Frankel; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Nov 95; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Mekus & Johnson; ph. pl.; p.134-139; May 95; ID

Illinois, Chicago; United Way Offices, Environments Group; ph. pl.; p.110-113; Feb 95; ID

Illinois, Melrose Park; Printing/Packaging Firm's Offices; Freya Block; ph. pl.; p.106-107; July 95; ID

Illinois, Peoria; Travel Agent Offices; Phillips & Swager; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.74-77; May 95; INT

Illinois, Rolling Meadows; Travel Agent Offices, Apollo Travel Services, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award, VOA Associates; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Nov 95; ID

Illinois, Skokie; U.S. Robotics, Remodeled; Valerio, Dewalt & Trair; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Feb 95; AR

Lobby; Illinois, Chicago; Sears Tower Lobby Remodeled; Lighting; De Stefano Partners; Lighting Design by David Mintz; ph. pl.; p.22-25; Aug/Sep 95; AR

Maryland, Baltimore; Advertising Agency's Offices, Kress Cox; ph. pl.; p.114-119; June 95; ID

Massachusetts, Boston, Near; Corporate Offices, Harcourt General, ASID Winner, Stubbins Associates; ph. pl.; p.150-151; Apr 95; ID

Massachusetts, Boston; Architects' Offices; Archetype Architecture; ph. pl.; p.112-117; Apr 95; ID

Massachusetts, Boston; NYNEX Offices; ADD; ph. pl. axon.; p.25; Mar 95; PA

Nebraska, Omaha; Corporate Headquarters, Livinggreen, Randy Brown, ph. pl. p.70-71; Apr 95; ID

Nebraska, Omaha; Law Offices, INTERIORS Award, Randy Brown; axon. ph. pl.; p.106-107; Jan 95; INT

New Interiors in Peculiar Places; Use of Abandoned Spaces, by Mike Brill; ph. pl.; p.74; Feb 95; INT

New Jersey, Cranford; IBM Corporation Facilities, Temporary Spaces, Hoteling, Switzer Group; ph. pl.; p.134-138; Mar 95; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Agency Offices; Phillips & Janson; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Sept 95; ID

New York, New York; Architect's Offices, Pentagram; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.40-45; Dec 95; INT

New York, New York; Cosmetic Firm's Headquarters, Lancaster Group; Quantrell & Mullins; ph. pl.; p.129-131; Sept 95; ID
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

(Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

New York, New York; Cummings Foundation Offices, Wormser Associates; ph., pl.; p.128-133; Mar 95; ID
New York, New York; DKNY Corporate Headquarters, Donna Karan; FTI; ph. sec.; p.40-45; Mar 95; INT
New York, New York; Design Studio’s Offices, Pasanella Company; ph.; p.112-113; June 95; ID
New York, New York; Designer’s Apartment and Office, Bruce Bieman; ph. pl.; p.140-143; Apr 95; ID
New York, New York; Designer’s Offices and Showroom, Jeffrey Bilhuber; ph.; p.110-113; Jan 95; ID
New York, New York; Designers’ Offices, O & J Design; ph. axon.; p.120-123; June 95; ID
New York, New York; Finance Offices, Rothschild; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; by Kristen Richards; ph.; pl.; p.76-83; May 95; INT
New York, New York; Graff Pay-Per-View Headquarters; Interior Partition Details; Kathryn McGraw Berry and Bryce Sanders; ph. pl. sec.; det. elev.; p.126-133; May 95; ID
New York, New York; Headquarters, Scholastic Inc.; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph.; p.122-129; Apr 95; ID
New York, New York; Insurance Brokerage Offices, Mindy Griswold, Heckel & Kelley; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.68-73; May 95; INT
New York, New York; Investment Company Offices, Rosecliff, Furniture Designs, Kohn Pedersen Fox, Interior Architects; ph.; p.136-141; Sept 95; ID
New York, New York; Investment Company Headquarters, Gwathney & Siegel; ph.; p.120-125; May 95; ID
New York, New York; Law Offices, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award, Environments Group; ph.; p.109; New 95; ID
New York, New York; Law Offices, Michael Rubin; ph.; p.130-133; Apr 95; ID
New York, New York; Lighthouse Headquarters, Center for the Blind; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph.; p.80-87; Aug 95; ID
New York, New York; New York Chapter AIA Offices, Hannaian & Meyers; ph.; p.67; Sept 95; INT
New York, New York; Nickelodeon Children’s Television Headquarters; Femau Hartman; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.52-59; Dec 95; A
New York, New York; Pan Am Building, 46th Floor, ISI; ph.; p.84-89; Dec 95; ID
New York, New York; Photographer’s Representatives Offices, Peter Himmelstein; ph. pl. det. iso.; p.122-125; Sept 95; ID
New York, New York; Record Company Corporate Offices, Elektra, Bausman, Gill, Shamir & Sanders; ph. pl.; p.56; Sept 95; INT
New York, New York; Regional Headquarters, Price Waterhouse; ISI; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Feb 95; ID
New York, New York; Software Offices, Advent; Katharine Huber; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Sept 95; ID

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

(Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

New York, New York; Tommy Boy Music Offices; INTERIORS Award, Turett Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Jan 95; INT
New York, New York; Urban Production Film Studio, Propaganda Films; Peter Himmelstein; by John Gorman; ph.; pl.; p.64-67; June 95; INT
New York, New York; Warhol Foundation Offices; Richard Gluckman; ph.; pl.; p.140-143; May 95; ID
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Credit Union Offices; INTERIORS Award, Elliott Associates; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Jan 95; INT
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Heinz Family Foundation Offices; Energy Efficient; William McDonough; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87; July 95; A
Rhode Island, Pawtucket; Corporate Offices, Hasbro, Barton Myers and KPMB Architects; Interior Design by Sussman & Freza; ph.; p.36-37; Feb 95; INT
Tennessee, Nashville; Designers’ Offices, Design Collective; by MJ Madigan; ph.; p.84-89; May 95; INT
Texas, Houston; Executive Offices, Houston Industries; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.70; Jan 95; INT
Virginia, Arlington; Recording Company Offices, Soundwave; Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.68-71; June 95; INT

LANDSCAPE

California, San Francisco; One Market Street Plaza and Lobby Redesign; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-95; Aug 95; A
Environmentally Friendly Master Plan; Washington, Lacey, State Office of Ecology Headquarters, Competition; Berger Partnership and Keating, Mann, Jernigan & Rottet & McGranahan Prin.; by Richard K. Untermann; ph.; p.120; Aug 95; LA

LOW RISE

California, Burbank; Disney Feature Animation Building, Robert A. M. Stern and Morris Architects; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. axon.; p.48-53; May 95; INT
California, Burbank; Feature Animation Building, Walt Disney Studios; Robert A. M. Stern and Morris Architects; ph.; p.72-81; Mar 95; AR
California, Culver City; SONY Game Show Network Buildings, Remodeled Garage; Steven Ehrlich; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Feb 95; AR
California, Los Angeles; Samitaur Building; Eric Owen Moss; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. ill. axon. sec. det.; p.60-69; July 95; PA
California, Universal City (Cont’d); Producer’s Offices and Studio; Barton Myers; Interior Design by DesScenna & Steinberg; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Apr 95; INT
England, Nottingham; Inland Revenue Center, Includes Sports Hall; Energy Efficient; Michael Hopkins; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.76-83, 168, July 95; A
Germany, Gundelfingen; Curtain Wall with Motorized Sun Protection; Designer’s Offices; Kurt Ackerman; ph. sec.; p.74-77; Oct 95; AR
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

(Cont’d)

LANDSCAPE (Cont’d)

Mexico, Mexico City; Headquarters, Televisa; Television Network; TEN Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-83; Dec 95; A

Mexico, Mexico City; Television Station Offices, Parking, Cafeteria; PA Citation; TEN Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.88-89; Jan 95; PA

Nevada, Henderson; Architect’s Design Studio, Tate & Snyder, ph. pl. axon.; p.86-87; May 95; A

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Credit Union, Elliott Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; May 95; A

Texas, San Antonio; Hotel Company Headquarters, Lake & Flato; ph. pl.; p.62-67; May 95; A

Texas, San Antonio; Hotel Company Headquarters, Lake & Flato; m. pl.; p.66; Sept 95; INT

Wyoming, Jackson Hole; Advertising and Design Agency, William P. Bruder, ph.; p.87; July 95; PA

MIDDLE RISE

California, Los Angeles; Capitol Records Building, Executive Floors, Tichenor & Thorp and Michael S. Smith, Original Design by Welton Beckett; ph. pl.; p.78-85; July 95; ID

Connecticut, Stamford; 1929 Building Remodeled; One Atlantic Street, Culpen & Woods; Original Design by Benjamin Morris; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Oct 95; AR

Czech Republic, Prague; Computer Controlled Curvature, Rasin Office Building; Frank O. Gehry, ph. m. axon.; p.142-143; Nov 95; A

Czech Republic, Prague; Frank O. Gehry, m. pl.; p.25; Jan 95; PA

Delaware, Dover; Remodeled Mall’s Large Retail Building, Blue Hen Corporate Center; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Oct 95; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Sustainable Strategies; Plc. „Cobe & Freed and Croxton Collaborative; ill.; sec.; p.26-27; Jan 95; AR

England, London; Channel 4 Headquarters; Wall Details; Richard Rogers; ph. pl. sec.; p.65-65, 152, Jan 95, A

Germany, Berlin; Daimler-Benz Offices and Housing; Atrium Acts as Thermal Buffer; Richard Rogers; m. pl.; p.78-79; Oct 95; AR

Germany, Duisburg; Features Wall System; Sir Norman Foster, ph. sec. iso. det.; p.118-119; Jan 95; A

Hungary, Budapest; Addition, Insurance Company Headquarters, National Netherlands and IGN, Enck Van Egeraat and Savany Partners; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-73, 168; Nov 95; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Combined Jewish Philanthropies Headquarters, Addition; Leers & Weinapfel, ph. pl. axon.; p.80-83, Nov 95, A

Ohio, Cleveland; Remodeled 1934 Post Office Building; MK Ferguson Plaza; Van Dijk, Pace & Westlake; Original Design by Walker & Weeks; ph. pl. sec.; p.102-105; Oct 95; AR

Pennsylvania, Harrisburg; Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency, Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson, ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.64-69; Aug 95; AR

Twenty-Five Year Award, AIA; New York, New York, Roche & Dinkeloo, ph.; p.15; Apr 95; AR

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

(Cont’d)

See BANK, CLINIC, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, LIGHTING PLAZA, SHOWROOM, STUDIO, UNIVERSITY also

OFFICE PRACTICE

ADA Regulations: Not Barrier-Free; by Katherine Kai-sun Chia; ph. pl.; p.32-33, 113; Apr 95; AR

AIA vs NCARB Conflict, Licensing Issues; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.68-71; Nov 95; PA

Adding a New Owner of Design Firm, Agreements; Checklist; by Carol J. Patterson, p.24; Aug 95; ID

Advanced Communication for Construction; Video Conferencing; by Gene Koprowski, ill.; p.28-31; Jan 95, TCS

Architects’ Use of Internet to Market Services; WWWWeb Resources; by B. J. Novitko; ill. biblio.; p.62-65; Dec 95; PA

Architectural Carpetbaggers vs Hiring Local Firms; Editorial; by Stephen A. Kliment; p.9; Mar 95; AR

Architectural Firms’ Sustainable Design Procedures; HOK, Smith, Hinckman & Gyrlls; Burt Hill, Kosar & Rittie; Gensler Associates; ph. pl. ill.; p.121-127; July 95; A

Architecture Still Fails to Attract Minorities; by Mubarak S. Dahir, p.32-33; July 95; AR

Building Commissioning Process; Stating Goals, Design Intent, Installation, Review, Maintenance; Examples; dia. ph.; p.123-129; June 95; A

Business Process Re-engineering; Examining Business Goals and Structure, by Robert Green; ph.; p.16-17; Apr 95; TCS

Costs of Doing Business, US vs. China; China, ----; table; p.137-139; Sept 95; A

Delighting the Customer; Techniques; Editorial; by Stephen A. Kliment, p.9; July 95, AR

Design Firm’s Experiences After Office Fire; Be Prepared; Deborah Meyer; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.76-77; July 95; INT

Design-Build Practice; Examples; Line and Space; by Michael J. Crosbie; sec. ph. pl.; p.54-61; Dec 95; PA

Developers Ask for Free Design Work; Say No; Editorial; by Thomas Fisher, p.9; June 95; PA

Engineering Fees; by Albert Russell; p.17-18; July 95; TCS

Faces of a Down-Sized Profession; Recession and Engineering Fees; by Philip Langdon; ph.; p.16; Aug 95, A

Getting Paid When Working in Asia; by Katherine Kai-sun Chia; chart; p.PR26-27; July 95; AR

Graph of Greed; The Ethics of Competition; by Eric J. Oliner; bibliog.; graph; p.73-75; Aug 95; PA

Historic Commercial Building Remodeling Opportunities; by Peter Slatin; ph. m. ill.; p.30-35; Feb 95; AR

Improving Design/Build; Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch, p.15; Jan 95; A

Independent Designers Pool Resources; Design Group South, p.48; May 95; ID

Information Managers; Managing Computer Resources; Survey of Managers Experiences, ph. dia.; p.179-183; May 95; A
OFFICE PRACTICE (Cont'd)

Liability Claims Are Down; Search Goes on for Best Alternative to Court; by Tom Ichniowski; ph. graphs; p.22-25; Aug 95; AR

Low-Income Housing; Nonprofits, Architect's Role; Examples, by Charles Buki; ph. pl. ill.; p.30-35; Jan 95; A

Managing Risk; Consider Firm's Experience; The Client, The Contract, The Fee, The Consultants, The Project; dia.; p.129-133; Aug 95; A

Matching Computers to Practice; ill; p.141-143; June 95; A

New Information-Management and Communication Tools; Multi-Media Presentations; by Timothy P. Johnson; ill. ph. biblio.; p.26-31; Sept 95; LA

On-Line Services for Architects; Comparison of New Information-Management and Communication Tools; Multi-Media Presentations; by Timothy P. Johnson; ill. ph. biblio.; p.26-31; Sept 95; LA

Prevalence of Poor Personnel Practices; Profile of Organizational Characteristics; by Thomas Fisher; ill.; p.57-61, 104; Aug 95; PA

Project Delivery; Risks and Responsibilities in Alternative Methods; by Robert Spencer Barnett; dia. ph.; p.30-35; Mar 95; AR

Pure Design Firms; Works of Multi-Discipline Firms, by Sheri Olson; ph.; p.36-39, Mar 95; AR

Reinventing the Library; Print and Electronic Worlds; Programming; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; iso. ph. pl. dia.; p.30-33; Sept 95; MAR

Small-City Practice; Examples of Practices; by Wendy Moonan; ph. elev. m sec. ill.; p.26-31; Apr 95; AR

Survey of Architect's Income; Increasing It; Perception of Architect's Value; by Thomas Fisher; ph. charts; p.49-53; 95; Dec 95; PA

Sustaining the Environmentally Oriented Practice; Project Examples. Water Treatment. Wetlands, Office Building; by Karen Haas Smith; ill. sec. pers. table; p.24-27; Jan 95; AR

The Architect as Facilities Management Contractor; New Opportunities; Computer-Based Services; by Eric Teicholz; dia. graph; p.102-104; Feb 95; PA

The Legalities of CAD; Problems and Solutions; ill.; p.119-121; Mar 95; A

The New Congress, Budget Cuts; Effect on Architecture; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph.; p.28-29; Feb 95; AR

The New Exam; Will It Change the Profession?; by Michael J. Crosbie; dia. graph; p.49-53, 98, 100; Apr 95, PA

The Time Squeeze on Design; Editorial; by Thomas Fisher; p.7; Apr 95, PA

Trials of Pursuing Public Work; Survey of Projects; ph. m. ill. axon.; p.57-61; 106; Feb 95; PA

Tricks to Fast Track; Survey of Example Projects; ph.; p.135-137; Mar 95; A

Women in Architecture Leveling the Playing Field; Survey of Status; by Abby Bussel; ph. graphs; p.45-49, 86; Nov 95, PA

See: ARCHITECTURE, ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, LAW, SPECIFICATIONS also

OHIO

Akron; National Inventors Hall of Fame; Includes Staircase Details; Polshek Partners; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.60-69, 136; Dec 95; A

Bowling Green; Classroom Building with Teleteaching, Bowling Green State University, The Collaborative; by M.J. Madigan; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Apr 95; INT

Cincinnati; Arts Center, Aronoff Center for Arts, Theatres, Gallery, Retail; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. m.; p.33; Aug 95; PA

Cincinnati; Book and Artware Store; Terry Brown; ph. pl. p.59; Sept 95; INT

Cleveland; Apartment Project Redesigned to Reduce Crime; Behnke Associates; ph.; p.51; Feb 95; LA

Cleveland; Baseball Stadium, Jacobs Field, Structural Details; HOK Sports; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69, 168; Apr 95; A

Cleveland; Baseball Stadium, Jacobs Field, HOK Sports; Master Planning by Sasaki Associates; by Steven Litt; pl. ph.; p.74-77; June 95; LA

Cleveland; Basketball Arena, Gund; Ellerbe & Becket; Interior Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph.; p.26-33; Feb 95; INT

Cleveland; Central Library Addition; Competition Winner; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and URS Consultants; m. sec.; p.24; Oct 95; PA

Cleveland; Cleveland Gateway, Sports Complex, Master Plan; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl. m.; p.60; Apr 95; A

Cleveland; Northcoast Harbor Plan, Master Plan, Waterfront, Science Museum, Aquarium, Rock 'n Roll Hall of Fame Complex; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl. m.; p.61; Apr 95; A

Cleveland; Office Building, Middle Rise Remodeled 1934 Post Office Building, MK Ferguson Plaza; Van Dijk, Pace & Westlake; Original Design by Walker & Weeks;-ph. pl. sec.; p.102-105; Oct 95; AR

Cleveland; Public Library, INTERIORS Award, Richard Fleischman; ph. pl.; p.112-113, Jan 95, INT

Cleveland; Review of City Planning and Urban Projects; Sports, Museums, Aquarium, Theater and Multi-Use Complexes; ph. pl.; p.58-69; Apr 95; A

Cleveland; Review of Downtown Growth and Planning; Critique; by Steven Litt; ph. pl.; p.38-39; Sept 95; LA

Cleveland; Rock and Roll Exhibit; Pei, Cobb & Freed; Exhibition Design by Burdick Group; ph.; p.90-95; Nov 95; ID

Cleveland; Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Design and Construction Process; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. m. sec. dia. ill. elev. det.; p.62-71; Feb 95; PA

Cleveland; Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; Dec 95; A

Cleveland; Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-87; Nov 95; AR

Columbus; Laboratory and Research Facility, Ohio State University; Vernal G. Riffe Building, Perkins & Will; axon. ph.; p.100-105; Nov 95; A

Dayton; Temple Israel; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Katie Hensler; ph.; p.40-43; Aug 95; INT

Dublin; Field of Corn Sculpture, Malcolm Cochran; ph.; p.24; Aug 95; LA
OHIO (Cont'd)
Kettering; Residence; Custom Home Award; Atelier Design; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Spring 95; CB
Licking County; Residence; Frank Elmer, ph. pl.; p.106-107; June 95; B
Perry; Community Education Village, K-12; Perkins & Will and Burgess & Niple; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.76-85; July 95; AR
Toledo; Cluster for the Visual Arts, University of Toledo; Users' Critique; Frank O. Gehry and The Collaborative; by Thomas Fisher, ph. pl. sec.; p.72-77; May 95; PA
Youngstown; College of Education, University of Youngstown; Perkins & Will and Olsavsky & Jaminet, m. pl.; p.24, Mar 95; PA

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City; Downtown Master Plan; Rebuilding After Bombing; Frankfurter, Short & Bruza; ill. pl.; p.36-37; June 95; A
Oklahoma City; Downtown Plan; Charette Workshop; elev. pl.; p.24-25; Oct 95; A
Oklahoma City; Downtown Redevelopment; Frankfurter, Short & Bruza; by Mark Alden Branch; pl. ill.; p.45-46; July 95; PA
Oklahoma City; Government Building Bombed; Affect on Security and Trust in Design; by Deborah K. Dietzch; ph.; p.15; June 95; A
Oklahoma City; Interiors; Credit Union Offices; INTERIORS Award; Elliott Associates; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Jan 95; INT
Oklahoma City; Office Building; Low Rise; Credit Union; Elliott Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; May 95; A

OREGON

Bend; Golf Clubhouse, Broken Top; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; by Justin Henderson, ph. pl.; p.38-45; July 95; INT
Bend; Golf Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; ph.; p.130-131; Oct 95; A
Neskowin; Design Firm's Beach House; BOORA; ph. pl.; p.34; Dec 95; PA
Portland; Residential Development; Residence; Mendian; Phil Wolfinger; by Connie Potter; ph.; p.66-72; Nov/Dec 95; CB

ORNAMENTATION

See HISTORICAL

PAINT, COATINGS

Intumescents, Problems; Thin Film Fireproofing; Filling Holes for Cable Bundle; by Achim Hering; ph. det. biblio. table; p.80-90; Sept 95; TCS
New Treatment for Exterior Surfaces; by John D. Wagner; ph. biblio.; p.75-77; Mar/Apr 95; CB
Volatile Organic Compound Regulations; Replacing Traditional Solvent-Based Paints; by Lane Blackburn; biblio. table; p.42-43; Sept 95; AR

PARK

See GARDEN, RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE

Nevada, Las Vegas; Casino Parking Plaza; Landscape of Light; Freidmutter Associates; Lighting Design by John Levy; ph.; p.26-29; Aug/Suppl 95; AR
See UNIVERSITY/PARKING also

PARTITION

Demountable Partition Systems; Selection; by Albert R. Russell; iso. det. chart; p.73-78; Sept 95; TCS

PAVEMENT

Glassphalt; Glass in Paving; by Barbara Ryder; ph.; p.28; June 95; LA
Recycled Glass Chips as Surface and Integral Part of Pavement; by Joyce Gagnon; ph. biblio.; p.25-27; June 95; LA
Ultra-Thin Whitetopping; Fiber-Reinforced Portland Cement Concrete; by Lon Hawbaker; ph.; p.61-62; Aug 95; TCS

PENAL
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

PENNSYLVANIA

--; Residence; Interiors; Rick Yarnall; Interior Design by Carl D'Aquino; ph. pl.; p.150-157; May 95; ID
Bensalem; Animal Shelter; Susan Maxman; ph. pl.; p.92-95; May 95; AR
Doylestown; Residential Development; Residence; Hearthstone, Goldnier, Goldfarb & Kline; ph.; p.79; Feb 95; B
East Stroudsburg; University Center, East Stroudsburg University; Renovation and Expansion; Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; pers. ph.; p.64-69; Aug 95; ID
Elverson; Residential Development; Summerfield; James Wentling; ph.; p.148; Feb 95; B
Harrisburg; Office Building; Middle Rise; Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.64-69; Aug 95; AR
Kennett Square; Residential Development; Residence; Hessian Hill; Hillcrest Associates; ph.; p.116-117; Mar 95; B
Lancaster County; Residence; Addition; Cox & Evans; ph.; p.32-34; Mar/Apr 95; CB
North Philadelphia; Review of Civic Progress Report; R/UDAT; ph.; p.107; Apr 95; A
Philadelphia; Child Development Center; Addition; Bloomfield Associates; ph.; p.30; Aug 95; PA
Philadelphia; Independence Hall; Controversy over Updating Mechanical Systems; Vitetta Group; by Mumbarak S. Dahir; ph. det.; p.36-37; Feb 95; AR
Philadelphia; Recital Hall and Music Studios, Temple University; Remodeled Neoclassical Building; Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Feb 95; AR
PENNSYLVANIA (Cont'd)

Philadelphia; Residential Development; Housing Project Remodeled as Townhouses; Kelly & Maierlo and Rothschild Company, ill. pl.; p.33, Jan 95, AR

Philadelphia; Residential Development, Townhouse; Public Housing, Townhouses Remodeled from Small Apartments, PA Citation, Wallace, Roberts & Todd; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-99, 112, Jan 95, PA

Philadelphia; Residential Development, Townhouse, Public Housing. Townhouses Remodeled from Small Apartments, PA Citation, Wallace, Roberts & Todd; ph. pl. axon.; p.104-105, Feb 95, AR

Philadelphia; Urban Tree Farm; Micro Businesses; Sea Change Program; Community Design Collaborative and Pennsylvania Horticultural Society; ph. pl. p.19, Apr 95, LA

Pittsburgh; Church; Screen for Side Chapel; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. pl. p.72-74, Feb 95, PA

Pittsburgh; Interiors; Heinz Family Foundation Offices; Energy Efficient; William McDonough; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87, July 95, A

Pittsburgh; New Jail Divides Downtown From Waterfront; Critique; ph.; p.35, Dec 95, A

Unionville; Rural Village Extension; John R. Caulk; pl.; p.51; Jan 95, PA

University Park; Art Museum, Pennsylvania State University; Charles Moore and Arbonies; King & Vlock; ph. pl.; p.68, 72-73, Mar 95, PA

Wayne; Kitchen; Ann Capron; ph. pl.; p.98; Mar 95, A

PLAZA (Cont'd)

Florida, Miami; Pedestrian Mall in Overtown, Thirty Block Redevelopment; Revival of African-American Community; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. p.38-43, Dec 95, LA

Nevada, Las Vegas; Casino Parking Plaza; Landscape of Light; Freidmutter Associates, Lighting Design by John Levy; ph.; p.26-29, Aug/Suppl 95, AR

New York, New York; Waterfront Park, Robert F. Wagner, Jr.; Machado & Silvetti, pers. pl.; p.31; Aug 95, A

New York, New York; Waterfront Park, The Belvedere, Mitchell & Giurgola and Child Associates; axon. ph.; p.55-61; Aug 95, A

Plaza Entrance, Vesey Square; New York, New York; Stanley Saitowitz; m. pl.; p.87; Aug 95, A

Public Space in Balance; Security in Urban and Public Spaces, Examples; by Louise Mozingo, ph. biblio. ill.; p.42-47+; Feb 95, LA

Reinventing Public Space for Public Life; by Alex Krieger; ph.; p.76-77, June 95, A

Rethinking Public Space; Four Articles; by L. Andreotti; p.2-49; Sept 95, JAE

Spain, Barcelona; Redevelopment of City’s Open Spaces, Parks, Plazas, Playgrounds, Promenades; by John Beardsley, ph.; p.78-81; Oct 95, LA

See CIVIC CENTER, OFFICE BUILDING, URBAN DESIGN also

PLUMBING

Graywater for Residential Irrigation; iso. det. biblio.; p.30-33; Jan 95, LA

Water Saving Faucets; by Paul Clarkson; ph.; p.62-63; June 95, TCS

See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), SOLAR also

POLAND

—; Current Polish Landscape Design; by Frederick Steiner; ph.; p.176; Oct 95, LA

POLLUTION

Contractor’s Pollution Liability; by Mike Brannan and Berry Rozewski; p.15, 158; June 95, TCS

Indoor Air Quality Study; p.12-15, Nov/Dec 95; CB

Indoor Air Quality and Product VOC Emissions; CSI Seminar; ph.; p.76-84; Nov 95, TCS

Indoor Air Quality and Product VOC Emissions; CSI Symposium, ph. chart.; p.66-74; Oct 95, TCS

Man-Made Fibers Hazards, Debate; by Nadav Malin; p.48-49; June 95, TCS

See HAZARDS also

PORTUGAL

Aveiro; Library; University of Aveiro, Alvaro Siza; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-65; Apr 95, PA

Evora; Residential Development, Quinta da Malagueira Social Housing; Alvaro Siza; ph. pl. sec.; p.58; Apr 95, PA

PLANTS

See BOTANIC GARDEN, GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN

PLASTER

See STUCCO

PLASTIC

Plastic Lumber; ph.; p.34-36; Jan 95, LA

PLAZA

California, Los Angeles; Struggles Over Public Spaces, Conflicting Uses; by Margaret Crawford; ph. biblio.; p.4-9; Sept 95, JAE

California, San Francisco; Embarcadero Ribbon Promenade; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl.; p.86; Aug 95, A

California, San Francisco; One Market Street Plaza and Lobby Redesign; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.90-95, Aug 95, A

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Downtown Park, Bay Adelaide Park; Baird & Sampson; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-67; Aug 95, A
PORTUGAL (Cont'd)
Leca da Palmeira; Restaurant; Alvaro Siza, ph. pl. sec., p 57; Apr 95; PA
Lisbon; Arena, Wood Framed; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, m. sec.; p 38; Sept 95; AR
Porto; Architecture School; Alvaro Siza, ph. pl. ill.; p 60-61; Apr 95; PA
Porto; Park of the City; Sidonio Pardat, by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p 82-85; Oct 95; LA
Porto; Residence; Alvaro Siza; ph. pl.; p 59; Apr 95; PA

PREFABRICATION
Converting Shipping Containers for Low-Cost Housing; Prototype; Andre B. Kikoski; m. pl. p 29; Sept 95; PA
New York, New York, Bronx; Child Development Center, Bronx Community College; Preassembled Building Technology, Margaret Helfand, by Ziva Freiman; ph. pl. m. elev. sec. det.; p 56-63; Mar 95; PA
See: APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PUERTO RICO
San Juan; Memorial; One Hundredth Anniversary of Military Invasions; Architectural Installation, Puerto Rico '98; by Jose F. Buscaglia; biblio. ph. m.; p 250-259; May 95; JAE

RECREATION (Cont'd)
Baseball Stadium, Jacobs Field; Ohio, Cleveland; Structural Details; HOK Sports; ph. pl. sec.; p 64-69, 168; Apr 95; A
Baseball Stadium, Jacobs Field; Ohio, Cleveland; HOK Sports; Master Planning by Sasaki Associates; by Steven Litt; pl. ph.; p 74-77; June 95; LA
Baseball Stadium; Texas, Arlington; David M. Schwarz; Landscape Design by Newman, Jackson & Bieberstein; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p 82-84; June 95; LA
Basketball Arena, Gund; Ohio, Cleveland; Eellerbe & Becker; Interior Design by Sussman & Preiza; ph. ill.; p 26-33; Feb 95; INT
Beach Entrance Pavilion; California, Malibu; Gruen Associates; ph. pl.; p 27; Nov 95; PA
Beach Pavilion Renovation; Community Center; Restoration; England, Bexhill-on-Sea; De La Warr Pavilion, Details, Troughton & McAslan; Original Design by Mendelsohn, Erich and Serge Chermayeff; ph. pl. axon.; p 82-84, 100; Sept 95; PA
Bike Trails and Big Parks Alleviate the Interstate; Washington, Seattle; Critique, by Richard K. Untermann; ph. p 34-36; Mar 95; LA
Casino Parking Plaza; Nevada, Las Vegas; Landscape of Light; Freidmutter Associates; Lighting Design by John Levy; ph.; p 26-29; Aug/Suppl 95; AR
Centennial Olympic Park; Georgia, Atlanta; Designed for After the Olympics, EDAW et al.; ph. p 74-75; Apr 95; A
Centennial Olympic Park; Georgia, Atlanta; Planning for Summer Olympics '96; EDAW, by Catherine Howell; ill. pl.; p 41-43; Aug 95; LA
Children's Playground; New York, Long Island; Gregory Kiss; ph. axon.; p 74; Sept 95; INT
City's Defensible Parks; California, Los Angeles; Survey of Public Park Redesign; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p 48-50; Feb 95; LA
City's Parks; Germany, Berlin; Wall Park; by Edward A. Cook; ph.; p 72-75; Oct 95; LA
Civic Park for Battery Park City; New York, New York; Machado & Silvetti; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. ill. elev. det.; p 90-97; Aug 95; PA
Communication Park, Multi-Media Events at the Public Park; Visionary Winner, Public Thing International; ill.; p 59; Dec 95; LA
Design Awards, ASLA; Parks, Gardens, Canal Wetlands Project, Baseball Training Facility; ph.; p 44-53, 61; Nov 95; LA
Downtown Park, Bay Adelaide Park; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Baird & Sampson; ph. pl. sec.; p 62-67; Aug 95; A
England, Nottingham; Office Building; Low Rise; Inland Revenue Center, Includes Sports Hall; Energy Efficient; Michael Hopkins; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p 76-83, 168; July 95; A
Fitness Center; New York, New York; Thanhauser & Esterson; ph. pl.; p 27; Oct 95; PA
Florida, ---; Statewide System of Greenways; by Julie Hauerman; ph. map.; p 58-61; July 95; LA
Gambling Casino to Replace Rivergate Building; Louisiana, New Orleans; by Errol Barron; m. ph.; p 22-23; Mar 95; AR
Gateway Green, Urban Linear Park; Iowa, Des Moines; Agrest & Gandelsonas and Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunc; ill. pl.; p 34-35; Aug 95; A

RECREATION
Architect Designed Playhouses; ph.; p 26-27; Apr 95; A
Arena; Portugal, Lisbon; Wood Framed; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, m. sec.; p 38; Sept 95; AR
Baseball Stadium, Coors Field; Colorado, Denver; HOK Sports; Landscape Design by EDAW/HRV; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl. ill.; p 78-81; June 95; LA

R
RADON
See HAZARDS

RECLAMATION
See CONSERVATION, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION

RECORDING STUDIO
See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO

RECREATION
Architect Designed Playhouses; ph.; p 26-27; Apr 95; A
Arena; Portugal, Lisbon; Wood Framed; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, m. sec.; p 38; Sept 95; AR
Baseball Stadium, Coors Field; Colorado, Denver; HOK Sports; Landscape Design by EDAW/HRV; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl. ill.; p 78-81; June 95; LA
RECREATION (Cont’d)

Georgia, Atlanta; City’s Preparation for the 1996 Olympics; Review of Projects and Planning for Consequences, ph. pl., p.70-75; Apr 95; A

Golf Clubhouse, Broken Top; Oregon, Bend; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.38-45; July 95; INT

Golf Clubhouse; Oregon, Bend; Builder’s Choice Award; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; ph.; p.130-131; Oct 95; B

Gwynns Falls Greenway; Maryland, Baltimore; Competition Winner; Diana Balmori et al, ph.; p.20; Jan 95; LA

Gymnasium and Teen Center; Massachusetts, South Boston; Leers Weinzapfel; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-105; June 95; AR

Health Center; New York, New York; Definitions; Thanhauser & Esterson; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-67; Oct 95; INT

Health and Boxing Club, Strykers Sporting Club; Health Center; New York, New York; Definitions; Thanhauser & Esterson; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-67; Oct 95; INT

Hockey Arena, Critique; Missouri, St. Louis; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. elev.; p.47; Feb 95; A

Hockey Stadium, Multi-Use Development; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Lemay Associates and Lemoyne, Lapointe & Magne; m. pl.; p.39; Feb 95; PA

Holistic Health Center; Michigan, Kalamazoo; Felzer Institute Retreat House; Harley & Ellington; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.54-59; Oct 95; INT

Maine, Sunday River; Heating Sunday River Ski Lodge; by Liz Lipton; ph.; p.52-55; Oct 95; TCS

Mill Race Park Structures; Indiana, Columbus; Tower, Shelters, Restrooms, Pavilions, Arbor, Boat House; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Aug 95; A

Ministerial Recreation Center; Saudi Arabia; Ryder; Tent Structure; FTI/Happold; ph. pl. m.; p.62-63; Mar 95; INT

New Baseball Stadiums, a Survey; Critique; by John Pastier; ph.; p.70-73; June 95; LA

New Gambling Casinos Along the Mississippi River; Survey; Mississippi; ---; Riverboats; by Coleman Coker; ph.; p.100-109; Mar 95; AR

New Jersey, Jackson; Metedeconk National Golf Club Visitor House; Shelton & Mindell; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Feb 95; ID

New York, New York; Equinox Fitness Club, Interiors; Mojo & Stumer; ph. pl.; p.144-149; May 95; ID

New York, New York; Plaza Entrance, Vesey Square; Stanley Saitowitz; m. pl.; p.87; Aug 95; A

Ohio, Cleveland; Cleveland Gateway; Sports Complex Master Plan; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl. m.; p.60; Apr 95; A

Olympic Games 1996; Review of Projects; Georgia, Atlanta; Integration with the City; Critique; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. dia. ill.; m. p.51-59, 102, 104; July 95; PA

Olympic Village, 83,000 Seats; Georgia, Atlanta; Heavy International and Rosser & Fabrap; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p.52-53, 56; July 95; PA

Olympic Village; Georgia, Atlanta; Jova, Daniels & Busby, John Portman and Niles Boulton; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.57; July 95; PA

RECREATION (Cont’d)

Park Above Train Station; France, Paris; Atlantic Garden, Francois Brun and Michael Pena; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-71; Oct 95; LA

Park Visitor Center; California, San Jose; PA Citation; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfau & Jones and Jones Partners; m. pl. ill.; p.108-109, 111; Jan 95; PA

Park of the City; Portugal, Porto; Sodano Pardal; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Oct 95; LA

Projects That Attract Tourists to Downtowns; by Deborah K. Dietzch; ph.; p.15; Dec 95; A

Public Park; Washington, Seattle; PA Citation; Committee for The Seattle Commons; ill. m. ph.; p.102-103, 111; Jan 95; PA

Reception Pavilion for Beech Forest; Spain, Girona; Rafael Aranda, Carmen Pigem and Ramon Vilalta; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Oct 95; PA

Redevelopment of City’s Open Spaces; Spain, Barcelona; Parks, Playgrounds, Promenades; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.76-81; Oct 95; LA

Search for Green Peaceful Park; New York, New York; Success Garden, Bryant Park; Hanna & Olin; by Hugo Lindgren; ph.; p.52-54; Feb 95; LA

Senior Center; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Remodeled Super Market; Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittelmann; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Aug 95; INT

Sports Stadium Lighting Specifications; Standards, Television Requirements; by John Frier; ph. pl. dia.; p.26-42; Mar 95; TCS

Sports Stadium; Hong Kong; AIA Honor Award; HOK Sports; ph. sec.; p.127; May 95; A

St. Tammany Parish Tourist Center; Louisiana, Covington; Piazza Architecture; m. pl.; p.37; Mar 95; A

Stadium Door Hardware; by John Dalrymple; ph.; p.44-53; May 95; TCS

Stadium; Japan, Tokyo; Competition Winner; Ellerbe & Becket; m. elev. sec.; p.26; Sept 95; PA

Statewide System of Greenways; Florida, ---; by Julie Hauserman; ph. pl.; p.68-61; July 95; LA

Tennis Center; Florida, Windor; Pavilion and Courts; Hernandez, Hector & Lombar; elev. ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 95; INT

The New Casino, Its Basic Design Elements; Intensified Development of Casinos; by Neal Miller; ph.; p.42-48; Sept 95; TCS

The Park, Past and Future; by John Brinckeroff Jackson; ph.; p.22-23; Feb 95; LA

Trails and Linear Greenways; Survey of Growing Number of Projects; by Philip Landgon; ph. pl.; p.74-78; Mar 95; LA

US Olympic Training Facility; California, San Diego; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Jan 95; INT

US Olympic Training Facility; Colorado, Colorado Springs; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Jan 95; INT

Urban Park, North Cove Link at Battery Park City; New York, New York; Susan Child; ph. pl.; p.85; May 95; LA

Visitor Center; Washington, Okanogan National Forest; Kelbaugh & Callthorpe and Einar Jarmund; m. pl. sec.; p.39; Jan 95; PA
RECREATION (Cont'd)
Visitors' Center, Sand Dunes; Netherland's, Northern Holland; Maarten Min and Min 2 Productions; ph. pl. sec; p.29; Oct 95; PA
Waterfront Park, Robert F. Wagner, Jr.; New York; New York; Machado & Silvetti; pers. pl.; p.31; Aug 95; A
Waterfront Park, The Belvedere; New York, New York; Mitchell & Giurgo and Child Associates; axon. pl. pl.; p.55-61; Aug 95; A
What Makes a Good Park; Design Standards; by Peter Katz; ph.; p.43-47; Aug 95; A
Youth Activities Center; California, Los Angeles; Remodeled Factory Building; Shubin & Donaldson; ph. pl.; p.85; Sept 95; INT
See COMMUNITY CENTER, GARDEN, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, PLAZA, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CATHEDRAL
France, Evry; Mario Botta; ph. sec. m.; p.32-33; Sept 95; A

CHAPEL
Byzantine Frescos on Display; Texas, Houston; PA Citation; Francois De Ment; m. axon. det.; p.100-101, 111; Jan 95; PA

CHURCH
Catholic; North Carolina, Wilson; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. pl.; p.74-76; Feb 95; PA
Christ Church, Renovation, Lighting; New York, Oyster Bay; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. det.; p.34-35; May/Suppl 95; AR
Church and School Building; Haiti, Mountain Village; Peter Grina; axon. pl.; p.26; Jan 95; PA
Columbarium for Church, Gothic Wooden; New York, New York; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. pl. sec.det.; p.76-77, 117; Feb 95; PA
District of Columbia, Washington; Western Presbyterian Church, Gothic Details, Computer Aided; Kress Cox; ph. elev.; p.144-145; Nov 95; A
Episcopal Church; Alabama, Fairhope; Errol Barron and Michael Toups; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-89; Oct 95; A
New York, New York; New Acoustics for Riverside Church Renovation; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; Acoustical Design by Kirkegaard Associates; ph. sec.; p.36-37; Nov 95; AR
Screen for Side Chapel; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Feb 95; PA
St. Patrick's Catholic Church; New York, Glen Cove, Renovation; Bentei & Bentei; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 95; INT
Survey of Firm's Gothic Revival Work; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Feb 95; PA
Unitarian Church; New York, Rochester; Louis I. Kahn; pl. elev. ill.; p.19; Sept 95; JAE

RELIGIOUS BUILDING (Cont'd)
TEMPLE
Temple Israel; Ohio, Dayton; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.40-43; Aug 95; INT
Temple Kol Ami; Arizona, Scottsdale; William P. Bruder; ph. pl.; p.86; July 95; PA
See UNIVERSITY/RELIGIOUS BUILDING also

REMODELING
See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RESEARCH FACILITY
Ameritech Diagnostic Center; Illinois, Hoffman Estates; Lohan Associates; Interior Design by Environments Group, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.54-57; June 95; INT
Biotechnology Research Laboratory and Headquarters; Washingon, Seattle; Remodeled Steam Plant; ZymoGenetics; Daly Associates and NBBJ; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; Feb 95; AR
Center for Molecular Biology Symposiums; James C. Childress; ph. pl.; p.61; Sept 95; INT
National Wildflower Research Center; Texas, Austin; Overland Partners; Landscape Design by J. Robert Anderson; by Michael Lecese; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Sept 95; LA
National Wildflower Research Center; Texas, Austin; Overland Partners; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-75; July 95; A
Neurosciences Institute, Scripps Research Institute; California, La Jolla; Design and Construction Process; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; by Ziva Freidman; ph. pl. m. ill. sec. det.; p.76-85; Apr 95; PA
Washington, Richland; US Molecular Sciences Laboratory, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. iso.; p.128-129; Apr 95; A
See UNIVERSITY also

RESEARCH LABORATORY
See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

RESEARCH
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY, Specific Subjects

RESIDENCE
Builder's Choice Award for Design Elements; Kitchen, Cabana, Stair, Garage, Light Fixture, Gingerbread, Wall Cove, etc.; ph. pl.; p.139-155; Oct 95; B
Building Types Study; RECORD Houses; Annual Issue; ph. pl. sec. det. axon. p.61-101; Apr 95; AR
Home Office Design; by John Andrews; ph. pl.; p.48-53; Mar/Apr 95; CB
Residential Development; Builder's Choice Awards; by Susan Bradford, Kathy Greer and Chad Bishop; ph. pl.; p.86-157; Oct 95; B

93
RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

Three Builders Use Multiple Electronic Controls; Products; Case Studies; by Matthew T. Power; ph.; p.91-97, Oct 95; CA

ALABAMA
Madison; PA Award, Office dA, M. pl. sec; elev.; p.60.63; 112; Jan 95; PA

ARIZONA
Maricopa County; William P. Bruder, ph. pl.; p.83; July 95; PA
Phoenix; Energy Showcase House; Jones Studio; ph. pl. sec.; p.139-141; July 95; A
Phoenix; William P. Bruder, ph.; p.85; July 95, PA
Scottsdale; KA4; ph.; p.46-49; May/June 95; CB
Tucson; Design-Build; Glass Walled Fireplace Detail; Line and Space; sec. ph. pl.; p.60-61,106; Dec 95; PA
Tucson; Design-Build; Line and Space; ph.; p.56-57, Dec 95, PA

ARKANSAS
Wedington; Marlon Blackwell, ph. pl. elev.; p.58; Sept 95, INT

AUSTRALIA
Mt. Wilson; Glenn Murtch, ph. pl. sec.; p.147-151; Sept 95; A

AUSTRIA
Vienna; Rufer House, 1922; Three Dimensional Raumplan Theory of Design; Adolf Loos; by Cynthia Jara; ph. pl. axon. m. biblio. sec.; p.185-201; Feb 95; JAE

CALIFORNIA
—; Tim Lantz, Builder’s Specialty is Residential Historic Restoration; by Christina Nelson; ph.; p.18-24; Mar/Apr 95; CB
Berkeley; Architect’s Residence; Donn Logan and Marc Li Wong; ph. pl.; p.136-141; Oct 95; ID
Berkeley; Interiors, IDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Ruth Livingston; ph.; p.110-111; Nov 95; ID
Berkeley; Sutton & Suzuki; ph. sec.; p.108-109; 158; June 95; B
Calistoga; Weekend Cottage, AIA Honor Award; William Tumbull; ph. pl.; 125; May 95; A
High Sierras; Vacation Cabins Constructed of Shipping Containers; Jones Partners; il. axon.; p.38; Jan 95; PA
Juniper Hills; Industrial Materials; Judith Sheine; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73; Apr 95; AR
La Jolla; Interiors. Beachfront. Cooper Group; Original Design by Vincent Grizzetti; by Kate Hensler; ph.; p.78-81; June 95; INT
Laguna Beach; Interiors; Japanese Inspired; Charles Jacobs and and Brad Blair; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Dec 95; ID
Los Altos Hills; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Eldon Beck; ph. pl.; p.9; Apr 95; LA
Los Angeles; Steep Site; Aviva Carmy; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.105-111; Jan 95; A
Los Angeles; BAU Design; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Aug 95; INT
Manhattan Beach; Antoine Predock; ph. det.; p.125-129; Mar 95, A

RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)
Napa Valley; Lundberg Design; m. pl.; p.26; Oct 95; PA
Newport Beach; Beach House; INTERIORS Award; Arthur Erickson, Interior Design by Francisco Kirpaaz; ph. pl.; p.104-105, Jan 95; INT
Oakland; Energy Conserving; Karl Wanasejia; ill. pl.; p.33; Jan 95; PA
Oakland; Fire Replacement House; Jim Jennings; sec. ph. pl. elev. det.; p.109-113, Aug 95; A
Oakland; Post-Fire, Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-87; Apr 95; AR
Oakland; Davidson & Seals; Interior Design by Bruhoff Design; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Oct 95; INT
Palm Springs; Restoration of 1947 Kaufmann House, Details; Marmol & Radziner; Original Design by Richard Neutra; by Ziva Freiman; det. ph. pl.; p.72-79, 114; Nov 95; PA
Pasadena; BDS; ph. pl.; p.27; Nov 95; PA
Point Richmond; Holabird & Root; ill. det.; p.40; Jan 95; PA
Sacramento; Builder’s House, Custom Home Award; Russ Tyner; ph. pl.; p.132-136; Spring 95; CB
San Diego; Jeanne McCallum; ph. pl. sec.; p.123-125; Oct 95; A
San Francisco, North of; Addition; Jarvis Architects; by Christina Nelson; ph.; p.28-32; Mar/Apr 95; CB
San Francisco; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; FACE ARCHITECTURE; by Christina Nelson; ph. pl. sec.; p.114-115; Dec 95; A
San Francisco; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Katherine Howard; ph. pl.; p.92; Apr 95; LA
Santa Barbara; DesignARC; ph. pl.; p.30; Sept 95; PA
Santa Monica Canyon; Architects’ Live-Work House; Mark Cigolle and Kim Coleman; ph.; p.21; Apr 95; PA
Santa Monica; Addition and Remodeling; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Apr 95; AR
Santa Monica; Architects’ Residence; Mark Cigolle and Kim Coleman; ph. axon.; p.104-107; June 95; ID
Santa Monica; Interiors; Landscape Architects; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 95; ID
Santa Monica; Steel and Glass House; Pierre Koenig; ph. pl.; p.23; Mar 95, PA
Southern; House and Studio; McCoy & Simon; m. pl.; p.40; Jan 95; PA
St. Helena; Landscape. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Lutsko Associates; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Apr 95; LA
Temecula Valley; Cottage at Dorland Mountain Arts Colony; ROTO Architects; ph.; p.88; Sept 95; INT
Venice; Builder’s Choice Award; Steven Ehrlich; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Oct 95; B
Ventura County; Energy Conserving; Belzberg & Weinman; m. pl.; p.33; Jan 95; PA
Woodside; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Architectural Resources Group; Original Design by Willis Polk; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.111-113; Dec 95; A
RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

CANADA
British Columbia, Nanaimo; Patkau Architects; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Sept 95; PA
Nova Scotia, Bayfield; Brian MacKay-Lyons; ph. pl.; p. 69; Aug 95; PA
Nova Scotia, Bedford; Brian MacKay-Lyons; ph. pl.; p. 65; Aug 95; PA
Nova Scotia, Blanche Peninsula; Brian MacKay-Lyons; ph. pl.; p. 66; Aug 95; PA
Nova Scotia, Halifax; Two Units; Brian MacKay-Lyons; ph. pl.; p. 64; Aug 95; PA
Nova Scotia, Pugwash; Brian MacKay-Lyons; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Aug 95; PA
Ontario, Toronto; Architect’s Residence; Brigitte Shim and Howard Sutcliffe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 55; June 95; PA
Ontario; Summer House Addition; Hariri & Hariri; ph. pl. axon.; p. 96-101; Apr 95; AR

COLORADO
Beaver Creek; Custom Home Award; Morter Architects; ph. pl.; p. 52-57; Spring 95; CB
Telluride; Custom Home Builder; Casey Smith, His Work; by Jheri Fleet; ph. p. 20-26; Jan/Feb 95; CB

CONNECTICUT
Greenwich; Custom Home Award; Daniel Conlon; ph. pl.; p. 92-96; Spring 95; CB
GUILFORD; Expansion, Renovation; Centerbrook; ph. axon. sec.; p. 133-135; Nov 95; A
New Canaan; Architect’s Gate House; Philip Johnson; ph. pl. axon.; p. 74-79; Nov 95; A

DELaware
North Bethany Beach; Walter Lynch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-115, 156; June 95; B

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington; German Ambassador’s Residence; O. M. Ungers; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-103; May 95; AR
Washington; Remodeled Bank Building, Builder’s Choice Project of the Year; Brauer & Hauptman; ph. pl.; p. 88-91; Oct 95; B
Washington; Remodeled; McInturff Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-123; Feb 95; ID

ENGLand
London; Future Systems; ph. pl. sec.; p. 31; July 95; PA
North London; Ove Arup’s House, Restoration; Eva Jirina; Original Design by Erhard Lorenz; sec. ph. pl.; p. 32; Dec 95; PA

FLORIDA
Fisher Island; Michael De Santis; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p. 62-67; July 95; INT
Fort Lauderdale; Custom Home Award; S. H. Brandt; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Spring 95; CB
Fort Myers; Fiddlesticks, Parade of Homes Winner; Spencer Goliger; ph. pl.; p. 168; Oct 95; B
Jupiter; Interiors; Jonathan Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 144-145; Apr 95; ID
Tampa; Custom Home Award; Leon Goldenberg; ph. pl.; p. 102-106; Spring 95; CB
Windsor; Tennis Cottages and Sideyard House; Merri & Hatch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-105; May 95; A

GEORGIA
Atlanta; Habitat for Humanity Projects; Design Traditions; pl. elev. pers.; p. 138-139; Apr 95; A

HAWAII
Big Island of Hawaii; Interiors; Charles Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Apr 95; ID

IDAHO
Ketchum; Custom Home Award; Mack Associates; ph. pl.; p. 52-37; Spring 95; CB

ILLINOIS
Chicago; Narrow Lot; Brininstool & Lynch; det. ph. pl.; p. 129-131; Feb 95; A
Chicago; Small Lot; Frederick Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 68-69; Apr 95; AR
Hampshire; Custom Home Award; Mark Zinni; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Spring 95; CB

ITALY
Tuscany; Casa Cei, Sottsass Associati; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-81; Apr 95; AR

KENTUCKY
Todd’s Point; David M. Biagi; ph. sec.; p. 57; Sept 95; INT

MARYLAND
Chevy Chase; Finest for Family Living Award; Worland & Hutchison; ph. pl.; p. 174; Oct 95; B
Chevy Chase; Remodeled, Builder’s Choice Award; McInturff Architects; ph. pl.; p. 126-127; Oct 95; B
Kent Island; Remodeled, Builder’s Choice Award; O’Neil & Marmon; ph. pl.; p. 122-123; Oct 95; B
Stevensville; Good Architecture; ph. pl.; p. 110-111; June 95; B

MASSACHUSETTS
—; Traditional Stone House; Peggy Deamer and Scott Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 30; July 95; PA
Billerica; Interiors; Hancock & Hancock; ph. pl.; p. 86-89; Oct 95; B
Chestnut Hills; House for Child with Cerebral Palsy; Hardaway Associates; ph. pl.; p. 32; Apr 95; AR
Concord; Machado & Silvetti; ph. pl.; p. 19; Apr 95; PA
Eastern; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Thomas Wirth; ph. pl.; p. 93; Apr 95; LA

MICHIGAN
Grand Rapids; J. Visser; ph. pl.; p. 64-67; May/June 95; CB

MISSOURI
St. Louis; Residence and Studio, Remodeled Theater; Gary Glenn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 39; Feb 95; PA

NETHERLANDS
Utrecht; Architect’s Residence; Mart Van Schijndel; ph. pl.; p. 57; June 95; PA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESIDENCE (Cont’d)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW HAMPSHIRE</td>
<td>—; Features Home Management System; by Christina Nelson; ph. pl.; p.56-814; Sept/Oct 95; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
<td>Harvey Cedars; Builder’s Choice Award; Susan Maxman; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Oct 95; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jackson; Metedeconk National Golf Club Visitor House; Shelton &amp; Mindell; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Feb 95; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lambertville; Casino for Weekend House; Keenen &amp; Riley; ph. pl.; p.73; Sept 95; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longport; Seaside House: Brian Healy; ph. axon.; p.69; Sept 95; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lambertville; Casino for Weekend House; Keener) &amp; Riley, ph. axon.; p.73; Sept 95; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahwah; Custom Home Award; William G. Brown, ph. pl.; p.112-116; Spring 95; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stockton; Custom Home Award, Wayne G. Napolitano and Arthur Ronquist. ph. pi.; p.82-87; Spring 95; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW MEXICO</td>
<td>Sante Fe; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Martha Schwartz, Ken Smith and David Meyer; ph. pl.; p.87; Apr 95; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tierra del Oro; Custom Home Award, Sierra Custom Builders; ph. pl.; p.140-145; Spring 95; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td>Long Island, Southampton; Interiors; Peter Balsam; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Oct 95; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Long Island; Andrew J. Schmitz; ph.; p.70-73; May/June 95; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montauk; Remodeled; Builder’s Choice Award; Kehrit, Shatken &amp; Sharon; ph.; p.124-125; Oct 95; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York; Townhouse, Interiors; Jamie Drake; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Dec 95; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Castle; In Protected Wetlands, Dean &amp; Wolf; ph. pl.; p.82-87; Apr 95; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pittsford; Patrick Morabito; ph. pl.; p.19-22; Sept/Oct 95; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhinebeck; Dennis Wedlick; ph. pl.; p.76-77; May 95; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upstate; Challenges Construction Document Conventions; Thomas Leeser; pl. sec. elev. axon. m.; p.80-85; June 95; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA</td>
<td>Outer Banks; Hugh Newell Jacobsen, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Feb 95; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southwestern; Vacation House Roof Details, Clark &amp; Menefee; sec. pl. det.; p.131-135; June 95; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHIO</td>
<td>Kettering; Custom Home Award, Atelier Design; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Spring 95; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Licking County; Frank Elmer; ph. pl.; p.106-107; June 95; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OREGON</td>
<td>Nesko; Design Firm’s Beach House; BOORA; ph. pl.; p.34; Dec 95; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
<td>—; Interiors; Rick Yamal; Interior Design by Carl D’Aguina; ph. pl.; p.150-157; May 95; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lancaster County; Addition; Cox &amp; Evans; ph. pl.; p.32-34; Mar/Apr 95; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENCE (Cont’d)</td>
<td>PORTUGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porto; Alvaro Siza; ph. pl.; p.59; Apr 95; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHODE ISLAND</td>
<td>Narragansett Bay; Estes Company; ph. pl.; p.104-105, 158; June 95; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td>Barcelona; Victoria Casasco and Carlos Garcia-Delgado, elev. ph. sec.; p.60; Sept 95; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Girona; Wall Section; Francesc Rius Camps; ph. pl.; p.56-57, 96; Oct 95; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td>Zumikon; House for Large Family and Art Collection; Gwathmey &amp; Siegel; ph. axon.; p.74-79; Apr 95; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNESSEE</td>
<td>Brentwood; David Brown; ph. pl. sec.; p.116-117, 155; June 95; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chattanooga; Habitat for Humanity Project; TWH; elev. pers. pl.; p.136; Apr 95; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXAS</td>
<td>Dallas; Habitat for Humanity Project; Archiplan Architects; pl. persp. elev.; p.137; Apr 95; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dallas; INTERIORS Award, Antoine Preddox; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Jan 95; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dallas; Interiors; David Cadwallader; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Jan 95; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dallas; Parade of Homes Winner, Sabatini Group; ph. pl.; p.166; Oct 95; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Houston; Energy-Conscious; Lars Larup and Gerald Maffei; m. pl.; p.31; Jan 95; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Antonio; Interiors, Ford. Powell &amp; Carson; ph. pl.; p.100-103; June 95; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERMONT</td>
<td>Grand Isle; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award, Child Associates; ph. pl.; p.88; Apr 95; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
<td>Charlottesville; Monticello’s Dumb Waiters; On the Design and Workings of Monticello; Thomas Jefferson, by Alice Gray Read; pl. iso. dia. biblio. ill.; p.168-175; Feb 95; JAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td>Seabeck; Forest Site, James Cutler; ph. pl.; p.88-91; May 95; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seattle; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award, Berger Partnership; ph. pl.; p.86; Apr 95; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seattle; Olson &amp; Sundberg; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.66-71; Apr 95; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sumner; Todd Lawson; ph. pl. det.; p.112-113, 156; June 95; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST VIRGINIA</td>
<td>—; Builder’s Choice Award, McInturff Architects; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Oct 95; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
<td>Westby; Rural Site; Brooks &amp; Carey; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Apr 95; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, GARDEN, HISTORICAL, INTERIOR DESIGN, KITCHEN, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

American Institute of Building Design Competition; Entries, Winner; ph. pl.; p.40-48; Nov/Dec 95; CB

Apartment Development; Builders Should Build Multi-Family; ph. chart, tables; p.128-132; Sept 95; B

Avoid Cold Rooms; by Arthur N. Johnson; ph.; p.206; May 95; B

Builder's Choice Awards; by Susan Bradford; Kathy Green and Chad Bishop; ph.; p.86-157; Oct 95; B

Builder's House Tour; Texas, Houston; by Melissa Herron; ph. map; p.186-190; Jan 95; B

Building Green; Builder's Examples of Environmentally Sensitive Building; by Rick Schowsky and Susan Bradford & Linde Atman; ph. pl. tables; p.136-166; Feb 95; B

Buyers' Guide to Building Products; Product Index; ph.; p.87-356; Apr 95; B

Custom Builder of the Month, Dominick Caroselli; His Work; by Leslie Gale Levine; ph.; p.16-22; Sept/Oct 95; CB

Custom Builder of the Month, Mark Galbraith; His Work; by Peter Lemos; ph.; p.20-26; July/Aug 95; CB

Density Guidelines; Examples; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.79-86; Dec 95; B

Density; Small Lots with Large Yards; pl.; p.86; Dec 95; B

Design for Density; Cluster Plan; by William J. Devereaux, Jr; elev. pl.; p.84-86; July 95; B

Design for Smart Storage; by William Devereaux, Jr and Susan Bradford; pl. sec. elev.; p.94-95; Feb 95; B

Design to Save Trees; Two Builders Win Awards; ph.; p.92; Sept 95; B

Dissecting the American House; Critique of Showy New Development Houses; Examples of Architect Designed House; by Philip Langdon; ph.; p.45-51, 90; Oct 95; PA

Does Landscaping Pay Off?; Residential Development, ph.; p.104; May 95; B

Estate and Farm for Development; Strategies, Examples, by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.98-103; Sept 95; B

Family Houses; Examples; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.113-123; Mar 95; B

Faster Framing; ill. ph.; p.164-165; Aug 95; B

Floor Plan Critique and Improvement; by Downing, Thorpe & James; pl.; p.98; June 95; B

Floor Plan Redesign; by CHK Architects; pl.; p.90; July 95; B

Floor Plan Redesign; by CHK Architects; pl.; p.216, 226; Jan 95; B

Floor Plan to Improve Traffic Flow; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; pl. elev.; p.110; May 95; B

Guide to Use of CD-Rom Buyers Guide; ph.; p.14-16; Apr 95; B

Home Automation; ph.; p.85; July/Aug 95; CB

House Plan Design Critique; pl.; p.216; 226; Jan 95; B

Land Buying Strategies; by Gerry Donohue; ill.; p.146-150; June 95; B

Manufacturer's Index; Name, Address and Phone Numbers, p.25-78; Apr 95; B

Plan Redesign; by EDI Architecture; pl. elev.; p.94; Sept 95; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

Redesign of Floor Plan, Redefining Rooms; by Burke, Smith & Fong; pl.; p.84; Nov 95; B

Redesign of Problem Floor Plan; by Evans Group; ph.; p.74; Dec 95; B

Redesigning to Cut Size; by Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; pl.; p.110; Mar 95; B

Residence; Builder's Choice Award for Design Elements, Kitchen, Cabana, Stair, Garage, Light Fixture, Gingerbread, Wall Cove, etc.; pl. ph.; p.139-155; Oct 95; B

Schedule of 30 Day Construction; chart; p.96; Dec 95; B

Special Homes; by Tana Fletcher; ph. charts; p.231-241; Jan 95; B

Women Design Perfect Home; by Lee Strong; ph.; p.72-74, July/Aug 95; CB

DEVELOPMENT

Arkansas, Springdale; EDI and University of Arkansas Students; ph. pl. elev.; p.88; July 95; B

California, Aliso Viejo; Flores Los Alisos; Scheurer Architects; ph.; p.82-83; Dec 95; B

California, Culver City; Neighborhood Redevelopment; Elizabeth Moule and Stefanos Polyizoild; ill. pl.; p.85; Aug 95; PA

California, East Oakland; Participatory Process for Low-Income Housing, Michael Pyatok; axon. elev.; p.45; Jan 95; PA

California, Los Angeles; Playa Vista, Suburb with Commercial and Residential Use with Parks, Wetlands; DPZ, Legorreta Associates, Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Moule & Polyizoild; Landscape Design by Young; ph.; p.60-63; Aug 95; LA

California, Milpitas; Landscape Plan, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award, Daniel Solomon and Kathryn Clarke; Landscape Design by Gary Leonard Long; ph.; p.99; Apr 95; LA

California, Mountain View; Neighborhood Redevelopment; The Crossings; Landscape Associates; ph.; p.87; Aug 95; PA

California, Soquel; The Farm, AIA Honor Award; Seidel & Holzman; ph.; p.118; May 95; A

California, Tustin; Travilla; JBZ Donius; ph.; p.234-235; Jan 95; B

Hawaii, Honolulu; Affordable Housing, Eva Villages Master Plan, R. M. Towil; ph.; p.72, Dec 95; B

Illinois, Grayslake; Prairie Crossing, Model Suburb; Peter Walker and William Johnson; ph.; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p.66-59; Aug 95; LA

Mexico, Mexico City; Four Houses in a Circle; Albin, Mexico; ph.; p.139-155, Oct 95; B

Mississippi, Starkville; Shop Teacher Revitalizes Neighborhood; Using Traditional Principles, Dan Camp; by Marilyn Avery; ph.; p.106-111; June 95; PA

Pennsylvania, Elverson; Shop Teacher Revitalizes Neighborhood; Using Traditional Principles, Dan Camp; by Marilyn Avery; ph.; p.106-111; June 95; PA

Pennsylvania, Unionville; Rural Village Extension, John R. Cauk; pl.; p.51; Jan 95; PA

Portugal, Evora; Quinta da Malagueira Social Housing, Alvaro Siza; ph. pl. sec.; p.88, Aug 95; PA
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

**MANAGEMENT (Cont'd)**

- **A Good Safety Plan;** Checklist, by Brad German and Rick Schwolsky; ph. tables; p.344-350, Jan 95; B
- **Altman Z Score Failure Forecast;** Formula to Indicate Financial Health; p.110, Nov 95; B
- **Avoiding Worker's Comp Fraud;** by Brad German; ph. tables; p.134-139, Mar 95; B
- **Builder Firms Tune-Up;** Critique by Experts; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.134-142, June 95; B
- **Builder Profile;** Bartholomew & Le Boeuf; ph.; p.98, Dec 95; B
- **Builder's Growth Strategy;** Bramalea; ph.; p.284, Jan 95; B
- **Builder's Guide to Phone, Computer and Other Office Equipment;** by Ray Berger ph. ill.; p.10-114, Feb 95; B
- **Business Excellence Awards;** Analysis; by Geny Donohue; tables, il.; p.290-300, Jan 95; B
- **Dealing with a Downturn;** by Alan Dessoff; ill.; p.80-84, Sept 95; B
- **Failure of Homeowners Warranty;** ill.; p.281-282, Jan 95; B
- **Fifty Ways to Boost Profits;** tables; p.190-196, Oct 95; B
- **Financing the Sale;** ph.; p.124, July 95; B
- **Good Hiring Practices;** ph.; p.120-122, July 95; B
- **Improving Construction Process;** p.132, May 95; B
- **Internet Access;** Builder Benefits; by Matthew Power; ph.; p.77-78, July/Aug 95; CB
- **Land Development Problems;** ph.; p.160-161, Aug 95; B
- **Maintenance Programs Stress Prevention;** by John Leeke; dia.; p.80-82, Jan/Feb 95; CB
- **Materials/Equipment;** Purchasing Power; Small Volume, Mid-Volume, Large Volume, Tips; Window Shopping; by Rick Schwolsky; tables, il.; p.144-153, Sept 95; B

**MARKETING, SALES**

- **Advertising Budget, Highest Benefit;** Charting Efficiency; il. chart; p.49-51, Dec 95; B
- **Advertising On-Line on Internet;** il.; p.64, 66; Oct 95; B
- **Big Sales Ideas;** by Jan Mitchell; ph. il.; p.153-158; Jan 95; B
- **Changes In Consumers, Materials and Sales;** by Melissa Herron, ph. il.; p.70-75, June 95; B
- **Competing with Resales;** by Melissa Herron; il.; p.66-72, Nov 95; B
- **Customer Service Program;** ph.; p.70, Feb 95; B
- **Customer Service;** Personalizing the Home; by Susan Bradford; ph. il.; p.94-102, July 95; B
- **Customer Trends in Buying;** by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.82, Nov 95; B
- **Dealing with the Media;** by Jim Frampton; ph.; p.168, Jan 95; B
- **Focus Groups;** Organizing the Group; ph.; p.63-66; Sept 95; B
- **Follow Up After Buyer Move-In;** by Rich Binsacca, ph.; p.182-190, July 95; B
- **Handling the Buyer During Construction;** by Rick Schwolsky; ph.; p.170-178, July 95; B
- **Hot Trends in Design, Marketing;** ph. tables; p.162, 164, Jan 95; B
- **Keeping Floor Plans Off Sales Walls;** by Adrienne Albert; ph.; p.56, June 95; B
- **Market Research, Advertising, Promotion, Sales Management;** Merchandising, Realtor Relations, Customer Service, Public Relations, ph. il.; p.80-96, Aug 95; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

MARKETING, SALES (Cont'd)
Market for Vacation Homes; ph. p.63-66, Feb 95; B
Marketing Awards; Survey of Winners and Sales Features, pl. ph. p.82-95, May 95; B
Neighborhood Appeal; ph. p.71-76, Mar 95; B
On Building a Model House; ph. p.68, Oct 95; B
Persistence in Sales, Letters; by Melissa Herron, ph. p.50-54, June 95; B
Sales Meeting Planner; ph. chart, p.62-65, Dec 95; B
Selling Strategies; by Melissa Herron, p.55-58; July 95; B
The Need for a Builder's Brochure; ph. ill. p.100; Dec 95; B

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE
Alabama, Blount Springs; Blount Springs Retreat; Builder's Choice Award, Design Traditions, ph. pl. p.100-101; Oct 95; B
Alabama, West Mobile; Audubon Square; Chatham Home Planning, ph. pl. p.100-101; Feb 95; B
Arizona, Chandler; Tradition East; B3 Architects, ph. pl. p.53; Dec 95; B
Arizona, Phoenix; Energy-Efficient Showcase House, Jones Studio, ph. pl. p.36; May 95; PA
Arizona, Phoenix; Tatum Ranch III; Bassenian & Lagoni, ph. pl. p.59; Nov 95; B
Arizona, Tucson; Demonstration House, GreenHome 21; New Desert Gallery, ph. pl. p.92-93; Nov 95; B
Arizona, Tucson; Rancho Primero; Eglin, Cohen & Denehy, ph. pl. p.180; Jan 95; B
Australia, Perth; Australian Home of the Future; Dawson-Brown & Ackert, ph. pl. p.52; Sept 95; INT
California, Adelanto; Reunion; B3 Architects, ph. pl. p.236-237; Jan 95; B
California, Bakersfield; Autumn Crest; Paul Brown, ph. pl. p.56; Mar 95; B
California, Chula Vista; Eastlake Greens; McKinley Associates, ph. pl. p.80; Feb 95; B
California, Coto de Caza; The Classics; Corcoran & Tuttle, ph. pl. p.70; Dec 95; B
California, Fresno; Si Michel; Kaufman & Meeks, ph. pl. p.102-103; Feb 95; B
California, Laguna Niguel; Marina Hills; Builder's Choice Award; Robert Hayden, ph. pl. p.108-109, Oct 95; B
California, Laguna Niguel; Palacio; Robert Hayden, ph. pl. p.118-119; Mar 95; B
California, Napa; Napa Yacht Club; KTGY Group, ph. pl. p.60-61; Nov 95; B
California, Newport Beach; Model House Interiors; McLaRan & Vasquez; Interior Design by Terry Hunsiker, ph. pl. p.166-171; May 95; ID
California, Palm Springs; Sun City; Builder's Choice Award; JBA Donis, ph. pl. p.110-111; Oct 95; B
California, Palm Springs; Sun City; Dei Webb, ph. pl. p.93; June 95; B
California, San Diego; Scripps Ranch Village; McMillin Companies, ph. pl. p.62-63, June 95; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)
RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)
California, San Jose; Silver Creek Valley Country Club, MAME Award; Bassenian & Lagoni, ph. pl. p.164-165; Oct 95; B
California, San Rafael; Marin Lagoon; William R. Pauli, ph. pl. p.120-121; Mar 95; B
California, Santa Clara Valley; Two Houses, Lee's Orchard, Solomon Architecture, ph. pl. p.51; Oct 95; PA
California, Suisun City; Victorian Harbor, KTGY Group, ph. pl. p.176-177; Jan 95; B
California, Thousand Oaks; Meadowwood; Kaufman & Meeks, ph. pl. p.71; May 95; B
China, Suzhou; Wong & Chen, m. pl. p.50; Mar 95; PA
Colorado, Aurora; Highpointe; Knudson & Gloss, ph. pl. p.71; Sept 95; B
Colorado, Denver; Highlands Ranch; Richmond Home; ph. pl. p.64; Nov 95; B
Colorado, Superior; Rock Creek; Builder's Choice Award, Richmond Homes, ph. pl. p.112; Oct 95; B
Connecticut, Cheshire; Fairlawn Farms; G. J. Olson, ph. pl. p.74; May 95; B
Converting Shipping Containers for Low-Cost Housing; Prototype; Andre B. Kikoski, m. pl. p.29; Sept 95; PA
Florida, Boca Raton; Hamilton Place; JHG and Brenner & Jones, ph. pl. p.62; Nov 95; B
Florida, Miramar; Silverlakes; G. L. Homes, ph. pl. p.74; Sept 95; B
Florida, Naples; Quail West; Show Home; Evans Group, ph. p.53-55; May/June 95; CB
Florida, Orlando; Show House with Telecommunications Capability; John Henry, ph. pl. p.52; May/ Apr 95; CB
Florida, Pembroke Pines; Espania; Sololongo & Oliva, ph. pl. p.54; Dec 95; B
Florida, Pensacola; Energy Efficient Demonstration House; Evans Group; by David Johnston, ph. ill. p.40-46; Jan/Feb 95; CB
Florida, Tampa; Westchase, Robbian Design, ph. pl. p.114-115; Sept 95; B
Florida, Windsor; Tennis Cottages and Sideyard House; Merrill & Hatch; ph. pl. sec. p.100-105; May 95; A
Georgia, Duluth; Sweet Bottom Plantation; Historical Concepts, ph. pl. p.94-95; Nov 95; B
Georgia, Powder Springs; Show Home; Evans Group, ph. pl. p.96-97; Nov 95; B
Georgia, Suwanee; Grand Cascades; John Wieland, ph. pl. p.84-85; Mar 95; B
Hawaii, Oahu, Ewa; Iwalan, Parade of Homes Winner; IVF & P and James Tsugawa, ph. pl. p.172; Oct 95; B
Idaho, Ketchum; Wright, Bryant & Johnson; ph. p.58-61; May/June 95; CB
Illinois, Gurnee; Elysian Fields; Bassenian & Lagoni, ph. pl. p.178; Jan 95; B
Illinois, Plainfield; Wesmere; Neumann Homes, ph. pl. p.64; June 95; B
Illinois, Prairie Crossing; Nagle, Hartry, Danker, Kagan & McKay, ph. pl. p.50; Oct 95; PA
Illinois, Riverwoods; CUSTOM BUILDER Show Home; Orren Pickell, Builder, Anthony Perry; by Matthew Power, ph. pl. p.32-40, May/June 95; CB
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont’d)

Indiana, Fishers; Heritage Meadows; B3 Architects, ph. pl.; p.238-239, Jan 95; B
Indiana, Indianapolis; Spring Mill, Gary Weaver, ph. pl.; p.64, July 95; B
Kansas, Olathe; Bickford Company, by Susan Bradford, ph. pl.; p.89-91, Nov 95; B
Maryland, Columbia; Bristol Green; Kaufman & Meeks, ph. pl.; p.76, Sept 95; B
Maryland, Odenton; The Vineyards; Sutton, Sullenger & Yantis, ph. pl.; p.56; Dec 95; B
Michigan, Ann Arbor; Fleming Creek; Lubin & Tringali, ph. pl. p.114-115; Mar 95; B
Michigan, Birmingham; Kingspointe; Lubin & Tringali and Bryce & Palazzola, ph. pl.; p.72; May 95; B
Michigan, Oakland Township; The Crossings; Bryce & Palazzola et al.; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Sept 95; B
Michigan, Wixom; Hamlet Village; Alexander V Bogarts, ph. pl.; p.86, Mar 95; B
Minnesota, Minnetrista; Show House, Custom Home Award; Barbara A. Bren, ph. pl.; p.72-77; Spring 95; CB
Mississippi, Olive Branch; Plantation; Quincy & Johnson, ph. pl.; p.82; Feb 95; B
Missouri, St. Louis; Ascott Downs; Builder's Choice Award; B3 Architects; ph. pl.; p.115; Oct 95; B
Nebraska, Las Vegas; Country Club Hills; Builder's Choice Award; Richardson, Nagy & Martin, ph. pl.; p.106-107; Oct 95; B
Nebraska, Las Vegas; Tara Estates; KTGY Group, ph. pl.; p.61; July 95; B
New Jersey, Colts Neck; Devereaux Associates, ph. pl.; p.62-63; July 95; B
New Jersey, Randolph; Woodmont, by Rebecca Hardin; ph. pl.; p.61; June 95; B
New Jersey, Toms River; Lake Ridge; Fienberg Associates, ph. pl.; p.76; May 95; B
New York, Cortland Manor; Stone Gate; EDI, ph. pl.; p.122-123; Mar 95; B
New York, Marlboro; Georgetown; Builder's Choice Award; Chelsea Modular Homes, ph. pl.; p.104-105; Oct 95; B
North Carolina, Cary; Braeloch; Squires Homes, ph. pl.; p.175; Jan 95; B
North Carolina, Cary; Starter House, Park Village; EDI, ph. pl.; p.323-323; Jan 95; B
North Carolina, Raleigh; Affordable; Builder's Choice Award; Cline & Davis, ph. pl.; p.137; Oct 95; B
North Carolina, Vass; Woodlake Country Club; Builder's Choice Award; Cline & Davis, ph. pl.; p.114; Oct 95; B
Oregon, Portland; Meridian, Phil Wollfing, by Connie Poetter, ph. pl.; p.66-72, Nov/Dec 95; CB
Pennsylvania, Doylestown; Heathstone; Goldner, Goldfarb & Kline, ph. pl.; p.79; Feb 95; B
Pennsylvania, Kennett Square; Hussian Hill, Hillcrest Associates, ph. pl.; p.116-117; Mar 95; B
South Carolina, Columbia; Crescent Lake, Parade of Homes Winner; Square One Design Services, ph. pl.; p.176; Oct 95; B
Survey of Design Ideas; ph. pl.; p.104-117; Aug 95; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

TOWNHOUSE

Australia, Victoria, Melbourne; Becton City Homes; Builder's Choice Award, Daryl Jackson, ph. pl.; p.113; Oct 95; B
California,Escondido; Sunrise Place, Affordable, AIA Honor Award, Davids & Killoy, ph. pl. axon.; p.130; May 95; A
California, Newport Coast; Atezza, Builder's Choice Award, Scheurer Architects, ph. pl.; p.98-99; Oct 95; B
California, San Francisco; Artists' Apartments, Townhouses, Lots, Performance and Work Spaces, PA Citation, David Baker, m. pl. elev.; p.86-87, 111; Jan 95, PA
Canada, British Columbia, Richmond; Richmond Mews; Rositch & Hamp; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Dec 95; B
Illinois, Tinley Park; Bristol Park; Bloom & Fiorino; ph. pl.; p.84; Feb 95; B
Maryland, Ashton; Wyndcrest, Townhouses and Detached Houses, Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, ph. pl.; p.104-106; Mar 95; B
Michigan, Birmingham; Builder's Choice Award, Studio Pellegrina, ph. pl.; p.118-119; Oct 95; B
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Housing Project Remodeled as Townhouses; Kelly & Maelio and Roethscih Company, ill. pl.; p.30; Jan 95; AR
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Public Housing, Townhouses Remodeled from Small Apartments; PA Citation, Wallace, Roberts & Todd, ph. pl. axon.; p.98-99, 112; Jan 95, PA
Texas, Highland Park; Humphreys Partners, by Melissa Herron, ph. pl. chart; p.97-99; Feb 95; B

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY PLANNING, ELDERLY HOUSING, INTERIOR DESIGN, RESIDENCE, UNIVERSITY also
RESTAURANT

See HOTEL, RECREATION

RESTAURANT (Cont'd)

Seventy-Five Largest Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms; Analysis of Firms; tables, charts; p.49-82, Oct 95; ID

California, Los Angeles; 57th Street, Site of Theme Restaurants, ph pl; p 103; Dec 95, ID

Texas, Dallas; Star Canyon; Wilson Associates; ph; p 32(16)-32(17), June 95; ID

Texas, Houston; Lunch Counter, Beer Garden, Drive-Through Store, Apartment; Interloop Architects; ill. sec. pl.; p.38; Jan 95; PA

Texas, Houston; Mercy; INTERIORS Award; Scott Strasser; ph; p.96-97; Jan 95; INT

See CLUB, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS also

RESTORATION

See HISTORICAL, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION, Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING

See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

RHODE ISLAND

Narragansett Bay; Residence, Estes Company; ph; p.104-105, 158; June 95; B

Pawtucket; Interiors; Corporate Offices, Hasbro; Barton Myers and KPMB Architects; Interior Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph; p.36-37, Feb 95; INT

Providence; River Relocation Project; AIA Honor Award, William D. Warner; ph; p.135, May 95; A

RIVER

Design Awards, ASLA; River Plan; by s, sec.; p.60; Nov 95; LA

Maryland, Baltimore; Gwynns Falls Greenway; Competition Winner, Diana Balmori et at; ph.; p.20; Jan 95; LA

Rhode Island, Providence; River Relocation Project; AIA Honor Award, William D. Warner; ph; p.135; May 95; A

ROOF, ROOFING

Asphalt Shingles, A Primer; Installation Details; Code Requirements, by David L. Adler and Cari G. Cash; det. ph. tables, chart, p.24-33, Nov 95; TCS

Black Streaks on Roof Shingles; Treatment; ph. map; p.132; Feb 95; B

Built-Up Roofing Samples; by Carl G. Cash and Justin Henshell; charts; p.36; Feb 95; TCS

Clay Tile Roofing; Specification Sources, by John A. Rauber; p.86-87; Mar 95; TCS

Correcting Leaking Roofs in Classic House Restoration; California, Palm Springs; ph. sel. det.; p.114; Nov 95; PA

Debate on Ventilating Wood Roofs; det. dia.; p.84-85, Oct 95, PA
ROOF, ROOFING (Cont'd)

Earthquake-Resistant Roofs; Detailing, Project Examples; ph. det. sec.; p.115-121; June 95; A
England, London; Theater; Shakespeare's Globe Theater Reconstruction; Research and Technolo­gy, Thatched Roof; Pentagram Design; by Dan Cruickshank; ph. pl. sec. m. ill. det. dia.; p.96-103, 121; May 95; PA
North Carolina; Southwestern, Vacation House; Roof Details; Clark & Menefee; sec. ph. det.; p.131-135; June 95; A
Roof Fasteners; Attaching Insulation, Roof Detail Fastenings; by Tim Mautiro; dia. ph.; p.34-37; Nov 95; TCS
Roof Warranties, Their Worth; by Roy Schauffele; chart, tables, ph.; p.34-37; Feb 95; TCS
Sheet Copper Fundamentals; by Copper Develop­ment Association; ph. det. iso. tables; p.48-63; Jan 95; TCS
Simplifying Single-Ply Roofs; by Dana Holthook; table; p.38-39; Feb 95; AR
Slate Roofing; Comparisons of Various Slates; by Jeffrey S. Levine; ph. tables; p.38-45; Nov 95, TCS
The Fish Bowl Roof; Solution to Severe Water Infiltratk>n in Small Inset Roofs, by David H. Nicastro; ph.; p.96; Aug 95; TCS
The Perils of Performance Standards for Roofing Systems; by Carl G. Cash; det. dia.; p.86-88, Oct 95; PA
Thermoplastic Roofing Systems; by David Wim­berly; ph. chart; p.32-33; Nov 95; TCS
Watertight Detailing; Checklist for Materials and Procedures, by Justin Henshell; ph.; p.125-136; May 95; TCS
White Elastrometric Acrylic Roof Coating; by William A. Kim; ph. p.72-73; June 95; TCS
White Roofing Reflects Solar Energy; Reflection Versus Insulation; by Patrick L. Downey; ph. chart; p.70-74; June 95; TCS
Wood-Shingle Roof Ventilation; det.; p.110, May 95; PA

RURAL DESIGN
Florida, Dade County; Agricultural Area Preservation Plan; Redland; Rural Architectural Guidelines; PA Award, University of Miami Architecture School et al.; ill. pl.; p.76-79, 112; Jan 95; PA
Florida, Dade County; Hurricane Andrew Effects Rural Preservation; Redland Plan; Margot Am­midown et al.; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p.46-48; Apr 95; LA
Project for a Field; Visionary Winner, Laurel McSherry; ph.; p.58, Dec 95, LA
Red Hills, Regional Rural Landscape; Florida, ---; Preservation; by David Copps; ph.; p.136; July 95; LA
Rural Reliquaries; Prototype Study; Visionary Winner. Policy to Retain Traditional Farmhouses and Sites; Mira Engler; pl.; p.54; Dec 95; LA

SANITATION
Sanitary Specifications; Sitework; by Charles Barger; table, ph. sec.; p.28-35; Aug 95; TCS
See PLUMBING also

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah; Hotel; Citadell FTL; ill. axon.; p.66; Mar 95; INT
Riyadh; Ministerial Recreation Center; Tent Struc­ture, FTL/Happold; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Mar 95, INT

SCHOOL
Schools K-12; Building Types Study, axon. ph. pl. sec.; p.63-103; July 95; AR
CAMPUS
Community Education Village, K-12; Ohio, Perry; Perkins & Will and Burgess & Niple; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-85; July 95, AR
EARLY LEARNING CENTER
Head Start Competition; Winning Entries, Kevin O'Brien and Lynn Batsch; m. ill. elev. pl.; p.22-23; June 95; A
Kindergarten; China, Zheng Zhou; Yung-Ho Chang; m.; p.27; Jan 95, PA
ELEMENTARY
Arizona, Tucson; Ventana Vista; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-67; Mar 95; A
California, Santa Ana; Dougherty & Dougherty; ph. pl.; p.64-69; July 95, AR
Canada, British Columbia, Victoria; PA Award; Patkau Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.80-83, 112; Jan 95; PA
Canada, British Columbia, Victoria; Patkau Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.58, 60-61; Sept 95; PA
New York, New York, Queens; K-2 Grades; Grunzen & Samton; ph.; p.70-71; July 95; AR
Texas, Houston; Rice School; Taft Architects; ph. axon.; p.33; Aug 95; PA
HIGH
California, Modesto; High School with Community Center; Wolff, Lang & Christopher; ph. pl.; p.86-89; July 95; AR
France, Paris Suburb; Architecture Studio of Paris; ph. pl.; p.29, Sept 95; PA
Illinois, Skokie; Science Wing, O'Donnell, Wicklund & Pigozzi and Peterson Architects; ph. pl.; p.28; Oct 95; PA
Nevada, Las Vegas; Tafel & Snyder; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; July 95; AR
JUNIOR HIGH, MIDDLE
Texas, Houston; Art Museum Additions; Administration and Junior School Building; Carlos Jimenez; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-77; Jan 95; AR
K-12
Massachusetts, Brookline; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.90-93; July 95; AR
PRIVATE
Arizona, Desert Mountain; Junior High; HNTB; ph. pl.; p.32; July 95, PA

SAFETY
See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS
SCHOOL (Cont’d)
PRIVATE (Cont’d)
Connecticut, Essex; Arts and Academic Addition; Centerbrook, ill. pl.; p.32; Aug 95; PA
Hawaii, Honolulu; Theater, Punahou School; Renovated; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and CJS Group; Original Design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Apr 95; INT
New Hampshire, Andover; Learning Center, Proctor Academy; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; May 95, A
Spain, Castello; Boarding School; Enric Miralles and Carmen Pinos; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Oct 95; PA
Virginia, McLean; Girls’ High School Library and Gymnasium; Bowie & Gridley; ph. pl.; p.98-103; July 95; AR

SPECIAL
Academy of Visual and Performing Arts; Missouri, Kansas City; WRS; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97; July 95; AR
K-10, Indian School; Canada, British Columbia; Agassiz; Seabird Island School; Patkau Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-54; Sept 95; PA
Prototype Head Start School; New Jersey, East Windsor; Competition Winner and Other Entries; Farjadji & Mostafavi; Sima Farjadji and Craig Scott; m. pl.; p.37; May 95; PA
School and Child Care Facility for Homeless Children; Nevada, Las Vegas; PA Award; Morphosis and Lucchesi & Galati; m. pl. sec.; p.72-75, 111; Jan 95; PA

VOCATIONAL
Center for Training in Advanced Industrial Technology; Michigan, Detroit; Hope Center; Remodeled Warehouse; Smith, Hinichman & Gryffis; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Feb 95; AR
See CHILD CARE CENTER, TRAINING FACILITY, UNIVERSITY also

SCOTLAND
Glasgow; Conference Center; Sir Norman Foster and Ove Arup; ill. sec.; p.24; Oct 95; PA

SCULPTURE
See ART

SEALANT
Curtain Walls, Poorly Designed; Remedial Procedures; by Stephen Ruggiero; ph. iso. det.; p.90-94; Dec 95; PA
High Performance Sealants; Comparisons; by Joseph S. Amstock; det. tables; p.61-73; July 95; TCS
Sealant Reversion; Changes in Properties Over Time; by David Nisticco; ph.; p.112; Dec 95; TCS
See WATERPROOFING also

SECURITY
Apartment Project Redesigned to Reduce Crime; Ohio, Cleveland; Behneke Associates; ph.; p.51; Feb 95; LA

SECURITY (Cont’d)
Building Security: An Architect’s Guide; by Walter Cooper and Robert DeGrazio; ph. ill.; p.78-81; Mar 95; PA
California, Los Angeles; City’s Defensible Parks; Survey of Public Park Redesign; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p.48-50; Feb 95; LA
Card Access Security System; ph.; p.44-46; May 95; TCS
Crime-Proofing Design; by Diane Zahm; ph.; p.120; Feb 95; LA
Data Security by Design; Thwarting Electronic Surveillance of Buildings; by George R. Wilson; ph. det.; p.82-94; Mar 95; PA
Hotel Electronic Locking Security; by Jack Johnson, Sr.; p.63-64; Oct 95; TCS
Laminated Glass Survives High Explosive Test Blast; Washington Report on Bomb Attack Security; ph.; p.8,10,12-13; Dec 95; TCS
Media Technology and Urban Fortress; Growing Problems of Cities; by Udo Greinacher; ph. biblio); p.176-184; Feb 95; JAE
New York, New York; Search for Green Peaceful Park; Success Garden, Bryant Park; Hanna & Olin; by Hugo Lindgren; ph. pl.; p.52-54; Feb 95; LA
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Government Building Bombed; Affect on Security and Trust in Design; by Deborah K Dietsch; ph.; p.15; June 95; A
Public Space in Balance; Security in Urban and Public Spaces; Examples; by Louise Mozingo, ph. pl. biblio. ill.; p.42-47+; Feb 95; LA
Window Film Versus Laminated Safety Glass; by Bill Bigelow; ph.; p.76-77; July 95; TCS
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY also

SHEET METAL
Sheet Copper Fundamentals; by Copper Development Association; ph. det. iso. tables; p.48-63; Jan 95; TCS
Sheet Metal Manual, Critique; by John A. Raebert, p.18-19; Jan 95; TCS

SHELTER
California, Camarillo; Children’s Crisis Care Center; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pl.; p.86-89; June 95; AR
California, Santa Monica; Apartment Building; Single Room Occupancy Building and Retail; Frederick Fisher; ph. axon.; p.102-105; June 95; A
Converting Shipping Containers for Low-Cost Housing; Prototype, Andre B. Kikoski; m. pl.; p.29; Sept 95; PA
Housing for Sick, Homeless and Low-Income; New York, New York; Remodeled Hospital; Peter L. Wolf and Beth Cooper Lawrence; ph. pl.; p.54; June 95; PA
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Apartments for Needy, Cunningham, Hamilton & Quilter; by Kristen Richards, ph. pl.; p.68-71; July 95; INT
Nevada, Las Vegas; School and Child Care Facility for Homeless Children; PA Award; Morphosis and Lucchesi & Galati; m. pl. sec.; p.72-75, 111; Jan 95; PA
SHELTER (Cont'd)
New York, New York; Counseling Center, for Gay and Lesbian Homeless Youth; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. axon; p.21; Apr 95; PA
Residential Facility for Substance-Abusing Mothers; New Mexico, Albuquerque; Remodeled Motel, Davids & Killary; m. pl.; p.43; Jan 95; PA
See APARTMENT BUILDING, CLINIC, HOTEL also

SHIP
Cruise Ship, Interiors; Legend of the Seas, Howard Cruise Ship; Interiors; Legend of the Seas, MET Studio and McNeece, by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.46-51; Nov 95; INT
Yacht, Interior Redesign; Orsini Design; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. elev.; p.52-57; July 95; INT

SHOPPING CENTER
Indiana, South Bend; Scottsdale Mall Lighting; SDI/HTI; Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder; ph.; p.30-31; Feb/Supp 95; AR
Prudential Center Retail Arcades, Renovation; Massachusetts, Boston; Sykes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer and Communication Arts; Lighting Design by Ripman Lighting Consultants; ph. det.; p.30-33; May/Supp 95; AR
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, STORE, URBAN DESIGN also

SHOWROOM
Accessories Showroom, Lisa Jenks; New York, New York; INTERIORS Award; American Design Company; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Jan 95; INT
Asia and Pacific Trade Center; Japan, Osaka; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Award; Studios; ph. sec.; p.104-105; Nov 95; ID
Ceiling and Other Products Showroom, USG's Solutions Center; Illinois, Chicago; USG; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.22-23; Sept 95; INT
Chair Showroom, Keilhauer Industries; Illinois, Chicago; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. axon.; p.96-97; Jan 95; ID
Children's Clothing Showroom, Carters; New York, New York; Milo Kleinberg; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. axon.; p.58-63; Dec 95; INT
Clothing Showroom, Hot Sox; New York, New York; James D'Aura; ph. pl.; p.176-179; Sept 95; ID
Clothing Showroom; Calvin Klein Men's Collection; New York, New York; FTL; ph. pl.; p.48-49; Mar 95; INT
Clothing Showroom; Dana Buchman; New York, New York; Clodagh Design and Robert Pierpont; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Mar 95; INT
Clothing Showroom; New York, New York; Donna Karan Collection Headquarters; FTL; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Mar 95; INT
Clothing Showroom; Norton McNaughton; New York, New York; FTL; ph. pl.; p.50-51; Mar 95; INT
Digital Picture-Making Showroom; Ken Hansen Imaging; New York, New York; Allen Klein; ph.; p.180-181; Sept 95; ID

SHOWROOM (Cont'd)
Domestic Collections Showroom, WestPoint Stevens; New York, New York; William Walter; ph.; p.184-185; May 95; ID
Fashion Show Tents; New York, New York; FTL; sec. ph.; p.52-53; Mar 95; INT
Furniture Showroom and Store, Cassina; New York, New York; Studio Citterio & Asnaghi; ph. pl.; p.172-175; May 95; ID
Furniture Showroom, Geiger Brickett; New York, New York; INTERIORS Award; Interior Space International; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Jan 95; INT
Furniture Showroom, HBF; New York, New York; Michael Vanderbyl; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. pl.; p.42-43; Nov 95; INT
Furniture Showroom, ICF; Washington, Seattle; Jones Studio; ph.; p.32(6)-32(7); Feb 95; ID
Furniture Showroom, LUI; Illinois, Chicago; Blatter & Shift; ph. axon.; p.146-130; Jan 95; INT
Furniture Showroom, Meridian; Illinois, Chicago; Babula & Stamm; ph. pl.; p.106-109; Jan 95; INT
Furniture Showroom, Randolph & Hein; California, Los Angeles; Orland Diaz-Arczy; ph. pl.; p.98-103; Jan 95; INT
Furniture Showroom, Stow Davis; Illinois, Chicago; Perkins & Will; ph.; p.36-37; Jan 95; INT
Furniture Showroom, Tuohy; Illinois, Chicago; Brian Kane; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.12-13; Dec 95; INT
Italian Design Showroom, B&B Italia, New York; New York; Studio Citterio & Dwan; ph.; p.98-99; June 95; ID
Jewelry Showroom, Grosse Jewels; New York, New York; Byrns; Kendall & Schiefferdecker; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Sept 95; ID
Kips Bay Showhouse; New York, New York; Rooms by Various Designers; Details; ph.; p.104-105; Jan 95; ID
New York, New York; Interiors; DKNY Corporate Headquarters, Donna Karan; FTL; ph. sec.; p.40-45; Mar 95; INT
Pacific Center's Idea House Showrooms; California, Los Angeles; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.22-23; July 95; INT
Plumbing and Hardware Showrooms; ph.; p.30-32; July/Aug 95; CB
Textile Showroom; Scalamandre; New York, New York; Michael Simon; ph.; p.80-81; Mar 95; INT
Tile and Marble Showroom; Washington, Seattle; Mithun Partners; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Apr 95; INT
See STORE also

SIDING
Composite Wood Siding Under Legal Attack; p.21, 111; Oct 95; AR
SIDING (Cont’d)
Inner-Seal, Strand Board Exterior Siding; Deterioration Problems; ph.; p.160-164; Sept 95; B
SEE WALL also

SIGN
See GRAPHICS

SINGAPORE
Campus; Nanyang Polytechnic, Gwathmey & Siegel; m. pl.; p.41; July 95; A

SITEWORK
Global Positioning System, Revolutionary Land-Survey Method; Satellite Signals to Locate a Point on Earth; Many Other Uses; by Kim Sorvig; ph. biblio.; p.28-31; Dec 95; LA
Hidden Site Conditions; Buried Trash; by Albert R. Russell; ph.; p.36-42; Aug 95; TCS
Preserving Archaeological Sites In-Place; Protecting an Endangered Bird Habitat; by Anthony J. Arditto; ph. table, chart; p.44-48; Aug 95; TCS
Sanitary Specifications; Sitework; by Charles Barger; table, ph. sec.; p.28-35; Aug 95; TCS

SKYLIGHT
France, Paris; Art Museum; Inverted Glass Pyramid for Louvre Interior; Structural Details; Perl. Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. dia.; p.36-39; June 95; AR
Hungary, Budapest; Addition, Insurance Company Headquarters, National Netherlands and IGN; Erck Van Egeraat and Savany Partners; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-73, 168; Nov 95; A
Hungary, Budapest; Bank; Remodeled Apartment House; Selected Details of Glass Roof; Erck Van Egeraat; ph. pl. sec. sel. det.; p.100-101, 131; June 95; PA
New York, New York; Guggenheim Art Museum; Expansion and Renovation; Condensation Problems; New Skylight, Details; Gwathmey & Siegel; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-67, 95; Mar 95; PA

SOLAR
PHOTovoltaics; Review of Projects; axon. sec.; p.109-117; July 95; A
See ENERGY, SUNSCREEN also

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston; Apartment Building; Affordable Housing; Studio A; ph. sec.; p.82; Sept 95; INT
Columbia; Residential Development; Residence; Crescent Lake, Parade of Homes Winner; Square One Design Services; ph.; p.176; Oct 95; B

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls; Kitchen; Winkels Construction; ph. pl.; p.96; Mar 95; B

SPACE STATION
Lighting a Permanent Lunar Habitat; Design Synergy; ph. m. ill.; p.32-33; Nov/Suppl 95; AR

SPAIN
Modernism’s Resurgence, Survey; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-61; Oct 95; PA
Barcelona; Center of Contemporary Culture; Albert Viaplana and Helio Pinon; sec. ph. pl.; p.74-77; Sept 95; A
Barcelona; Chapel-Auditorium for Cemetery; Francesc Rius Camps; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-55; Oct 95; PA
Barcelona; Hotel; Hotel Arts Complex; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by Total Concept; ph.; p.74-79; Feb 95; ID
Barcelona; Interiors; Apartments at Hotel Arts; G.C.A.; Interior Design by Jaume Tresserras; ph.; p.74-79; Feb 95; ID
Barcelona; Redevelopment of City’s Open Spaces: Parks, Plazas, Playgrounds, Promenades; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.76-81; Oct 95; LA
Barcelona; Residence; Vincen Casasco and Carlos Garcia-Delgado; elev. ph. sec.; p.60; Sept 95; AR
Castello; Boarding School; Enric Miralles and Carmen Pinos; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Oct 95; PA
Girona; Reception Pavilion for Beech Forest; Rafael Aranda, Carmen Pigem and Ramon Vilalta; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-53; Oct 95; PA
Girona; Residence; Wall Section; Francesc Rius Camps; ph. pl.; p.56-57, 96; Oct 95; PA
Ibiza; New Stairway for Old Castle; Lapena & Torres; ph. pl. sec.; p.90; May 95; PA
Majorca; Trading Tourism for High-Tech; Results of Competition for Master Planning and Ideas for New Uses; ph. map; p.42-44; Jan 95; LA
Santiago de Compostela; Communications Tower; Sir Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p.28; July 95; PA
Santiago de Compostela; Contemporary Art Center; Alvaro Siza; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-63; Apr 95; PA

SPECIFICATIONS
Advanced and Universal Specifications; Umbrella Term for Accessibility, Aging, Health, Safety and Technology; by Sheldon Levitt and Ed Lowans; ph.; p.38-42; June 95; TCS
Annual Specifier’s Guide to Products; ph.; p.49-96; Feb 95; TCS
CAD Electronic Product Information; Sweet’s Autodesk Pact; p.29-33; Dec 95; AR
CSI Code of Ethics, Board and Membership; Bylaws, Related Information; p.99-384; Jan 95; TCS
CSI Online; by Claude J. Bauer; p.18-19; Dec 95; TCS
CSI Specifications Winners; by Sandra A. Hundleby; ph. pl.; p.18-19; Dec 95; TCS
Clay Tile Roofing; Specification Sources; by John A. Raeber; p.86-87, Mar 95; TCS
Computers and New Project Delivery Changes Spec Writing; by Robert Spencer Barnett; ill.; p.32-35; June 95; AR
**STADIUM**

See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY

**STAIRWAY**

Curved Stairway Construction, Pricing; ph.; p. 161-164; July 95, B

New Ramps for Old Castle; Spain, Barcelona; Lapena & Torres; ph. pl. elev.; p. 91; May 95, PA

New Stairwell for Old Castle; Spain, Barcelona; Lapena & Torres; ph. pl. sec.; p. 90; May 95, PA

Ohio, Akron; National Inventors Hall of Fame; Includes Staircase Details; Polshek Partners; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p. 60-69, 136; Dec 95, A

**STEEL**

See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

**STONE**

Stone Cladding, Design, Selection and Installation; by Kenneth A. Hooker, det.; p. 49-54; Sept 95; TCS

Stone Stains, Causes; by David H. Nicastro; ph.; p. 96; Nov 95; TCS

When Should You Visit the Quarry? Stone Samples May Not Be Enough; by Richard Pieper; ph.; p. 26-27; Aug 95; AR

**STORE**

Book Store, St. Mark's; New York, New York; Bookcase and Lighting Section; Zivkovic Associates; ill. det. ph. pl. sec.; p. 168-171; Sept 95, ID

Book and Artware Store; Ohio, Cincinnati; Terry Brown; ph.; p. 59; Sept 95, INT

Clothing Store, Anne Klein at Saks Fifth Avenue; New York, New York; Shellon & Mindel; ph. pl.; p. 176-179; May 95, ID

Clothing Store, Cashmere; New York, New York; 1100 Architect; ph. pl.; p. 27; March 95, PA

Clothing Store, Joan & David; Connecticut, Westport; INTERIORS Award; Eva Jincna; ph. pl.; p. 73-76; Jan 95, INT

Clothing Store, Joan & David; New York, Manhasset; Eva Jincna; ph. pl.; p. 26-27; Aug 95, AR

Clothing Store, Mossimo; California, Costa Mesa; Schweitzer & BIM; ph. pl.; p. 32(14)-32(15); June 95, ID

Clothing Store, Prodx; New York, New York; LOT/EK; ph. ill.; p. 76; Sept 95, INT

Clothing Store, TSE Cashmere; New York, New York; 1100 Architect; ph. pl.; p. 164-167; Sept 95, ID

Clothing Store, YSL; California, Beverly Hills; Vincent Bertaut; ph. pl.; p. 176-179; May 95, ID

Department Store, Barneys; California, Los Angeles; Peter Mann; ph. pl.; p. 108-113; May 95, ID

Department Store, Takashimaya; New York, New York; Interiors; MGR; ph. pl.; p. 78-83; Dec 95, ID

Department Store, Germany, Cologne; Mathias Thormer; ph. pl.; p. 180-183; May 95, ID

Energy Conservation Goods Showroom; California, Hopland; Energy Conserving; Sm Van Der Ryn; ph. m. sec. det.; p. 34; Jan 95, PA

Eyewear Store, Morgenthal-Frederics; New York, New York; Rockwell Group; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; Dec 95, INT

Food Store, Porojca; Japan, Tokyo; Sussman & Preza; m. ph.; p. 53; Feb 95, INT

Furniture Store and Showroom, Niedermaier; New York, New York; Thomas Schlessler; ph. pl.; p. 104-105; Jan 95, ID

Gift Shop, Transit Museum; New York, New York; Drenttel & Doyle; ph. pl.; p. 124-125; Oct 95, ID

Hair Salon, Peter Coppola; New York, New York; Robert D. Henry; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; June 95, ID

Jewelry Shop, Elizabeth Locke; New York, New York; A Stover Jenkins; ph. pl.; p. 172-173; Sept 95, ID

Making Superstores Fit into Existing Street Patterns; New York, New York; by Philip Langdon; axon.; p. 45-46; Dec 95, PA
STORE (Cont’d)
Massachusetts, Boston; Prudential Center Retail Arca; Renovation; Sykes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer and Communication Arts; Lighting Design by Ripman Lighting Consultants; ph. det.; p.30-33; May/Suppl 95; AR
Men’s Clothing Store, Paul Stuart; Illinois, Chicago; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Nov 95; ID
Museum Gift Shop, Art Institute; Illinois, Chicago; Remodeled; Powell & Kleinschmidt; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Dec 95; INT
New York, New York, Brooklyn; Moore Street Food Market; Remodeled; Hirsch & Danois; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Feb 95; AR
New York, New York; Designer Item Store, Moss; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p.56, 58; May 95; ID
New York, New York; Furniture Store, and Store, Cassina; Studio Cami & Asnagi; ph.; p.172-175; May 95; ID
Optical Store; New York, New York; Solomon Asser and Ina Schell; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Mar 95; ID
Superstores Drive Out Small Merchants, Effect on Community; Editorial; by Philip Langdon; p.9; Dec 95; PA
Travel Agent Offices; Illinois, Peoria; Phillips & Swager; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.74-77; May 95; INT
See ART GALLERY, OFFICE BUILDING, SHOPPING CENTER, SHOWROOM, URBAN DESIGN also

STRUCTURAL
Inflammable Lightness of Buildings; How to Compensate for Structural Fragility; by Donald O. Dunseberry; ph. dia.; p.112-116; June 95; PA

CONCRETE
Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Library Square; Concrete Structure, Mechanical System; Critique; Moshe Safdie; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.72-79; 101-105; Oct 95; A
Flying Tables of Shoring Speed Olympic Construction; by Kathy O’Connor; ph.; p.58-59; Mar 95, TCS
Lift-Slab Collapse at L’Ambiance Plaza, 1987; Analysis; by David Peraza; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.104-109; May 95; PA
Reading a Concrete Test Report; by Luke M. Stell; tables; p.43-45; Dec 95; TCS
Tilt-up Concrete; Example Projects; ph. det. iso.; p.161-167; Sept 95; A

EARTHQuAKE
California, Los Angeles; Art Museum Complex, Getty Center; Design, Construction, Engineering, Seismic Engineering; Details; Richard Meier; by Morris Newman; m. sec. det. elev. ph. pl.; p.66-75; Dec 95; PA
California, Los Angeles; City Hall; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Albert C. Martin; axon. ph. sec. det.; p.104; Dec 95; A
California, Los Angeles; Graduate School of Management; University of California at Los Angeles; Includes Earthquake Resistance Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.88-97; Nov 95; AR
California, Los Angeles; Royce Hall, University of California; Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Barton Phelps and Aschen & Allen; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Dec 95; A
California, Oakland; City Hall, Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; VBN and Forl& Eisessor; ph. m. sec.; p.105; Dec 95; A
California, San Francisco; City Hall, Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; City Bureau of Architecture and M&B; ph. pl. sec. det. dia.; p.102-103; Dec 95; A
California, San Francisco; Palace of Legion of Honor, Expansion and Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Mark Cavagnero; ph. sec.; p.99-101; Dec 95; A
Seismic Alterations to Civic Buildings; ph.; p.99; Dec 95; A

FOUNdATION
Choosing a Piling Method; by Fleming, Weltman, Randolph & Elson; dia. chart. tables; p.51-57; Aug 95; TCS
Soil-Structure Interaction for Scaffolding; by David H. Nicastro and Merle E. Brander; ph.; p.96; Mar 95; TCS

MASONRY
Evaluating Brick Wall Failure Under Wind Load; by David H. Nicastro and Nar Sripadanna; ph.; p.27; Jan 95; TCS
**STUCCO**

Detailing EIFS; ph. det.; p.175-177; May 95, A

Exterior Insulation Finish System; Recent Developments and Concerns; by Robert Thomas, Jr.; ph. det.; p.18-28; Feb 95; TCS

Specifying Premium Class PB EIFS; by William F. Egan; ph.; p.21-22; Feb 95; TCS

See INSULATION also

---

**STUDIO**

Arizona, Glendale; William P. Bruder, ph. pl.; p.82; July 95; PA

California, Burbank; Disney Feature Animation Building; Robert A. M. Stern and Morris Architects; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. axon.; p.46-53; May 95; INT

California, Burbank; Feature Animation Building, Walt Disney Studios; Robert A. M. Stern and Morris Architects; ph. pl.; p.72-91; Mar 95; AR

California, Culver City; SONY Game Show Network Buildings; Remodeled Garage; Steven Ehrlich; ph. pl. ill.; p.78-81; Feb 95; AR

California, Universal City; Producer's Offices and Studio; Barton Myers; Interior Design by DeScenna & Steinberg; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Apr 95; INT

California, Venice; Interiors, Loft Apartment and Furniture Designer's Studio; David Ming Li-Lowe; Interior Design by Salie Trout; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Nov 95; INT

California, West Hollywood; TV Production Studios, Offices; RSA-USA; System Design; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.58-63; June 95; INT

England, London; Channel 4 Headquarters: Wall Details; Richard Rogers; ph. pl. sec.; p.56-65, 152; Jan 95; A

Mexico, Mexico City; Headquarters, Televisa; Television Network, TEN Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-83; Dec 95; A

Mexico, Mexico City; Office Building, Low Rise; Television Station Offices, Parking, Cafeteria; PA Citation; TEN Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.88-89; Jan 95; A

Music Studios, JSM; New York, New York; Harris & Harris; ph. pl.; p.68; Sept 95; INT

National Public Radio Headquarters; District of Columbia, Washington; Energy Efficient; Burt, Hill, Koser & Rittelmann; ph.; p.126; July 95; A

New York, New York; Digital Picture-Making Showroom. Ken Hansen Imaging; Allen Klein; ph.; p.180-181; Sept 95; ID

New York, New York; Interiors; Nickelodeon Children's Television Headquarters; Femau & Hartman; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.52-59; Dec 95; A

New York, New York; Interiors; Photographer’s Apartment and Studio; Orsini Design; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.64-67; May 95; INT

New York, New York; Urban Production Film Studio, Propaganda Films; Peter Himmelstein; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.64-67; June 95; INT

Painting Studio and Sculpture Studio, Kevin Keon and Peter Moore; m. sec.; p.37; Jan 95; PA

Painting Studio, California, Malibu; Kim Coleman; axon.; p.62; Sept 95; INT

Painting Studio, California, San Mateo; Dean & Wolff; ph. pl.; p.63; Sept 95; INT

Satellite TV Distribution Facility, Proposed; Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; HLV; ill. pl.; p.50; Mar 95; PA

Tennessee, Nashville; Dance Hall and TV Production Facility; Wildhorse Saloon, Earl Swenson; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-87; June 95; INT

Video Production Facilities, Interiors; New York, New York; Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. det.; p.100-103; Sept 95; AR
STUDIO (Cont'd)

Video Production Studio; California, Los Angeles: Limelight Production, AIA Honor Award; Franklin D. Israel, ph. pl. axon.; p.138; May 95; A

Virginia, Arlington; Interiors; Recording Company Offices, Soundwave, Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.68-71; June 95; INT

See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE, OFFICE BUILDING, UNIVERSITY also

SUNSCREEN

Arizona, Phoenix; Central Library; Structural System, Sun Screens, Mechanical Systems; Bruder DWL; ph. pl. sec. det. iso.; p.56-65, 107-113; Oct 95; A

Germany, Berlin; Office Building; High Rise; GSW Headquarters; Sun Shutters; Sauerbruch & Hutton; m. pl. sec.; p.80-81, Oct 95, AR

Germany, Gundelfingen; Office Building; Low Rise; Curtain Wall with Motorized Sun Protection; Designer's Offices; Kurt Ackerman; ph. sec.; p.74-77; Oct 95; AR

Survey of Projects with Energy-Conserving Building Envelope; Regulates Light and Ventilation; Mechanical Engineers Assess Integrated Design; by Mary Pepchinski; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p.70-85; Oct 95; AR

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

Alternatives to Wood Framing; May Have Environmental Disadvantages, by Nadav Malm; det. table; p.98-91; Sept 95, AR

Architectural Firms' Sustainable Design Procedures; HOK; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittleman; Gensler Associates; ph. pl. ill.; p.121-127; July 95; A

California, Los Angeles; Interiors; HBO Offices, Sustainable Design; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.127; July 95; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Sustainable Strategies; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Croxton Collaborative; ill. sec.; p.26-27; Jan 95; AR

Green Building; Environmentally Sensitive Materials; Survey of Green Products, by Alex Wilson, ph. dia. biblio.; p.86-91; Apr 95, PA

Green Buildings, Demystifying; Greening the White House; by David A. Gottfried; table, ph.; p.33-37; June 95, TCS

Office Procedures; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls; m. pl.; p.124-125; July 95; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Urban Tree Farm; Micro Businesses; Sea Change Program; Community Design Collaborative and Pennsylvania Horticultural Society; ph. pl.; p.19; Apr 95; LA

Recycled Glass Chips as Surface and Integral Part of Pavement; by Joyce Gagnon; ph. biblio.; p.25-27; June 95; LA

Residential Development; Building Green; Builder's Examples of Environmentally Sensitive Building; by Rick Schowsky and Susan Bradford & Linde Altman; ph. pl. tables; p.136-166; Feb 95; B

Sustainable Cities; Example Projects; ill.; p.61-65; July 95; A

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

Sustainable Design in New Projects; ph. pl. m. axon. ill. sec. det.; p.31-34; Jan 95; PA

Sustaining the Environmentally Oriented Practice; Project Examples; Water Treatment, Wetlands, Office Building; by Karen Haas Smith; ill. sec. pers. table; p.24-27; Jan 95; AR

Virgin Islands, St. John; Hotel; Sustainable Resort with Waste Materials, Solar and Wind Power; Wank, Adams & Slavin; ph. dia.; p.20; Apr 95; PA

See CONSERVATION, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT also

SWEDEN

Stockholm; Modern Art Museum and Architecture Museum; Competition Winner, Jose Rafael Moneo; ph. pl. sec.; p.31; Sept 95; PA

SWITZERLAND

--; Survey of Firm's Work; Herzog & de Meuron; ph. pl. sec. m.; p.84-91; May 95; AR

Chur; Elderly Housing; Peter Zumthor; ph. pl. sec.; p.92, 98-100; Feb 95; PA

Davos; Art Museum; Gigon & Guyer; ph. pl.; p.92, 100-101; Feb 95, PA

Turibenthal; Prototype Forest Works Depot; Burkhalter & Sumi; ph. pl. elev.; p.92, 98-97, 100; Feb 95; PA

Work of Four Swiss Firms; by Kevin Alter; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.92-101; Feb 95, PA

Zumikon; House for Large Family and Art Collection; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-79; Apr 95; AR

TAIWAN

South Tip; National Museum of Marine Biology and Aquarium; Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; m. pl.; p.28; Jan 95; PA

Taichung; Civic Center, Multi-Use Buildings; Competition Winner, Webster & Hofer; m.; p.28, Oct 95; PA

Taichung; Office Building, High Rise, Hotel-Office Tower; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl.; p.28; Jan 95; PA

TELECOMMUNICATION

Advanced Communication for Construction; Video Conferencing; by Gene Koprowski; ill.; p.28-31; Jan 95; TCS

Audio-Visual Consultant Adds Telecommunication Consulting; Shen, Milsom & Wilke, by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.68, 70; Aug 95; INT

Communications Tower; Spain, Santiago de Compostela; Sir Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p.28; July 95; PA

Illinois, Hoffman Estates; Ameritech Diagnostic Center; Lohan Associates; Interior Design by Environments Group; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.54-57; June 95; INT

T
TELECOMMUNICATION (Cont'd)

Information Superhighway's Urban Dangers; by Ezra Ehrenkantz; ph.; p.51-55; May 95; A

Microwave Tower; Lighting: Chile, Santiago; Dis- 

)$_{ae}nados Asociados; Lighting Design by Focus 

Lighting; sec. ph. elev. det.; p.30-31; Aug/Sep 95; AR

Wiring Buildings for the Future; Examples; ph. pl. 

ill. m. sec. dia.; p.123-129; Apr 95; A

TELEVISION

Home TV, Baby Theater; by Rebecca Day; ph.; 

p.44; Sep/Oct 95; CB

Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; Satellite TV Distribution 

Facility, Proposed; HLV; ill. pl.; p.50; Mar 95; PA 

See STUDIO, VIDEO also

TENNESSEE

Brentwood; Residence; David Brown; ph. pl. sec.; 

p.116-175; May 95; A

Chattanooga; Children's Creative Discovery Mu-

seum; Lee H. Skolnick; ph. pl.; p.56-63, Aug 95; 

AR

Chattanooga; Residence; Habitat for Humanity Pro-

ject, TWFF; elev. pers. pl.; p.136; Apr 95; A

Chattanooga; Walnut Street Bridge and Riverwalk; 

AIA Honor Award; Garnet C. Chapin; ph. pl.; p.132; 

May 95; A

Franklin; Healing Garden for Disabled; David Du-

mont, Jr.; by Molly Dannenmaier; ph. biblio.; p.56- 

60; Jan 95; LA

Knoxville; Therapeutic Garden, Rehabilitation Cen-

ter, Barber & McMurty; Landscape Design by 

Michael Versen; ph. pl. 64-67; Jan 95; LA

Memphis; Hospital; Children's; Interiors, HKS and J. 

Wise Smith; Interior Design by Judy Hall, by Karin 

Tetlow; ph.; p.70-75; Nov 95; INT

Memphis; Neighborhood Redevelopment, Harbor 

Town; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; ph. pl.; p.82-84; Aug 

95; PA

Memphis; Residential Development; Residence; 

Looney, Ricks & Kiss; ph. pl.; p.50; Oct 95; PA

Nashville; Dance Hall and TV Production Facility; 

Wildhorse Saloon; Earl Swensson; by MJ Madi-

gan; ph. pl.; p.82-87, June 95; INT

Nashville; Interiors; Designers' Offices; Design 

Collective; by MJ Madiigan; ph. pl.; p.84-89, May 95; 

INT

Tellico; Residential Development; Residence; Jane 

Marquiss, Builder; ph. pl.; p.28-30; Nov/Dec 95; 

CB

TEXAS (Cont'd)

Austin; National Wildflower Research Center; Over-

land Partners; Landscape Design by J. Robert 

Anderson; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p.68-71; 

Sep 95; LA

Austin; National Wildflower Research Center; Over-

land Partners; ph. pl.; sec.; p.66-75; July 95; A

Dallas; Interiors; Apartment, Neal Stewart; ph.; p.96- 

97; Aug 95; ID

Dallas; Residence; Habitat for Humanity Project; 

Archiplan Architects; pl. persp. elev.; p.137; Apr 

95; A

Dallas; Residence; INTERIORS Award, Antoine 

Preodot; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Jan 95; INT

Dallas; Residence; Interiors, David Cadwellader; ph. 

pl.; p.122-125, Jan 95; ID

Dallas; Residence; Parade of Homes Winner, 

Santabini Group; ph. pl.; p.166, Oct 95; B

Dallas; Restaurant, Star Canyon; Wilson Associates; 

pl.; p.32(15)-32(17); June 95; ID

Highland Park; Townhouse; Humphreys Partners; 

by Melissa Herron; ph. pl. chart; p.97-99, Feb 95; 

B

Houston; Art Gallery, Menil Collection; Natural Lighting 

System; Renzo Piano; ph. dia.; p.18, Apr 95; PA 

Houston; Art Gallery; Lynn Goode Gallery; Carlos 

Jimenez; ph. pl.; p. 72; Sept 95; INT

Houston; Art Museum Additions; Administration and 

Junior School Building; Carlos Jimenez; ph. pl. sec.; 

p.70-77; Jan 95; AR

Houston; Art Museum Administration and Class-

rooms; Carlos Jimenez and Kendall & Heaton; ph. 

pi.; p.23; Mar 95; PA

Houston; Art Museum; The Cy Twombly Gallery; 

Renzo Piano; ph. pl. dia.; p.78-83, May 95; AR 

Houston; Builder's House Tour; by Melissa Herron; 

ph. map; p.186-190, Jan 95; B

Houston; Chapel; Byzantine Frescos on Display; PA 

Citation; Francois De Menil; m. axon det.; p.100- 

101, 111; Jan 95; PA

Houston; Interiors; Executive Offices, Houston In-

dustries; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; 

p.70; Jan 95; INT

Houston; Museum of Fine Arts, Audrey Jones Black 

Building; Jose Rafael Moneo; pers. sec.; p.33; Aug 

95; A

Houston; Residence; Energy-Conscious; Lars 

Larup and Gerald Maffe; m. pl.; p.31; Jan 95; PA 

Houston; Residential Development; Residence; 

The Woodlands; Harder Organization; ph. pl.; 

p.66; Jul 95; B

Houston; Restaurant, Lunch Counter, Beer Garden, 

Drive-Through Store, Apartment; Interloop Archi-

tects; ill. sec.; p.38; Jan 95; PA

Houston; Restaurant, Mercy; INTERIORS Award; 

Scott Strasser; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Jan 95; INT

Houston; School; Elementary, Rice School; Taff 

Architects; ph. axon.; p.33; Aug 95; PA

Kingwood; Residential Development; Residence; 

The Park, Gary & Ragsdale; ph. pl.; p.112-113; 

Sept 95; B

San Angelo; Review of Urban Design Report; 

RUDAT; ph. pl.; p.110-111, Apr 95; A

San Antonio; Central Library; Legorreta Architects; 

ph. pl. sec.; p.80-87; Oct 95; A
TEXAS (Cont’d)

San Antonio; Central Library; Legoretta Architects; ph. pl.; p.53; June 95; PA
San Antonio; Office Building; Low Rise; Holt Company Headquarters; Lake & Flato; ph. pl.; p.62-67; May 95; A
San Antonio; Office Building; Low Rise; Holt Company Headquarters; Lake & Flato; ph. pl.; p.66; Sept 95; INT
San Antonio; Plant Conservatory; Critique; Emilio Ambasz; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.86-91; June 95; PA
San Antonio; Residence; Interiors; Ford, Powell & Carson; ph. pl.; p.100-103; June 95; ID
Shafter; Hotel; Luxury Retreat; Cibolo Creek Ranch; AIA Honor Award; Ford, Powell & Carson; ph. pl.; p.124; May 95; A
Sugar Land; Residential Development; New American Show House; New York; Beyer. Ph. pl. ill.; p.68-71; Jan 95; B
Texarkana; Healing Landscape Design; Watkins, Carter & Hamilton; Landscape Design by James Burnett; ph. pl. ill.; p.68-71; Jan 95; LA

THEATER

Ahmanson Theater Rehabilitation; California, Los Angeles; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. sec.; p.28; Nov 95; PA
California, Los Angeles; Ahmanson Theater Reconfiguration; Lighting; Ellerbe & Becket; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph. det.; p.24-27; May Suppl 95; AR
Children’s Museum Theater, Randall; California, San Francisco; INTERIORS Award; ELS/Elsbasi & Logan; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Jan 95; INT
Hawaii, Honolulu; Theater, Punahou School; Renovated; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and CJS Group; Original Design by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Apr 95; INT
Ince Theater; Drama and Film Theater, Roof top Amphitheater; California, Culver City; PA Citation; Eric Owen Moss; m. ill.; p.104-105. 111; Jan 95; PA
Japan, Osaka; Museum for Contemporary and Performance Art, Sun tory; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89; Sept 95; A
Maryland, Baltimore; Center for Performing Arts; Rafael Vinoly; m. ill. sec.; p.39; Feb 95; A
Movie Theaters, New York; New York; Sony Architects, Lincoln; Lincoln Square; IDA/INTERIORS DESIGN Award; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.108; Nov 95; ID
Multi-Cinema in Shopping Center; Georgia, Duluth; Richard Rauh; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; Jan 95; AR
New Mexico, Fort Stanton Mesa; Theater for the Performing Arts; Antoine Pre doc k; m. pl. ill.; p.30; July 95; PA
New York, New York; Dance Theater of Harlem; Remodeled Garage; Addition; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-95; Feb 95; AR
New York, New York; Remodeled; Fleskow & Raet, m. sec. elev.; p.38; Feb 95; PA

THEATER (Cont’d)

Ohio, Cleveland; Review of City Planning and Urban Projects; Sports, Museums, Aquarium, Theater and Multi-Use Complexes; ph. pl.; p.58-69; Apr 95; A
Outdoor Theater; North Carolina, Raleigh; Part of Art Park for Museum; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; Barbara Kruger and Quennell & Rothschild; ph. pl.; p.28; July 95; PA
Pennsylvania; Philadelphia; Rental Theater Remodeled Bank Building; Mitchell Kurtz; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-105; Feb 95; A
Rehearsal Stage; Austria, Vienna; Gustav Peichl; ph. pl. axon. persp.; p.102-105; Sept 95; A
Shakespeare’s Globe Theater Reconstruction; England, London; Research and Technology; Thatched Roof; Pentagram Design; by Dan Cruickshank; ph. pl. sec. m. ill. det. dia.; p.96-103, 121; May 95; PA
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CULTURAL CENTER, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

TRAINING FACILITY

California, San Diego; US Olympic Training Facility; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Jan 95; INT
Campus for Job Corps Students; California, San Jose; Remodeled School; Steinberg Group; ph. pl.; p.40; May 95; PA
Colorado, Colorado Springs; US Olympic Training Facility; Lehman-Smith & Wiseman; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Jan 95; INT
Marine Simulation Centre; Netherlands, Rotterdam; Pilot Training Center, INTERIORS Award; Sir Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Jan 95; INT
Michigan, Detroit; Center for Training in Advanced Industrial Technology; Hope Center; Remodeled Warehouse; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Feb 95; AR
Signage, Apple Campus; California, Cupertino; Halfmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Graphic Design by Sussman & Prejza; ph. pl.; p.34-35; Feb 95; INT
Virginia, Arlington; National Foreign Affairs Training Center; Communication System; Sasaki Associates and MGA; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-127; Apr 95; A
See SCHOOL also

TRANSPORTATION

Bus Stops; Arizona, Tempe; Senior & Oesterle; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Aug 95; A
France, Lille; Railroad Station Complex; Euralille; Convention Center, Multi-Use Center, Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-83; Jan 95; A
Grand Central Station Restoration; New York, New York; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; Original Design by Reed & Stern and Warren & Welmore; ph. ill. sec.; p.168-169; May 95; A
Grand Central Station Restoration; New York, New York; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph. ill.; p.13; Feb 95; AR
TRANSPORTATION (Cont'd)

International Port Terminal; Japan, Yokohama; Winning Design; Foreign Office Architects; pl. m. ill.; p. 43; Sept 95, A
Japan, Yokohama; Ship Terminal; Greg Lynn; ph. pl.; p. 77; Sept 95, INT

Metro Subway System Expansion; District of Columbia, Washington; Design Principles; Harry Weese; by John Morris Dixon; map; ph. ill. sec. axon.; p. 76-85; Dec 95; PA

Movement and Public Space; Georgia, Atlanta; Railroad Station and Office Tower; France, Lille; Railroad Station Entrance Pavilion; New York, R. M. Klien and Frances Halsband; ph. pi.; p. 30; Aug 95; PA

Railroad Terminal Complex; Indonesia, Jakarta; Ellerbe & Becker; ph. pl.; p. 34; Dec 95; PA

Railroad Station Entrance Pavilion; New York, New York, R. M. Klien and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 68-75, 152; Aug 95; A

Railroad Station and Office Tower; France, Lille; Euralille, Jean-Marie Duthilleul and Christian de Portzamparc; ph. sec.; p. 82-83; Jan 95; A

Railroad Station at Airport; France, Lyon; Eiffel and Partners, Consulting Engineers; ph. pi.; p. 37; Feb 95; PA

See AIRPORT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY, STREET, URBAN DESIGN also

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

ARTS CENTER (Cont'd)

ARTS CENTER

Arizona, Phoenix; Museum, Deer Valley Rock Art Center, William P. Bruder; ph. sec. dia.; p. 64-69; Oct 95; AR

ARTS CENTER

California, Los Angeles; Museum, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Michael Govan; ph. pi.; p. 72-77; May 95; PA

AUDITORIUM

Alumni Auditorium, Columbia University; New York, New York; Acoustical Modifications for Remodeled Auditorium; Belmont & Freeman; Acoustical Design by Shen, Milsom & Wilke; ph. sec. det.; p. 38-39; Nov 95; AR

Recital Hall and Music Studios, Temple University; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Remodeled Neoclassical Building, Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; Feb 95; AR

CAMPUS

Academy for the Arts and Architecture, Extension; Netherlands, Maastricht; Wiel Arts; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-104; June 95; PA

Florida Southern College, West Campus, Restoration; Florida, Lakeland, Troughton & Mclusan; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p. 78-81, 85; Sept 95; PA

Indian Institute of Management; India, Ahmadabad; Courtyard Oriented; Louis I. Kahn; by Kathleen James; pers. ph. pl. axon. biblio.; p. 38-49; Sept 95, JAE

Nanyang Polytechnic; Singapore; Gutheway & Siegel, m. pl.; p. 41; July 95, A

Olympic College, Shelton; Washington, Olympic; Miller & Hull, sec. ph. pl.; p. 35; Dec 95; PA

Planning the Future Campus; dia.; p. 53-57; Feb 95; A

CLASSROOM

Center for Human Values; Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p. 82-83, 85; Mar 95; AR

Classroom Building with Telelearning; Ohio, Bowling Green; Bowling Green State University; The Collaborative; by M. J. Madigan; ph. pl.; p. 48-51; Apr 95; INT

Graduate School of Management; California, Los Angeles, University of California at Los Angeles; Includes Earthquake Resistance Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. det. sec.; p. 88-97; Nov 95; AR

Renovated Building, City University of New York; New York, New York; William A. Hall, Original Design by George B. Post; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 52-55; Apr 95, INT

Royce Hall, University of California, Los Angeles, Earthquake Strengthening and Restoration; Barton Phelps and Anshen & Allen; ph. pl. dia.; p. 106-107, Dec 95; A

EARLY LEARNING CENTER

Child Development Center, Bronx Community College; New York, New York, Bronx; Preassembled Building Technology; Margaret Heffand, by Zva Freeman; ph. pl. m. elev. sec. det.; p. 56-63; Mar 95; PA
UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

EDUCATION CENTER

College of Education, University of Youngstown; Ohio, Youngstown; Perkins & Will and Olavsky & Jaminet; m. pl.; p. 24; Mar 95; PA
Education and Development Center; University of Virginia; Virginia, Wise; Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg; m. pl.; p.35; Mar 95; A

ENGINEERING BUILDING

Engineering Management Center, Stanford University; California, Stanford; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl.; p.26; Nov 95; PA
School of Engineering and Manufacture, DeMontfort University; England, Leicester; Energy Efficient, Ventilation Details; Short & Ford; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.88-97, 168; July 95; A

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES BUILDING

Center for Energy and Environmental Education; Iowa, Cedar Falls; University of Northern Iowa; Wells, Woodburn & O'Neil; ph. pl.; p.98-103; July 95; A

GREENHOUSE

Greenhouse, University of Wisconsin; Wisconsin, Madison; Flad Associates; pl. ill.; p.26; Mar 95; PA

LAW SCHOOL

Hauser Hall, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Feb 95; A
Hauser Hall, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p.82-83, 87; Mar 95; AR

LIBRARY

Leavitt Library, University of Southern California; California, Los Angeles; Shepkey, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott; ph. pl. dia.; p.31-33; May 95; AR
Library and Technology Center; New York, New York; Baruch College, City University of New York; Remodeled Industrial Building, Davis & Brody; ph. pl.; p.86-91; Feb 95; AR
Science Library; University of California, California, Irvine; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-69; Feb 95; A
Stauffer Library, Queens University; Canada, Ontario, Kingston; Wall Cladding Details; Koiwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.86-93, 152, Feb 95; A
University of Aveiro; Portugal, Aveiro; Alvaro Siza; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-65; Apr 95; PA
University of Michigan; Michigan, Flint; Gunnar Barkerts; ph. axon.; p.24; Nov 95; PA

MASTER PLAN

Virginia, Charlottesville; Mile-Long Main Street Redevelopment; Includes University Buildings; PA Citation; William Rawn; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91, 112; Jan 95; PA

MUSEUM

Art Center, Vassar College; New York, Poughkeepsie, Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Mar 95; PA
Art Museum and Cultural Center, Wellesley College; Massachusetts, Wellesley; Jose Rafael Moneo; ph. pl. sec.; p.68, 74-75; Mar 95; PA

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Art Museum, Pennsylvania State University; Pennsylvania, University Park; Charles Moore and Arbones, King & Vlock; ph. pl.; p.68, 72-73; Mar 95; PA
Art Museum, University of Minnesota; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Frank G. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; p.68, 76-77; Mar 95; PA
New University Museums, Survey; ph. pl.; p.68-77; Mar 95; PA

OBSERVATORY

Vassar College; New York, Poughkeepsie; Roth & Moore; persp. pl.; p.43; Feb 95; A

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

National School of Theater; Mexico, Mexico City; Wall Detailed; TEN Architects; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.78-83, 184; Sept 95; A

RECREATION

Baseball Stadium, United States Military Academy; New York, West Point; NBBJ, ill. pl.; p.32; July 95; PA

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Chapel, Seattle University; Washington, Seattle; Steven Holt; m. pl. sec.; p.54; June 95; PA
Inter-Faith Hall of Prayer, Northeastern University; Massachusetts, Boston; Office DA; ph. m. axon.; p.40-41; Nov 95; A

RESEARCH FACILITY

Institute of Asian Research, University of British Columbia; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Uses Recycled Materials; Matsuzaki & Wright; ph. axon.; p.32; Jan 95; PA

SCIENCE CENTER

Center for Molecular Biology, Yale University; Connecticut, New Haven; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Mar 95; AR
Chemistry Building Addition, University of Wisconsin; Wisconsin, Madison; Flad Associates; ill. pl.; p.26; Nov 95; PA
Chemistry Building, Indiana University; Indiana, Bloomington; Remodeled and Expanded; Harley, Ellington, Pierce & Yee; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Feb 95; AR
Laboratory and Research Facility, Ohio State University; Ohio, Columbus; Vernal G. Riffe Building; Perkins & Will; axon. ph. pl.; p.100-105; Nov 95; A
Olympic Natural Resources Center, University of Washington; Washington, Forks; Weinstein & Copeland; ill. pl.; p.40; May 95; PA
Physics and Astronomy Building; University of Washington; Washington, Seattle; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-85; Feb 95; A

SOCIAL SCIENCES SCHOOL

Eggers Hall; Syracuse University; New York, Syracuse; Bohlin Cywinski & Jackson; ph. pl. det. iso.; p.94-101; Feb 95; A
Social Sciences and Humanities Building; California, Davis; University of California; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-83; Mar 95; A
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont'd)

Colorado, Denver; Redevelopment Plan for Airport Area; Stapleton Plan; Cooper & Robertson and Harold Massop; Landscape Design by Civitas et al.; by Gordon Brown; ph. pl.; p.64-66; Aug 95; LA

Computer Use in Urban Design; Examples; ill. ph.; p.115-119; Apr 95; A

Convenence, Caractere and the Public Sphere; Social Meaning of Design; by Marc Grignon and Juliana Maxim; ill. elev.; pl. biblio.; p.29-37; Sept 95; JAE

Crime-Proofing Design; by Diane Zahm; ph.; p.120; Feb 95; LA

De-Code/Re-Code; Visionary Winner; Zoning Prescription for Public and Private Spaces in Sidewalks and Setbacks; William F. Conway and Marc Schulte; m. pl.; p.60; Dec 95, LA

Defining the New Urbanism; Review of New Planning Ideas; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.219-224; Jan 95; B

Design Awards, ASLA; Planning Software, Forty-Mile Loop of Parks, Civic Center Master Plan; ph. pl.; p.54; Nov 95; LA

Downtown Development Plan; Hawaii, Honolulu; ELS/EIBasani & Logan; pl.; p.51; Jan 95; PA

Downtown Master Plan; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Rebuilding After Bombing; Frankfurk, Short & Bruza; ill. pl.; p.36-37; June 95; A

Downtown Plan; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Charette Workshop; elev. pl.; p.24-25; Oct 95; A

Downtown Redevelopment; Washington, Mercer Island, ISTEA Grant; Colle Hough-Beck et al.; sec.; p.51; Mar 95; LA

Downtown Redevelopment; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Frankfurk, Short & Bruza, by Mark Alden Branch; pl.; p.45-46; July 95; PA

European Suburbia Sprawl; Survey of Cities; by Alex Marshall; ph.; p.44-45; Oct 95, LA

Federal Courthouse Area Master Plan; Massachusetts, Boston; David Dixon and Goody & Clancy; ill. pl.; p.50; Jan 95; PA

Financial District Urban Plan, Pudong Area; China, Shanghai, Rogers, Perrault, Fuksas & Ito; iso. pl.; p.PR33; July 95; AR

Florida, Eustis; Redevelopment Plan, PA Citation; Steven Luoni; ph. axon.; p.94-95, 111; Jan 95; PA

Flushing Town Center Master Plan; New York, New York, Queens; Weiss & Manfredi and Peterson & Littenberg; axon. pl.; p.52; Jan 95; PA

Form in Contention; Design in Development Disputes; PA Architectural Research Award; by Dana Cuff and Tridib Banerjee; m. pl.; p.96-97; July 95; PA

Georgia, Atlanta; Movement and Public Space; Competition for Public Spaces at Several Transportation Points; Alex Wall; by Alex Wall; ph. pl. biblio.; pers. pi.; p.22-28; Sept 95; JAE

Georgia, Atlanta; Olympic Games 1996; Review of Projects; Integration with the City; Critique; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. dia. ill. m.; p.51-59, 102, 104; July 95; PA

Historic Blocks to Be Razed, Protest; Missouri, St. Louis; ph. pl.; p.47; Nov 95; A
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont'd)

Illinois, Grayslake; Residential Development; Prairie Crossing, Model Suburb; Peter Walker and William Johnson et al.; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p.56-59, Aug 95, LA

Information Superhighway's Urban Dangers; by Ezra Ehrenkranz; ph.; p.51-55; May 95, A

Inner Harbor East; Maryland, Baltimore; AIA Honor Award; Ehrenkranz & Eckstut; pers. m. pl.; p.134; May 95, A

Landscape Architects Gain in Designing European Urban Projects; ph.; p.60-63; Oct 95, LA

Learning from the Traditional City; Survey of Projects, ill. pl. m. axon.; p.49-52; Jan 95, PA

Lower Manhattan Plan; Battery Park City Redesigned; New York, New York; PA Award; Peterson & Littenberg; pl. m.; p.68-71, 112; Jan 95, PA

Media Technology and Urban Fortress; Growing Problems of Cities; by Udo Greinacher; ph. biblio.; p.176-184; Feb 95, JAE

Miami Beach's South Beach Booms Again; Florida, Miami Beach; by Peter Whorskey; ph. m.; p.37-38; Nov 95, PA

Mile-Long Street Redevelopment; Virginia, Charlottesville; Includes University Buildings, PA Citation; William Rawn, ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91, 112; Jan 95, PA

Mixed-Use Project for South Central LA; California, Los Angeles; Affordable Housing, Retail, Head Start Facility; Re: Architecture and Ena Dubnoft, ill. pl.; p.46; Jan 95, PA

Mixed-Use Project; Retailing, Offices; Replaces Marketplace, China, Beijing, RTKL, m. sec.; p.48, Mar 95, PA

Mixed-Use Project; Shops, Offices, Housing, etc.; Canada, Ontario, Toronto, Remodeled Distillery, Roger Du Toit; m. axon.; p.48; Jan 95, PA

Mixed-Use Urban Complex, American Business Center; Germany, Berlin, Retail, Offices, Apartments, Skidmore, Owings & Merill, ph. pl.; p.26; Jan 95, PA

Mixed-Use Urban Complex; Offices, Hotels, Retail, Parking, China, Haikow, HLW, ill. pl.; p.27; Jan 95, PA

Models for Compact Village Neighborhood; Vermont, ---; Traditional Design; Julie Campoli et al.; axon. pl.; p.19; Mar 95, LA

Multi-Function Exposition Hall; France, Lille, Congress Center and Concert Hall, Lille Grand Palais, Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.88-99; Mar 95, AR

Multi-Use Building; Hong Kong, Terry Farrell; sec. elev.; p.56; June 95, PA

Multi-Use, City Center; Retail, Apartments, Offices, Hotel, France, Lille, Euraillle, Jean Nouvel; ph. elev.; p.60-81; Jan 95, A

New Jail Divides Downtown From Waterfront; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Crique; ph.; p.35; Dec 95, A

New Planning for Suburban Growing Problems; Examples; by Hugo Lindgren; axon. ill. pl.; p.50-55; Aug 95, LA

New Urbanism Design Approach; Movement is Spreading; Examples; by Philip Landgon; ph. pl. ill. m.; p.82-89; Aug 95, PA

URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont'd)

New York, New York; Bonus Incentive Zoning; Analysis of Use for Public Spaces; by Mildred F. Schmertz; ph.; p.51-57; June 95, A

New York, New York; Making Superstores Fit into Existing Street Patterns; by Philip Landgon; axon.; p.45-46; Dec 95, PA

Northcoast Harbor Plan, Master Plan; Ohio, Cleveland; Waterfront, Science Museum, Aquarium, Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame Complex; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl. m.; p.61, Apr 95, A

Ohio, Cleveland; Review of City Planning and Urban Projects; Sports, Museums, Aquarium, Theater and Multi-Use Complexes, ph. pl.; p.58-69; Apr 95, A

Ohio, Cleveland; Review of Downtown Growth and Planning; Critique; by Steven Litt; ph. pl.; p.38-39; Sept 95, LA

Pedestrian Mall in Overtown; Florida, Miami; Thirty Block Redevelopment; Revival of African-American Community, Wallace, Roberts & Todd; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.38-43; Dec 95, LA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Urban Tree Farm; Micro Businesses, Sea Change Program, Community Design Collaborative and Pennsylvania Horticultural Society; ph. pl.; p.19, Apr 95, LA

Preservation Park; California, Oakland, Business Park, 16 Restored Victorian Houses, Architectural Resources Group; ph.; p.106-107; Feb 95, AR

Projects That Attract Tourists to Downtowns; by Deborah K. Dietsch; ph.; p.15, Dec 95, A

Public Housing Redevelopment; Maryland, Baltimore, CHK, ph. p.52; Jan 95, PA

Public Institutions; Kahn's Search for Their Reasons for Being, Historical Search for Origins; Louis I. Kahn; by Stanford Anderson, ph. ill. biblio.; p.10-21, Sept 95, JAE

Public Space in Balance; Security in Urban and Public Space Examples; by Louise Mozingo; ph. biblio.; p.42-47+; Feb 95, LA

R/UDAT Program; Review of Projects; ill. pl.; p.105-111; Apr 95, A

Railroad Station Complex; Euralille, France, Lille; Convention Center, Multi-Use Center, Rem Koolhaas and Office for Metropolitan Architecture, ph. pl. sec.; p.66-83; Jan 95, A

Reinventing Public Space for Public Life; by Alex Krieger, ph. p.76-77, June 95, AR

Residential and Commercial Downtown Project; California, San Diego; Builder's Choice Award; Carpenter, Johnson & Wu; ph.; p.132-133, Oct 95, B

Rethinking Public Space; Four Articles; by L. Andreetto; p.2-49; Sept 95, JAE

Review of Civic Progress Report; Pennsylvania, North Philadelphia; R/UDAT; ph. pl.; p.107; Apr 95, A

Review of Urban Design Report; Texas, San Antonio; R/UDAT, ph. pl.; p.110-111, Apr 95, A

Review of Urban Design Report; Utah, Salt Lake City, R/UDAT, ph. pl.; p.108-109; Apr 95, A

River Relocation Project; Rhode Island, Providence, AIA Honor Award, William D. Warner; ph. pl.; p.135; May 95, A

Shop Teacher Revitalizes Neighborhood; Mississippi, Starkville; Using Traditional Principles; Dan Camp; by Marilyn Avery; ph. pl.; p.108-111; June 95, PA

115
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont’d)
Spanish City Transforms Itself with World-Class Architecture; Spain, Bilbao; ph. pl. m.; p. 17; Nov 95; AR
Struggles Over Public Spaces; California, Los Angeles; Conflicting Uses; by Margaret Crawford; ph. biblio.; p. 4-9; Sept 95; JAE
Taiwan, Taichung; Civic Center, Multi-Use Buildings; Competition Winner; Webster & Hofer, m.; p.28; Oct 95; PA
Tennessee, Memphis; Neighborhood Redevelopment, Harbor Town; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; ph. pl.; p. 82-84; Aug 95; PA
The Flaming Volcano and Other Building Fantasies; Nevada, Las Vegas; Survey of Building Extravaganzas; by Morris Newman; ph.; p. 82-87; Feb 95; PA
The Mayor Who Preaches Design, John O. Norquist; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; ph.; p 92-95; May 95; PA
Times Square Revival: 42nd Street Development Project; New York, New York; Theater, Hotel, Retail and Office Projects; pl, ph.; p. 94-99; Nov 95; A
Toward a New Urban Policy; Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch; p. i 5; Apr 95; A
Urban Redevelopment, Mixed Commercial Use; Virginia, Alexandria; Carlyle, Cooper & Robertson; m. pl.; p. 89; Aug 95; PA
Verba Buena Gardens, Cultural District; California, San Francisco; Urban Design Critique; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p. 60-67; Nov 95; PA
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SHOPPING CENTER, UNIVERSITY, WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT also

UTILITY FACILITY
Attention to Design of Urban Infrastructure; Underground Infrastructure and Utility Structure; by Gary Strang; ph. ill.; p. 33-35; June 95; LA
Design Awards, ASLA; Water Pollution Control Plant; ph.; p. 48-49, Nov 95; LA
Increasingly Invisible Infrastructure; Destroying a Sense of Place; by Robert L. Thayer, Jr.; ill.; p. 136; June 95; LA
Power Substation; Netherlands, Amersfoort; Van Berkel & Bos; ph. pl.; p. 57; June 95; PA
Putting Place Back into Infrastructure; Examples; by William Morrish and Catherine Brown; ph. ill.; p. 50-53; June 95; LA
Sewage Treatment Plant; California, San Francisco; Integrated to Sea Shore Highway; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris; Landscape Design by Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p. 54-57; June 95; LA
Solid Waste Facility; Arizona, Phoenix; As Public Art; Sakato & Sakato; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 58-61; June 95; LA
Wales, Trawsfynydd; Dismantling a Nuclear Electric Power Station; SITE Environmental Design; ill.; p. 62; July 95; A
See WATER TREATMENT also

VENTILATION
See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING)

VERMONT
—; Models for Compact Village Neighborhood; Traditional Design; Julie Campoli et al; axon. pl.; p. 19; Mar 95; LA
Grand Isle; Residence; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Child Associates; ph. pl.; p. 88; Apr 95; LA

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
Earth Building in Landscape Architecture; Vernacular Adobe Masonry Walls; by Kim Sorvig; ph. biblio.; p. 28-32; Feb 95; LA

VIDEO
See STUDIO, TELECOMMUNICATION, TELEVISION

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City; Saigon South Master Plan; PA Citation: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Koetter & Kim; pl. ill.; p. 106-107, 112; Jan 95; PA

VIRGIN ISLANDS
St. John; Hotel, Sustainable Resort with Waste Materials, Solar and Wind Power; Wark, Adams & Slavin; ph. dia.; p. 20; Apr 95; PA

VIRGINIA
Alexandria; Urban Redevelopment, Mixed Commercial Use; Carlyle, Cooper & Robertson; m. pl.; p. 89; Aug 95; PA
Arlington; Interiors; Recording Company Offices, Soundwave; Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 68-71; June 95; INT
Arlington; National Foreign Affairs Training Center; Communication System; Sasaki Associates and MGA; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-127; Apr 95; A
Charlottesville; Mile-Long Mam Street Redevelopment; Includes University Buildings; PA Citation; William Rawn; ph. pl. axon.; p. 90-91, 112; Jan 95; PA
Charlottesville; Monticello’s Dumb Waiters; On the Design and Workings of Monticello, Thomas Jefferson; by Alice Gray Read; pl. iso. dia. biblio. ill.; p. 168-175; Feb 95; JAE
VIRGINIA (Contd)
McLean; School, Private; Girls' High School Library and Gymnasium; Bowie & Gridley; ph. pl.; p.98-103; July 95; AR
Norfolk; Armed Forces Memorial; James Cutler and Maggie Smith; m. ill. elev.; p.28-29; Dec 95; A
Norfolk; National Maritime Center; Centerbrook; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; Dec 95; A
North Arlington; Residential Development; Residence; Whitehall; Burke, Smith & Fang; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Sept 95; B
Roanoke; Builder's Choice Award; Building Specialists; ph. pl.; p.155; Oct 95; B
Wise; Education and Development Center; University of Virginia; Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg; m. pl.; p.35; Mar 95; A

VISITOR CENTER
See RECREATION

WALES
Traws-fynydd; Dismantling a Nuclear Electric Power Station; SITE Environmental Design; ill.; p.62; July 95; A

WALKWAY
Hudson River Walkway; New Jersey, ---; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; pl.; p.22; May 95; LA

WALL COVERING
Vinyl Wall Coverings; Hotel Spaces; by Robert Parisi; ph. table; p.34-37; Oct 95; TCS

WALL
Aluminum Composite Material Panels; by Stephen Pine; iso. ph. det.; p.42-47; July 95; TCS
Building Enclosure System Vapor Barriers; Problems; by Thomas F. O'Connor and Paul G. Johnson; ph. det. biblio.; p.86-89; Dec 95; PA
California, Thousand Oaks; Civic Arts Plaza; City Offices, Auditorium, Theater, Wall Section; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-93; 152; Mar 95; A
Canada, Ontario, Kingston; Stuffle Library; Queen's University; Wall Cladding Detail; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.86-93; 152; Feb 95; A
Corrugated Metal; Lightweight Cladding, Example Projects; ph. sec. det. axon.; p.119-125; Aug 95; A
Curtain Walls, Poorly Designed; Remedial Procedures; by Stephen Ruggiero; ph. iso. det.; p.90-94; Dec 95; PA
Earth Building in Landscape Architecture; Vernacular Adobe Masonry Walls; by Kim Sorvig; ph. biblio.; p.28-32; Feb 95; LA
Exterior Tile Cladding; Detailing; by Jonathan Kahn-Leavitt; ph. det. iso.; p.98-101; Aug 95; PA

WALL (Cont'd)
High-Tech Cladding; England, London; Survey of European Office Building Cladding Systems; ph. iso. sec. det.; p.115-119; Jan 95; A
Illinois, Evanston; City Library; Wall Section Isometric; Joseph Powell; ph. pl.; p.96-99, 200; May 95; A
Mexico, Mexico City; National School of Theater; Wall Detailed; TEN Architects; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.78-83, 184; Sept 95; A
New York, New York; Office Building; Interiors; Graff Pay-Per-View Headquarters, Interior Partition Details; Kathryn McGraw Berry and Bryce Sanders; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.126-133; May 95; ID
Recladding Modern Buildings; New Curtain Walls, Case Studies; ph. sec. det.; p.119-127; Nov 95; A
Rusty Cornerbead Problem; ph. p.204; Oct 95; B
Spain; Girona; Residence; Wall Section; Francesc Rius Camps; ph. pl.; p.56-57; 98; Oct 95; PA
Stone Cladding, Design, Selection and Installation; by Kenneth A. Hooker; det.; p.49-54; Sept 95; TCS
Survey of Projects with Energy-Conserving Building Envelope; Regulates Light and Ventilation; Mechanical Engineers Assess Integrated Design; by Mary Pepchinski; ph. pl. m. dia. sec.; p.70-85; Oct 95; AR
Two-Story Interior Glass and Steel Curtain Wall; Made of Salvaged Parts; ph. sec. elev. det.; p.112; Aug 95; PA
Wall Cladding Details; by Michael Wilson; ph. det.; p.49-51; July 95; TCS
See INSULATION, PARTITION, STRUCTURAL also

WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON
Bellevue; Kitchen; Scott & Miller; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Mar 95; B
Bellevue; Residential Development; Residence; Lakenheath; MARE Award; Gerry Slick; ph. pl.; p.170; Oct 95; B
Forks; Olympic Natural Resources Center, University of Washington; Weinstein & Copeland; ill. pl.; p.40; May 95; PA
Gig Harbor; Residential Development; Residence; Grande Bank; Builder's Choice Award; North Pacific Design; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Oct 95; B
Klahanie; Kitchen; Hackworth Architecture; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Aug 95; B
Klahanie; Residential Development; Out of Sight Garages; Hackworth Architecture; ph. pl.; p.99; May 95; B
Lacey; Environmentally Friendly Master Plan; State Office of Ecology Headquarters, Competition; Berger Partnership and Keating, Mann, Jernigan & Rottel & McGranahan PNtr; by Richard K. Untermaann; ph. p.120; Aug 95; LA
Mercer Island; Downtown Redevelopment; ISTEA Grant; Colie Hough-Beck et al.; sec.; p.51; Mar 95; LA
Okanogan National Forest; Visitor Center; Kelbaugh & Calthorpe and Einar Jammund; m. pl. sec.; p.39; Jan 95; PA
WASHINGTON (Cont’d)

Olympic; Olympic College, Shelton, Miller & Hull; sec. ph. pl.; p.35; Dec 95; PA
Richland; US Molecular Sciences Laboratory, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. iso.; p.128-129; Apr 95; A
Seabeck; Residence; Forest Site, James Cutler; ph. pl.; p.88-91; May 95; A
Seattle; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Banner Building, Artist Residents Build Out Spaces; Weinstein & Copeland; ph. pl. sec; p.68-69; Jan 95; AR
Seattle; Bike Trails and Big Parks Alleviate the Interstate; Critique; by Richard K. Untermann; ph., p.34-36; Mar 95; LA
Seattle; Biotechnology Research Laboratory and Headquarters; Remodeled Steam Plant; Zymogenetics; Daly Associates and NBBJ; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; Feb 95; AR
Seattle; Community Center, Garfield, Miller & Hull; ph. pl.; p.35; Dec 95; PA
Seattle; Community Center, Garfield, Miller & Hull; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; June 95; A
Seattle; Furniture Showroom, ICF; Jones Studio; ph.; p.32(6)-32(7); Feb 95; ID
Seattle; Involving People in Planning; Sustainable Planning; by Norman Rice; ill. dia.; p.45-49; Apr 95; A
Seattle; Pacific Medical Center Tower, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Nov 95; AR
Seattle; Physics and Astronomy Building; University of Washington; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-85; Feb 95; A
Seattle; Public Park; PA Citation; Committee for the Seattle Commons; ill. m. ph.; p.102-103. 111; Jan 95; PA
Seattle; Religious Building; Chapel, Seattle University; Steven Holt; m. pl. sec.; p.54; June 95; PA
Seattle; Residence; Landscape, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Award; Berger Partnership; ph. pl.; p.88, Apr 95; LA
Seattle; Residence; Olson & Sundberg; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.65-71; Apr 95; INT
Seattle; Residential Development; Residence; Nevada Street Townhouses; NEVADA; ph. pl.; p.240-241; Jan 95; B
Seattle; Tile and Marble Showroom; Mithun Partners; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Apr 95; INT
Spokane; Public Library; Wiring Scheme; Thomas Hacker; ph. pl. iso. dia.; p.111-117; Oct 95; A
Sumner; Residence; Todd Lawson; ph. pl. det.; p.112-113, 156; June 95; B

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

Florida, Dade and Broward Counties; Western C-9 Basin Plan, Duany & Plater-Zyberk and Dover & Kohl; ill. pl.; p.64-65; July 95; A
Maryland, Baltimore; Inner Harbor East, AIA Honor Award, Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut; pers. m. pl.; p.134; May 95; A
Ship Terminal; Japan, Yokohama, Greg Lynn; ph. pl.; p.77, Sept 95; INT
Super Pier, Multi-Use; New York, New York; Taeg Nishimoto, m. pl.; p.81; Sept 95; INT
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN

WATERPROOFING

Building Enclosure System Vapor Barriers; Problems; by Thomas F. O’Connor and Paul G. Johnson; ph. det. biblio.; p.86-89; Dec 95; PA
Watertight Detailing; Checklist for Materials and Procedures; by Justin Henshell; ph.; p.125-136; May 95; TCS
See WALL, ROOF also

WEST VIRGINIA

—; Residence; Builder’s Choice Award, McInturff Architects; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Oct 95; B

WETLANDS

See ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

WINDOW COVERING

Commercial Window Treatments; Blinds, Shades; by John Bianco; det. ph.; p.78-83; July 95; TCS

WINDOW

Repairing Historic Windows; Recommendations, Case Studies; det. sec. ph. tables; p.151-157; Nov 95; A
Window Examples in Houses; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.108-109, May 95; B
Window Film for Many Objectives; by John Campbell; ph.; p.74-77, 95; July 95; TCS
Windowsill Detail Critiqued; Changes Cause Problems; by David N. Nicastro; sec.; p.96; Apr 95; TCS
See GLASS, WALL also

WISCONSIN

Madison; Chemistry Building Addition, University of Wisconsin; Flad Associates; ill. pl.; p.26; Nov 95; PA
Madison; Greenhouse, University of Wisconsin; Flad Associates; ill. pl.; p.26, Mar 95; PA
Menomonie; Plastics Factory; James & Snow; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Nov 95; PA
Milwaukee; The Mayor Who Preaches Design, John O. Norquist; ph.; p.92-95, May 95; PA
New Richmond; Plastics Factory; James & Snow; by Philip Langdon; ph. pl.; p.50-52; Nov 95; PA

WATER TREATMENT

Graywater for Residential Irrigation; iso. det. biblio.; p.30-33; Jan 95; LA
Sustaining the Environmentally Oriented Practice; Project Examples: Water Treatment, Wetlands, Office Building; by Karen Haas Smith; ill. sec. pers. table; p.24-27; Jan 95; AR
Water Treatment Systems for Houses; by Rich Binsacca; ph. biblio.; p.128-134; Nov 95; B
WISCONSIN (Cont’d)
River Falls; Plastics Factory; James & Snow; ph. pl. axon.; p.52-53, 56; Nov 95; PA
Westby; Residence; Rural Site; Brooks & Carey; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Apr 95; AR

WOOD
Environmental Concerns of Wood Use; by Robert Green; ph.; p.16-17; June 95; TCS
Forest Management; Specifying Tropical Woods; by O. Keister Evans and Geoffrey Blake; ph.; p.18; Nov 95; INT
Inner-Seal, Strand Board Exterior Siding; Deterioration Problems; ph.; p.160-164; Sept 95; B
Wood Certification, Well-Managed Forest Claims; by Nadav Malm; resources, ph. ill.; p.76-86; June 95; TCS
See STRUCTURAL/WOOD, WOODWORK

WOODWORK, CABINETWORK
New York, New York; Columbarium for Church, Gothic Wooden; Gerald Allen and Jeffrey Harbinson; ph. pl. sel. det.; p.76-77, 117; Feb 95; PA

WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

Z

WYOMING
Jackson Hole; National Wildlife Art Museum; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; May 95; A
Jackson Hole; Office Building; Low Rise; Advertising and Design Agency; William P. Bruder; ph. pl.; p.87; July 95; PA

ZONING
Bonus Incentive Zoning; New York, New York; Analysis of Use for Public Spaces; by Mildred F. Schmertz; ph.; p.51-57; June 95; A
Conservation Ethic in Government Policy; by Robert M. Sears; p.120, 115, Dec 95; LA
De-Code/Re-Code; Visionary Winner, Zoning Prescription for Public and Private Spaces in Sidewalks and Setbacks; William F. Conway and Marcy Schulte; m. pl.; p.60; Dec 95; LA
Visual Interactive Code; Multi-Media Based Zoning Code; by Kelleann Foster, ill.; p.34-35; Oct 95; LA
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, LAW also

ZOO
African Plains Barn Building for New Zoo; Missouri, Kansas City; Architects Atelier; ph. pl.; p.27; Oct 95; PA
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<td>LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIBRARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LITERATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOADING DOCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOUISIANA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LUXEMBOURG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MALAYSIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MASONRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MATERIALS, PRODUCTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MECHANICAL SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), SOLAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEMORIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>METALWORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDAHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INDIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont'd)

MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONUMENT
  See MEMORIAL
MOTEL
  See HOTEL
MOVIES
MULTI-USE BUILDING
  See URBAN DESIGN
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
  See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

NATURAL HAZARDS
  See HAZARDS
NEBRASKA
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA

OBSERVATORY
OFFICE BUILDING
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
ORNAMENTATION
  See HISTORICAL

PAINT, COATINGS
PARK
  See GARDEN, RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PARTITION
PAVEMENT
PENAL
  See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
PENNSYLVANIA
PERFORMANCE CENTER
  See ARTS CENTER, CULTURAL CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
PLANTS
  See BOTANIC GARDEN, GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN
PLASTER
  See STUCCO
PLASTIC
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLAND
POURGAL
PORTUGAL
PREFABRICATION

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
  See OFFICE PRACTICE
PUBLIC RELATIONS
  See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
PUERTO RICO

RADON
  See HAZARDS
RAILROAD STATION
  See TRANSPORTATION
RECLAMATION
  See CONSERVATION, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
RECORDING STUDIO
  See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO
RECREATION
REGIONAL PLANNING
  See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
  See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type
RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH LABORATORY
  See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH
  See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY, Specific Subjects
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RESORT
  See HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
  See HISTORICAL, LANDSCAPE, RESTORATION, Specific Building Type
RETIREDMENT HOUSING
  See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER
ROOF, ROOFING
RURAL DESIGN

SAFETY
  See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS
SANITATION
  See PLUMBING
SAUDI ARABIA
SCHOOL
SCOTLAND
SCULPTURE
  See ART
SEALANT
  See WATERPROOFING
SECURITY
SHEET METAL
SHELTER
## SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHIP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOPPING CENTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOWROOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGN</td>
<td>See GRAPHICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGAPORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITEWORK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKYLIGHT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH CAROLINA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH DAKOTA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACE STATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIFICATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STADIUM</td>
<td>See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAIRWAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEEL</td>
<td>See STRUCTURAL/STEEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUCTURAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUCCO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBWAY STATION</td>
<td>See TRANSPORTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNSCREEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEDEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVISION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNESSEE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEATER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAINING FACILITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSPORTATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URBAN DESIGN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTAH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTILITY FACILITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENTILATION</td>
<td>See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERMONT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEO</td>
<td>See STUDIO, TELECOMMUNICATION, TELEVISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIETNAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRGIN ISLANDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISITOR CENTER</td>
<td>See RECREATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALKWAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALL COVERING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAREHOUSE</td>
<td>See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERPROOFING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST VIRGINIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WETLANDS</td>
<td>See ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINDOW COVERING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINDOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOD</td>
<td>See STRUCTURAL/WOOD, WOODWORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODWORK, CABINETWORK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKING DRAWING</td>
<td>See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYOMING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZONING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>